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FoR.EWOR.D

By John E. Mack, M.D.,
Proftssor ofPsychiatry. Harvard University Medical School

One evening late in December 1985 Ted Owens phoned
Jeffrey Mishlove to warn him in an angry voice that the U.S.
government muSt cancel the next space shurde flight. "This is
the most imporr3nr call you will ever receive," Owens said, "The
S.Ls (Space lnrelJigences) really mean business. They will
destroy the shuttle. It's up to you to prevent it." A month later,

on January 28, 1986, Mishlove was "shaken to my bones" when
the Challenger space shuttle exploded, killing its seven crew
members, including thirty~seven-year-old teacher Christa
McAuliffe. "I realized that 1 had been ignoring Owens too
long," Mishlove writes in rhis remarkable story. His book raises
for me the question of whether we have all ignored for "tOO

long" the powerful ways thac what we call consciousness or
"mind" can impact directly the material world.

This book may well be a milestone, a kind of turning poinr in

the long debate over whether the human mind can affect the
physical world. For the examples Mishlove provides of Owens'
powers are so dramatic, and so thoroughly and meticulously

documented, including the use of independent testimony in
many instances, that it would be difficult for even a hardened
skeptic to find conventional explanations for much of what has

occurre<J. Indeed, Mishlove documems so many instances, and
goes so far to accommodate his potential critics and consider alter
native explanations, that it seems at times like extravagant overkill.



FOREWORD

Ted Owens, who was born in Bedford, Indiana. in 1920, had
early encounters with what in our culture is called the
paranormal. His grandfather taught him the mysterious art of
dowsing. and his great-grandmother seems ro have had psychic
powers, demonstrating her skills at the Ouija board, along with
her ability to find losr objects and to predict deaths. As a child
Owens himself says he had the power to levitate his body.

As an adult, Owens seems to have possessed, or been able to
mobilitt, truly cctraordinary powers. MishJove cUscusses painstak
ingly whemer Owens' powers we~ merdy precognitive, reflecting
the capacity to anticipate events mat would have occurrro
anyway, or if he could actually cause these phenomena to occur.
In any event. thunder and lightning. snowsrorms. eanhquakes.
droughts and hot spells, drought-~Iieving or freezing rains.
floods. tornados, power failures. volcanic eruptions. the technical
fa.ilu~ ofhuman machinery, strange turnings ofsports events, and
the summoning on command of UFOs into the vision fields of
specta[Ors-a.ll have appeared to have occurred in hundreds of
instances over a period of three decades (Owens died in 1987)
immediately or soon after Owens' pred.ictions or declarations of
causal imem. The likelihood that mo~ is involved hete [han
precognition (mysrerious enough in itself) is suggested by the fact
that in some instances Owens' performances were invited by
others. as in the case of his droughHelieving initiatives in Florida
and Australia. But none of these events, according to Owens. were
simply the result of the powers of his own mind. They were
brought about by Space Ikings or Space Intelligences (Sis) with
whom he was in intimate conracr.

This book is best approached, I believe, in the light of the
controversy that has surrounded the whole question of whether
there is a significant truth [0 be learned of the entire realm or
realms that are considered paranormal, including psi or parapsy
chological phenomena, action at a distance (non-locality). spiri
mal healing. the power of prayer. etc.-all those phenomena

'"

11ft? Muh"'",

that reflect the workings of a force field without an apparent
material substrate. Many scientists seem to believe that rather
than to add immensely to our undemanding of the universe and
our place in it. the establishment of [he reality of such matters
would undermine the entire carefully built edifice of scientific
materialism that they (and we) are expected to maintain at all
COSts. Able researchers such as Rupert Sheldrake and Dean
Radin have shown that on average the quality of srudies in
parapsychology has been higher than in other more accepted
ciences. One needs only to review the work of Stanley

Krippner. Robert Jahn. Charles Tart. and Larry Dossey-to
name a few-to discover that [his is so.

But the problem underlying the accc:ptance or rejection of
these matters is not scientific. or not primarily so. It is about
fundamental cosmologies or worldvicws. relating to what
Mishlove caBs [he "metaphysical war of ideas" that "has been
taking place throughout Western culture during the past
century." Ar [he heart of this war of the worldvicws lies the:
question of the power ofconsciousness or unseen intelligence to

affect feeling. behavior. and events in the material world. On
one side is the several.hundred-year quest of our culture to
conquer and concrol the material world through ever more
wondrous technology, while voiding [he universe of any
inherent intelligence apart from the projections of our brains.
The cosr of [his worldview has been to turn our planet into a
giam marketplace, where no moral or spiritual values beyond
immediate human appetites seem to prevail. Almost every major
social problem this planer now faces, including the desecration
of the environment. the extremes of poverty. the epidemic
diseases and other hardships that an:: its consequences, and the
threat of nuclear war. derive from this materialist hubris, which
is not confined to the West.

The opposing worldview, which is gaining momentum slowly
throughout the planet. although too late perhaps to preserve

'lUll
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most of its life forms, is the one that most peoples throughour
history and in most places on the Earth still experience. In this
view the universe is replete with intelligence and intelligences,
unseen forces and beings or entities of varying density, some of
which have the property of manifesting on this plane in a form
that many people can perceive. Furthermore, behind or prior to

all of this is a luminous ulcimate reality or creative principle,
manifested as divine light or love, from which all other reality
derives. The failure to perceive, or ro be able ro perceive this
reality-the senses by which we might know these things have
arrophied, the poet Rilke once wrote-lies at the heart of the
crisis that we now confront.

It is in this context, I believe, that the sometimes vasdy
destructive effects ofOwens' demonstrations, resulting sometimes
in the loss of lives, should be regarded. In his increasing frustra
tion to have the reality of the powers he could wield recognized,
Owens seems like a God of the Old Testament, inflicting
plagues of escalating effect upon a stiff-necked popuJace deter
mined to remain locked in ignorance and denial. He beseeches
Mishlove ro be a fighter for the truth he knows. "You are sitting
on the greatest parapsychological find in hisrory," bur are
"afraid to do anything about it," Owens berates the author.
Wisely, Owens identifies concern with public criticism as the
source of the hesitation of Mishlove and others ro pur forth
openly what they have found our about such matters, their self~

censorship stemming from fear of criticism "by peers tougher

h "t an you are.
There are times that Owens seems ro behave like a petulant

child, perpetrating the revenge of the misunderstood, striving as
Mishlove correcdy states, "to intimidate the world inco supporting
him." But when one considers the stakes, it could be a great
error ro stress too heavily the personal or egoistic aspect of
Owens' personality or ro judge his behavior roo harshly. "I am
not doing it," he said. Another imelligence was working through

Nfr'Y M;,hw",

him. "It is the UFO, Egyptian, and Mayan powers thar are
curremlyengaged in these activities."

"[ figure that somehow I had managed to contact the essence
of the intelligence behind Nature itsdf," he said after he had
"made" a particularly severe storm that almost destroyed Las
Vegas. Mishlove even suggesrs that Owens became a kind of
mirror onto which people would project their dark emotions,
reaping from him what they had sowed themselves.

Owens' purpose, of course, is to liberate, to awaken us from
a slumbering ignorance of the peril we face, to enable us to

recognize rhe power we possess to change our fate, and, above
all, to become open to rhe possibility, in Owens' words, "rhat we
are living in the vicinity of other-dimensional, conscious life·
forms who are invisible ro our normal senses." Imerfacing with
these beings, especially the ones referred to as Space Imelligence
Masters (SIMs), could bring. great rewards to humanity. Bur
Owens suffers terribly in rhe familiar mode of the prophet
ignored in his own rime-"They didn't believe I was for real,"
he: said sadly when nobody came to one of his lectun:s. He
certainJy did not profit from his powers, and found ir always
difficult to provide for his family.

We arc not now, nor may we ever, be able (0 "explain" in the
terms of a mechanistic science the remarkable phenomena
documented by Jeffrey Mishlove in this extraordinary book, but
this does nor diminish their importance or give us the righr to
ignore them. The month after the Challenger disaster Mishlove
began to take Owens' mind training course, not, as he stares, to

"influence weather patterns and call down UFOs," but in order
to "be very effective in communicating parapsychological infor~

mation to the public." I can testify personally to Mishlove's
success in this regard, for the interview he did wirh me for
Thinking Allowed (his national TV program on new rhought
and consciousness) after the publication of my first book on the
UFO abduction phenomenon was the most intelligent and
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"effective" I experienced. h is clear from this book that
Mishlove's capaciry over the past fowteen years to become a
leader in bringing intdligem discourse lO the field of parapsy
chology owes much [0 his relationship wiili Ted Owens.

Mishlove acknowledges that he delayed the publication of
Th( PK Man for many years lxcause society was not ready to
receive it. One 'Nell known skeptic even warned him that "the
book could do you professional damage." Mishlove's statement
that our abiliry to aplore par:lpsychology and ufology objec
tively for me last century or more has lxen "hampered by social
dynamics" may go down as one of the greatest understatements
of aU time. He anticipates that there will still lx skeptics-I
prefer the term debunker for those who have, in jeffrey's words,
made "itrevocable sociaJ commitments to worldviews that are
inconsistent with the data herein prescote<!"-who will "devdop
some ingenious strategy for ddegitimiz.ing me data itself." But
Mishlove does nOt appear to lx afraid of this sort of thing
anymore, perhaps in part from the courage that Ted Owens
helped instill in him quite a few years ago.

Toward the end of the book Mishlove refers to the work of
the great sociologist Pitirim A. Sorokin, who as early as 1938
already knew that a predominantly sensate or rationalistic
paradigm was dying. For all its materiaJ triumphs this worldview
is far tOO limited to encompass the vastness of rhe human spirit,
and has brought us to the brink of ecological and military
disaster. Sorokin anticipated that major shifrs of cosmology
tend, as we have seen, lO be accompanied by great social
upheaval. Dead as it may be, the dominating perspective of
scientific materialism still seems to obstruct the road [0 the
future, like the decomposing carcass of some great ancient
mammoth. jeffrey Mishlove's powerful true story may greatly
hdp to clear the way for new creative human visions and
achievements.

'''''
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INTRo oven ON

*
"PK" is the parapsychological abbreviation for psychokinesis

or mind-over-matter. J. B. Rhine, the father of American
para.psychology, popularized. the term in the 1940s, while
working at Duke University. He suggested that every act of
human free will, such as raising your arm in the air, necessitates
psychokinesis. Indeed, human free will is an enormous problem
for science and philosophy. But parapsychologists are especially
interested in manifestations of psychokinesis outSide of the
human body, in which the mind itself exerts a direct influence
on distam physical systems, with no known mechanism of
mediation. The implications of this ability are staggering in
every way-philosophically, scientiflcally, sociologically, spiritu
ally, anJ'most imporrandy. in terms of how we know and under
stand oursdves.

I met Ted Owens, the PK Man, in 1976 and began my study
of this fascinaring American shaman that continued until his
dearh in 1987. Owens demonsrrated his claim co possess
psychokinetic powers in the leners he sent me almost every
month, informing me in advance of his plans to connol a variety
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oflarge-scale systems: hurricanes, eanhqu.akes, temperature, and
other we.ather conditions. The results would then be
documented in newsp.apers. Oftentimes, his demonstrations

were .accomp.anied by.a variety of bizarre events, including light
ning, power blackouts, and UFO sightings. The sum total of
these demonStrations make the Owens case unique in the entire
history of parapsychology .and even in the older discipline
known .as psychical research.

Over the dec.ades, p.arapsychologists h.a~ accumul.ated a good
deal of scientific evidence in support of psychokinesis, generally
involving conscious control of sma.ll-sc:a.le, instrumented systems
such .as dice, qu.anrum meeh.anical random evOlt gener.ators,
magnetometers, and thermistors. Some fascinating metallurgical
srudies have been conducted regarding bent spoons and strips of

metal. Owens' unique contribution h.as been to suggest that it is
JUSt .as easy for the ~r of psychokinesis to influence a labile
large-scale system, such .as a hurrica.ne, .as it is to influence a small
scale system in the laboratory. At one time, he requested ofme that

this largo-scale l)'p" ofpsychokinesis be: labded "the Ow<ns dfeet."
Ironically, Owens himself often vacillated when it came to

interpreting the effects that he apparently produced. While he
did not hesitate to claim psychokinetic powers, he generally

suggested thal the effects were actually produced by other
dimensional beings he called the Space Intelligences. lllese
entities, Owens suggested, had their own motives, independent
of his own. He was their chosen representative on Earth. When

he sent them relep:lthic messages, they generally carried out his
insuuctions. Ar first, one might think of this as a completely
different, alternative explanation. However, parapsychologists are
accustomed to thinking of psychokinesis, relepathy, clairvoyance,
and precognition as different facers of one mental faculty called
"psi." From a scientific perspective, it is nearly impossible to
distinguish one from rhe orher. Perhaps, in the furure, when

more refined tools are available, we will be able to do so.

2

Nfrry Mishlc",

Ted Owens was a large man wirh a thick neck. His voice: was
dc:c:p and reson.ant, like that of a professional broadcasrer. He
poke in a clear, Midwestern accent, and hjs speech was sprin

klc:d with folksy metaphors. He always dres~d informally and
'auld often be sc:c:n smoking a cigar. During the years when J
knew him. his long, white hair was almost shoulder length, and
he sporred a beard. He had a fondness for beer and whiskey. Ted

was also a member of Mensa, the organization exclusively for

Individ~ with a high intelligence:.
Ted was a family man. Baby Jerome w.as born to his wife,

Martha, in 1977. At that time, their son Teddy, who was four

years old, had a mop of blond hair. My own stepson, Lewis, who
w:IIS then nine years old, met Teddy and marveled ar the fact that
he could touch the rip of his nose with his tongue. Their oldest

son, Beau, was men sixteen. He seemed like the shy type:. This was
Ted Owens' second fa.miJy. As best I could tdl, he was estranged
from Larnie and Rick, the children of his first wife, Pat.

Ted Owens .and his family lived almost like vagabonds. I
received mail from his residences in Cape Charles, Virginia;

Bernalillo, New Mexico; Silverton, Oregon; Vancouver,
Washington; Ocala, Florida; and Fort Ann, New York.
Throughout the period of my study, Ted Owens was not

gainfully c:mployed in any regular way. He was suppOrted by a
small coterie of true believers who accepted his claim that he was
the messenger of orher~dimensionalSpace Intelligences-which

often guided him to relocate. Occasionally, he earned a little
money in the form ofdonations for his work as a spiritual healer.
He was also a teacher of esoteric wisdom, through his Church of
SOTA (Secrets of the Ages). Sometimes, he trained students,

using a hypnotic process he developed ro enable them to contact
the Space Intelligences themselves. Although Owens himself
lived close to the poverry level, occasionally his clients would
include wealthy individuals who would pay all of his expenses
on various jaunts to places like Mexico, Puerro Rico, and Egypt.

)
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Like me cinematic character Forrest Gump, Ted Owens had
an interesting, synchronistic penchant for being on the scene at
the time of historical events. In June 1975, for example, while
returning from Egypt, he was flying into New York's Kennedy
Airport immediately behind Eastern Airlines Flight 66 from
New Orleans. That airplane crashed, apparendy struck by light
ning while landing. It was the worst aviation disaster in U.S.
history at the rime. Owens was also in Vancou~r, Washington,
at the foot ofMount Saint Helens, on the very day in May 1980
when its eruption made it the first active volcano in the forty
eight states for almost suuy yeaes.

While Ted Owens was noc a fictional character, J think ofhim
as having been larger than life, akin to such mythical, American
folk legends as PauJ Bunyan and Pecos Bill. But he was a very
re.al, flesh-and-blood human being. Whac made Ted Owens
unique was his apparent, umwrdinacy psychokinetic talent. Ted
Owens had the rare gift of mind-over-matter. His, and our own,
tragic ignorance about such powers is most insightfully
displayed by considering the above-mentioned coincidences.
On each occasion, Owens was actually, but not intentionally,
concentrating on a picture or diagram symbolizing the events
that occurred soon thereafter.

While on that Right into Kennedy Airporc in June 1975,
Owens was seated in first class. He was enjoying che free liquor
and was waving about for the stewardesses to see the issue of
Saga magazine that had JUSt been published with an article
featuring his exploits. The article actually contained an illustra
tion portraying a plane crash from an earlier episode in the
Chesapeake Bay area (described in chapter 10), with the sugges
tion rhac Owens' psychokinetic powers had inadvercenrly
downed Navy jets. So here is Owens in an intoxicated srate,
concentrating on a picture purporting to illustrate how his abili
ties can knock airplanes out of che sky at the very rime and
vicinity when such a rare event actually did occur! The fact chat

4
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Lightning apparently SHuck the Eastern Airlines jet is also signif
icant since one of Owens' specialties was causing lightning to
strike-simply by pointing his finger at the desired location
(described in chapter 5).

The Story that Owens told me regarding the Mount Saint
Helens eruption was that he was at a nearby park, with his
childeen, at the time. showing them how to ~ his "PK Map"
technique. ~ns claimed that the PK Map was the primary
method he used. It involved drawing a diagram symboliz.ing
effects that he wished to produce and then using that image as the
object of his focused concentration. He would mentally send
th~ images to his other-dimensional friends, the Space
ImeUigences, sitting in invisible UFOs high over the planet, and
they wouJd use their advanced powers to actualize ~ns' inten
tions. He was having his children direct PK energy toward Moum
Saint Hdens houes before it exploded-but he claimed that this
was JUSt practice and that he did not intend for it to crupt.

Naturally, these events are not definitive. In and of
themselves, they carry no evidential weight in offering proof for
something as scientifically extraordinary as psychokinesis, the
power of the mind to directly influence distant physical events.
However, when taken in the context of hundreds of other
dramatic instances, a picture begins to emerge that cannOt be so
easily dismissed. The great psychical researchers of the
nineteenth century, such as William James, one of America's
most brilliant thinkers, argued that the evidence should be
considered like a bundle of sticks. Each individual stick might
be easily broken, but, when tied together into a bundle, they are

:IS strong as steel.
Scientists and scholars will debare the exiStence of psychoki

nesis for many decades into the future. There is no escaping the
enormous social controversy aroused by claims such as those that
~ppear in this book. However, I suspecr that most readers will be
more interested in the moral and ethical implications of Ted

,
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Ow~ns' career. Th~ examples cited above suggest strongly that, if
Ow~ns' abilities w~re indeed real, then he used them in a careless.
negligent, and even malicious fashion. Even though he was also
a healer. he was nor above engaging in the practio= of hexing.

Ifwe assume mat psychokinesis is real and that it can, indeed,
be wielded in the mann~r presented in this book, then what are
the ethical and social issues that arise? Up until abom 200 years
ago. presumed witches were burned at me stake. basc:d on this
assumption. This is, certainly, the most de~ply troubling aspect
of human psychokinesis in general and the PK Man in partic
ular. It is probably a major reason why psychokinesis is rarely a
topic of discussion, even among parapsychologists. Throughout
this book. I shall attempt to explore these social and ethical
issues from different perspcct:ives.

When I worked with Owens between 1976 and 1987, my
interest was primarily in exploring how his talents could
contribute to our scientific knowledge as well as how they could
be harnessed for pracrical purposes. Owens. himself, seemed eager
to work on behalfofhumaniry, helping to end droughts. engaging
in healing, or in helping to diffuse international rensions. He
hoped that he could serve as an ambassador between the Space
Intelligences and the U.S. government. The problem was that
very few people at that time were prepared to acknowledge [he
existence of psychokinesis. TIle few who were suffici~ntly open
minded were aghast at the possibility of working with such an
unpredictable character as Owens. The noted UFO researcher. J.
Allen Hynek, exemplified this arcirude at a scientific meeting
about the Owens case that I convened in 1978, when he said that
he considered Owens' powers to be subconscious in nature and
that, therefore, he wouldn't "go ncar him with a ten-foot pole."

It is necessary that I am clear with rhe reader about my own
biases. For some reason. i[ has nor been within my makeup to
feel horrified abom Ted Owens-although I have, indeed,
be~n apprehensive. In fact. I tend to regard certain moralistic
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interpretations of his life and career as a throwback to hypocrir.
ical. Victorian ethjcs. The distinction between black magic and
white magic. for example. seems all tOO near to me. Human
histOry has bttn far too cluttered with devastating holocawts,
witch hunts, and superstitions perpetrated by those who thought
they were opposing evil for me to feel much sympathy with [hat
line of rhetoric. This is not to say, of course. that Owens was
without sin. To the contrary. his faults were many, and they were
large. He. hjmself. was his own worst enemy-and it would be
no exaggeration to say that. if psychokinesis were [0 become
recognized by a court of law. his actions would be criminal.

But me courts do not recognize psychokinesis and are
unlikdy to do so for th~ foreseeable furure. It would create a
legal mess of incalculable proportions. And so, if Owens
commined. murder and mayhem through the use of psychoki.
nesis-as shall be amply presented. here-he was truly beyond
the reach of the law. Y~t. h~ neal not be beyond [he reach ofour
own judgments and evaluations of his behavior. Above all, I
encourage readers to form own opinions regarding both the
vaJidity of Owens' psychokinesis and the quality of his charact~r.

The situation is complex, and I have gen~rally refrained from
offering a single, definitive opinion of my own. ] can simply say
that we. as a society. must learn how to deal with a powerful tool
that is beyond the reach of the law.

Owens used many metaphors to juStify the outrageous ends
to which he focused his mental powers. He ofren compared.
himsdf to Moses wreaking [he ten plagues upon Egypt wirh the
help of God. He compared himself to a dentist. causing pain in
the: service of long-term hygienic goals. Sometimes he thought
of himself as a schoolteacher. insisting that a recalcirrant student
receive a painful lesson. All of these metaphors, naturally. can be
uiricized as being inappropriate and vainglorious.

But one thing is clear. Owens lived and operated within a world
th;at offered him little in the way of supporr or understanding.
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Often his efforts to use psychokinesis for human benefit were met
with sarcasm and ridicule. This is a situation that is faced today by
mousands of ralc:med imuitive:;;, psychics, shamans, healers, and
seers. 1 have known hundreds of these people personally and
consider them my friends. I have a very special place in my heart
for them. I understand their suffering. and I see the enormous
psycholog;ca1 dJenses which they bring to bear against the
constam social drumbeat that bditrles the legitimacy of their own
inner ccperiencc. These defenses are most unfortunate.

Ted Owens lashed ou[ at those who treated him with
contempt. He feh that they deserved a lesson, and dozens of
such lessons shall be documented in this book. [n spite of the
fact that Owens overreacted, I fed enormous sympathy here. 1
do not believe that it is right to treat other human beings with
disrespect. It has raken decades for blacks, women, and other
minorities to csrablish this principle. Today, homosexual men
and women are stilI struggling to establish a social atmosphere
in which their dignity is not subject to constant derision. I
regard all of these movements as a liberation of the human spirit.
However, I suspeCt that only after the gay liberation movement
has accomplished itS goals will there be sufficient impetus to
apply the same principles [0 the mistreatment of those who are
gifted with shamanistic, spiritual, and psychic powers.

My sense is that Owens used his psychokinetic powers like a
mirror, reflecting back and amplifying the negative thought
forms that were directed toward him by a wide variety of critics
and skeptics. Many people have condemned him for this, as the
results seem co have been loss of property and sometimes even
of life. Others regard Owens as a hero standing up for the vast
reach and power of the inner psyche, the evolutionary birthright
of all humanity. Ironically, bach perspectives are accurate.

Like many psychics, Owens also compounded his own diffi
culties by caking credit for a wide variety of events-well
beyond those that I, as a sympathetic parapsychologist, found
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reasonable. After all, the newspapers are full of unusual eventS.
Every day, something unusual occurs, and it is not always the
result of psychokinesis.

This leads to yet another problematic aspect of evaluating
Owens' life from a moral perspcaivc: the scientific question of
cawaliry. If Owens were using psycholcinesis, or mind-over
maner, as classically conceived, we should hold him accounrable
for the resuhs of his intentions. However, what if he were,
instead, using precognition to predict various events (hat he
then claimed to be causing? His accountability would be much
less. Of course, we cannot ignore Owens' claim that the real
culprits in his many mischievous episodes were [he Space
Intelligences, other-dimensional energy beings aboard invisible
UFOs. Teasing out the threads of causality among (hese
competing hypotheses is difficult business, particularly when we
are intellectually bound to pay anention to (he skeptical claim
that all of this may be some sort of an illusion.

This book has two conclusions. [n chapter 11,1 describe my
own experience in taking Ted Owens' [raining program. That
experience served as a catalyst in my transformation from a
beleaguered, depressed, and jobless parapsychologist to the hosr
of the weekJy Thinking A/Iowtd public television TV interview
series in production since 1986, a few months after I took
Owens' training. It was never my interest nor intention to use
psychokinesis to produce lighu in the sky or to control weather
patterns. My interest has always been to serve as an effective
communicator of rhe realities of the deep, inner psyche. My
years of work and then my craining with Ted Owens has helped
me to better fulfill my own destiny and continues to do so
today.

The second conclusion, in chapter 12, provides a broader
imellecrual context for che life and career ofTed Owens. Owens'
life is examined from the perspectives of sociology, anthro
pology, urology, physics, and psychology. Within each of these
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disciplines exists perspectives that allow us to begin to mak~

sens~ ou[ of that which at first may seem irrational and unbeliev

able.

10

CHAPTER I

SNOW DVRINC; THE
CALIFORNIA DROVC;HT

*
The most lMauti/U' thing we can apnlt1lce is the
mysrmoUJ. It is the source ofall true art and g:;ena.

AJbert Einstein

They Were Eager to Discuss the Case

In February 1976, I visited me huge, military-industrial think
lank, SRJ International, in Menlo Park, California, at the invita

tion of physicists Hal Puthoff' and Russell Targ. In addition to
lheir groundbreaking work in remote viewing, or clairvoyance,
which later became the basis for a twenty-year military inrelli
Kence program, Puthoff' and Targ had also achieved F.arne and

Ilotoriery for their experiments with Uri Gdlet. This work had
been published in the prestigious British journal, Natu", in 1973.
When I arrived at their laboratory, I found the twO physicists very
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excited, even flabbergasted, about another case. They eagerly
explained to me that they had been contacted by a strange man
named Ted Owens, who signed his leHers "PK Man" and
proclaimed that he was "the world's greatest psychic," Owens
seemed eager to be used as a subject for parapsychological testing.
Puthoff and Targ declined rhe offer bur nevertheless for several
years continued to receive correspondence from the PK Man that
documented his demonstrations,

On January 30, 1976, Owens wrote to Puthoff and Targ
telling them that he was going to show them the extent of his
powers by causing heavy storms over the San Francisco area and
thereby ending the drought that was then approaching disas
trous proportions. His letter read:

Last night on TV the evening news showed a stricken
California. Crops are dead and dyiJlg and the animals
are in pitiful condition. Now 1, Ted Owens, PK Man,
will change all of that. Wimin the next 90 days from the
time of mis letter rwill pour and pour and pour rains
onto and into the state of California until it is
swimming in water and the dangerous drought is
completely over. There will be storm mer stOrm, light.
ning after lighrning attacks, and high winds....

It didn't take ninety days for Owens' demonstration to come
off. A freak snowstorm hit the San Francisco area on February 5.
It was the first Storm of winter, and many more were to follow.
According to an Associated Press CAP) release, "The unexpected
snowfall came as parr of the first major California storm this
year in a season that has brought drought to farm areas and talk
of water rationing in many communities." The last snowstorm
to strike the San Francisco Bay Area occurred in 1887 and
dropped 3.7 inches ofsnow. The only other snowfall in the area
fell in 1962 when mild flurries were seen. The February stotm
left no less than 3.5 inches of snow on the ground. As rho ugh
unintentionally acknowledging Owens' complicity in the affair,
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the AP Story also stated that "the storm featured lightning and
sleet" and added that "a giant television [ower on Mt. San
Bruno, south of San Francisco, was hit by lighrning."
Interestingly, lighrning is very rare in the San Francisco area.

The storm hit San Francisco unannounced, delighting
residents but mystifying meteorologists who were totally Clught
off guard by ic In fact, it was so freakish that Claude Holmes, a
representative for the National Weather Service, had to admit to
the San Francisco Chronick chat he was baffied by it. The meteo
rological aspects leading to me storm were "so complicated," he
said, "that I'm not sure I undemand all the details myself."
Whatever the case may be, the snowfall was only the beginning
of the end to the droughc Just as Owens had predicted, the
Storm heralded several weeks of snow, lightning and winds. An
Oakland Tribune story on February 5 reponed that the storm
exhibited "nearly every phenomenon in the weatherman's book
throughout the Bay Area" including snow, hail, sleet, thunder,
and lightning. Gale warnings were issued in northwestern
California. The Storm went on for several days and introduced
what was to be one of the worst winters in California hiStory. The
rainfall was unbelievable for the rest of the season as Storm after
Storm meandered over the state. These continual Storm fronts
produced formidable problems in Southern California.

Los Angeles nearly became a disaster area when the constant
moisture weakened the foothills that surround many areas of the
city, and this led to huge mudslides that caused millions ofdollars
wonh of damage as expensive hillside homes were completely
destroyed by mud and structural damage. Resultant flooding even
took a few lives. The weather eventually became so freakish that,
at one point, a tornado watch was called. This was the first time
lhis had ever happened in recent history. Tornadoes are cxtremely
rJre in California, and none had ever struck Los Angeles.

Anomer peculiar aspect of that fateful wimer is that thete was
considerable UFO activity reported in California right before

Il
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the norms began. During (he last week ofJanuary, half a dozen
law enforcement agencies logged calls about a cigar-shaped
object, complete with flashing lights and vapor trail, that was
seen lCavding through southeastern California. After the storm,
on February 8 and 9, (WO sciemislS spolled a UFO flying over
the Sislciyou Mountains in Northern California. One of these:
wi messes, Paul urny, was a noted UFO investigator quite
capable ofdistinguishing a genuinely mysterious airborne object
from a conventional cran. Since UFO activity was not rare in
this area, mese UFO appearances possibly had nothing co do
with Owens' demonsrrations. However, as we shall sec, UFO
phenomena often accompanied these demonstrations.

Puthoff and Targ sem Owens a nore congratulating him on his
successful prediction and recc:ived a telegram response from him
stating that it was nor a prediction, but thar he, Owens, had ca~d
the snowstorm! After all, thai was why he called himself me PK
Man, PK meaning psychokinnu, the ability 10 affect maner wim
the mind. This was food for thought, and when I visited the physi
cistS some: weeks later, mey we~ eager to discuss the case.

Hyperdimensional Entities Affectionatdy
Known as "Twitter" and "Tweeter"

Puthoffand Targ brought out Ted Owens' 1969 book How to

Contilc! Spau P«lpk, and with great interest showed me a
drawing of two large, insect-like creatures in the text, whom
Owens affectionately called "Twiner" and "Tweeter." The book
claimed that Owens had produced many demonstrarions of his
psychokinetic powers for government officials and even named
the officials he had interacted with in each case. For rhe CIA,
Owens had "used his powers" to cause ships to sink. For NASA,
he had demonslrated his "control" over lightning. Nevertheless,
Owens bitterly complained, these agencies srill refused to take
him seriously.

Owens also described me visualization techniques mat he
used to communicate with Space Intelligences (SIs), i.e., hyper
dimensional entities who were continually in his view,
monitoring the Earth from UFOs. He saw them as looking into
a sclttn whe«: his thought·forms appea~d. Omer people could
commu~icate with them using rhis same method, he srated. I
experienced this some ten years later. when I took Owens'
training program (sec chapter 1I). The Space Intelligences,
Owens often claimed, were the ones who really had the power.
Juse as often, however, he attributed his powers to psychokinesis.

Because of rhe controversy that their research was already
generating, Puthoff and Targ did not feel thar they could afford
to pursue an investigation of Ted Owens. Nevertheless, the
recent events had piqued their curiosiry. The solution, it seemed
to them, was simple: turn the project over ro a promising young
graduate Student. I was their candidate.

Owens liked to tell how the UFO entities captured him and
operared on his brain to make him halfhuman and halfalien. He
had a thick c~ at me base of his skull mat, he said, resulted
from this operation. In August 1976, some months after I
learned about Owens, he gave: me an opportuniry to inspect this
crease for myselfat me City University of London where: we we~
bom attending a conference sponso~d by me Parascience
Foundation. All of this came about because Psychic magaz.ine, a
now defunct publication but once of some distinction, ran a
news item based on information gleaned from Puthoff and Targ
;lOOUt Owens' possible role in ending the California drought.

,
How a Drought Ended dwiog the London
Parascience Foundation Conference

In May 1976. Owens received a lener from Suzanne
'Iebbing, a British student of the paranormal and a friend of
Professor John Taylor, a' well known mathematician at King's
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College in Great Britain and an ardent student of parapsy·
chology. England was at the time suffering from its worst
drought in 150 years. and Stebbing. having read the Psychic
magazine item about Owens' powers. was wondering ifhe could
end it. In a return letter dated May 10. Owens informed his
admirer that he would begin work on the project but asked that
Taylor himself write ro him asking for the demonsrr.arion. fu
part of his performance, Owens promjsed massive rainf.tll
during the next ninety days as well as lighming strikes. high
winds. and UFO appearances.

Stebbing wrote back to Owens in early June. explaining that
Taylor was tOO tied up with other work to write to him.
Howcvc:r. included in her leHer was an invitation for Owens to

come to England where he could meet Taylor in order to give an
address to a paraphysics conference scheduled to be convened at
the University of London. (Paraphysics is to physics as parapsy
chology is to psychology. BOlh fields engage in scientific inquiry
into the pannormal aspeers of nature.) In this same letter,
Stebbing advised Owens that the drought had begun to abate
slightly but that it was still a serious condition threatening to
create havoc across the country. Although some rain fell in June,
these showers did little to offset the deleterious effects of the

prolonged drought.
Owens finally heard from Taylor tOwards the end of his self

imposed deadline. Taylor pointed out that. since so little rain
had fallen during the last ninety days. he considered Owens'
rainmaking attempts to be a clear f.tilure. He reiterated his
feelings in a letter to Owens twO days after, in which he pointed
our that British meteorologists had announced that there was no
end to the drought in sight.

This was all quite true. By August. when the paraphysics
conference was slated to convene. England was in bad shape.
London residents were being asked to reduce water consump
tion by one third. In some outlying villages, water had to be
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trucked in. By August 27, the London Tim~s had to report that,
according to government ministries, there still seemed no end to
the drought in sight and it could easily last through September.
My friends in London joked that if I wanted to get my picture
in the Times, all I had to do was appear in Piccadilly Circus with
an umblella!

August 27 was also conspicuous since that was the day Owens
arrived in London. Synchronistically. it rained there that very
day. It was the first rain in twenty-eight days. and although it
did not end the drought. it dampened the entire southeastern
section of England. It rained again the following day, and. as
typically happened when Owens W2S around. a mysterious
power f.tilure crippled the London subway system and stranded
thirty trains during the showers. The rain never stopped. It
continued throughout September. and on September 29. the
drought was declared officially over by government sources.

Despite the fact that Owens' London demonsualion was not
a clear-cut success. it W2S curiously impressive to me. as I was in
London at the time and well aware ofeventS in California earlier
chal year. The rain that ultimately ended lhe British drought
began the day Owens arrived in London. even though no end lO
il was officially in sight. The filet is that Owens specialized in
trying to cause power failures, as shall be shown throughout this
book. This. coupled with the facl that such a f.tilure occurred
the day of his arrival, was also too synchronistic [or comfort.

In any event, no maHer what role Owens played in (he rains,
at least England had been saved from disaster. but whether by
l wens. chance. nature. or God, one cannot say.

During my 1976 summer trip to England, I was able, for the
Om time. to meet Owens ar a conference convened at the City
University of London by the Institute of Parascience. a small.
rrivate parapsychology research Facility in London. Owens was an
Inviced speaker on (he program. and spoke to a somewhat
mlllned audience-an impressive speaker with a booming voice
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that rang through the auditorium. Yet, paradoxically, despite his
large frame, he seemed like a child. He~n pulled behind him a
red toy wagon stacked with newspaper clippings documenting his
exploitS, and he spoke about the hundreds ofdemonstrations that
he had conducted. for scientists. He shocked the audience with his
claims that he had direct: conraer with UFO beings, that they had
endowed him with psychic powers, that he was being used. by the
Space Intelligences to end worldwide drought, and that he could
be useful in psychic warfue against the Soviet Union.

Despite Owens' bizarre claims and wild theatrics, was
intrigued by him. His words were clear and articulate. His
manner was confident. His eyes sparkled with charisma and
precocious genius. He rocked the audience with his claim that
he had established telepathic contaer with other dimensional
Space Intelligences. He described how they, the Space
Intelligences, had guided. his carec:r from infancy to adulthood
through over fifry different occupations-bodyguard, bullwhip
artist, judo expert, jazz musician, knife thrower, dance instructor,
shorthand expert, high speed rypist, parapsychology researcher
so that his mind would be Aexible enough to manipulate their
complicated symbolic synem.

Owens held up a signed lener from Dr. Max L. Fogel, the
director of science and education for Mensa, who had testified
thar he had received a wrinen prediction from Owens, twO days
prior to the event, accurately forecasting the appearance of a
UFO in Chase City, Virginia.

Owens, however, explained to his London audience that he
had caus~d the sighting and nOt merely predicted it. He also
produced an affidavit from a radio producer in Dallas, Texas,
verifying the accuraey of a claim that Owens would produce a
major demonstration of his powers by wreaking havoc with the
local weather. Owens' pronouncement was followed by some of
the most intense and unseasonable weather in Texas history. An
earthquake measuring 4.5 on the Richter scale struck, lOrnadoes
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came fast and furious, the coldest temperatures in Texas history
followed suit, and fierce, hot winds capped the ordeal by
destroying half the Texas wheat crop.

Because the conference was running behind schedule, the
moderator asked Owens to finish his talk early. This abrupt
news shook his self-assured manner. He left the podium like an
obedient but bitter child, without taking advantage of the few

minutes remaining.
It was a scientific conference and, in this context, Owens was

out of place. He was speaking as a psychic to scientists who are
by profession and nacure skeptical of all psychic claims beyond
those that rhey have personally investigated. or that have been
reported in the scholarly literature, and even those claims are
subject to intense and often hostile scrutiny. To make matters
worse, another psychic preceded Owens on the speaker's
podium-Susan Padfield, the wife of noted British physicist Ted
Bastin. Padfield, whose psychokinetic abilities had been exten·
sivdy tested, spoke about "psychic support figures." She claimed
that when she first starred doing PK, she assumed mat UFO
Intelligences were working through her. Since then, she had
come to realize that the powers were her own; and the notion
that UFO imelligences provided psychic support might have
been initially necessary to satisfy her emotional needs but did
not explain her PK abilities. Other psychics who claimed to

work with spirit guides, saints, or deiries were also satisfying the
';lrne emotional need, she claimed.

When Owens gOt up to speak, the cards were clearly stacked
ilg'.tinst him. Even if the audience would accept [he seemingly
nudandish claim that he could cause large·scale weather
dunges, it was nor inclined to believe rhat he did so through the
"seney of UFOs. They were not inclined to embrace his desire
I() use his talents in psychic warfare with the Soviet Union; and
Ihey were not inclined to accept his messianic claim that he was
1111: supreme Earth ambassador of UFO intelligences. Owens
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was a liar or a madman, an evil magician or .In egotistical

crackpO[. Few people saw him as a fellow human snuggling to

share with them the methods by which he had cultivated powers

50 rare they seem either chimerical or demonic.

The Parascience Foundation Conference was nO[ prepared to

handle a character like Owens. Those attending the London

conference had mixed tcaaions to him. ranging from aasper.uion

and increduliry to fascination. Many fdt that if Owens wasn't an

ouuight liar, then he was a dangerous character. His daims were

difficult to accept, yet the docwnemation was there for all to view.

Colin Wilson, the wdl known British novelist, essayiSt, and

writer on the occult. was also in the audience that day. In typical

British understatement. he subsequently wrOte of Owens, "His

manner. of course. lacked the kind of nervous modesty that

British audiences rake to be a guarantee of honesty." Wilson

admitted lhat he took Owens' claims seriously.
During a brttk in me scientific program, I took the opportu·

niry to meet Owens personally and to tell him that I had been

following his work with interest and that I wanted to interview

him for a radio broadcast in America. In the middle of our

discussion. the conference organizers interrupted to announce

that one of the scheduled speakers had nOt arrived and that time

could now be made available to Owens (0 make up for the

previous disruption of his taJk. As we walked tOgether into rhe

auditorium, I sensed Owens' precarious position at the confer

ence and volunteered to make a brief introduclOry remark

Stating my knowledge of the San Francisco snowstorm demon

stration. Perhaps this move helped to increase Owens' credi

bility; unfortunately, he was again cur shorr when the scheduled

speaker arrived late. Flusrered and apparently humiliated once

again, Owens left the podium, this time amid a loud mixture of

both hissing and applause.
Later that day, Owens told me how the Space Intelligences had

taught him 150 different techniques for telepathic transmission
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and psychokinetic weamer control. The mOSt important of

these, one mat he used every day, he claimed, was visuaJizing of

the "rainbow UFO." Coincidentally, at that moment I was

wearing a pin with the image of a UFO, or me ringed planet

Saturn, in front of a rainbow. My girlfriend in those days had

given it ro me, and I wore it without paying much anemion to

the symbolism. Owens expressed a strong desire to have that pin

and, with considerable reluctance, I finally gave it to him. In

exchange, he later sem me a MCY Swiss watch with two dials on

it that. he claimed, had accompanied him on his various adven

tures. Since then. Owens and I enjoyed a good, albeit sometimes

stormy, working rapporr based on mutual respect.

As I returned from London to San Francisco, my mind

pondered the puzzle of Ted Owens. If his claims were ~aJ, he

might prove to be the most powerful psychic in the history of

paranormal research. I had by then become awa~ lhat a F.air

amount of documentation supported Owens' Story. During a

subsequent visit to SRI International, I obtained from Puthoff

.1Od Targ their accumulated correspondence from and documen

ution about Ted Owens: a Stack of letters, affidavits, and

newspaper clippings more than six inches thick. I knew then

that I was about to embark upon one of the great adventures of

my life. Bm I did not know the price to be paid for opening up

this ~ming Pandora's box of mystical powers. It is only now, a

quarter century later, that the full story can be lold-and, I

hope. understood.

Science and the Paranormal in the Life
or. Graduate Student

AJ a graduate student at the University of California at Berkeley

In l'lc:bruary 1976,1 was aware that a metaphysical war of ideas had

I n raking place throughout Wcstern culture during the past

u"lllUry. At stake was the very soul of human society. Scientists
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were probing spiritual realities, and I did not want ro miss out on
the adventure. I had arranged to sponsor the first major public
appearance in the United Stares of Uri GdJer, the sensational Israeli

psychic whose extrasensory perception and psychokinetic O1etal
bending feats, observed under controlled conditions at Sranford
Research Institute (now SRI International) had been wrirren about

in the prestigious British magazine, NatuTr. &rorrs from skeptical
detractors were also subsequendy published in NntuTr and
dscwhere. conraining many wild and inaccurate speculations
about Gdler. Bur I knew mat the debunkers "''ere overreaching. In
one instance, "The Amazing Randi" falsely accused my friend,
jean Millay, an SRI laboratory assistant, of being a Geller associate

and helping him cheat! NC\I1:rthdcss, me debunkers had in dlcir
camp many powerfuJ figures such as Leon jaroff, science editor for

1ilm magazine. Their accu.sations of fraud began to shape the

debate and detract from the scientific issues.
My world had become a hub ofexplosive ideas bandied about

by charismatic personalities. I had brought Uri Geller literally
into the Berkeley physics department at LeConte Hall, where I
witnessed him bend the gold ring of physics professor Forrest
Mozer, ostensibly using mind power or psychokinesis. Mozer,
then a young professor, and I were each standing next to Geller
with our eyeballs no more than twO feet away from the bending
ring. Afrer his ring was returned to him, Mozer held it up and
pronounced before the assembled gathering, "Jf anyone else

were to tell me that they had witnessed what I just saw, I would
tell them that they were overworked and should take a vacation.

But, I did juSt see this. It really happened."
Shortly thereafter, Mozer did take a vacation. He wen{ to

Alaska. When he returned from the cold north, I spoke to' him

again about the incident we both had witnessed. He informed
me that, upon reflection, he had become convinced that Geller
actually accomplished the trick through the use of a hidden
pliers. The whole thing, he was certain, had been faked.

}tffr? Mishlov~

While I could not disprove !.he hypothesis that Geller faked
his metal-bending demonsnations, ( certainly saw no grounds
or assuming with such finality that the maner was seuled. After

"U, I had also witnessed Geller bend a ring on rne stage of the
Zellerbach Audirorium at UC-Bcrkeley while the ring was held
tighcly inside the palm of its owner, jean Barish. Barish, whom
1 came to know and who was certainly not a confederate with

Geller, tOld me that she could feel rhe ring bend inside her hand,
,II Geller cupped his hands over hers. How could he have used a
Illiers in that circumstance? As further confirmation, the event

was videotaped.
I was also present when Uri Geller bent the car key of physi

u t Edwin May. This key was bent so much that May had to
hire a locksmith to fix the key in order to drive his Audi back
home. May was severely annoyed by the demonstration. Even
0, since rnat time. he has become a leading researcher within

the parapsychology community. Ironically. while gathering data
on otrasensory perception and precognition, May still refuses

l() accept rhe reality of psychokinesis. As hu as he is concerned,
the key-bending incident proved norhing, since it did not occur
under well controlled, experimental conditions. I accept Ed May
.. a scientist ofintcgriry. He is honest about his distaste of fraud

ulent psychokinesis and fair in his demand that it be demon~

'Ir,ned under the strictest Standards of empirical science before
he: feds compelled to acknowledge its existence. Ed has even

Kone so far as to show how many dozens of experiments thac
Iwrport co demonstrate psychokinesis can be explained away,
('hher by conventional physical causes or through such exotic
mechanisms as precognitive data sorting, which is not psychoki

nesis at all but rather precognition.
Ed May is correct in pointing OUI the uncanny relationship

Ix:twecn ostensible psychokinesis and precognition. In many
Instances, it is not so easy to determine whether an event was

ilused or predicted. In fact, my dissertation chairman at

"
,
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Berkeley, the noted philosopher of science. Michael Scriven,
showed me that the very concept of causation is riddled with
problems. In normal language, we assume causation to function
like glue, linking one event to the next. Philosophically,
however, the concept is vulnerable to much criticism. Our

concept of time is also not as nou and tidy as it sttrns when we
sit watching the dock.

My best friend in those heady years was Saul-Paul Sirag, a
college dropout who is also a brilliant theoretical physicist. On
one occasion, Saul-Paul visited. Uri Gdler with a surprise of his
own. He handed Gdlcr a bean sprout and told him (Q "make the
dock run backw2fds." Geller, raken off guard, had no opportu
nity to prepare any sleight of hand. He closed his fist over the

bean sprout and concentrated for a few minutcs. When he
opened up his fist, he handed Saul-Paul a sproutlcss mung bean!

I found it very interesting that Gdler daimed his unusual
talents had some connection with UFO-related experiences. The
book Uri. written by physician and researcher Andrija Puharich,
describes how, under hypnosis, GeUer recalled contacts with alien
intelligences associated with UFOs. Many additional UFO sight
ings were reported by rcscardlers working with Geller. (All of this

is now documented. on the Internet at http://www.ucigellcr.com.)
A similar claim had also been made by the charismatic physi

cist, Jack Sarf:mi, who had written a subseC[ion about the

physics of consciousness for the first edition of my book, The
Roots of Consciousness (1975). Sarfatti had focused on Bell's
theorem based on the Einstein-Roseo-Podolsky thought experi
ment of 1931, in which Einstein had tried to disprove quantum

mechanics by arguing that, if followed to its logical conclusion,
quantum theory resulted in the absurd result that subatomic
panicles were in telepathic communication with each other. The
data was now in, Sarf'atti triumphantly announced, and Einstein
was COrtect with respect to the implications of quantum theory.
Particles did seem connected with each other "nonlocally" in a

Nfrry Muhlc",

manner reminiscent of telepathy. However, Einstein was wrong

to assume that such an absurd conclusion could not have reality.
It was established faCt. This might be the handle upon which
modern science would begin to integrate the paradoxicaJ
findings of parapsychology.

Not only did Jack Sarfani champion the integration of
quantum mechanics with the paranormal but he was also the
walking embodiment of many mysterics. Descended from
medieval cabalistic masters, Sarfani lived a life filled-like my

own-with synchronicity. More than thai, however, like Uri
Geller. Sarfatti also claimed to have a UFO connection. 1n a
1974 radio interview I conduCied with Jack (later published in

The Roots ofConsciousnro), he had the courage to present the
story of his own appan:nt communications with alien beings.
dating back to his childhood.

In 1952 and 1953 when I was about twelve or
t.hincxn years old, I received a phone call ... in which

a mechanical sounding voice at the other end said
that it was a computer on board a flying saucer. They
wanted to teach me something and would I be
Willing? This was my free: choice. Would J be willing
to be taught-to communicate with them?

I remember a shiver going up my spine, because I
said, "Hey, man, thi~ is real." Of CQurse, I was 3 kid. , .
but I said, "yes."

1ran our of... my apartment in Brooklyn. My mother
wasn't there. I ran down [0 my little buddies on the S~l,

and I said. "Hey, a flying s.1u<:er JUSt called me up. Come
on over to my house. They're coming and they're going (Q

come through the window and take me away." We were

sorr or"dead-<:nd kids." This was a gang ofk.ids right our
of The Lords ofFltubush. We went upstairs and, of course,
nothing happened. This was a big joke.

"
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But what's interesting is mar my mother ~mem
bers this experience very well. It rums om that I had
forgonen mon of it. This was really something that
occurred over several weeks. Apparenrly whar
happened, which is completely blanked from my
memory but nor from hers, was that I continually
received phone calls, many phone calls from rhe same
source. My mother says I was walking around really
strange. She began to get worried aOOm me. Finally,
one day she picked up the phone, and she heard this
computer. She remembers the voices.... She said,
"Leave my boy alond"

The Jewish mother talking to the flying saucer or
whatever they were. My mother has a Strong person
ality. And thar was the end of it. We never gOt a
phone call, apparently. after that.

Because of o:periences such as rhose reported by Gdler and
Sarfani, which both individuals still believe to this day, I was
convinced in 1976 that the mystery of extrasensory perception
was inextricably intertwined with the mysrery of UFOs. I had
written as much in The Roots 0fComciousnm while I was still a
graduate student. It seemed self-evident to me, bm the idea was
threatening to other parapsychological researchers. They had
enough trouble with one paranormal field, all by irself, and did
nor want to suffer the additional stigma of being associated wirh
a second.

26

CHAPTER 2

MY SAN FRANCISCO
E'xPERIMENT

*
Scimce iJ the search for trut~it is 1/ot a gam~ in

which on~ rri~ to brat his 0ppo1lent.
Linus Pauling

Will Owens Produce a UFO for Me?

After meeting Ted Owens at rhe 1976 Parascience Foundation
Conference in England, I decided to design and monitor an
experiment with him. I was sufficiently curiolls that, in spite of
the pressures lO focus on my doctoral dissertation at Berkeley, I
began working directly with this strange characu::r who liked to
can himself PK Man. I was particularly imerested in the signed
sratement from Mensa Director of Science and Education, Max
L Fogel, Ph.D., srating that Owens had produced a bona fide
UFO sighting on demand. Owens had written ro Fogel on

27
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October 23. 1973, claiming that he was about lO contact me
Space lmelligences and make a UFO appear to police within 100
miles ofCapc Charles. Virginia. Two days later. a UFO appeared

din=ctly over me head of a Chase City. Virginia, policeman.
This seemed to me to get right to the heart of two questions:

did Owens have unusuaJ powers, and was he in communication
with UFO entities? So I asked him if he could repeat such a

demonSlration for me.
l suggested to Owens that he try [0 replicate this rype of

demonstration in the San Francisco area. At the time, I did not

realize JUSt what I was gening into. Owens wrote back to me on
November 7, promising a performance more provocative than a

simple UFO appearance:

In the interest ofscience, I am going to give a demon

stration of my psi fora: abilities to me people who live
in the San Francisco a~ 100 miles in circumference,

using San Francisco as the bull's-eye of my target.
As of today, and daily for the following ninety days,

I will telepalh to living entities in another dimension
for them to appear in the above target area, so that they
may be seen by police, scientists, or other responsible

observers who are qualified to report the sightings, aJso
for them to cause electromagnetic and magnetic

anomalies within the::: above:::-described area. It is my

ime:::nt to produce not one, but at least three major
UFO sightings, as described above, within the above
named time period ... to be reported in the newspa
pers in orde:::r for the experiment to be a valid one.

Owens went on to promise that the San Francisco area would
also suffer "power blackouts, perhaps massive ones" and "small
and large power failures." He aJso wrote that alien life-forms

would be secn in the target area.

Nfrry M'hlo",

I was a little caken aback by this announcement since I had

asked f.. a much less extravagant, and more easily anaJyzable,
demonstration. I had nor expected Owens to devise an imm~diar~

and major demonSlt'ation, as I had merely asked for a UFO

appearance. Owens had given me no time to design a properly
controlled experiment. When I asked the psychic to defer the test
until I had more rime to work Out an experimental design, he
responded that, once he had set his PK forces in motion, nothing
c.:ould be done to abort their manifestation. It seemed then mat I
had to play the game by Owens' rules or nO( at all.

Scientific Considerations: The San Diego Control Group

To begin with, I mailed out announcements to seventy scien·
riSts and other interested parties acquainting them with the
ninety-day project. This was done in order to establish advance

notification and in hopes that it would help me gather informa
tion such as news clippings and personal reportS regarding any
possible events conforming to Owens' predictions.

Because I was a doctoral student at the time, I decided to
consult with my research advisors, Charles Tart, a psycholo

giSt and parapsychologist at the University of California·
Davis, and Dr. James Harder, a noted ufologist and professor
of hydraulic engineering at the University of California·

BerkeleY. They warned me that it would be hard to assess the
demonstration even if Owens' predictions proved correct. It
was Harder's view that the UFO predictions could easily

come about by coincidence, since he had already investigated
lWO cases within the target area during the previous sixty
days. It would not be surprising if a few more cropped up
between November and February, Harder maintained. Tart's

;lttitude roward rhe experiment was JUSt as empirical. He
urged me ro gather data bases regarding electromagnetic and
meteorological anomalies in the San Francisco area so that I

" "
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could objectively evaluare how rruly unusual any event

reflecting Owens' psychic intentions might be.
Of course, I was nor [Ocally oblivious [0 rhe greac difficulties

I had [0 face in assessing [his experiment. Even if a flurry of

unusual events did OCCUI in rhe target area during the time
period set, I would need to have some SOrt ofcontrol condition.
Therefore, I arranged for a group of graduate Students ac the
University of California at San Diego (UCSD) to send out an
announcement similar [0 my own [0 seventy locaJ sciemists and

government officials in their area.
San Diego is a West Coast city with a population clOse' to that

of San francisco. The letter from the UCSD group went out on
January II, more than midway through the experiment. This
letter asked the seventy contacts to report any information [hey

might have concerning blackouts, UfO sightings, and ela:rro
magnetic effects during the November 17 to nbruary 7 period.

Although the plan was a good one, I realized mat this effort
would be an imperfa:r comrol. I could not rdy on the San
Diego people (0 laboriously check me past [Wo momhs of news
reportS. And one might expect a larger number of reports (0 be
recorded from San francisco and its surrounding communities

since they have a larger populacion, although me slatistical
database of UFO sighrings suggests thai most occur in rural

areas with a low population density. In any case, not one single
incident was reponed from my San Diego contactS. This result
seemed curious in light of whar took place in Northern

California during rhis time.

A Power Outage Frightens Me

The San Francisco experiment began formally on November 7,
1976. The first anomaly to strike the &y Area came about twO and
one-halfweeks larer when a wind srorm sauck the city, resulting in
a massive blackout. According [0 a November 27 San Fmncisco

JO

Examin" s[Ory, the winds "gusting up to 60 ro 70 miles per hour
lhe fiercest in years-created havoc and widespread damage within
Ihe Bay ArC! ..... The story 'It'l:nt on to rdate that over 200 burglar
alarms had been activated by me winds and that po~r omages had
darkened as many as 100,000 homes. The winds had struck at an

inopportune time as well Since it was Thanksgiving weekend,
many of the Pacific Gas and EJearic's workers ,",,'ere out of town,

making immediate repair work difficult to accomplish.

A subsequent report on the storm, published in the Examin"
rwo days later, reported thac 130,000 cuslomers in the Bay Area
had finally had their power restored. So Ihis Bay Area blackout
was certainly massive, to use Owens' lerm. The winds, the
Exami,," explained, had been produced by polar Canadian air
streaming in from the north. The National Wc,uher Service was

cited as the source of this information.
I remember, vividly, standing outside my office that windy

evening. The moonlight highlighted Ihe douds roiling in the
nrong winds. I felr then that, if a UFO were to land in San
Francisco, I would rather nOt be present. I was, frankly, fright
ened by the possibility that I might be dealing wilh forces
beyond my comprehension.

The winds and resultant blackout, if considered within the

comext of the Owens' demonstration, are interesting. It could
certainly be argued char his prediction abollt a massive blackout
had been fulfiUed. However, il is hard to accept that rhere was
IInything truly unusual or mysterious aboullhis blackoul. JUSl how
common are blackouts and such destructive winds in the area?

I began by calculating that for massive blackoutS to be consid

ered significant for my purposes, they could occur in the Bay
Area on~ once every five years. I thereupon conracted, by both
phone and letter, several Pacific Gas and Electric (PG & E)
officials, hoping that they could provide me with the necessary
Information and statistics. Unfortunately, I was uniformly unsuc
cessful ar obtaining any information on rhe history or rare of

1I
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blackouts in the San Francisco area from them. It should also be
noted that the November blackout was caused by winds and was

nO[ an electromagnetic effect as Owens had promised. 1 pointed

this out to Owens. as he was eagerly taking credit for the mishap,

but the psychic responded by claiming that the Space

Imelligences had obviously produced rhe winds. He also offered

the flimsy explanation that the blackout occurred at the worst

possible time. on a holiday weekend, and rhat this was a trade·

mark the Sis had used in order to focus attention on their work.

In any case, there have been few comparable power blackouts

in the San Francisco area in the twenty years subsequent to that

rime. So, wirh the benefir ofhindsighr, I would say thar this was

a mildly significant evenc-almost meaningless by itself and

interesting only in rhe context of the larger Owens scory.
I soon figured out a way ro test Owens' claims. The psychic

was maintaining thar the gales must have been unexpected since

PG & E would have kepr reserve repair crews on the alert had

they been aware of the upcoming winds. This seemed to be a

reasonable point to me because PC & E does have irs own

weather department. So to explore the possibiliry that the winds

were psychically mediated. I conracred rhe National Weather

Service and inquired about the frequency of gale winds in the

San Francisco area. The National Weather Service (NWS)
responded on December 1, but their expert opinion did nothing

to support Owens' inrerpretarion. The NWS merely pointed out

thar winds snong enough to cause damage occur in the Bay Area

several rimes a year. The gusrs rhar snuck San Francisco on

November 27, they added. occur about once every twO years.

Furthermore, they informed me, the winds that had caused the

blackout had been forecast and were due to natwal conditions.

It is hard to judge whether there is any significance in the fact
that winds expected only once in two years struck right in the

middle of Owens' demonStration. Again we are faced with the

possibiliry that he may have somehow intensified winds that were

already in the making. But, as I pointed out in my subsequent,

privately published report on this experiment. "It was clear that if

Owens wanted to count this demonsnation as a success, he wouJd

have to produce greater qualiry and quanriry of phenomena."

UFO Sighting with Multiple Witnesses,

Photographed and Videotaped

Owens' chance for another demonstration came during rhe

first week of December. On December 3. he told me over the

phone that one of his predicted UFO sightings was about to

occur within the next few days. He made a point of reminding

me that the sighting would be seen by many reputable witnesses

and even be reported on the front page of a local newspaper.

The fulfillment of this specific prediction came on December

8, when the best documented UFO sighting ever reported from

che Bay Area startled hundreds of onlookers. Since Owens had

warned me of the upcoming sighting, this incident serves as a

loncepruaJ replication of the Cape Charles UFO demonstration

for researcher Max Fogel, which is JUSt what I wanted in the firsr

place. The Story of the sighting made fronc page headlines in rhe

Ikrluky Gautte on December 10. The accompanying Story read:

Stephan Poleskie, who. wind permitting, creates

aerial art by flying a stunt plane overhead while

leaving trails of colored smoke, was startled

Wednesday while performing over Cal-State Sonoma.

Poleskie suddenly became aware of a circular white

object only 1,000 feet away. The event was also

captured on Channel 9 TV cameras, and Poleskie said

videotape reruns check our and confirm the existence

of a curious copilot in the sky. Poleskie, a visiting art

professor at UC-Berkeley. may have attracted a vast

new audience for his unique art forms.

JJ
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There was at least one minor inaccuracy in the Story. It is not
true that Channel 9 TV had filmed the UFO. The object had

been videotaped by one of the onlookers, Bill Morehouse,
chairman of the an department at California State College ar
Sonoma (now known as Sonoma State University). He subse
quently lem the tape to the television station, which had shown
the footage on its nightly news program.

Even so, the UFO had been widely viewed and filmed.
Although it had been videotaped for only a few seconds, the
craft was in view of the wicnesses for ten to twenty minutes.

Hundreds of students and other onlookers anending the aerial
an show had observed the UFO as well.

Stephan Poleskie told reporters that the object had been
within his air zone at an altirude of from 500 ro 3,000 feet above
ground. At first, Poleskie thought that the UFO, which was

hovering when he first spotted it, was a helicopter. He rejected
this theory when he noticed that the craft didn't have a rotor or
pontoons. The UFO didn't seem to be any larger than Polcskie's
own plane, which sported a wingspan of seventeen feet. The

object had first appeared hovering in one location of the sky for
about ten minutes and had then reappeared in another location
in relation to Poleskie's plane. Yet no one could recall actually

seeing the object move between the two points. And after about
fifteen minutes, several witnesses claimed that they had seen the

mysterious object disappear into thin air.
I was impressed by the incident, especially since UFO sightings

witnessed and videotaped by so many onlookers arc extremely rare
and were even more so in 1976, before the advent ofcamcorders.
Of course, I was intrigued by the possibility that the sighting
directly related to Owens' prediction. I wrOte in my report:

I would estimate the probability ofsuch an excellenr
sighting within the space-time limits of the experiment

to be considerably less than one in a hundred. This

J4
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estimate is based on the fact that in the past twenty-five
years no such sightings are known to have taken place
within the target area. When one considers that such
well-documented sighting; have nOt been reported

elsewhere in the world, the probabilities become much
smaller. Such an estimate, ofcourse, is predicated upon
asswnptions that will remain unverified until either

further research establishes a reliable dara base or the
UFOs make themselves publicly known.

It was an unusual sighting as well as a stunning one. The fact
that it occurred so soon after Owens' specific prediction is

especially noteworthy. Now, with the advent of camcorders,
filmings of presumed UFOs are much mort: common. I have a
shelf full of videotaped documentaries on this subject. Still, they
are rare enough. and I do not know ofanother sighting as dramatic
as this one in the San Francisco Bay Art:a in the decades following.

Thjs event crystallized my thinking with regard to Owens' claims.

I could not determine whether he predicted this UFO sighting or
caused it through psychokinesis or arranged for it by telepathically
communicating with alien Space Intelligences. Bur it was dear to me
that such a dramatic event was no mere coincidence:. It had to

involve some combination of the aforementioned three £letors.

Short, Grey-Skinoed Men with Elongated Skulls and No Hair

In his original communication to me, Owens had predicted
three major UFO sightings. He also specifically forecast that

alien life-forms would be seen in the targer area as well. JUSt a
few days before Owens' February 7 deadline. a second major
UFO case came to light in the San Francisco area, one that

indeed involved the sighting of an alien life·form.
On February 2, the Concord Tmnscript announced that a bizarre

UFO abduction had been reported by a local resident. Concord. a
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quiet linle ciry east of Berkdey, is weU wimin me fiEry mile target
radius ccmering on San Francisco. The Trunsaipt Il:porred:

A 24-year-old Concord man fOld police early today
he was whisked away and examined by five-foot grey

~ings from a flying saucer.
According to the reporr, he left a Willow Pass Road

restaurant about 4:10 A.M. and was confronted by
(WO shorr, grey-skinned men with enlarged skulls, no

hair and black pupils.
The next thing he knew, he said, was thar he had

been uomsporred to a field at Willow Creek
Elementary School. There he said he was facing a

circular craft with a ladder extending roward him.
Suddenly, he was inside the ship. While there. he

said he sruck his left hand in a chamber and "all sons

of lights went off."
He asked what was happening and tdepathicaJly he

was told the aliens were on a "mission to study life
habits" on Earth. The beings also noted that their craft
was from a larger ship located outside the planet's

atmosphere.
The next thing he knew, according to the repon,

he was ours ide an apartment complex on Mohr Lane.
For about 15 minutes, he said, he was unable to move.
He atUed the Concord Police Departmenr at 5:33 A.M.

The Oakland ceorer of the Federal Aviation

Administration noted it had no repons this morning

of unidentified flying objects.

By coincidence (or was it synchroniciry?), I happened fO be
visiting in the Concord area on the day that the Story hit the press.
The report hadn't been picked up by any other news media, so

before rhe atSC could be polluted by publicity, I contacted

)6

Professor James Harder who made arrangements, through the
cooperation of the Concord Police Department, to visit the
witness. Harder, who has specialized in investigating abduction
and dose-encounter cases, was impressed with the witness.

The abducree turned our to be a married salesman who
made his home in the Concord area. He told us the same
Story as had ~en primed in the Tramrripr. He claimed to
have had no previous psychic experiences, and had read

norhing on rhe subject of UFOs. Unfortunately, the case
could not ~ further invC$tigated because Ihe witness was
wary of publicity, and he resisled Harder's suggestion thar

hypnotic regression might help him to remember more abour
his frighrening experience.

Despite the unsarisfacrory resolution of the case, rhis report is

disturbingly impressive in one respect. Many abduction cases are
rtCorded in the United States each year, and it is surprising how
many of rhe witnesses involved tend to descri~ very similar
entities. The "shorr. grey·skinned men with elongated skulls
(and] no hair," as reponed by the Concord salesman, also have

been reporred from New Mexico, A.rizona and New York.
In 1978, long ~fore Whitley Strieber's popular books, such

as Communion, created a new wave of imercsr in abduclions,
my associare D. Scorr Rogo helped inve5rigate a series of
related UFO dose encounters and abducrions that rook place
in Sourhern California. Several of his wirnesses said they were

:abducted by small, dome-headed, hairless enriries. If the
oncord wirness was genuinely ignoranr of UFOs and UFO

encounter cases, then the parallels between his reporr and the
many others extant in the literature: of the field is remarkable.

Kicking the Hell out of the San Francisco Area
,

The blackour of November 27 and rhe twO aforementionc:d
UFO encounters, one, indeed, involving an alien life-form,
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were the major events conforming to Owens' predictions-not
quite as spectacular as Owens had boasted but inuiguing
enough to suggest that something unusual was happening in
the Bay Area during the course of the ninery-day tcsc. Aho.
because Owens had stated that many odd things would occur
in the target 'Zone during his ninety-day exhibirion, I kept
careful nOte of any anomaJies occurring there from November
to February. Several did, and these re'present an added bit of
evidence rhat Owens was making good on his promise.

On January 7. for instance. as the experiment headed into
its final days. a series of earthquakes struck. If these were
Owens' doing at the close of his exhibition. rhe psychic was
going out with a bang! Eighr quakes (3ttled the Bay Nea in
rapid succession. one of which was 5.0 on the Richter scale.
the strongest recorded in deven years. The epicenter of rhe
temblors was located only twenty miles east of San Francisco

itself.
It must be remembered that Owens never specifically

predicted an earthquake as pan of the demonstration.
However. I was reluctant to rule our the possibility that the
quakes were somehow related (0 the San Francisco experiment.
"Owens himself may not be totally conscious of the phenom
enon that are produced during his demonsrrations." I nOted in
my report. After all, a majot, unptedicted earthquake had
suuck in To:as duting Owens' demonstrarion there in 1974.
and I found the parallel intriguing. There were also some
personal interactions between the [WO of us during the period
immediately preceding the quakes that suggested to me a
relationship beCW"een the quakes and the psychic. My nores

from the period read:

On December 31, 1976, Owens became furious
with me during a relephone conversation in which I
rold him that. after reading through the files of his
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past cases, it was clear [0 me that he "sometimes
failed." He gOt very angry and promised to "kick the
hell OUt of the San Francisco area." Owens also
telephoned me on January 7. 1977. severaJ hours
before the earthquakes. The message that he caJled
was r~orded on my answering device. but I did not
speak to him until severaJ days later.

Had Owens told me on the telephone that he had
phoned me on the sevC'mh to warn me about the
earthquakes. I would have been somewhat impressed..
However. he admiued that he did not specificaJly
know (hat an earthquake was coming. He did fed
that "something" was going [0 happen very soon as a
special message to him from the Space Intelligences.
It is a rorally open question at this point as to whether
that something was the earthquakes.

Another odd coincidena, possibly related to the demonstra
tion, occurred during this time as well. Sometime in early
December, Owens had told me over rhe phone that a giant UFO
was en route to San Francisco. While remaining invisible (0 the
eye, it would cover the emire targer lone. The resule would be
"crazy phenomena" all over the place. "Things are going to look
likC' a three-ring circus," [he psychic warned.

Since San Francisco can be a cra.zy town anyway and Berkeley.
lor instance, is commonly referred to as Bernrkeley. rhis predicp

lion was less than overwhelmingly impressive. Yet indeed many
flCople started acting peculiarly soon after Owens' announce~

menr-just as they had done in Chicago and Cleveland duting
rrior dC'monsrrations (as described in chapter 5). A crime wave
Ihat had been steadily rising in the area reached its peak during
Ihe ninety~day experiment. 111c city's crime statistics were so bad
Ih:H they were even reported in Ntwfl«t!lr on December 20. A
hI. h of bomb threats against PC & E installations in the area were'
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made. and some of these threats were carried out. The bombings
were the work of the New World Liberation Front. which also
stooped to threatening members of San Francisco's Board of
Supervisors. On December 20, a hijacking drama was staged at
San Francisco ImernationaJ Airport. And for the first time in
history. a San Francisco county sheriff, Richard Hongisto, was
given a jail sentence for refusing to obey a court order.

Of course. none of these evems can be solely attributed to
Owens or the Space Intelligences. People arc a strange lot and aU
[00 often do strange things. h does seem that the incidents listed
above are odder than whar might be expected to occur in any
large menopolis during a ninety.day period. ahhough this is
impossible to measure with precision. One item, however, did
catch my speciaJ attention: a newspaper account of a hairdresser
in Walnut Creek named Owen who experienced ostensible
poltergeist phenomena in his house. This seeming coincidence of
names also occurred in the Chase City. Virginia, demonstration
in which a UFO was seen by a radio dispatcher named Owen.

Was my experiment a success or a failure? The answer to this
question is as oblique today as it was twenry·two years ago when
the experiment was first initiated. The most impressive aspect of
the case was Owens' UFO prediction. This forecast the Poleskie
sighting so precisely that one cannot help be impressed by it. In
fact. the whole San Francisco experiment is, in one respect.
tinged with irony. h could be argued that it was a failure. since
it did not come off exactly as Owens had predicted. What did
come off exnemely well was Owens' one UFO prediction and
its subsequent fulfiUment. And this was all I had wanted in the
first place. So I got what I w:lnted. but only as part of a ninery
day ordeal. I will say that. in the COntext of Owens' entire career,
the snange phenomena observed during the San Francisco
experiment seem entirely normal.

For me. the experiment was more of an initiation ceremony
than a conrrolled demonstration of Owens' powers-something
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of a preparation for encounrering Owens' final gift. And I
survived. all the wiser for the experience. although my interest in
this case began to trigger concerns among my University of
California faculty members about their own professional survival.

My official opinion about the San Francisco experiment is
contained in a privately distributed sixty-page report on Owens
that I wrote shortly after the end of the demonstration:

It would be rash to draw any solid conclusions
from the Ted Owens material at this time. The histor
ical material is very suggestive of the possibility that
Owens does in fact wield enormous psi powers that
could possibly be used for significant practical appli
cation. While the events that Owens predicted for his
ninety-day demonstration period in San Francisco
did not happen precisely as Owens suggested rhey
would, the data nevertheless strongly warrant further
investigation of Owens' claims. This investigation
should be oriented to further practicaJ applications of
Owens' apparent abilities and also a deeper theorerical
understanding of the phenomena.

Following the San Francisco experiment, the earlier Owens'
demonstrations in England and the snowstorm that ended the
California drought, I became highly motivated to dig more
deeply into the mystery of Ted Owens. I began a process of
interviewing him about his life history. His story will be
presented in the next twO chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

TED OWENS RECALLS
HIS EARL\! \!EARS

*
Tht i"arionolity ofII thing is 110 argummt
agaillSt its exisuna, mthtr tl condition ofit.

Friedrich Nietzsche

"They Called Me 'Tee' in Those Days"

"I ~ born in Bedford. Indiana, on February 10, 1920," Ted

Owens told me. "My family was preuy much of ~pical

Midwestern stock." His father, Harry T. Owens, Sr., was a forceful

man who had served in the U.S. Navy during World War I as a

chief pharmacist mate. He was also an amateur boxer. His forth·

rightness is weB illustrated in a story Owens liked to tell about

him. While in France during the war, the elder Owens met a
marine who had been wounded in combat. He recognized him

instantly as an old school chum. Harry was so zealous in his
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devotion to dury that he convinced the marine to exchange gear
and lOs so that he, himself, could continue fighting the Germans.
The marine was somehow able to bluff his way through as a
pharmacist mate, but Harry was gassM whiJe on parrol and ended
up ~ing sent back to [he States despi[\~ the masquerade.

Owens' mother was a no-nonsense type of individual who
liked to socialize all the time. Ted, however, was raised by his
paternal grandparents, whom he caUed Grandpa and Queenie.
The reason for his living with them was a sad one. After his
discharge, Harry Owens became a gambler and was away from
home for long periods of time, sometimes remaining in Bedford
only one month OUt of the year. This situation, aggravated by
the faCt thar Ted couldn't get along with his mother, made home
life unbearable. His mOlher onen took Out her frustrations on
the lad, so Ted evcnruaJly began living with his grandparents.

Owens' grandpa~nts we~ no strangers to psychic phenomena.
They had been raised in poor surroundings and, like so many
Midwesterners during the bleak years of the depression. often
engaged in parlor-room psychic games. Queenie's own mother
was a whiz at the Ouija board and was known for her ability to
find lost objecrs and p~dict dearhs, whiJe Grandpa Owens was a
dowser. He taught his grandson the fine art.

"He taught me as a small child in the yard," Owens recounted
in his unpublished nOtC'S about his early years. "When Grandpa
finally became rich and built his own home, he located his own
well enclosed in the back of rhe home. He found ir himself with
a twig. He'd go our and find wells for other people, friends of
his, whenever they wanted him to. He also could talk to dogs
and animals. He taught me how to talk to dogs and animals."

Owens likes to tell the story of how his grandfather cured an
Indian employee of compulsive wife beating. One day Grandpa
Owens rook the employee out of town. Nobody knew where
they had gone; the twO men simply vanished. When rhey
returned. a few days later, the Indian never beat his wife again,
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gave up drinking. and was devoted to his employer. No one ever
discovered what had happened. But it was clear that Grandpa
Owens was a man of forceful charisma.

It was while still a child that Owens discovered his own
psychic powers. These manifested, by his own claim, in the form
of a series of spontaneous levitations. According to Owens:

One day, Queenie took me to a house where she
wanted to visit some woman. I was about four years
old and was playing out in the yard. I was standing
ourside of the house when suddenly I began to float
up the side of rhe house. way up to the top of the
house. Then I Aoated back down again; of course.
back then I was so young I had no idea of time. So I
don't know how long it took. I definitely floated up in
the air. When I gOt back down. I knocked on the door
and told Queenie about it, and she laughed and
thought I was making it up.

This same phenomenon happened again when I
was about thirteen years old. I was at the country club
that was JUSt outside of Bedford whe~ there was a
swimming pool. It was in broad daylight. I climbed
up on the ten·foot board and did a swan dive up in
the air, spreading my arms OUt. Then I didn't come
down. I was so astounded and amazed I couldn't
beijeve it. but I kept my arms outstretched and it was
the moS{ wonderful, exhilarating feeling I'd ever had
in my life.

1stayed up there what seemed like a long time. Then
finally down I went into the water. I might have
thought it was my imagination because I couldn't
figure it out. I knew that what goes up comes down.
But when I climbed om of the pool, Bob Armsrrong
came up, a redheaded kid with freckles, and he said to
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me, "Tee." They called me "Tee" in mose days. "1 knew
you could do card tricks, but how did you stay up in
the air all that time?"

Owens also developed an invisible playmate during these
years. Unlike what most people interested in psychic phenomena
believe, there is naming necessarily psychic about these appari
tions. Recent research has shown that they are mental constructs
projected by crearive and usually bright children in order to

practice learning and verbal skills. Owens' playmate, though,
wasn't the typical childlike companion or oversized animal that
usually develops. His playmate was an adult, redheaded woman
whose job it was to help her young charge learn how to read.
Owens soon developed a prodigious ability to read as a resuh of
these interactions and soon astOunded his parents with his preco·
ciousness. Even at seven, Owens' appetite for reading material
usually focused on such fringe tOpics as hypnosis, witchcraft,
voodoo, and other related fields. UFOs were a topic that wasn't
within his purview probably because UFO books began to prolif

erate only after the second World War.
"Even when 1 was a student at Duke University twenty years

later," reponed Owens, "I had no notion at all of me Space
Intelligences. In faCt, as far back as 1965, my son Rick tOld me
that the UFOs were over our home in Washington, DC. He
suggested then that it was UFOs I was in cooract with instead
of'nature' as I then thought. But I told him he was crazy."

Owens' reading influenced him in the direction of stage
hypnosis, an occupation he took up as a teenager by giving
demonstrations at panies and gatherings. When he wasn't
hypnQ(izing people, he spent much of his teen years carousing
with a gang of toughs he had organized to protect themselves
from orner juvenile gangs which, sad to say, even then affiicted
rhe streers of so many American towns and cities. Fist fights,
gang fights, and homemade blowguns were familiar to Owens,
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who must have been thankful that his father had often
In5lructed him in the manly art of boxing. Ted always knew
where to throw a punch for a quick knockout.

Despite his precociousness, Owens did poorly when he
C'nlcred Bedford High School and was often the bane of his
t ..chers. 8m over and above his lack ofacademic indination, he
did develop a passion for physics and often managed to do well
III it while Aunking or barely passing everything else. He gradu.
_tcd, in fact, only through a bit of improvised blackmail when
he clUght his English teacher, who was in a position to prevent
hi. graduation, in a compromising situation. The school basket
blill team had gone on strike, and the distraughr reacher, aggra~

..-ted because they were headed for the state championship,
wllylaid the team captain in [he schoolyard, fell to her knees, and
begged the young man to continue with the season. Owens had
WItnessed the whole mortifying scene and had the foresight to
rhorograph it! Later, he showed the picture ro the teacher with
the suggestion that a Story about the incident might be of
Illlerest to the local paper. A quick deal resulted. The teacher got
Ihe: negative and Owens gOt his diploma.

By the time of his graduation, Owens' parents had split up.
Iii, mother moved to EvanSton, Illinois, and his farher left rown
II well. In order to help put one of his brothers through school,

)wcns also moved ro Evanston where he started working at a
ndy factory while studying shonhand and typing at a business

khool. He eventually returned to Bedford in 1940 bur didn't
II y long. World War II was now raging in Europe, and his
f.lher urged him to enlist in the Navy. Owens took the advice
InJ served from 1941 to 1945. Boxing and demonstrations of
hypnosis were his main pastimes during these world-wrecking

4Irs, but as the Navy had an electronics school at Purdue
University in Lafayette, Indiana, he was soon transferred rhere
fur $pceial training. This wasn't unusual for the times. During
III war, the armed forces had such a need for specialized skills
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th.u they often sent servicemen to American unJversl(Jes for

such uaining.
Elecuonics was a young and growing fidd during the fitful

1940s, and radar, a reccnt British invention, had JUSt bcc:n

released to the States for wartime usc. While at Purdue, Owens
became involved with organizing entertainment events before
being shipped to New Caledonia in the Pacific in 1943, where

he experienced another of his spontaneous levitations.
"One day I was outside on the ship's deck," Owens recalled.

"I climbed up on a hatch. There must have been fifty to sixry
men up there, lying around looking at the ocean. I gave a little
jump to go down twO or three feet off the hatch-and instead
of coming down, J went up into the air and just sort of floated.

All of the sailors were pointing and saying 'Look at that!' I was
JUSt floating and finally came down near the rail some distance
away. It was really weird. I'll never forget it. It was definitely
levitation. But J don't know what caused iL The sailors' eyes
were all bulging out. I lost all sense of time, just as I had done

when it happened in Ikdford."
Adminedly, these accoums of spontaneous levitation, not

simple out-of-body experiences, stretch Owens' credibiliry. This
is probably because such a phenomenon is extremely rare; but it

is not unknown in the annals of psychic science. Saint Joseph of
Copertino (I603-1663), while a priest in the little It'alian town

for which he was named, was often seen to spontaneously
levitate in full light, and hundreds of onlookers testified to these
miracles. These spiritual Aighcs were frequent, and the testi

mony subsrantiating their authenticity was a key facror in the
Catholic Church's decision ro canonize him. Saint Theresa of
Avila (I5 J5-1582) was also seen to levitate on more than one
occasion. In our own day, the late and beloved Padre Pio, a priest

at the Capuchin Monastery of Madonna delle Grazie at San
Giovanni Rotondo in Foggia, Italy, was often seen to levitate.
For some reason, these cases may strike the teader as more inher-

Nfr<J Mis"'"",

endy credible than Owens'. Saint Joseph of Copertino, Saint
Theresa, and Padre Pio were all holy people ofcourageous virtue,
and their supernatural feats wert: recorded in a milieu of mysti.

cism and mystical religion in which me supernatural doesn't seem
too OUt of place. But if these great saints could levitate, there is
no logical reason to doubt that some of us living secular lives
could similarly bt: endowed with this same ability. Olivier lLroy,
a Roman Catholic writer and expert on the subj~t, documented

several cases of spontaneous levitation in his celebrated volume,
Uvitation, in which he cites cases recorded among primitive
peoples, shamans, saints, and psychics.

WI Became Consciow •.. 1 Had Psychokinetic
Abilities of My Own"

While in New Caledonia, Owens began taking an academic

interest in the paranormal, rcadjng up on the subject. Soon he
was doing mind reading as well as demonstrating hypnosis. His
apparenr success at controlling his extrasensory perception (ESP)

led. the young serviceman to write Dr. J. B. Rhine, whose name
was then synonymous with the Study of ESP. Having gone to

Duke University in 1927, by t935, Rhine was well inro the study
of everything from telepathy to precognition; he had established
a laboratory and was publishing a scienrific journal. The result of

this correspondence was Rhine's suggestion that perhaps Owens
hould come to Duke at Durham, North Carolina, after his

discharge. He also gave Owens some practical hinrs on how to
conduct more controlled demonstrations of his abilities.

Owens didn't immediately make it to Durham after his

release from the Navy in 1945. First he wenr home to Bedford
bur soon decided to head down to North Carolina. His timing
,ouldn'[ have been better. Rhine was working on a new book,

Tht Rtach of tht Mind, eventually published in 1947. and
needed someone who could take dictation, do typing, and
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transcribe wax recording cylinders. Owens left for Durham with
the assurance that a job would be waiting for him, and although
finding that his mentor could be difficult at times, the young
man soon developed a deep affeclion and respect for Rhine.
Aside ftom his work as an assistant for the Duke parapsycholo

gist, Owcns was looked upon as a friend.
Although Rhine often challenged his assistant with

impromptu ESP tests, he did not seem to have taken much of
an interest in seriously studying the psychic powers Owens had
apparently developed. Owens took part as a "sender" in some of
Rhine's experiments, but he was never one of his star subjects
and he is not mentioned in any of Rhine's books. There may
have been an underlying strain between them as well, since
Owens was openly critical of Rhine's attitude that hypnosis
couldn't be used. to enhance ESP abiliry. Owens' opinion, which
he forthrightly stated, was that Rhine had simply been using a
lousy hypnotist! But even if Rhine didn't formally test Owens
for ESP abiliry, the young man's PK abiliry made a startling

comeback during his Durham years.
"It was at that time that I became conscious of the fact that I

had psychokinetic abilities of my own," Owens told me. "I
remember one night in particular. J was sitting there studying in
this little room that I rented. I noticed a handkerchief on the
rable ro my left moving dear across the table by itself. The next
morning when I woke up, I was wide awake, and the front of
my bed was about twO or three feet up in the air. My body was
slanted and rhen the bed went down again. I immediardy
jumped out, gar dressed and went to tell Dr. Rhine abour it."

Rhine's reaction to Owens' scary isn't a matter of public
record, so we don'r know what he said ro Owens. However,
during Owens' Duke years, PK often occurred in his presence
and was witnessed by various workers at the Duke
Parapsychology Laboratory. The lab had a rich crop of bright
and dedicated young workers during these years, people who
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went on to conduct much useful research in the field of experi
mental parapsychology. Few of them today, though, are willing
10 discuss the Owens matter.

Both D. Scott Rogo, a parapsychologist who worked with me
IUl the Owens case, and I have tried to validate some of Owens'
d;tims stemming from these years by questioning some of the
Duke workers who were there during Owens' stay, but none of
them were able to cite any specific example of PK they person
Ally wirnessed. Ho~er, one of these researchers, who was
openly critical of Owens, did admit that "odd things" often
h;tppeneJ. when Owens was around but refused (0 elaborate any
lurther. l was urged not to discuss the Rhine lab in connection
with Owens. Clearly the Rhines were embarrassed about having
once been associated with someone who later became as
ttamboyam and dubious as Ted Owens.

A Mischievow Spirit Called "Big Lomie"

While at Duke, Owens discovered another aspect of his
jlsychic abilities-making contact with the dead. In retrospect,
lhe following incidents were probably due to Owens' own mind
itnd nor to the entity he had conjured up. Through the help of
Rhine, Owens had become a psychology student at Duke, and
II was during this rime that he found himself in contact with a
mischievous spirit whom he started calling "Big Lornie." Here is

wens' story in his own words:

I first discovered Big Lornie when I was a student
at Duke. The light I was reading by kept going on and
off, on and of[ I had a little seance rhere in the room
by myself. I said, "If there is a friendly spirit here, will
you please come to me and identify yourselP'" Well,
what showed up in my mind was this beautifuJ
woman who said that, when she was rwenry-nine
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years old, she had committed suicide over a love affair.
She said that she would stay with me and help me.
Then all kinds of things began [0 happen. I had a
bottle of shoe polish with the [Op tightly screwed
down. When I went in my closet in the morning all
the shoe polish was on the floor. The tOP was stiH
screwed on and none of the polish was on [he sides of

the botde at all.
I realized then that there were some odd things

going on thar certainly were paranormal. I couldn't
figure out what was causing them. Sometimes on
dates, my girl and I would be sitting on rhe couch and
the TV picture and sound would go off and come
back on again. l'd walk down rhe street and all of the
street.lights would go off on the side where I was
walking-but nOt on the other side. Once I called up
my girl at the sorority house and she said, "Ted, the
minute you called up here, all rhe lights in the
sorority house went off." This went on aU me time.

I would go on dates and girls' earrings would disap
pear off of their ears. Another girl would have the
pens and pencils disappear OUt of her purse when she
went to the movies with me. One girl went into a
movie with tight gloves on. She came our of the
movie and the gloves were gone-and she hadn't

taken them off. Things were vanishing.
It was so marked that neither J. B. Rhine nor his

wife could figure out if I was doing it subconsciously
or if I was stealing these things. They wondered if I
could get earrings off of a girl's ears without her
knowing I had done it. Or was it some form of
psychic phenomena? The phenomena kept happening
with these people right there by our side. To this day

it is still happening.
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Owens srayed at Duke until 1947 when he learned that his
Kr;tndfather had only three months to live. He went back to
Bedford where he stayed until the elderly man's death and chen
went on to Texas to visit one of his bromers. While in Houslon,
Owens gOt a job wich a construction company, and it was here
Ihat he learned he possessed another psychic ability. Owens
discovered he had a peculiar control o~r lightning. He first
IlUblicly demonstrated this singular ability one day while talking
with some of his fellow employees. A little boy was looking on.
('hey were openly skeptical of his claim so Owens decided t'O

l}fove it by pointing his finger into the sky and invoking Big
l..ornie. Immediately. a lightning bolt struck suspiciollsly close to

the company office!
"One secretary faimed,» reponed Owens. "The Other had ro

~o home. The boy's eyes were reeling around in his head like
marbles in a skillet. It scared the hdl our of them all."

Owens changed jobs soon afrerwards and became chief clerk
wich a railroad company. He also married his flrst wife, Pat,
whom he had known at Duke. Pat was a brilJiant woman who
had lied about her age in order to emoll at the university. She
was much younger rhan Owens; in filet. she was still a tttnager.
Il,lI'S parents had never approved of Owens, but me enterprising
young man convinced Pat 10 rendezvous wim him in Houston.
They were soon married, but the relationship was hardly an
ideal one. These were hard times, and Pat couldn't cope with
Owens' frequem bouts of poverty. She was born of a wealthy
f-amily and often desened her husband when things gOt tough.
8m things changed in 1951. Owens, then [hirty-one, beneflted
from an inheritance his wife received from a rich uncle. and the
,ouple moved to Chicago where he studied judo and music. A
one-time amateur drummer. Owens now [Ook up music profes·
.ionaUy and organized his own jazz group.

It looked like things were finally going well financially, but
lhe marriage still didn't work out. Ultimately. it ended in djvorce
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bur only after rwo children had been born. Owens eventually
remarried and after a while lOok up residence in Philadelphia
wim his new wife, Martha, and their newborn baby.

·'Rain Came Down in Buckets"

Owens long claimed that he had the abilio/ to use PK to
control the weather. He discovered this po~r long before he
h3d any conscious inkling th3t the Space Intelligences even
existed. The key date was in 1963 when Owens, who had devel*
oped a knife-throwing aCl, was living with Martha in Phoenix,
Arizona, where they had taken up residence in a huge old house.
It was blisteringly hot that summer, and sometimes the sticky

heat rose to 112 degrees Fahrenheit in the shade. Owens and his
wife were lounging around one afternoon, wondering what
could be done about the weather, when Ted remembered
something he had heard during his time at Duke. In a discus*
sian among the parapsychology laboratory workers, someone
had brought up the subject of Native American rain dances and

their alleged efficacy. Since he had no reason to doubt that PK
couJd be used to produce precipitation, Owens figured that

perhaps he possessed the same ability.
As these thoughts came back to him, it dawned on him what

he should do. He told Martha that a sudden idea had emered his
head, and he wem out into the yard behjnd the house, pointed
his finger at the sky, envisioned lightning emanating from it and
projccted the words "rain, storm, lightning" into the air.

Martha looked on sympathetically, and after Owens engaged
in his little exercise for a few minutes, asked him if that was "all

there was to it." Owens reported:

It wasn't tOO long before the sky grew black, and they
had a knock-down, drag-out storm, with lightning
hitting everywhere and rain pouring down. It hadn't
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nined in months there. So I said to Manha that, on a

semisciemific basis, the Slorm didn'l prove anything
because it could have been coineidencx. So I'U have to
wa.it some more. So I waited cwo or three days until il

got hot and sunny again, and then I went out and
repeated my demonstration. I aJso wrote to the newspa*
pees about my plan, but of course they ignored me.

"lUin came down in buckets," according to Owens, but this
lime his wife's reaction wasn't awe. She had hung up her wash
tArlier in the day and was nor delighted ,hat her husband's storm

It~d thoroughly drenched ir.
Owens, on rhe other hand, was so pleased with the result chat

he decided to engage in a series of weather control experiments.
I Ie said of these:

The upshor of the whole thing is that in twO weeks
produced I don't know how many StOrms. I even

began to get special effects. For instance, on one

occasion there wasn't enough lightning. so I told some
friends ,hat I would increase the Hghming as the
storm ran irs course. I superimposed me words,

"Llhll1ing. more lightning" on the mental imagery I
was casting up imo the sky. Then there was Hghming
everywhere. In rhe pap<:r the nexr day, they headlined
a story about the Slorm, "Lightning Aerial Display."

But the sudden lightning displays weren't the only odd evem
of the swrm. As the lightning was zigzagging across che sky,
Ihere was a sudden knocking at the door. It was the landlord
who lived nearby and he had some nephews with him. He

"eemed excited, and he rushed to see if his tenants were all right
for, during the swrm, he had seen lightning actually strike the

wens' home on three separate instances.
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As he traveled ovcr the country during thc next four years,

Owens often tried to control storms or produce hurricanes in
the Atlantic. He also began diligently informing thc U.S. Statc
Departmcnt abour his apparent abilities and their potcntial usc.
h was, in fact, this very discovery that eventually Icd him [0 go
[0 Washington, DC. This was a crucial turning point-and set
the pattern that W3S [0 last for a quarter century until Owens'
death in 1987--of persistent, yet unsuccessful, effortS to interest
the U.S. govcrnment in working with Owens' bizarre talentS.
Fot O~ru, it became something of a crusade-and one that

eventually took on a dark and nasty quality.
O~ns' apparent success at storm-taising as wcll as his light~

ning control madc a dccp impression on him. He wrote:

Electrified by my success, and knowing for certain
that I had something, I wrOte [0 govcrnmem agencies

and many important people, bur to no avail. No one
would believc me. We moved then to Los Angeles, also
in the middle of a drought, and 1 made somc tremcn
dous storms there. Then 1 determined we would go to
Washington, DC, and take my weird abiliry directly to

thc governmcnt agencies thcre. On our W3y, wc drove
through Las Vegas, and I made a tctriblc storm thcre,
just to keep in practice. Ir nearly wrecked the town.

Now, I figure that somehow I had managcd to contact
thc essence of {he intdligence behind NalUre herself.

While resting in Myrtle Beach, an idea occutred to
me. A hurricane had appeared ofFFlorida, so I called my
kids together, drew a map and a course for the hurricane
to follow (using Southern Florida as a bull's-eye) or else
no one would believe me later on, and wrote (0 govern
ment agencies and scientists about what I was doing. To
the amazemenr of our family, the hurricane (Cleo)
followed my map to the lener. If it would start to

"

deviate from its target, I would communicate with

Nature and get it back onto the course I had prescribed.
During that season, I successfully directed three hurri

canes to our improvised target!

Of course, all of these ea.rly accounts are anecdotal. I have only
Owens' word that these events did occur. If it were not for the

later, d6cumented demonstrations, it would be easy to simply
dismiss Owens as a braggart or a crackpot.

"The Best Decision I've Made in My Llfe"

In his I969 book. How to Contact Spa" Prop". Ow<ns gave
evidence of his penchant for obta.ining documentation of his
wrious feats. He included reprints offour affidavits testifying to his
predictive poYlefS_ Unfortunately, these documentS often did not
contain cnough infonnacion to be of much value. Pat Shannon, a
notary public in Los Angeles, validated [he accuracy of five of
Owens' predictions. She stated, for instance, that he "predicted the
'1%6 East Coast Fireball' which would fly over Philadelphia," but
she did nO[ state (a) the date dus was supposed to occur, (b) when

his statement was made or (c) Owens' precise wording. Similarly,
Shanno~ testified that Owens "predicted violem lightning in the
city of Philadelphia" and that "mitt such storms occurred within a
few days and weeks." Unfortunately, Shannon did not note the

date of this prediction, and further weakening the case, lightning
$[orms are noc uncommon in the East, especially in winter.

Mrs. Zelda Hansell, an Ardmore, Pennsylvania, residem and
friend of Owens, was more specific in a December 1966 statemem
she provided for the psychic. She covered some of [he same predic

rions as noted by Shannon but was more: detailed about them. She
:lssened that Owens predicted a major hurricane five days before
one formed in the Adamic, a major eanhquake in California
eleven days prior [0 the cvem, and an anack on the U.S. fleet in
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Vietnam mat came to pass twO days later. Mrs. HansdJ included

the dates for all of these 1966 predictions. Another eanhquake
prediction for California was made by Ov.'ens on April 28. 1965.
and was recorded by Mrs. Jeanne Mangds. his Washington. DC.

landlady, who supplied him wim a signed affidavit to mat d'&ct.
The eanhquakc snuck the next day.

On May 9. 1967. Owens rece:ived a letter from Jim Mosdey.
editor of Sauer,. Nnus magazine. asking him ro ptoduce: a UFO
event to herald a flying saucer convention slated for New York.
Owens wrote back on May 10 scating that he would contact the

Space Intelligences and that he was "going to ask them to bring
about another Grear Power Blackout or something on char
scale." Owens wrote again on May 19 and repeated his daim
but added that he was asking the Space Intelligences co produce

a blackout anyrime before June 22.
When a local power failure and resulting blackout struck a

section of New York City shortly afterwards, Owens wrote a
third time. informing Moseley that this event was only the
beginning of me Space: Intelligences' work. On June 5. weU
within Owens' deadline. a major blackout crippled the East
Coast. The source: of this mishap stemmed from a mysterious

power failure in the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland
Interconnection. a linkage that at the time was regarded as a

model for e1ecuic power nets.
Owens also found himself engaging in more weather control

projects at the same rime. For instance:, in 1967. he wrote to
TImothy Green Beckley. rhe edi[Qr of Searchlight magaz.ine,

daiming that he had asked the Space Intel1igences to produce
three simultaneous hurricanes during the year. This had
happened only five times since: the 1880s. But it happened again
in 1967. Owens also made this prediction to the U.S. Hurricane
Center in Coral Gables, Florida. Hurricanes Beulah, Chloe, and
Daphne were all active over one weekend in September. thus
fulfilling a claim that had low probability of being realized.

"

By 1968. Owens' powerofwC3ther control had reached a peak,
and in that year, he gave several documented demonstrations of
his abilities. This was a year when the psychic made a number of

successful predictions about weather activities in the East.
Sometime in early June. for instan<:t:. Owt:ns wrOte to the

direc[Qr of the National Hurricane Ct:ntt:r in Florida informing
him that he was about to bring a hurricane to Philadelphia,
where the psychic was then living. The hurricane didn't materi

aliu immediately, but by June 13 a frcOll<. storm srunned the city.
The Philt"ulphia Daily NnJ)s headlined their Story on the: Slorm.
"Baxter Gives Storm Once-Jn-A-Cemury Rating" and reported
lhat the city's water commissioner. Samuel Baxter, had

announced that a storm or such imensity occurs only once in a
hundred years. Over $100,000,000 worth ofdamage was caused

by this storm.
It is nor clear to me what Owens' motives were in these early

years. In fact. I doubt if he knew himself. Obviously, he was
mempting to amact attention to himself. Often he seemed to

do so with reddess disregard for the suffering produced in the
wake of his demonstrations. It is indeed possible that Owens'

tnfant urribk behavior representS the puerile manifestation of
1n emerging evolutionary talent latent in all humanity.

After this appart:nt success, Owens made a renewed predic
tion. Before twO fellow workers at the law firm for which he
worked as a typist. he announced that he would now make a

hurricane appear off the coast during the week of June 22. By
Sunday, June 24. local Philadelphia papers wert: announcing
thar a newly developed tropical norm named Brenda was
heading for Bermuda. By that evening, Brenda had become a
hurricane. but it headed safely out (0 sea and spared the coastal
areas of Florida. This prediction and its fulfillment may not

.ound lOO impressive, but Brenda only sprang into being on
Priday, June 21, just one day after Owens had announced his
Intention of producing one. Even more interesting is the fact
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that Brenda was the second hurricane of the monch. The end of
June is early for hurricanes, and nOt since 1959 had two hurri
canes formed in the Atlancic so early in the year. So if Ow~s

was making his announcemenc in the hope that it would come
about by chance, he was way off base. Nor could the hurricane
have been predicted through normal inference. Brenda was an
unusual storm, and unusualness is Owens' uademark.

The psychic made his next prediction on Ocwber 17 when he
told one of his comaCt5, a Philadelphja lawyer named Dennis

Kapusin, that he was about to imerfere with the course ofa hurri·
cane then bellowing off Florida's western coast. He thereupon

drew a map of the hurricane aCC3 for his friend, showing Gladys,
th~ still only a storm, veering away from Florida as it had been

doing during its normal Northwest bearings. Owens wid
Kapusin that he was planning to erect a "wall" in from of the
hurricane and make it turn towards the east, right imo Florida.

The very an-ernoon ofOwens' visit to Kapusin, Gladys came ro
a complete stop, began changing direction and proceeded ro head
directly for Florida. This was quite a surprise to weathermen, who
had already announced rhat Florida was out of danger from the
storm's wrath. The reason for Gladys's abrupt about-face,
according to the National Hurricane Center, was the formuion of
a high-pressure area that had developed west of the hurricane.
This, itself, might sound reasonable, but Gladys was behaving in

a peculiar fashion by hurricane standards. An October 18 Story
abour rhe storm, printed in the NroJ J'ork 7im~, especially noted
that the hurricane "vecred-suddenly" and had "caught many of
the city's [Sr. Petersburg's] more than a million residents by
surprise." The Story further related thac, because of its prior due
north course, Florida residents had already relaxed their guard,

and even weathermen were taken by surprise.
Owens gave up steady employment in 1969, even though he

had a family to support, so that he could devote himself soldy

to his psychic work.
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"I had to decide whether I would work in an office eight
hours a day while trying to do what I'm doing for the Space:
Intelligences," he explained. "Immedjately I knew I couldn't.

You only have so much energy, and ro do what I would have to
lio for the SIs, I need all my energy. It's turned out that's been
right. So chat was che best decision I've made in my life."
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CHAPTER 4

THE SPACE
INTELLICENCES

*
Th~ world ofour pmm, com(;oUJnm iJ only olle

ouf ofmany lUorlds of(onsc;ousnm thai exist, and

thor~ oth" worlds must contain experimul which
ha~ a mtaningfor our lift also.

William James

"They Had Been Trying to Reach Me Since I Was a Child"

"The device emirred red. blue. green, and white colors that
were vivid and very brilliant," Owens reponed. "We watched
the device approach our car. Suddenly, it vanished instantly as if
a lighr had been turned off."

This is the story Owens told Warren Smith, a veteran author
of several UFO books, in 1975 while explaining how he first
found himself in contact with rhe Space Intelligences or other
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dimensional entities with whom he works. h was either January

or February of 1955, and he was living in Fort Wonh, Texas. He
had been driving out in rhe country with his daughter when rhe
UFO appeared over a field at rhe side of rhe road on which he
was uaveling. The object was cigar.shaped, a common form thar

UFOs took. But it was only years larer, after Owens discovered
that his innate psychic abilities had been remarkably enhanced,
that he realized the significance of the sighring.

'They had been crying to reach me since I was a child,"

Owens reminisced as he explained how, after his sighring, he
gradually found himself in contact with an alien intelligence.
"Bm the SIs jusr didn't get through to me until afrer the UFO
approached over my car in Texas. It appears somehow to be a
combination of that UFO sighting plus my work in hypnosis
and other paranormal fields and my natural psychic ability."

In 1965, when Owens drove to Washington, DC, he claims
that he met with a CIA agent he referred to as George Clark, who
appeared interested in his claims. A$ a result of their conversa

tion, Owens began sending Clark copies of his predictions and
intentions to cause weather changes. Validation as to their
outcomes was also religiously provided, bur to Owens' disap
poinrmem no action was ever taken by the CIA wich regard to
his requests for financial suppOrt. Nevertheless, Washington was

not to be a total disappoinrmenr for the psychic. It was there that
he had a second revelation, this time abom how the UFOs were
guiding his abilities. One day, while living in a little rented house,
Owens had the sudden impulse to write Clark to inform him of
an upcoming polar shift. The communication was dared March
9, 1965. The message encered his mind without warning, and
Owens was confused by it.

"Frankly, this [message] made no sense whatsoever to me at
the time," Owens recorded in a diary he was keeping. ''And I
even disliked having to forward the information to George
[Clark] because it seemed ridiculous."
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Several weeks later, when he read in the paper that UFOs had

heen reporred over Antarctica, Owens decided that a UFO intel·
IIsence had been telepathically communicating with him. "It
Ithe message] turned OUt to be the most exciting and thrilling

h.lppening of my whole life to date," Owens recorded.
Afrer his Washington, DC, contact, he found himselfconsmmly

bombardtd by what he took to be telepathic mcssages from the
Space Intelligences. He had not yet learned how to initiate contact
with them from his end, and he did nOt fed the need to commence
with his own contact. Almost daily, it seemed, he received signals

from the Space Intelligences-lengthy communications, in faCt
almost instantaneously. Some of these messages instructed him on
what demonstrarions he was to carry our, while others pertained to

the role he was playing for the Space Intelligences.
It was only some weeks later, on July 19, 1965, that the Space

InreUigences explained to Owens why they had chosen him to

be their prophet. Owens recorded in his diary:

Tonight rhey told me that they couJd give me only
so much power, so much knowledge, at a time. It is
all my human brain can stand. Matter of fact, they
said I'm an experiment with them-lo find out JUSt

how much of the PK power a human being can
absorb and stand. It took them literally ages to find a
human being, myself, with whom they could
communicate back and forth and obcain concrete

proof for ocher humans in their own way.

This is the insight, I believe, that later led Owens co compare
himself to the biblical Moses. Perhaps it was a comparison thar
merits further consideration. However, in at least one regard, it
engendered a belief in Owens that, whatever harmful conse

quences resulted from his demonstrations, they served a higher
purpose. Like Moses, Owens felt himself unconstrained by rhe
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rules of the prevailing authorities. He was ans"..erable only to the

mysterious Space Intelligences. .,
After this and similar revdations, Owens began makmg public

even more predictions and announcements about upcoming
events. The Space Intelligences would either communicate this
information to Owens or instruct him as to what PK exhibitions

they wished him to perform.
Perhaps the most astounding information the Space

Intelligences provided for Owens was when, after first
contacting him, they revealed that mey had been abducting him
periodically over the years during which time they had bttn
altering his brain in order to render it half alien. This claim. of
coutse. seems absurd at fuce value. But when studying psychic
phenomena and UFOs. everything is absurd. So ~en~' abduc
tion story cannOt be rejected merely because of ItS umqueness.
After talking personally to Owens about this maner, parapsy
chologist D. Scon Rogo and I have come to accept the fuct that
Owens really did believe this operation took place. He even had
an odd indentation running along the base of his skull that he
claimed was a remnant of this opetation; but whether this was a
result of a bone deformation, accident, or whatever, we were in
no position to say. h was such a curious indentation, though,
that Owens liked to show it to people. claiming it was physical
proof that he had been abducted and operated .upon. In 1~~2,

Owens subjected himself to a CAT scan. No bram abnormalities
were discovered at that time. Subsequently, many reportS of
alien surgical procedures have been documemed. The m~~t
thorough account of these is presented in Dr. Roger K. Lelrs

book. Tilt Aliens nnd the Scnlpel.
On July 21, 1965, Owens again wrote ro Clark, staring that

UFOs would be seen over "one of our major cities." UFOs were
seen over Washington, DC, before the end of the month.

A similar coincidence was realized on October 31, 1966. On
October 15, Owens, who was living in Philadelphia, wrote to

"

one of his correspondents to say mat he had asked me UFOs to
publicly appear by Hallow~n. On October 31, UFOs sightings
were reported by severnl witnesses in the Philadelphia area. One
might easily dismiss such eventS. How~er, in retrospect, we can

now see that they marked the beginning of a most unusual
career, one that was to continue for over two decades until
Owens' dearh.

While Ted Owens could not recall ever meeting the Space
Intelligences face to face, he developed several ways of commu·
nicating wirh them. Some of these contacts were instantaneous.
The commands from the SIs would be complete and Irans
mined instantaneously. "One moment you are working at
something," he claimed, "and the no([ moment you have
received all the Sis' information."

"Two Small Crea(ures Resembling Grasshoppers"

Another way Owens initiated contact with the Space
Intelligences is through a visualization technique thac he claimed
he learned from the entities themselves. Owens wrote in his 1969
book, How to Contnct Spau Ptopk (now out of print):

They showed me, in my mind's eye. a small
chamber. Inside the chamber were twO small creatures
resembling grasshoppers and insect-like but standing
on fWO legs. These creatures looked down imo a large,
round, oval machine. In it they could sa: me. If I
talked, (hey heard the sound, but me machine quickly
turned the sound into symbols, then the symbols into
very high-frequency sound, which they could under
stand. Thus, I would talk to them in English, which
would jump around into odd symbols on the screen,
then result in a high whistling sound, which they
understood. After talking with them for months in
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this manner. they suddenJy, one day. pointed to a wall
upon which was a screen. They made me know that
their "boss," or Higher Imelligence, wouJd appear on
rhis screen. And for very important communicarions,
I was to appear on the round screen and ask for
"Conrrol," and rheir Higher Inrelligence would
appear and listen ro me. And rhis is whar happened.

It wasn't a face that appeared on the screen on the
wall but a shadow which had the form of a face. The
only thing to be seen clearly were rwo green eyes,
shining from the screen. They made me know that
their Higher InrelJigence is made up of what we call
lighr. No form at all. Bur it had made a "face" our of
shadow on the screen to converse with me because
that's what I am used to ralking to-a human f3ce.

Owens has intimated that these grasshopper-like creatures
were only forms used by the Space Inrelligences when they
decided to take physical shape, as they were actually comprised
of light and energy.

UFO Researchers Open to Receiving
Documentation from Owens

Up unril the mid·1960s, Owens was mostly a voice in the
wilderness, crying OUt his prophecies; bur, like Homer's
Cassandra, he was doomed by the curse of rejection. Things
finally began ro change abour 1968, when a few insighrful ufolo.
gisrs began keeping an at least partially open eye on Owens and
starred keeping files on his predictions and demonstrations. Two
of these scientists, Drs. Leo Sprinkle and]. Allen Hynek, were
originally contacted by Owens himself and agreed to Iry
documenting his claims or at least filing his predictions and other
communications to them. Leo Sprinkle, who at one time kept the
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most systematic files on Owens, was a clinical psychologist at the
University of Wyoming. He held a long-lived interest in the
t )wcns matter dating back to the 1960s but stOpped corre
'llOllding when Owens began a hard-sell approach during his

lonStant endeavors at self-promotion.
However, as of 1970, Sprinkle was intrigued enough to urge

J. Allen Hynek, then an asrronomer at Northwestern Universiry
In Evanston. Illinois, to work with the psychic. Owens first
oontacted Hynek in May. 1970, and the astronomer was initially
open to his claims. This was perhaps due to the faCt that H~nek
was developing an interest in psychic phenolllena at the lime.
But he. too. eventually broke with Owens because of the

psychic's often capricious behavior.
Two other researchers kept tabs on Owens during the late

1960s and early 1970s-Berthold Schwan, M.D., a New Jersey
psychiatrist and parapsychologist. and Ono Binder. a writer of
popular UFO books who eventually became Owens' greatest
propagandisr. Binder had planned to ~rite a book. on .Owens;
but, aft"6r arduously cataloging Owens files, he dIed III 1974
before he could begin work on the project.

These ufologists and researchers collected fairly complete flies
that documented at least some of Owens' claims up to 1971 or
\972. Some of these documents are extremely interesting and
pertain ro both his predictions and alleged PK demonstrations.

Highlights are presented in chapter 5.

Producing UFO Appearances and Rdated Phenomena

Owens produced UFO appearances that do not seem to be
subject to interpreracion as the result of precognition. In
January, 1972, he visited Puerto Rico where he was hosted by a

local physician, Dr. J. J. Arenas.
On the night ofJanuary 28, Owens was with the dOCtor and his

son, Kevin, when Arenas asked him to make a UFO appear over the
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house. They were sitting out on a veranda facing the mountains at the
time. Armas later wrote the foUowing statement regarding this event:

He said that he couJd communicate with [the]
UFOs and [would] try 10 bring one to our home. For
quite a long while we waited. The sky was absolutely
clear. Then peculiar douds began to fill the sky

directly in front of us, until our immediate field of
vision was obscured. I went in to bed. Shortly there
after my son, Kevin, rushed in to tdl me thai a UFO
had in faCt appeared. I went out to the veranda, with
binoculars, and observed the UFO carefully.

It appeared like a brilliant star, but not as bright. It
kept perpetually changing color-from red, to gold,

to blue, to red-and kept zigzagging about as well.
It kept moving slowly, in an erratic manner and in

a slight zigzag direction. It rose upwards, slowly, and
then moved horiz.ontally across the sky to another

poinr some distance away, where it stayed, but still
moving about erratically.

Arenas watched the objcct for quite a while, then decided to
retire for the night.

The skeptic will probably argue that Arenas saw a star and

miStook it for a UFO beca~ he o:pected to sec one and that the
odd movements it made were the result of an autokinetic effect. It
is well known that a bright light viewed against a black background

will seem to move as it is watched. It often seems to dan about in
an erratic way. This phenomenon has been dubbed the "autoki
netic effect" by psychologisrs. "Hand jiggle," which may have
resulted from his crying to hold his binocuJars level, could have led
the doctor to misinterpret the star's behavior as well.

However, the above explanations cannot account for all the
particulars in the Arenas report. He saw the object srop and
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move sl~wly. Autokinetic and hand jiggle effects are always rapid
and perpetual. [t is also significant that the UFO manifested

after the appearance of an odd cloud formation. Many UFO
witnesses have made note of dtis same peculiar phenomenon.

F. W. Holiday, a British writer, reported in his book, The
Dragon lind tht DiJc (1973), that he a.lso saw a UFO created out
of a cloud that had suddenly appeared in me sky. He was Ou{

fishing at the lime, and the sky was totally dear. Suddenly, he
noticed that a single, small silver cloud had formed. Ten minutes

later, a UFO, complete with hull and beacon lights, appeared
right out of it. These effects were reported years before the
concept was popularized in Sleven Spielberg's 1977 film. Clost
Encountm oftht Third Kind.

Nor is the Arenas case unique. Owens gave a similar demon

mation ro an acquaintance or his, Janice Leslie, in August,
1978, during a visit she and a friend were making to the
psychic's home in Silverton, Oregon. Here's what she told me:

On Sunday, August 27, 1978, we, Janice leslie and
Jade Swan, each a momer ofmree childttn, were visiting
Ted Owens, known as PK Man over the world. at his

home in Silverton, Oregon. He is a famous psychic. He
stated mat it was within his fJOW" to bring fonh UFOs
to be seen and witnessed. He offered to prove it to us. So
we pur Ted Owens and his twO sons, Beau, age 15, and
Teddy, age 7, in our car and drove them (0 a certain

isolated location in Silver Falls State Park.
Owens demonstrated and explained how he would

tdepath (0 UFOs overhead to bring them into view.
Time and time again he extended his hand toward to
sky and explained to us what he was doing mentally
to make telepathic contact with UFOs. In the time

that followed, in the night sky, six UFOs appeared
overhead while we watched carefully. Yellow glowing
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lights moved across the sky. One UFO hung just
behind a line of trees over us. Ir must have been the
size of a football field, and it remained stationary for

quite a long while before moving to the tight. It had
four pulsating lights around its framework in the
same geometric pattern as a baseball diamond, that is.
three lights at "first. second and third base" and the
fourth pulsating light at "home plate." 1r was from

this giant UFO that severaJ glowing, yellow UFOs
emerged and traveled across the sky overhead.

Owens had a long, powerful flashlight, which he

turned on and flashed OntO the giam UFO overhead.
He switched the light back and forth over the UFO.
and its pulsating lights seemed lO blink back at
Owens in patterns as he flashed light patterns at it.
Also, the light reflected off the UFO back at us,

seeming to indicate its closeness and solidity.
Both of us. Owens, and his children were satisfied

that we had witnessed genuine UFOs. They could
have been nothing else whatsoever.

These UFO appearances resulted from an intentional desire
on Owens' pan, rather than a prediction, since the first one was
also made at the specific request of Arenas. Such a demonstra
tion does nor seem [Q have been the result of precognition.
Somehow, a causal relationship must have existed between
Owens' attempt [Q make the UFO appear and its subsequent
manifestation. In fact, Owens eventually trained Janice Leslie to
produce UFO sightings on her own. This is described in greater
detail in chapter 9.

But were these UFOs produced by the Space Intelligences, as
Owens believes, or could the psychic actually have created the

objects through his psychokinetic abilities? One might argue that
the witnesses themselves were duped or hypnotized but for the fact

n

lhat ~ns actually produced a sighting at my request, one that
was videotaped and photographed as described in chapter 2.

The major issue ultimately confronting anyone trying [Q

honestly solve the Owens mystery is this: what was the relation
ship between Owens and the Space Imelligences? Ifwe can under
stand that, perhaps we can understand Owens himself. Was Ted
Owens really in tOuch with extradimensional beings existing in
some hyperspace dimension just beyond the reach of our all-lOo

limited sensory perceptions? Or were they a delusion that Owens
had built up in his mind in a desperate anempt at self~under

standing? But if the Space lmelligences were a delusion and Ted's
psychic accomplishments were due solely to his innate psychic
nbiJities, how can we explain his UFO contacts? Or were these

contacts something lotally separate from his psychic abilities? Or
still yet, were the UFOs that Owens and his acquaintances saw so
often actually only materializations brought into existence by Ted
himself? This possibiliry, I believe, is the one that must be taken
seriollsly. And it is potenrially more awesome than the simple

physical presence of alien spacecraft.
The world of Ted Owens can easily tangle one in a web of

speculation. When talking with Ted, it often appeared to me
that the psychic was himself confused over these issues.

Sometimes he would swear that the Space Intelligences had
produced a specific effect, such as a freak rainstorm, while at
other times he would maintain that he had produced a similar

effect through the agency of his own mind. On occasion, he
even amended his claims by assuring me that he had produced
an effect through his own psychic ability but with the permis
sion of the Space Intelligences who had aided him in imple

menting his plan.
When researcher D. Scon Rogo first met Ted at his 1978

home in Vancouver, Washington, it was his intention to force
the psychic to define this maner. So Rogo asked him simply,
"Why do the Space Intelligences-with all their power-have to
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when [W() physicists, my friends Hal Puthoff and Russell Targ at
Ihe Stanford Research Institute. published a favorable report
..bout him in the October 18, 1974, issue of Natu", the presti
Kious British science journal. (Sec: chapter I for my thoughts on
[he debate concerning the legitimacy of skeptical criticism

regarding Geller.) The similariry between Owens and GeUer is
Iwofold. They both demonstrate ostensible psychic powers, and
Ihey both attribute their abiliries to eXlf':iHerrestrial intelligences.

In addirion, rhere is considerable evidence that both men
possessed psychic abililies long before they wove Ihe UFO angle
Into their lives and thinking-systems. These parallels may be:

more than just coincidental; they indicate thar, perhaps, borh
IlSychics are of similar stock.

Before Geller came to public anention under the aegis of Dr.
Andrija Puharich, an American physician who has long been
interested in psychic phenomena, there is no evidence that he

ever claimed UFO comacts. There: is certainly no evidence thar
he made any such claims while a performer in Israel. Puharich,
on the other hand, had nurtured a long-lived imerest in the UFO

mystery that predated by some years his first contacts with Geller
in 1971 in Israd. Puharich hypnorized Gdler while preparing to
unleash him on the parapsychological world. The youthfullsraeli
p ychic appeared on the U.S. psychic scene equipped with the

([ion that he was being guided by an intelligence from space.
Parapsychology rc:searchers-uncomfortable with the idea of

UFOs in the first placc-suspecred that Geller either borrowed
Ihis idea from Puharich, developed it as a result of his contact

with the doctor or was simply hypnotized by him into promoting
H. If Geller really believed this claim, it was possibly a sc:lf
Jdusion. Since divorcing himself from Puharich, Geller made

re:wer and fewer exrraterreslrial claims in his public Statements.
Nonetheless, Geller slill maintains that Ihe reports by

l>Uharich, in his book Uri, of a distinct UFO connection with
Geller's abilities are all faCtual. I ha~ interviewed WISconsin

]1frry M"hlo",
•

The Parallel Case of Uri Geller

Uri Geller, the famous Isradi psychic, stunned the world in
1972 with his demonstrations of everything from telepathy to

psychic metal·be:nding. Geller achieved c:vc:n more: credibility
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They have to have human choice. The law is that

they can't make a move on their own unless they have
human choice ried up or involved in it. So it becomes
my choice. Now that they have a human, luckily for

them, they can. That's why I'm SO priceless to them.
They can have my choices to work with.

Far from this be:ingan c:gocemricor megalomaniacal ~nlark, Ted.
said something very important here. By claiming that he was Earth's
sole ambassador to the Space lmdligences, he was admjtring thal he

and the Space ImeUigences were more deeply connected, on a
psychic level, than one might assume. Did the Space Intdligenccs

represent an actual part ofTed's own mind mat he, through years of
misimerpretation, had come to believe was some indepe:ndem
agency working through him? This is a possibility that can be
explored in some depth. On the other hand, Owens might have
been tdling us thal the Space lntdligences were really not an
independent agency at all bur are somehow inherently connected to

life on this planet. This also is a viable possibility. l believe,

uJrimatdy, that Ted. Owens and his Space InteUigenccs arc a mirror
reflecting back to us our own undiscovered human possibilities.

In evaluating the case: ofTed Owens, it is useful to have some

larger context. Owens was neither the first nor the last person to

claim paranormal powers received as a result of a UFO-type:

encounter.

work through a human agency at all?" Owens' answer was most

enlightening:

TH( frAU INHllIC(NCH
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Perhaps Owens suffered from an exaggerated version of what
might be called the "Padfield Complex." Susan Padfield, wife of
noted Brilish physicist Ted Bastin, is a psychic who had demon
Slrared PK abilities for several British scientiSts in the 1960s and
1970s, ranging from psychically interfering with light beams lO

moving pendulums in sealed containers. When Miss Padfield
first discovered her abilities, she had to divorce herself from
responsibility for them before she could demonstrate them. She
therefore developed the belief that an e:xtraterresrrial intelligence
was working through her. Only later was she able to take full
responsibility for her abilities and exorcize the extraterrestrials

from her belief system.
This idea might make more sense if couched in terms of at

least one psychiatric theory about the structure of the mind.
Such a theory was first proposed by Dr. Pierre Janet (1859
1941), a pioneering French psychiatrisr who developed it in
order to explain many forms of 1I1lconsciolisly mediated
behavior. Called "polypsychism:' Janet's theory is that the
unconscious mind is not a unified structure but is composed of
one or more subpersonalities that exist independently from our
conscious selves and even from one another. They are, however,

Arc the Space Intelligences a Psychological Crutch?
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with them. Bur these conflicting allegations may result from the
psychic's own unconscious desire to alienate himself from taking
full responsibility for his predictions and demonstrarions while
attempting to absorb them within the fr.amework of his own
megalomania. When one examines Owens' life from an ethical
and spiritual ~rspcetive, it is rempting to suggest that the Space
Intelligences afforded him a convenient opportunity to lose
himself in a glamorous fa.masy, thus avoiding the more difficult
path of self-awareness and real understanding. Ho\VCVer, we
would be well advised not to judge the PK Man tOO hastily.

psychologist I1a Ziebel, another independent witness to UFO·
relared eventS with Geller and Puharich in Israel. She asserted
thar the UFO appearances described in Puharich's book-when
she was wirh Uri and Puharich in Israel-did occur as presented.
In short, there is evidence that Geller's abilities have something
ro do with UFOs or alien intelligences.

On the other hand, the idea mar both Geller's and Owens'
abilities stem solely from their own minds can be tentatively
supported from several standpoints. For instance, some parapsy
chologists have argued that PK is an "ego-alien" ability. In other
words, PK is so unusual, extraordinary and frightening that our
natural reaction is to deny any responsibility for it when it
occurs. In this respttt, we may all be like the schizophrenic who
is hearing only his own thoughts when he complains that the
voices in his head are coming from his enemies or supt:rnatural
beings. One way to convince ourselves thar we cannor affect the
material world with our minds is ro conjure up a scapegoat and
then blame him whenever something su~rnormal occurs.
There is abundant aperimental evidence that we all possess
minute amounts of PK ability, but all through history humans
have been trying to ignore rhe faCI.

The spiritualiSts and mediums of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries had their spirit guides, rhe occuJriscs had
their "e1emenrals" and now Geller and Owens have exrrarerres
trials. All these emities have been blamed over the years for
eve.rything from table levitation and spoon bending to polter
geist antics. This is nor ro say that these agencies don't exist in
the universe and couldn't be genuinely responsible for some ilK
effects. However, when :I psychic evenr takes place, such as a
pohergeist ourbreak, we often automatically blame ir on some
outside agency insread of realizing our own complicity.

Owens falls somewhat shorr of this extreme since he claimed
some psychic abiliries for himself while blaming other fears on
rhe Space Intelligences-or at least as due to his involvement
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capable of subdy and surreptitiously influencing our waking
behavior and thinking. These subJXrsonaJities. according to
Janet, can even undergo development and lead "simultaneous or
successive psychological existences" to the point of becoming

psychic realities. Through such practices as automatic writing
and crystal gazing, Janet believed one could eOler into commu
nication with them.

It shouldn't be difficult 10 bdieve mat the Space Intelligences
were perhaps some SOrt ofsubsystem working wimin 0\\1:0$' mind

mat had gradually taken on an independent psychological ocistence
and that regularly imparred psychic information 10 Owens' waking
sdf. It is interesting mat he communicated with the Space

Intelligences through a form of visualization. one method through
which Janet thought subpersonalities might be reached.

If we adopt this interpretation ofTed Owens and his powers.
though, we scillieave unexplained me ostensible tact that he did
see UFOs, that he had contact with them and that many of his
acquaintances have either witnessed or shared in these adven·

tures. The theory that I've oudined above-that the Space
Intelligences are merely a polypsychic extrusion from O\\1:ns'
own psyche-wouJd have 10 be extended to explain the appear
ances of these mysterious lights, apparitions, and crafts.

But is it not also possible that these subpersonalities can take
on an independent existence as well? This is an idea that nevet

occurred to Janet, despite the fact that he WOlS interested in
psychic phenomena. Could it be that these subsystems can
divorce themselves from the physical body and live separate and
apart from our consciolls minds and bodies, though remaining
weakly connecred 10 us? These subpersonalities may also have
access to PK powers and may use them to a degree beyond that
which even those of liS who accept the teality of psychokine5is

normally imagine possible---even causing UFOs to appear in
the sky and alien beings to waJk the unh who all tOO often JUSt
vanish into thin air as though they were panially immaterial to
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hcgin with. Perhaps Owens had either created a subpersonaJiry
Ihat developed to monsU'ous proportions or was somehow

r..nicipating in a subpersonaliry created. jointly by several minds

IIr by some sort of universal mind.
One way we might enlarge this theory would be to postulate

that this hypothetical demem of Owens' mind was endowed
with such formidable psychic PO\\1:CS that it could literally create

UFOs and project them into physical space through a process of

psychic materialization. This theory isn't as bizarre as it m~y

round since Owens himself often maintained that UFOs, while

real objects, lacked total physical objectivity. He even compared
them. during a late·night talk session he once had with D. SCOtt

Rogo, to optical illusions or holographic proje~rions. U~Os.
According to Ted. were therefore only partially phySIcal.
Supposing thai Owens possessed extraordinary psychic abilities,
could it be tha.t the UFOs he and his acquaintances saw wete
..ctually creations generated by Owens' unconscious mind? In
Ihis respect. the UFOs ma.y have been super-thought~forms

created and engendered into a temporary physical existence by
Owens himself. This idea was originally explored. in the classic

science ficrion film, Forbiddm Planet (1956).
This idea is distinctly possible, and, although it may Sttm far

fetched. there is considerable evidence that UFOs are linked to
the human mind and might therefore be created by it. The possi
bility that we are producing the UFOs which occassionally haunt
our skies can explain many mysteries about the phenomenon that
the extrarerresrrial hypothesis cannor. h can explain, for instance.

why UFOs have petiodically changed shape over the years in
order to conform to cultural beliefs and technology, why UFOs

suddenly disappear or change shape as though they are only

partially material, and why some close-encounter witnesses seem
10 possess PK abilities either before or after their experiences.

In light of this evidence. many ufologisrs-including J. Allen
Hynek, Jacques Vallee, Ann Druffel, Jerome Clatk, John Keel,

"
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and other luminaries of the field-have maintained that the UFO

phenomenon is basically a psychic one brought into being
through OUI own psychic rnJents. This thought brings us back to
a point that was made before: the UFO phenomenon cannot be
isolated as something distina from the minds that perceive it. Of
course. each of me aforementioned researchers has a djfferent
approo.ch and theory as to how all this occurs. Some bdieve that

UFOs are created direct.ly by our own minds. while others believe
that they art' created by a supermind that reflects our wishes and
unconscious archetypal symbolism back to us. Yet others believe
the phenomenon to be omadimensional. entering into this world
through a psychic process sec up by the mind. Now, if this general
theory is correct-and I believe that at least part of it is--there is
no reason to reject: the pos5ibiliry that a UFO could be brought
into existence by the creltive process of on~ individunl mind.

Owens apparently had possessed remarkable PK capabilities
long before his UFO experiences. So he himself may have been
responsible for the UFOs--and nOt vice-versa!

Plagued by Poltergei,ts' "It W~I Happen
No Matter Where We Move"

This idea is further supported by the fact that Owens was not
only plagued by UFOs but by monster visitations and polter

geist-like activity as well. In other words, his physical presence
in any given location would often give rise to a wide range of
paranormal effects in that area. This activity would often focus

directly on the house in which he was living. All this indicates
that somehow Owens' mind might have been solely responsible
for these diverse phenomena.

One such display was reported in 1968 by a Maine real estate
agent, Edward Atnes, who later sent all the details to Berthold

Schwan, a New Jersey psychiatrist who had been collecting
material on the Owens case since 1968. Ames had become inrer-
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csted in the commercial value that could result if Owens could
make good on his claims; so, along with several oilier local

businessmen, he invited the psychic to Brewer, Maine. in July
1968. Owe.ns stayed at Ames' lakeside lodge outside the town,
where he was supposed to make UFOs appear in the general

area. In his statement. Ames explained that Owens had made
good on his promise to produce UFOs and had even predicted
some of their appearances accurately. But this was only parr of

the Story resulting from Owens' visit.
While at Ames' lakeside lodge. Owens also became the victim

ofa recurrent "monster invasion" that seemed to manifest around

and even in the lodge. The following events were wirnessed not
only by Owens but by his wife, Martha, and their son, Beau.

{The ellipses below { ... 1 do nOt indicate deleted text but were

Owens' usage.}

We were installed in Mr. Ames' fine lodge, just on
the very edge of Eddington Pond (no pond, it's a

giant lake). On Tuesday morning. Martha told me
that during the night she had heard something
coming up the stairs (to our bedroom in the top of
the lodge), but it had stopped where I had blocked

the stairs with a chair, and then gone away. I had also
heard it. Both Beau and Martha became badly fright
ened of the upstairs of the lodge. (Beau) claiming a
"monster" was up there. Thursday 1caught an explo~

sive type of Au ... and sneezed and coughed contin
ually, without let· up. Also. during the day, there was
a mmt'lldous explosion at the side of the lodge ... and

Beau screamed (he was outside the lodge at thac
location, playing ... we were both inside). We ran
outside and Beau was hysterical with fear. crying and

wringing his hands, his eyes as big as saucers ... and
he told us that a "giant with black eyes, black legs,

"
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black arms and black nose, and extremdy rail" .

had tried to pick him up wirh its foor.
... Also on Thursday night, July 25 ... Manha

and I bOth heard something rwo.legged walking on

the roof, over our heads, on rap of rhe: lodge. Friday,
something stole all our drinking water, kept in gallon
jugs, out of our tightly locked-up kitchen!

Friday, July 26 ... we had a parry at the lodge for Ed
Ames and his wife, Agnes; Jack Littlefield and his wife,
Kay; and Bud Stratron and his wife, Gwen. During me
evening Jack was sitting outside the front door,
watching for UFOs, and called us out excitedly ... a

UFO was slowly inching across the sky! The same size
and color ofa star, with a constant glow (not blinking),
ir moved in a SOrt of slow motion, so thar we couldn't
possibly miss seeing it. We watched it through binocu
lars for about five minutes ... and while in full view, it
vanished completely. That is. it did nOt fade our in the
distance ... ir was up over us in full sighc, and jusr
turned off. Ed Ames, a shan while lacer, sported the
second UFO ... in a straighc line up overhead, and this
was complerely differenr chan the other one. This was

a gold color, with alternating red, blue and green lights
£lashing across irs body. It hung in the same SpOt for
an hour or more . . . men moved across the sky co
anomer posirion for a while ... rhen wenc off away
from us uncil it wem our of sight.

On Saturday, July 27 ... I was semiconscious all

day, weak, with just enough strength to sragger our
onro rhe frOnt porch and lie down in che hammock
there ...

[r is very likely rhat these haunting-like disturbances were
actually fall-out or secondary manifestarions that resulted from
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( wens' PK attempts to bring, or create, UFOs in the area. The

lIbove events, however, consrirute only the beginning of rhe
disturbances. Again, to quare from Owens' own description of

his Maine demonstration:

The nexr Monday night I saw a remarkable

sighr-rwo UFOs, both half-moon shaped, glowing
ruby· red color, one over the other, fluuering across
the sky over our lodge faster than any plane ever
could. Bur what was remarkable was that they
changed positions as they flew. r mean, first one
would be on top, and the other on the bonom, rhen
they would reverse positions-this done wirh

indescribable speed. Their forward movement
traversed a wide expanse ofsky in only a few seconds,
at which time they "turned off," or vanished, while

still in full sight in the binoculars.
At 10:42 P.M. I went into rhe lodge, and Martha

and 1 heard a loud metallic whack a few feet from us.
There was absolutely nothing thar could have

produced the noise.
I went back outside rhe lodge at II :30 ro look at

{he sky again. If was utterly quiet, except for a fish
jumping here or there. Suddenly a loud metallic

"bong" noise sound~d from about five feet away.
On Wednesday, July 31, again, just after lunch I

poinred out ro Martha twO idenrical douds over the
lakt, which I was certain contained twO hidden UFOs.
At 3:53 all our power went off ... lights, radio, every·

thing, for twO minutes. Then ir came on again. At
4:40 rhe power went off again completely ... and
during this rime I could hear quite plainly the noise in

the lodge, the deep animal gasping sound. Beau said
he heard "the giant." At 4:48 me power came back on

8J
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again, and I sneezed steadily for quite a long while,
although my flu was over.

That evening, Wednesday evening, Ed Ames and his
wife, Agnes, came over ... and Ed Ames was the first
to spot anomer "star" UFO, moving across the sky

quite rapidly. Then \\'C saw a second UFO ... me gold
one, with me flashing red, blue and green Lights across
ilS body, Slationary in me sky. It Slayed theR umil me
Amescs left ... men it moved to a new location at the
edge of an airfield on me far side of the lake, then
moved on a Slraight line away, umil it vanished.

Thursday, AuguSl I, no UFOs. I wem to bed in the
evening, heard a noise, sat up in bed, and saw an

orange ball of light flare up at the front of the lodge
illuminating the entire &om of me lodge. I was horri
fied, fo, ;r looked '" if rho lodgo h,d Olughr fir<
downSlairs. I leaped out of bed and Aicked on my
flashlight and the orange baJJ of light vanished
instantly! There was no fire in the fireplace, as it had

been a hor night ... absolutely norhing to cause the
orange ball of light in me otherwise pitch-dark lodge.
At the same time of the orange ball of light I heard a

. .
strange tapping nOise.

AJ) of these events-the UFOs, the unseen monster, and the

poltergeist antics-are most economically explained by the
theory that they all represem the results ofa single psychic proem,
a process that eventually branched off into several different
directions, thus giving rise to seemingly separate manifest:uions.

This idea is further supported by the fact that similar psychic
epidemics followed Owens no matter where he lived.

Similar weird, monsterish sounds and noises plagued Owens
until the end of his life. Although he himself believed that they
were created by the Space Intelligences, it is hard to fathom why
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or for what purpose the Space Imelligences, if they existed, would
have had for creating these diSturbances. The Space Intelligences,

wens claimed, could contact him instantaneously at any time,
SO why wouLd they resort to grunting, groaning, and stomping

labout his residence? Far from displaying any purpose, these
disturbances seem to have bttn random or germinal poltergeist
effects sparked by Owc:ns' mind as it tried to work up a UFO

sighting or similar display. Even Owens seemed to be dimly
aware of this possibility. tn a letter he sent to me on November

29, 1977, he reported that similar monster-like disturbances
were plaguing his home: in Vancouver, Washington. and were

terrifying his children:

Two weeks ago, after I had put Teddy to bed in his
own bedroom, I heard loud, savage, leopard. like
growls coming from his room. I thought that

somehow he was making the noisa and told Beau
about it the next day. But last week, one night about
four in me morning, 1 was awakened in my own
bedroom by loud, savage animal growls at the foot of
my own bed. I got up. checked the room with a Rash·

light, but nothing was there. The ncxt morning when
I got Teddy up, the first thing he said was, "Daddy,

something was growling real loud in my room last
night." He and I had both heard the loud, horrible

growls thaI would raise the hair on your head. AJso at
night we hear constandy, and night by night, a huge

animal running through our mobile home, dragging
claws, footsteps, and other weird noises like myste
rious knocks all the walls. The kids are scared witless
and Teddy has asked me to move our of here. What

he does not understand is that it will happen no

matrer where we move.

"
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Owens was correct in explaining that these manifestations
would probably follow him wherever he wenr; but ~rhaps not
for the reason he thought.

A Paranoid Schizophrenic

In this regard, the Owens case is vay similar to mat of Stelb
Lansing of Palmer, MassachusettS. She first came to ufology's
anention through New Jersey psychian;sr Dr. Berthold Schwan,
who first met her in 1971 and has si.nce written several papers
about her that have appeared primarily in me Flying Sauc",
RnJ;~. Lansing, like Owens, claimed that she was in connarH
comaa with UFO intelligences and m.u she had had many
encounters with their craft. Her claim was supporred by me fact
that, on several occasions, she gave demonstrations of her abilities
by producing UFOs on demand, similar to the way Owens and
Janice Leslie have. Oftentimes she would drive our into the

Massachusetts countryside on spur-of~me~moment UFO hunts,
and many of the prople who have accompanied her, including
Schwan himself, have seen UFOs while OUt on these expeditions.

Also like Owens, there can be little doubt mat Lansing possessed
psychokinetic abiJiry. She would sometimes produce phmographs
of apparent UFOs, even when none could be seen by observers

with her at me time. To date, at least twO parapsychologisrs have
witnessed apparent PK phenomena in her presence.

The critical issue at stake in me Lansing case, though, is more
complex rhan merely substamiating that she seems to have some
sort of psychic link with the UFOs. A more central issue is how

her UFO contacts rdated to her own psyche. Apart from her
UFO contacts, Lansing had a long history of mental illness and
had been hospitalized on one occasion with a diagnosis of
paranoid schiz.ophrenia. It may be more than coincidental that
her psychic claims-that she was in contact with beings from

another world and could manipulate matter with her mind-
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pa.rallel typical psychotic delusions. We still bave much to learn
"bour the imerF.ace between mental illness and the paranormal.

This may be a due to undemanding Stella's abilities and
llerhaps Owens' as well. h is quite possible that Lansing was

luffering from a psychiatric dislUrbance but that tbrough ber
ps:ychic powers she has been able to bring her delusions to life.
In other words, to prevent a toral descent into insanity, she used.
her psychic powers to physically create the very objects of her
delusions. By making her delusions real, i.e., by materializing
UFOs and meir occupanu, Lansing's mind perhaps found a

lafety valve with which it could express itself without causing

enormous emotional damage to the psycbe.
Now, this is not to say or imply that Ted Owens was or was not

a psychotic, or even a borderline personality. It is simply possible

that he might have been using his psychic capabi.lities in order to
reinforce his own bdiefs.....--and doing so by materializing the
UFOs with which he felt he was in contacl. The implications of

this hypothesis are astounding and also suggest a new imerpreca
tion for the miraculous origins ofdozens of religious movements.
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CHAPTER 5

THE PK MAN'S
C;REATEST HITS

*
I uach you the superman. Man is something that

shall be owrrome. What have you done (0

olJtTComt him?
Friedrich Niensche

By early 1977. after rhe UFO appearance during my San
Francisco experiment. I had good reason (0 take Owens' claims
seriously. He had dearly given Puthoff and Targ advance notice
that he was going to end the drought in California. The events
occurred as he had specified. Then he was invited (0 England £0

help end rhe drought there. The rains began the day he set fOOf

on British soiL I had clear knowledge of these evenrs. When it
came to the leuer written by Dr. Max Fogel regarding the ChAIt
City UFO sighting. 1 was suspicious that Owens had made Ihr
whole thing up. I did nOt know Max Fogel. For all 1 knew. hr..
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was Owens' confo1erate---<lr, perhaps. Owens had simpl
manago1 to F.lke the lener on Mensa letterh~d. These suspi
cions were greatly alleviated. however. when we obtained a
much better UFO sighting in the San Francisco experiment.

So. I set about reviewing the thick file folders that had been
given to me by Puthoff and Targ. Another of Owens' scientists,
Dr. Leo Sprinkle, psychologist and UFO researcher from the
University of Wyoming. had bttn happy to ~nd me his files. I
was interesto1 in twO types of events. tho~ that provided good
faCtual proof of Owens' talents. and those that offered some
insights into the mechanisms or processes by which the various

events associated with Owens manifested. In order to provide
you. rhe reader, with a representative picrure. this chapter will
enumerate the evidential highlights from Owens' career rhar
demonstrate his Space lntclligences at work.

Let me stare at me outset that Owens was probably a berta

psychic practitioner ,han "" Babe Ruth • bascbaJI player. Babe
Ruth struck Out more often than he hit home runs. yer that did not

negate his greatness as a ballplayer. What follows in this chapter:ltt
some ofTed Owens' home runs. But it would be a big miStake to
think that either Owens or Uri Geller or any other psychic practi
tioner will be miraculously accurate each rime they attempt to

perform a miracle. Mirades occur at about the same frequency in
parapsychology research as ho~ runs occur in baseball. A good
baseball player will either get: a base hit or a walk approximately one
third of his times at bat over me course of an eorm: season. Home
runs are more race. I think it is an apt analogy. When I reviewed
over 150 different demonstrations from the files. it seemed to me
that, in about halfof them, Owens was successful in producing. or

predicting. effects that had a probability of Jess than one percent.
Let me also state at the outset that many of Owens' so-called

demonstrations had an unsavory aspect to them. There is a dear
sense that he went about with a chip on his shoulder
challenging the:' world to believe in his miracles and then lashing
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\II when people reacted. with sarcastic ridicule. While I, person

Ur. found it natural to {~at Owens with courtesy and re:spect
11\ $pite of our various disagreemcms--orhers were often not so
kInd. Honest skepticism demanded from virtually all wi messes
,h:at Owens' claims be mer with a reluctance to believe in them.
Ilowever. many wenr beyond that reluctance to believe and
Heated Owens with outright hostility, comempt, and ridicule.

\1I h an attitude goes fin beyond skepticism and enters the
rcalm of debunking. Intellectual honesry is often sacrificed in
the process. These emotions seemed to trigger Owens' anger and

"ften colored his demonsrrations in a negative manner. Further
discussion of this dynamic is reserved for chapter 10.

"There Was No Other Ughtniog Either
Before or After the Experiment"

There is a traditional Native American belief that a skilled.
haman can cause lightning to strike any place he wishes it roo

Doug Boyd writes in detail about chis phenomenon in his book,

Rolling TlJuntkr. The phenomenon is also described in the book
by l...c:'e Grandee called Strange Experimu: The Autobiography oftl
Htxenmeisur. Testimonies that Ted Owens could produCe:' this
same feat abound. For instance. consider the following notarized
sCiltement from a Philadelphia lawyer, Sidney Margulies:

I certify this to be a true and correct statement:

On the night of May 8, 1967. while watching a
rain~rorm in the company ofH. Owens (Ted) from the

tOP of a tall building in downtown Philadelphia ...
Mr. Owens offered (0 make lighming Strike in any area
that I might point out, as a demonstration of a new

weather principle he had discovered.. So I took him up
on it and pointo1 to an area squarely in from of our

window-the bridge leading to Camden.

"
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In a few moments after Mr. Owens concentrated

on making lightning strike the aforememioned
bridge, a lighrning boh did in faCt strike that area, JUSt

to the right of the bridge.
Since we were standing at the lOp of a fall building,

our field of view was very wide and expansive.
TherJore, the lightning boh striking the pinpointed
area, which I had designated, was interesting.

According to Margulies, whom I personally interviewed. in L976
and agajn in 1998, "Then: was no other lightning either befon: or
aner the ex~riment." It is interesring to nOte that, accorcfjng to an
SRI International repon, the probability of accuratdy predicting
when and where lightning will strike is less than one in a million.

Two months later, (WO of Owens' acquaintances-Kenneth
Batch and Charles Jay, both of Menon, Pennsylvania-were

determined to see whether he could make good on his energy
claims. Charles Jay later provided the foUowing affidavit for
Owens. I recently interviewed Charles Jay who affirmed that the
events djd, in fact, transpire thirty years ago as described:

It was a rainy day, and we had heard ofTed Owens'
ability to make lightning strike by his signaling UFO
intelligences to do it. So we asked Ted Owens co give
us a demonstration of his so-called power to commu~

nicare with UFO intelligences by having them make
lightning mike in a given area we would designate.
The three of us went our onto a balcony outside Ted

Owens' apartment, and my friend and I asked Ted
Owens to have lightning strike at or near the top of
City Hall. In rhe ensuing period of rime, there were
three massive strokes of lightning which struck at

intervals in chac exact direction. And those were the
only three bolts that srruck in the enrire day just where
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Ted Owens pointed his hand. To test thjs, we then
asked Ted Owens to make lightning strike in an
entirely different ponion of the sky. He pointed his
hand, and the lightning appeared in that different

area, exactly where we had asked it to appear. No other
bolts appeared anywhere in the sky at any time during

our experiments, except exactly where Ted Owcns
pointed his hand. My friend and 1 wen: in complete

agreement that the experiment was a complete success.

"President Nixon ... Will Resign or Be Forced out of Office"

In 1970, Owms told Wa.rre.n Smith that "Pra:ident Nixon will

not end in office. Something most unusual will occur. and he will
resign or be forced oU[ of office:." This statement appeared in
mith's What the S«n PrtdjafUr /971, and was also registettd in an

issue of Saga magazine published in January 1971. Although this
prognostication was not realized until d1l'tt years later, Owens'

statement is nonetheless impressive for twO reasons. First, me
Watergate scandal had not then emerged and, second, no American
president had ever resigned or been forced out of office: before.

"Streets Buckled and Manhole Covers Popped"

One of Owens' tests was directed towards the Cleveland·
Akron atea in May 1972. He had visited the city as pan of a self~

promotion tour earlier that month and had not been pleased by

his reception. He reported:

1 was broke in Cape Charles, Virginia, and the Sis

suggested I go to Cleveland, give some lectures and
make some money. So I called up a friend ( had in

Chicago and asked him if he could scrounge up some
money to organize a tour. He agreed and met me in
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Cleveland. I guess we were mere a couple ofweeks, and,
as a matter of faCt, we lost ~rything. We rented rwo

difference places, and 1 mink only ahem six people

showed up. It was the weirdest thing. Nobody had
come to the lectures; mey didn't bdi~ that I'm for real.

Owens made a radio talk-show appearance, but found the

interviewer insulting. There was a quality in Owens somewhat
akin to thar displayed in Sylvester Stallone's movies about a
fictional boxer called Rocky. h seemed as if Rocky nevc:r gave his
beSt performances in the ring until he had ~n sufficiently
angered by his opponent's attacks. In more than one movie, he

even taunrs his opponents to hit him harder. Similarly, Owens
seemed to set himself up for such attacks in order that he could
work up enough psychic energy to somehow produce a demon
stration that would reach his critics a lesson. Later, we wilJ see
that Owens attributed the "setup" to the Space Intelligences.

So on May 30, he wrore a lener to several of his contactS

announcing that he was about to wreak destruction on Cleveland.
In a communicarion ro science wrirer OttO Binder, he daimed that
he was going ro conract four huge UFOs, men cirding the Eanh,
and have them deflect heat tOwards the Eanh and at Clevdand in
particular so mat the ciry would be hit by heat waves and drought.
He also stated thar this attack would cause Cleveland residenls to
"do odd things." ~ns also informed George Delavan, a
computer analyst living in Illinois and a personal friend of his, of
his inrentions and predicted electrical disturbances, lightning
storms, plane and shipping accidents, and a blazing hot drought.

Later he added odd animal behavior, sixry- to ninery-mile-per
hour winds, and blackouts as pan of his revenge.

This was varied fare, and by chance one might expeCt at least

some of ir ro have occurred by simple coincidence. Cerrainly
heat would have been expected in the Midwest during the
summer months. But in local newspapers during this time, there
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is suggestive evidence lhat something strange had happened to
Cleveland and iu; surrounding areas mat summer.

Let's begin with Owens' claim that he would hit CJ~land with

lightning attacks. That july, there were mItt spectacular lightning
accidents not~onhy enough to receive newspaper coverage. On
july 23. no less than thItt people were killed and two more injured
when lightning scruck them as they were fishing. The Ckwtand
PIPin Deakr reponed the story and also noted the large amount of
damage that lightning had caused during the past days. On july
29, the paper ran an even mort: spectacular SIOry headlined,
"Lightning Strikes crs Car, Stans Fire With 12 Aboard."

"Lightning struck a crs [Cleveland Transit Service] rapid
car," Ihe story stated, "and set it on fire last night as high winds
and heavy rain swept across Greater Cleveland to coollhe year's

warmest day." AJthough no one was injured by the mishap, "I he:
rapid [trolley car] burst inro names but firemen extinguished the
blaze." 'The car's interior was completely deslroyed," according
to the local assistam fire chief.

Two bolts of lightning struck a rransformer in the West Park
district of me city that same day, leading to a blackout and thus
fulfilling anomer of Owens' prt:dictions. The storms mat struck
Cleveland that Wttk also brought winds ofsixty-five miles per hour,
confirming Owens' warning. According to the story citro above:

What began as a mild day turned inro the: warmest
of the: summer. Temperatures climbed to a high of97
degrees. In the late afternoon and evening, a chain of

thunderstorms moved through the Cleveland area.
The National Weather Service reponed wind gusts up

to 65 miles per hour at Clevdand Hopkins Inrernarional
Airport as one: Storm dropped 5.9 inches of rain in about
5 minutes.

The weather service also said that 1.5 inches of rain
fell at Hopkins in five hours last night.
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Despite the nonn activi[)', the heat wave Owens predicted
struck as well. And it was a sp«tacular one. The Plain D~akr

ran headlines on July 21 reading. "The Heat Wave Is On-And
How," and reponed that "streets buckled and manhole covers
popped as the temperature climbed above 90 degrees in Greater
Cleveland." The paper went on to relate that the police
reported a number of calls about rippling streets and exploding
manhole covers within an hour after the temperature had gone
into the nineties. This almosr broke a record: the previous high
for me day was set in 1930 when it hit 98 degrees. At least cwo
sections of one of Cleveland's major interstate highways were
damaged by budding, and the Cleveland Electric llluminating
Company reported that, due to me massive reliana: on air
conditioning in me city, a new record for power consumption

had been set.
The heat wave became even worse when it combined with local

pollution. This unfortunate situation produced a rotten smelling
blanket of ajr that enguJfed the city for days. The pollution got so
bad that a spokesman for the local ajr control board caBed it "the
worst it has ever been" and warned that, should me problem
continue, several industries would have [0 suspend operations.

Owens' statement that Cleveland residems would "act
peculiar" may seem vague, but even this odd prognoscication
came to pass. The Plain D~akr reported on July 23 that the heat
wave was causing "crackpots" to swarm city hall. The story went
on to «:late that "The Row of those claiming to hear me voice
ofGod, receive messages from outer space, or be secret agems on
secret missions started to climb last Monday and remained ar a
high level all week." One man even called city hall claiming to

be a representative of Howard Hughes!
By July 23, the Plain D~akr was still reporting the heat wave,

now in its sixth day. Since the average temperature for Cleveland
in July was in the low to mid-80s, this was unusual enough to
serve as supporr for Owens' prediction.

"

It was OttO Binder, however, who made another discovery
that tied in with Owens' Cleveland demonStration. Owens had
originally informed Binder that the heat he was projecting at
Cleveland was caused by "deflections from the sun." By
following meteorological reports, Binder discovered mat, during
the approximate time of the Cleveland demonstration, there
were considerable solar disturbances. In faCt, shortly after the
demonstration, tremendous storms raged on the sun of an
intensity puzzling to scientiSts. This situation was capped when
a huge sunspot manifested in August so out of cycle, as sunspots
a«: cyclical in nature, that one scientist said That its appearance

was "'ike snow falling in July."
Since solar conditions, especially sun spots, can affect our

weather by changing the disposition of low and high pressure
areas over the globe, perhaps the heat wave that srruck
Cleveland did have something to do with solar condidons
conveniently deflected to the Cleveland a«:a and monitored by
Owens. This is only a conjecture, thollgh, since the possible
relationships becween solar activity, sunspots, and our own

weather have not b«n unequivocally defined.
One other thing: the radio announcer who gave Owens such

a hard time lost his job that summer, too.
It was only in retrospect that Owens realized that the Space

Intelligences had deliberately set him up. Owens told
researcher D. Scott Rogo, who had joined me in the Owens

investigaTion:

Only after the demonstration was over did the
UFOs get to me and communicate to me that they
had led me to Cleveland just so I'd get insulted, come
back to Virginia, get mad and give a demonstracion (0

demonstrate powers that I had and to prove the,i r
reality. This is the way they do things.
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The dynamic that Owens here attributes to the Space
lmdligences is, ironically, not dissimilar to the portrayal of God
in the Book of Exodus, who hardened pharaoh's heart in order
that he could then dcmonnratc his powers in the form of the ten
plagues that consumed Egypt.

Ifwe allow the trnditional thcologicaJ claim that God's behavior
here is the epitome: of goodness (after all, God and good come
from the same Old English root), then 1 think we must grant the
possibility that Ted Owens is acting in cllis tradition-as he claims.
Personally, however, I bdi~ that both God and Owens deserve
our moral sc.ruriny-and are not necessarily morally blameless.

"Where Did Winter Go?"

On October 25, 1972, Owens wrOte leners to Leo SprinkJe,
Max Fogd, and others announcing a new demonsrration. This
one was aimed at his hometown of Norfolk, Virginia:

J propose to create summer~like weather this
wimer-warm, pleasam weather, little or no snow or
cold. In this manner the fUel shortage neal not happen,
and people in the U.S. will nOt suffer.

To do this I am going to communicate with my
four giant UFOs and arrange for one (or two) on the
feu side of the Earth to reflect the sun's rays omo this
side of the Eanh, these rays to then be reflected
downward onto our side of the Earth by the one or
twO huge UFOs on this side. '

Whether my understanding of the sun is correct or
not, J am going to use the four huge UFOs positioned
around this Earth to furnish heat to me U.S. this
winter! So thal the U.S. can have one of the warmest
winters in history.

"
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Owens really went out on a limb with this one, even though his
predictions were eventually proven correct. News clippings from
Vl.l"ginia that wimer (1972-73) often commented on the unsea
sonably warm weather. One story appearing in me Virginian Pilot
(December 20, 1972) was titled, "Where Did Winter Go?"
Virginia had extremely mild weather all winter. This docs Sttm
odd since. the day before Owens made his announcement,
officials in Washington, DC, WClrned mat the U.S. public would
f.t.ce dire fUel shonages should a severe winter set in. So govern~

mem agenciC$ certainly weren't expecting it [0 be a sunshiny
season. Because of the warm weather, rhe fuel shortage never
materialized and the East Coast found itsclfbasking in springlike
conditions. Norfolk even found irsclf in what might be called a
winter heat wave. On December 5, 1972, the temperature
reached 73 degrees, the warmesr for that day in forty-seven years.

An AP rdease. dated January 21, 1973, reported that New
York City had set a new record high for the day of January 18
with a temperature of 66 degrees. Washington, DC and
Philadelphia also set records that winter and went completely
without snow for the enrire season. Yet these enviable conditions
were somewhat localized since the wearher in rhe South was
typically~ miserable all winter long, and it snowed in some areas
where they hadn't had any flurries in over ten years.

An Earthquake Rocks the Panhandle

The Texas demonsrration. which Owens gave in 1974,
exemplified me odd coincidences beLWeen the timing of his
announcements and the odd weather conditions that all too
ofren seemed to follow them with a vengeance.

The Texas challenge came on February 12, 1974, when Owens
wrote to Ed Busch, a programmer for radio station WFAF in
Dallas, about his intentions. He had been on the air with Busch
and a co-host the week befocc, and the LWO broadcasters had
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badgered Owens about giving them 3 demonstration of his
powers. In his letter to Busch, a peeved Owens announced that he
had opened contact with a group of UFO intelligences and that
they had agreed to a test. He claimed that he would "cause
freakish weather and, of course, heat." Owens aJso intimated that
the upcoming summer would bring record-breaking heat waves,
and he warned people to expect "great storms, lightning attacks,
etc." However, the psychic pledged that the havoc wouJd not
claim the lives of any Texans, as it was only a demonstration to
show how he and the Space Intelligences couJd control weather
any place in the world.

Four days later, a shattering earthquake rocked the Texas
Panhandle. By the end of March, a storm raged violently,
producing winds so intense that a meteorologist with the National
Weather Service said that they constiTUted "the strongest winds
I've ever seen in the continenraJ United States." Tornadoes
touched down on twO occasions during the storm, followed by
freezing rain and, later, destructive hot winds.

Owens made three "hits" in his original letter to Busch. His
warning about freak weather conditions could indeed have
referred to the earthquake and the colossaJ winds that struck six
weeks later. The reference to the heat waves seemed to prognosti
cate the hot blasts of wind that destroyed a good portion of the
Texas wheat crop that year. A "great storm" cerrajnly manifested
as well. Owens did make one miscalculation. He promised that
no one would be killed by rhe freak weather. Although no one was

killed by the twO tornados thar touc~ed down during rhe March
ordeal, the freezing rainstorm thar bombarded pans of Texas
resulted in several faral automobile accidents. Owens' trademark
UfOs were also sighted over the Dallas-fort Worth Airport.

Busch himself did nOt hesitate to provide Owens with an
account verifying the accuracy of his February prediction. This
he dictared on May 7, 1974, but wouJd nor srate that Owens
caused the havoc. He only admitted to the many srrange coinci-
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dences that seemed to link the proposed demonstration and the
actual freak weather conditions that followed.

One could, along with Busch, place this series of events under
Ihe convenient heading of coincidence. This demonstration was
similar to many of Owens' weather predictions Ot prodUCtions
in rhat it was general in content, did nOt specify dares or specific
incidents, and tesulted in a curious mixture of accuracy and
error, so it is more a case of a general prediction-upcoming
freak weather-that was then borne alit.

From a moral perspective, how do we evaluate Owens'
behavior? Should we hold him accountable for rhe damage to rhe
Texas wheat crop or for the highway deaths during the freezing
rainstorm? Psychokinesis and tdepathy have little or no status as
causal Factors in either our scientific or legal systems. But, ifwe are
to take Owens' claims seriously, shouldn't we then also hold him
accountable for his actions and responsible for reparations to his
victims and to sociery? I would argue in favor of this, and I suspeCt
that Owens would not necessarily disagree. In his defense,
however, he would claim that his actions, however harmful, were
in the service of a higher purpose-that of awakening humanity
to our connection with the larger universe and our own deeper

potentials.

"The Wtldest 90 Days in the History of Chicago"

Owens decided to embark on a more destructive demonstra
tion in Ocrober of 1975. This time he directed his PK at
Chicago. The psychic energy practirioner made his announce·
mem on October 8 in a letter to Doug Dahlgren, an announcer
on radio station WCFL in Chicago. As he told Dahlgren:

You have requested that I give a UFO demonstration
over Chicago. I can do much better than that ... and
have cleared it with rhe Sis by direct conununication
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today. I will spell Out what I am going to do, and then
notify my scientists, so mat mey can observe.

UFO apparance _ .. will ask the SIs to appear
outstandingly in and around me Chicago area, and

possibly do some very srrange things to accompany

the appearances.
EM phenomena . . . I will cause electromagnetic

changes in the Chicago area. This will cause power
blackouts and various forms of magnetic and electro
magnetic anoma..lies. It should a..Iso cause many light·
ning strikes, violent stOrms, and high winds.

Poltergeist phenomena ... [ will send hundreds of

poltergeist entities into me area ... to cause all sorts of
mischievous, prankish, freak happenings. This will
cover, of course, the O'Hare Airport and the stadium

in which the Chicago Bears play foorba..lJ. 1 will
especially request that me poltergeisrs nOt harm
anyone, or make any planes crash. Bur me football

games of rhe Bears in that stadium in the months ahead
... should be wild, freakish, and quite funny. And all
sortS of strange thin~ should happen at O'Hare
Airport. InstrumentS going crazy; tires blowing OUt;

etc. Not to mention human error by the bushels full.
The Grid ... I will SCt up an other-dimensional

grid over the Chicago area. Won't tell you what it will

do ... but you'll see the resultS.
Now ... I have: never yer failed in a demonstration

on this huge scale. Never. But me difficulty here is ...
to try and minimize rhe effects so mat no one gets hurt.

In short, I have fur tOO much power for such an exper
iment. Sort of like using a shOlgun to shoot a fish in a
barrel. This will nOt make roo much sense to you, but
bdi~ me I know what I am talking about....

P.S. The rime element on this: will sct all up IOday.
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Things should Start popping within days or weeks.
The entire demonsr.nuion should cap and climax
within 90 days. It could wdl be the wildest 90 days in

the history of Chicago!

The files I have on this demonstration include an extensive

assortment of magazine and newspaper clippings, some of
which scrve as tentative confirmation of Owens' success. For
example. the Chicago Tribun~ for October 14, 1975, reponed

that "A mysterious radio signal apparently coming from the
Michigan Avenue Bridge has caused occasional brake failure on
new buses operated by the Chicago Transit Authority and rhe

United Motor Coach Co ... " lNote paragraph five in Owens'

letter abollt strnnge electromagnetic phenomena.]
On October IS, the Tribune reported, "Police are investi

gating [he possibility that the recent slaughter of two calves and

the beheading of a rabbit in an area fifty miles nonhwest of
Chicago may have been the work of a mysterious UFO group
reportedly travding across the: country from Oregon." [See
paragraph four in Owens' letter regarding bizarre phenomena

associated with UFOs.]
A December 22 N~wtwult anicle reported an epidemic of

unusual traffic jams that had recently been occurring at O'Hare
Airport, while a Tribune Story of December 13 noted that there
had been four near-eollisions between commercial jets Aying to
or from O'Hare Airport in less than two weeks. [See paragraph

five of Owens' letter on poltergeist phenomena. I
As if all this were nOt enough, Chicago's weather went

haywire, jockeying between unusual warm spells and typical
wimer winds and storms. On October 14, the temperature hit
88 degrees, setting a new record for the last quarter of a century.
Yet this heat struck the city after a month of below average
temperatures. In November, seventy-five-mile-per-hour winds

pounded the city, and several tornadoes struck nonhern Illinois.
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It was the warmest November in Chicago history, even though

a snowstorm struck on Thanksgiving Eve.
Owens' mOSt amusing success during Chicago's tribulations

related to his warning that he was going ro send poltergeists to
plague the football team, the Chicago Bears. The team ended up
with a disastrous season. Mishaps abounded, clobbering came
fast and furious, and sometimes the team played so inepcly that
die-hard funs often became disgusred. The Bear's coach, Jack

Pardue, had to admir to a reporter from the Tribun~ mat his team
was functioning so poorly that he was embarrassed by it. "This is
the firsr ream I've ever been associated with where we were so bad

the opposition laughed at us in the field," he admitted. This
statemem came after a memorable game with the PittSburgh
Sreders. It had been a dose game, and at a crirical moment, a
play had been initiated when the Bears didn't even have all their

players on the field! The Stee.lers scored a touchdown and evemu·
ally won the game. (More about Owens' pencham for influ·
encing athletic events will be presented in chapter 8.)

One could go on and on. Indeed it docs seem as though, to
quote Owens, it was "the wildest 90 days in the hjstory of
Chicago." But despite all the hilariry, there were sinister aspects

to this demonstration. (A further examination of the dark side
of Ted Owens' demonstrations ap~ars in chapter 10.) Perhaps
the most disturbing aspect of Owens' Chicago performance was

the ~d influence it presumably exerted over the Bears. Owens
long maintained that when he focused on an area, his concen
tration somehow caused people to act oddly. Scattered
throughout his files are tentative confirmations testifying to this.

"Get in Your Car and Drive Away from Here"

Owens engaged in storm-raising until the end of his life, and

a demonstration he sraged in Virginia during June 1977 was one

of his greatest successes.
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On June I, Owens telephoned Charles Powdl, the police chief
ofupe Charles, Virginia, and warned him "to get into his police
car and dri~ away from here" bttausc he. Owens, was about to
bring a hurricane to the area. PaweD naturally demurred from

acting on Owens' advice. Yet on June 6, a freak storm-tocally
unexpected by weathermen--uruck the Virginia coast. Boars
were sunk in the Chesapeake Bay, radar .screc:ns were blanked out,

TV broadcasrs were interrupted, and cve:n aitplanes parked on
airstrips were blown o~r. Hailstones the siz.e of golf balls pelted
the ground, while ninety-eighHn.ile-~r-hour winds whirled over
the Bay and ripped into Virginia. The storm, which Struck
without warning, was so severe that it left five dead in its wake.

"I was OUt at 3 I~M. and it was sunshiny," one eyewilllcss told

a reporter from the Virginia" PilOI, "and all of a sudden it got
dark and you could hear the wind and you could see the hail.
You can't describe it. It's such an eerie feeling to see it light olle
minute and dark the next."

During a phone conversation with me, Police Chief Powell
confirmed this event and verified the conteO[ and timing of

Owens' advance warning.

"1 Never Believed in UFOs Before"

The A\lstralia case is interesting and emblematic of Owens'
best work. On April 9, 1980, Owens received a lener from a Mr.
B. K. (who wishes to remain anonymous) from Sydney, Australia,
who had obviously read somewhere abour Owens' accomplish.

menrs. B. K. wrote:

You have been given the mind of "furure man" to
help the human race, if possible. The Sis have made
you their only link with the human race so that the
Sis can step in and help the human racc with your

human choice and ~rmission.
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Would you please consider helping to telieve the
drought in Australia? [f the size ofAustralia is tOO big
to contemplate, please consider relieving the drought

for, say, a tenth of the area for a start.
How about staning on the nonhern tablelands and

norrh coast of the Slate of New South Wales? Would
you please consider hdping (0 rdieve the drought in

those areas? Thank you.

At the time B. K. wrore this letrer, the drought was reaching

staggering proponions. A United Press Imernational (UPI) Story

on April 7 stared:

Australia is reponed to be on the verge of a

crippling drought that could rum the southern half
of the continent into a giam dust bowl in a momh.

Thousands of kangaroos have already perished in the
Outback a~as of Queensland and New South Wales.
and agriculrural experts $:lid millions more will die of

thirst and starvation unless rain comes soon.

The Daily ukgraph. an Australian newspaper. reported in a
headline on April 9, "Drought set to linger for six months." An
AP story on April 10 reponed that. "Authorities have declared a
drought over an area of 656,000 square miles, almost the size of

Western Europe."
The final result of Owens' efforts to end the 1980 Australian

drought were strikingly similar to the pattern I have reponed for
him in California in 1976, and then later that year in London.
In Australia, sudden storms brought flooding rains. starting
with the areas specified by B. K.. in his April 9 lener. By May 30,
the Sydnty Morning H~rnU declared thar the drought was over.
B. K. monitored the situarion carefully, and regularly scm

Owens newspaper clippings and official weathet repom. all of
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which are now in my files. BUI moS{ interesting (0 me is that a
rash of UFO sightings were reponed over Australia at the same
rime. Hundreds of corroborating repons were filed with author

ities and with the media during this time.
[n one instance. a UFO apparently landed in a barley field.

leaving four circular indentations 4.25 fcct in diameter by 4 inches
d«p and evenly spaced at 28.5 feet apart. Although the soil was

soft, the four "pads" under these indentations ~rc described as
"rock hml," suggest;ng they had !xcn compress«! by , wdgln

much heavier man the turner's scvt:n-Ion tractor. The turner, a Mr.
Parker. stated. "Whatever it is, it couldn't be man-nude. I never
believed in UFOs before. hut now I'm JUSt aOOm a strong bdievcr."

On June 20, 1980, the GmJdton GWlrrlian. a local newspaper.
interviev.w a n~ighOOr who had s«n a strange light rising from the
ground on Parker's pro~. He sa.id. "You sometimes s« lighrs

coming down, but I <k:fmirdy saw a light going up."
Owens sent me the clippings of these sightings, along with a

handwrinen nore stating, "My UFOs put their 'signature' on
working with me to end the Australian drought." All of this,
however, was taking an unfortunate toll on Owens' faithful
colleague in Australia, B. K.., who had documented the entire

affair from beginning to end. On July 7.1980, Owens received

this sad lener from B. K..:

Please remove my photo from your Healing Wall.
Please sever all connections with me, viz.: no postal or

telephonic communications whatsoever.
Thank you but please do not use my name and

address in any articles or publications. It should be
sufficiem to use initials such as: "Me. B. K. of Sydney,

Australia." Thank you.
Please do not contact me in any way, shape. or

form wharsoever. and 1 shall hope you accept my

sincere regrets.
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And now I think we should dissolve all ties that
have been so cardully nunured by respect and gr.ui.

tude and good will.
For my pan, my Repatriation (Veterans')

Department medicaJ doctor.psychiatrise insistS that I
drop all contact and that I withdraw completely and
immediately for my own state of health.

Therefore under medical direction I am bound in
honour to conform to orders of withdrawa.l or else I
lose the honours of war. Let there be no recrimina·
tions hut let good will remain for your special
endeavors on behalf of suffering humanity.

Regretfully on my part, I advise that the old signs
and symptoms are reappearing and thcse are danger
signals to the trained medical practitioners. So "Thank
you" but that's the finish or I am finished....

Unfortunately, I have nor been able co ascertain further details
on B. K.'s medical or psychiatric condition. He muse have bec=:n
an unusual man to have seriously considered. that an American
psychic energy practitioner would be able to end the droughr in
Australia. The faa that he was able to conta.Ct Owens at aU
suggestS that he obtained Owens' address &om an advenisement
Owens ran in Fau magazine. For about three months, he wrote
(0 Owens regularly regarding the situation with the Australian
drought. With almost every lener. he made a small cash contri
bution. Apparently, however, his involvement with Owens
coincided with the reappearance of psychiatric symptoms.

Apparently, early in their interaction, Owens and B. K.
communicated about some medical problem B. K. was having.
In a letter to Owens, dated April 30, 1980, B. K. wrOte:

I am aware that help is needed for your work and
research, and I am aware that, should you pla~ my
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photo on your Healing Wall, any healing would be
maximized.

However, my first thought and object in contacting
you was to ask assistance a.nd intercession to bring
rain to the parched continent of AustraJia. I doubt if
you would respect me very much if I now choose to
dump Australia and concentratc on my own personal
needs.

It is impossible, however, for me to imagine a medjcal condi
tion that would havc necessitated that B. K. sever all of his
conracrs with Ted Owens. More likely, as the July 7 letter
implies, the matter was psychiatric. Apparendy B. K.'s psychia
Irist felt no need whalsoever to examine the actual eviden~

regarding B. K.'s interactions with Ted Owens before urging B.
K. to sever all relationships and then actually issuing threats as
10 what might befall B. K. if he did not follow the: doctor's
orders. This would not have been unusual, since claims of
paranormal knowledge are o&en regarded, a pn'on, as sympto·
matic of psychotic disorders. The psychiatrist must have fdt,
rightly or wrongly, (hat B. K.'s involvement with Owens was
contributing to a mental condition (hat he found pathological.
However, given Owens' actual track record in working with B.
K. to end the Australian drought, perhaps it is psychiatry itself
here th:H should be called into question.
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CHAPTER 6

DANCINc; WITH
HVRRICANE DAVID

*
0,," it more-than·five.par pmod, Owms

"hon~dm~ Salao! timn a wult, u.Jua//y aft"
midnight. and predicted dire ~nts about to
happm. including ~arfhquaJus, hun-leana.

tornatWs. and violent ~nts worlJwitk. Within
two days or SQ, I always received the same pndic
tion via ktta, oftm accompanied with some
strange drawing ofunknown symbols and signed
"PK Man. .. The predictions usually wtrt abollt
five-la-un days bijore actual nJtnU lOok place.
When the wmt took place, he copied the news
stories and sent me copies. At one time, I
mimated that-with some flexibility on the
matter oftiming-Owens' predictions tvn-e about

80 percent accurate.
Wayne Grover, National Enqui,," journalisr
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"It's the Worst Stonn to Hit Dade County since 1965"

The Florida experiment that began in March of 1979 is a
complex one, a two-pan demonstration, divided by a macabre
interlude, that can be broken down into more specific phases:
ending a drought, reinstating the drought and, finally, control

ling a hurricane.

Ending the Florida Drought

One of the bases for this demonstration, as with Owens' earlier

1976 California performance, was a severe drought then plaguing
southern Florida. It was the worst in years. Not only was it
menacing Florida's agriculture, but accumulations of dust aggra
vated by the dryness were interfering with local power transmis·

sion. Firefighters were busy protecting residential areas from the
huge number of brush fires that were multiplying like deranged
rabbies as the dryness continued to turn the Florida countryside
brittle. Emergency conservation methods were the order of the day,

and by mid-April, residents in some partS of the state wouJd be
fined for overusing their sprinkler systems. According to a Miami
Herald story:

Miami firefighters no longer are worrying much
about grass fires rhis dry spring. Few brushy areas remain
in the city that have not already burned, they say.

That is not the case in unincorporated Dade.
Thousands of wild acres are out there, and they're

burning with regularity. Last month, Metro firefighters
rook 972 brush~fire calls, a record. This month, the

calls have been averaging 44 a day.
"We sure could use a good dousing rain," said

Meno Fire Captain, Ed Nefey.
None is fonhcoming.
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"There may be some widely scattered showers this
weekend," said National Weather Service forecaster

Vaughn Carmichael, "Bur we don't really see any good
general rains in sight at the moment."

"April showers," said Nefey. "There are going to be

more fires than flowers."
March and April are generally dry months. But

[hey are not generally this dry. It is the founh driest

spring in four decades. Less than an inch of rain has
fallen since late January.

So far this month, there hasn't been enough rain to
measure. Tuesday didn't see a sprinkle. The afternoon
high temperature was SS degrees-by no means a
record, but 14 degrees above the norm for the date.

This year's rotal rainfall is 2.15 inches. That's a
5.0] ~inch deficit.

Things only gOt worse after this reporr. A srory about the
drought printed in the H~rald soon after noted that only three
times in the previous forty years had southern Florida gone so
long withom rain. Bur this one topped the record. It was the

worse dry spell since 1940.
Wayne Grover, a freelance writer with connections to the

National Enquirer, had been studying the Owens case during

this time and felt that here would be a good opportunity to
cajole the psychic into a new demonstration. Being a teporret by
profession, Grover also realized that a successful demonStration

would help him successfully market a profile on the psychic for
the tabloid. Grover wrote the following as parr of an affidavit
describing his plan for a Florida experiment:

I began working with Ted Owens via telephone in

February of this year [1979]. I studied his past work
in depth, I contacted many of the people who have
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been involved with him in past PK expcrimems, and
I was commissioned by the NatiofUl/ Enquirtr to write

a Stoty abom me emire aem.
I asked Ted to set up a PK demonstration for

further Study. He agtttd to do so even after having had
to prove=: to so many other people mar he was what he
purported. to be. This demonstration was to last for a
year and would be a control of the we~llher over the
state of Florida. It was to begin 1 March, 1979.

Mr. Owens said he and the SIs (Space Intelligences)
would product: several kinds of weather phenomena

characteristically om of chronological sequence for
normal meteorological conditions,

As this statement implies, the Aorida d~onstration was not origi

nally designed soldy as a drought-reliefplan. In one ofhis annoyingly
rypical and vague pronouncemerus, Owens originally wrote to
GCO'YO", on March 7. 1979, to say mat he would create a hostofdfO:ts
c:NeI the scare including electromagnetic oddiries, freakish violent
Storms accented by lightning atcacks, blackouts, tremendous heat,

homicancs, and UFO 'pp=an= Of coun< wielt such varia! Iiue,
the Rorida experiment would have=: bttn impossibk to evaluate no
matter how many of mcse phenomena came to pass. But the: real
importance of this demonstration is that, during me course of irs

implementation and as it enrcm:i into various successive phases,
Owens began to refine his predictions and make them more specific.

The first phase of the Florida demonstration was inaugurated
in April, during the severe drought. On Easter Sunday, April 15,
Grover phoned Owens in Vancouver. Washington, where the
psychic was then making his home. Grover wrote in a notarized

Statement dated May 15, 1979:

At that time. Florida was in the midst of a terrible
drought, so I asked Owens if he could bring rain to
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Florida in order to alleviate the drought. Owens
agreed to do so. He scm a wriuen confirmation of his
agreement to me and to (the] Enquira on April IS,
1979. He promised, via my phone ca.U 10 him, to

deliver rain "in a few weeks."

JUSt as with so many of Owens' promises. it didn't take a "few
weeks" for the rains to come. "[bey srruck Aorida in ten days. A

storm of tremendous magnitude: hit on Wednesday, April 25, and
irs spectacular torremial rains ended the drought in no uncertain
tcrms. In one respect, it was a rypicaJ Chvens' storm, since weather

experrs, though aware that a storm was brewing, had not expected
it to be as intense as ir rurned out to be. An April 26 news item
appearing in the Miami Hmzld headlined ils SIOry, "Even the
Weathermen Gughr Napping," and reported. that "Forecasters at

the National Weather Service in Miami were as surprised as

anyone else at Wednesday's record-breaking rainfall."
The storm was indeed a record-breaking one. It dropped in

excess of sixteen inches of rain in Miami alone. The storm had

been drifting northeast through the Gulf of Mexico, and had
been tracked. by $3tdlite for three days lxfore striking Florida.
The storm itself, therefore, was no surprise to water-hungry

Florida residents, but its freak intensity was. Although weather
monitors had announced on the previous Tuesday that heavy
rain was due, "None of me weather services meteorologists
expected fhe storm to inundate a wide area of the coasr and wash
away a 54-year rainfall record for the ciry of Miami," wrote rhe

Miami Htrald.
The severity of the storm was not only unpredicted, but the

storm itself was statistically unusual in other regards as well.
"Predicting thar a 90-day drought would be ended by a

record-breaking rainfall a month lxfore me dry season normally
ends," reported Bob Cole, a spokesman for Florida's National

Hurricane Center using a poker metaphor, "'would have: been
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like drawing (0 an inside straight." Even as of late Tucsday, the
Herald reported. Cole and his associatcs were only expecting

half the amount of rain that actually fell.
Cole also told the paper that the storm. an improbable one to

start with since it was OUt of season, had been complicated by
several factors. The cloud mass that produced the r.lin had

formed during the previous wttkend JUSt north of the Yucatan
Peninsula in the Gulf of Mexico. Because it had formed over
water. its rainfaU rate could not be measured even though it was

being tracked by sarellite. So, while the weather expertS knew
the extent of the cloudiness and the temperature of the cloud
mass, they could nOt measure its rainfall potential. In addition,
Cole added, the rain brought by the storm was scattered. Some

areas of Florida were drenched while other localities had only

sparse preclpltatlon.
Whatever the case, the storm did fulfill Owens' promise. It

struck Florida within the time allotted, was unseasonable,
produced record-breaking rain, and ended southern Florida's

drought. An AP bulletin issued from Miami on April 27 noted
the end of the drought, and the He'ald quoted a local Dade
County civil defense director as saying that "it's the worn storm
to hit the COUIllY since 1965." It was so intense, in fact, that it
dropped more rain than in any previous rwcnty-four-hour
period in Miami's recorded history-more than any hurricane

had dropped since 1942.
II would have ~n gratifying had the Florida affair ended

here, with everyone happy about the end of the drought.
Unfortunately it did nOt. Owens had promised the £nquiTn',
through Wayne Grover, a year of weather control, and that's just
what they were about to get.

The Florida demonnration might have had a happy ending.
btl[ things rarely go smoothly when Owens is involved. And
when the psychic decided that the Enquire' had double-crossed
him, he became enraged. The weather changed accordingly.
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"The Group Seemed to Have No Reallnterest"

The key factors that led to ~ns' change of anitude towards
Florida and the Enquirrr came when the tabloid began to stall
publication of Grover's story on the demonstration. Owt:ns had
been under the impression that his performance had been put on as
a tesc for the EfUJuiTn' in ordcr~o serve as a background for Grover's

prom•. lb.n til< pap<' ,!u-<w Owens fo, a loop. A high ranking
editor phoned him and explained that they also wanted him to put
on a UFO show for them! Aside from me Florida demonstration,
£nquiTn' officials expected to send a team to the: Pacific Northwest,
meet with Owens and film a UFO conjured forth by him through
his contact with the Space Intelligences. Owens was nonplussed and

for good reason. His time, he explained to the Euquim-, is as
valuable as anyone elsc's. so he expected to be paid for his time and
effort. This requCSt caught the paper off-guard, and at first mey
refused, but then agreed to pay (}.vens an award if he could

produce a significant UFO sighting for them.
At first Owens demurred but then agreed to me tCSL His feeling

was that the publicity arising from the sighting might be worth me
dforr. The experiment was to rake place in Northern California, so
Owens drove with his son, Beau, to Willow Creek, a bucolic area

south of the Oregon border, where he met with Professor James
Harder, a noted UFO researcher (and a member of my doctoral

dissertation committee at U.c., Berkeley), and a crew from me
Enquim-. Aft:er surveying the area, Owens chose a particular spot
of sky ncar a cliff that he would "energizl' to bring in the Space
Intelligenccs. The cliff itSelf descended ontO a small beach by the
Clttk. Owens already had an inkling that neither Harder nor the

EnquiTn' people were tOO keen about the demonstration, so it
looked as though the whole plan was off to a bad Starr.

"The group seemed to have no real intetest in the project,"
Owens wrote: to me on May 14, 1979, shortly after the experi
ment had ended. "They JUSt seemed to want to show up for the
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project, and that was me extem of it." Owens also sensed a
remoteness on Harder's parr that made him uncomfortable.

But Owens proceeded with the test anyway. While Harder
and the film crew were left- to enjoy the countryside, Owens and
his son located an area out of ilieir sight and by the cliff where
they could begin to energize the area. Owens was nor sure
exaccly how long the demonstration would take to consummate.
so bO[h he and the Enquirn team ended up playing a nerve

wracking waiting game.
Nothing happened during the first day of the UFO hunt.

Owens, Harder, and the newsmen waited the entire day for a

UFO to appear, but nothing happened. The second day was

more eventful, though. Owens was now focusing his concentra
tion on a particular area of me sky he was calling his "time
window," an opening he was creating between this world and

some other dimension through which the UFO would materi
alize. Most of the day's vigil had been as unsatisfactory as the

previous one umillate that night.
Then it happened.. According to Owens:

That night we went out. So that I could concen
trate, Beau and I climbed down me forty- to fifry-foot

steep cliff to a spot om of sight from above onto the
beach below, right on the edge of the river. The night
then turned black again, as soon as I began to telepath
. . . and for a while there was no visibility. Then the sky
cleared and a gorgeous UFO appeared exactly in the
time window, moving at a leisurely pace across the sky
... making no sound ... a yellowish ball ... no
blinking light, jusr one yellowing glowing ball. I blew
my whistle twice for those on the cliff above, our
signal, and pointed my flashlight up at me UFO. A bit
larer Beau, who was lying flat on his hack, saw a UFO

directly overhead.
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Luckily, Owens and Beau were nor the only ones who saw the
UFO. On climbing back up the clifT, Owens learned that,
Harder had seen the UFO as well, although he did nor interpret

it as such. As the psychic wrote to me:

We climbed back up the cliff to rejoin the others. I
asked if they'd seen the preuy UFO. Harder said it

could have been an airplane (we'd seen no planes at
all). I pointed out that it made no sound and had no
blinking lights, which would rule out a plane. Well,

he said, it was a light in the sky. Ha ha. I pointed our
to him thar's what a UFO is ... a light in the sky that
cannOt be identified. (Mrs. Harder later informed me
that she, tOO, had seen the glowing ball.)

Under the circumstances, an even greater coolness developed
between the Enquirn group and Owens. and the crisis finally hit

during the third day of the experiment.
Grover had previously promised Owens that he would have four

to five days to comple:te his projo:t, while Owens himself had told
the paper rhat he ncede:d seve:n. Despite these negotiations, Harder,
who was serving as the paper's resident UFO expen, was gening a
little tired of the enterprise. The showdown came during a lunch
break when he expressed his dissatisfaction with the way things were
going. The Berkeley professor was particularly annoyed because he
wanted Owens to change: the location of the demonstration.
Owens' response was that such a change of protocol would be
unthinkable, since he had already sensitized the Willow Creek
target so that UFOs would specifically manifest there. There would

not be time, he assured Harder, to recharge: a new area.
Hardet wouldn't buy this answer, although, from a parapsy

chological perspective, it has some merit, so he and the E"qu;r'(T'
pulled out of the demonstration only three days after it had
begun. This move violated the agreed-upon conditions Owens
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had negotiated with the tabloid; and it now seemed as though the
Enquim- was disenchanted with the space: prophet. The upshot
was mat, while Owens was paid his expenses, the En,!uim- killed
Grover's story on the psychic. It was another in a long list of
setbacks for Owens. (Harder's final and more favorable opinion of
Owens is presented in chapter 12.)

This wasn't the end of Owens' trouble with the Enqui,",
though, and it didn't help matters any when a snide Story
appeared in me Palm &ach Post on May 28, commenting on
Owens' Florida demonsrration. The story rdated Owens'
rainmaking atrempu and their successful outcome. It also
correctly reported that Owens was currently atrempting to bring
a renewed drought to Florida by having the Space Intelligences
deflect rays from the sun imo rhe state. Long before the Willow
Cr~k incident, Owens had promised this dry spell as one phase
of his overall demonstration. The story ended by saying that "the
Enquim- had little to say about Owens or his pmlictions." What
was wo~, the paper ran a story along with the Owens' profile
quoting a local meteorologist who not only rtjecred Owens'
claims bU( also parodied the psychic and made severaJ gratuitous
cracks about him. This was precisdy me SOrt of behavior guaran
teed to trigger a "lesson" from Owens.

"Their Work in Bringing Rains ... Was Not Recognized"

The whole matter had, by mid-May, become so infuriating
that Owens could hardly contain himself. The result was that he
immediately began renewed efforts to bring another drought to
Florida. On May 15, Owens wrote [0 Wayne Grover:

Yesterday my UFOs (the SIs) communicated with
me and told me to write and send this letler.

Since their work in bringing tremendous rains to
Florida and ending the drought in Florida ... was not
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recognized nor appreciated ... they will utilize one
special UFO to beam HEAT down 011(0 Florida ...
not just heat, but tremendous heat, unusual heat,
freakish heat (see my Clcvt:land, Ohio, file wherc this
was donc before).

The effect will be to create another tcrrible Florida
drought, only worse than the previous drought ...
amplified perhaps a hundred times.

And it would seem thar he was successful. Despitc the fact that
the rainy season begins in Florida in mid-May, the 1979 summer
turned Out to be mysteriously devoid of precipitation. August
saw hardly a drop of rain, as though Owens were somehow
psychically extending the normal dry SCClson. In one of his
original announcements reponed in the Post, the psychic claimed
that he was about to make Florida's warer table go dry "from the
inside out." By August, that's jusr what seemed to be happening,
as reported in rhe Miami Hn-aM:

South Florida watcr managers are warily watching
both Lake Okeechobee and me sky as the summer's
traditionally wet season threuens to turn hone dry,"
reponed the Miami Hn-aM. (The lake is a good index
of the water supply needed for many parts of Florida.
Since it supplies a good percentagc of water to
southern Florida, any alteration in its depth is cause
for concern.) The story went on to rtport that, though
no one is crying drought, officials say the vastly impor
rant Lake Okeechobee basin has received only 38
percent of the seasonally normal rainfall rhus far. And
the lakc itself, which should be awash with usuaJly
plentiful summer rains, has been dropping steadily
since mid-May when the rainy season should have
begun.
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"We're halfway through the rainy season and we
haven't had a rainy Se3Son yet," quipped Jack Malow,
the executive director of the South Florida Water
Management District, to the Hmzld. "If that trend
isn't reversed," he added, "il shouJd be obvious to
everyone that we might be runnlng Into some
problems in the dry season."

As this quote notes, Florida's dry spell should have ended in
mid-May, yet it didn't. Since this was JUSt aboul the time Owens
went into action to cause a drought in Florida, the coincidental
riming appe2rs to be significant.

The Hmzld wenr on to repon thar Lake Okeechobee. so
crirical to southern Florida, had a Waler depth of only about 14
feet when it should be at a level ofabout 16.25 feet. This signi
fied a water shortage of 1.5 million cubit feet---enough water
to supply a city the size: of Fort Lauderdale for twenty-four
months. The paper described the siruation as "panicularly
scartling" since the lake had shown a 17.3 foot level during the
previous January. Perhaps no one was shouting "drought," but
Florida officials weren't taking any chances. As a result, water
consumption was severely restricted in August. County
commissioners in Key West made it a misdemeanor to use
water for any purpose other than drinking or bathing, and the
Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority asked the governor's office to
erect roadblocks to advise tourists, who might make added
demands on the water supply, to stay out of the area. While this
plan was never pUt into effect, southern Florida officials did
threaten to cut off water ro any residents caught washing cars,
watering lawns, or filling pools.

The Keys were the worst struck area of Florida, according
to the Hml/d. While by August 16, all of southern Florida
was in near despair over the drought, the Keys were on the
brink of disaster. The situation was so critical that the H~rald
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ran the following "scare" srory about the situation. It read in

part;

State authorities, fea.ring the Keys will run out of
water unless emergency measures are imposed in
Monroe County, Wednesday ordered a drop in water
pressures to half the minimum level established as safe

for public b..Jth.
To conserve water, rhe three scate parks in the Keys

were closed to overnight visitors. The Couney
Commission also was requested to immediately inSli
cute mandatory water conservation measures to scop
all "nonessential" water use. Philip Edwards, who
hCi,ds the Depanmenr of Environmental Regulation's
[DtR] South Florida districr issued his order after
several hours of discussion with other nate officials.

He maintained public health won't be endangered by
the sharply lowered water pressures, but added the DER
will be monitoring for possible in6ltr.nion of disease
causing baaeria into the drinking-water system.

"They're going to run out of water," Edwards said.
"'It's nothing I like to do but I have to. Obviously
something has to be done, either by us or the
governor or the FKAA [Florida Keys Aqueduct

Authority)."
State authorities also are considering using

National Guard troops to bring water to the Keys if
the shonage becomes more acute, he said.

Meanwhile, rangers in the three packed Keys state
parks began rurning away hundreds of would-be
campers Wednesday after the FKAA turned off water

in all recreation areas.
The parks will get water only between noon and

2 I~M. and 6 and 8 P.M., leaving them open only 10 day
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visitots. City and county recreation facilitics also will

fall under the water-rationing plan. Local officials
said they will S[ay open, bm restrooms will be locked.

Earlier Wednesday, FKAA Manager Dennis
Wardlow conceded that the water shortage is
"serious," but maintained that pressures in the distri

bution lines are at the minimum 20 pounds per
square inch. considered safe under state law.

The first [wo phases of the Florida demonstration were now
complete. Owens had apparently ended the drought in April
and had then reinstated it during the summer when rhe state
should have been emering imo irs rainy season. These events
seem like a soap opera echo of the biblical ten plagucs. The
media and government of rhe Unired States. or in this case
Florida, were no more prepared to recognize Owens' SIs than

was Egypt's pharaoh willing to recognize the God of Moses.
StilI. like Moscs, Owens persisted. Now he was ready for the

third phase of his Florida weather engineering.

"One of the Mightiest Storms of the Century"

As far back as February, Owens had promised Grover that he
would raise a hurricane in the Atlantic and guide it direcdy into

Florida. This prediction was also published as part of the Palm
Beacb Post's May 28 story on the psychic, which reported thac
Owens would attempt to bring a hurricane to Florida bur that

it would be especially programmed so that it would not cause
any "unnecessary" deaths among me Florida population. Now.
since late summer initiates hurricane season in the Adamic.
Owens' forecasr was a safe one. There would be nothing partic

ularly impressive if it came off. Only if a hurricane of dramatic
proportions were ro develop in the Adamic and were ro crash
into Florida could it be inferted that Owens had something to
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do with the catastrophe. On the other hand. no hurricane had

srruck Florida since 1966. so this was no mean order!
fu you might be suspecting by now, just such a hurricane hit

Florida during the 1979 season, and it was a caregory five-the
most inrense. Despite the fact thar Owens had promised rhat the
hurricane would avoid unnecessarily causing deaths, this hurri~

cane soon became known as me "killer storm" because of the high

farality rate ir left in irs wake as it meandered northward from the
Caribbean to the Florida coast. In FaCt. according co a reporr
published in rhe September 17 issue of U.S. News and World
Report, 1979 became one of rhe most active hurricane seasons of

the cenrury. But this is gening a little ahead of ourselves.
Although he had first announced his plan to bring a hurricane

ro F1or\~a in February. Owens phoned Grover on August 22
from Washington warning him thar the promised hurricane was
now in rhe making. "Stand by for a ram. people of Florida," he

jotted down in a quickly scrawled note he mailed to Grover rhe
next day. "The real action begins during rhe next month or rwo."
Bm as is so typically the case, it didn't take thirty to sixty days for
rhe psychic's word to come nue. On AuguSt 26, only four days
after his prediction, a tropical depression formed about 1,500
miles east of the Windward Islands. The National Weather

Service quickly announced that the srorm could rurn intO a full

fledged hurricane.
It turned aUf rhar the Narional Weather Service was being a

little conservative. By August 29, tropical storm David had
become a hurricane of immense proportions. Headlining its

story. "Monsrer Hurricane Menaccs Caribbean." the Miami
Herald was already noting [hat the s[Orm was acting peculiarly:

Hurricane David, a monster s[Orm wirh 140 m.p.h.

winds and 10~foot storm tides, struck a glancing bloW
early today at rhe reson island of Barbados and head(:d

for Martinique and St. Lucia.
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The eye of the hurricane passed within 50 miles of
Barbados, bringing hurricane-strength winds of more
than 75 miles pc:r hour over the island, according to
the National Hurricane Center.

A hurricane watch was issued at noon for Barbados
as David, traveling at a steady 15 m.p.h., gathered
strength 150 miles [0 the east. By midnight, its core
was JUSt 50 miles east-northeast of the island, with its
suongest winds boring along 50 miles in from.

For reasons not immediately dear, pressure at the
center increased berwec:n 6 P.M. and 9 P.M. from 942
to 954 millibars, and maximum wind strength
dropped from 150 m.p.h. to 140 where it held steady.

"'We don't have much of a handle on why it
happc:ned," said John Hope: of the National Hurricane
Center in Miami. The decrease should nor be taken as
tOO hope:ful a sign, he added: we've seen these kinds of
punctuation quite often. If it getS out in the
Caribbean, it could very well intensify again."

The paper also quoted Neil Frank, speaking for the National
Hurricane Center, who admined that David was ''rhe strongest
storm to threaten this group of islands in this century."
AJready it was lashing out at the Texas coast, producing huge
waves and inrense wind currents. And as the norm grew in
intensity, Florida wenr on alert, especially when the H"aIJ
reported on AuguSt 29 that David had become "'one of the
mightiest storms of the century" with winds blowing at 150
miles per hour. No other storm of such magnitude had struck
the Caribbean since 1831 and 1891, according to the National
Weather Service.

Owens eagerly [Oak credit for producing Hurricane David.
He certainly cannot be fauhed for doing so since, adminedly,
the storm had formed almost immediately after the psychic
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predicted its materiaJization. But Owens wasn't satisfied
merely wirh producing the storm. On August 29, securely
situated in his Washington home, he drew a map of the
Caribbean and started attempting to guide the SlOrrn directly
into Florida as he had vowed to do months before.

So far, Hurricane David had struck Barbados. Martinique,
and Dominica 2S well as OIher isl2nds of the Antilles with devas
tating force, and Florida weathermen were at a loss ro predict
just where it would go noct. On August 30, for ocample: the
H"altl reponed that the storm might strike the lower tip ~f
Florida but added that it was "tOO early to know where the hUrri
cane will go." Later th:u day, though, the hurricane started to
bend northward from Batbados LOwards Puerto Rico. The
NationaJ Hurricane Center had by this time designated David
as a Class Five storm. This is the highest rating that a hurricane
can achieve, and only twO other such storms had formed in the

Caribbean anytime during the rwenrieth century.
Florida residents began to fed even more uneasy when, by

August 31, Hurricane David sc:emed to be moving towards
Florida after passing Puerto Rico. Guided by steering currentS
in the Atlantic, the $form gradually made its way northward
and then veered westward towards open ocean, but U.S.
weather expertS were Still worried that it might touch Florid2
on the way. Their fears became more intense when, .on
September I, it became apparent that the storm was beh~vlOg
err.ttically. While following a northwest course, the hurncane
startled weathermen by veering sharply north and thereby
ramming directly into the Dominican Republic. Several
people were killed by the storm as it thundered ashore, but
even this did nothing to alter Hurricane David's course.
Weathermen were not taking any chances and, on September
2, Florida was placed on alert. Even the Red Cross began
publishing a list of shelter locations. A major disaster now

seemed inevitable.
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"We Were Expecting It to Intensify...•
Instead It Has Weakened"

By this time, even Grover was getting concerned since he could
not intellectually ~;ect the idea that somehow the hurricane's

erratic behavior was being caused. by Owens. $0, on the ~ning
of September 2, the EnquiTtT reponer caJJed Owens and advised
the psychic that thousands of residents would be: killed if the
storm struck Florida. This information Sttmed to cool O~ns' i~

against Florida in general and towards the Natio1Ul1 Enquim- in
particular. He brooded over what Grover had told him and then
2grttd to "let go" of the hurricane before it w~aked destruction

on the state. Owens wrote to Grover the next day:

After you phoned and told me that the [hurri]cane

would kin 20,000 people if it came through Miami, I
brooded and brooded about it all day long; worried
about you and your wife and kids, then cooled the

cane so that it wouldn't come through and kill a
bunch. After all, that wasn't what I was after. I did get
it OntO "target" ... I wanted to run it right over !the)
Enquiru, but it wasn't wonh killing people to do so.

That is pretty much what happened, too.
Hurricane David struck Florida on September 3, but

suddenly just weakened! The H(ToU reported that the hurricane
"baffied forecasters" after the "once fierce norm weakened as it

passed meekly 50 miles off Miami." The paper went on to say
that "Forecasters earlic:=r had warned that the hurricane, around
at the South Florida coast, would intensifY as it entered the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream. Instead, the storm's sustaining
winds dropped from 115 m.p.h. to bardy J 00 m.p.h., and
meteorologists say the hurricane might be downgraded to a

[(apical storm today."
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Weathermen throughout the country were puzzled by the
stOrm's sudden decrease in magnitude. "We were expecting it to

intensify," reported Jim Gross of the National Hwricane ~nrer.

"Instead it has weakened, and the t~nd appears to be contin

uing. We have no reason why. Your guess is as good as mine." In
the words of Neil Frank, at the National Hurricane ~nter, the
hurricane "just died." The only possible explanation meteorolo

gists could come up with was that perhaps the storm had lost
power when it had struck Andros Island in thc Caribbean
earlier. The eye of the storm had hovered over the island for
three hours, and since hurricanes are adversely a.ffected when
they travd over land, a few ~athermcn thought that this critical
momcnt in the hurricane's lifc might hold a clue to the mystery.

But no one was taking bets as to what really happened, and
on Seprember 4, the Huafd ran a story headlined, "Hurricanc's

Fillie Still Bewilders the Forecasters." Noting that Florida
residents had made extensive p~parations for the beating they
expected to take, the paper rcponed that no one had a.nticipated

that the storm would just fade away.
Perhaps the most notablc statement made during the ruckus

was by Neil Frank. "This was one of the most dramatic changes
in strength that I've seen in my 20 years of tracking hurricanes,"

he tOld a reporter for U.S. Nelus and World Report.
During a telephone conversation, Grover described what had

been happening to Florida's 1979 weather as the "weirdest in the
sta(e's histOry." It's hard to disagree. Here is Wayne Grover's own

account of events:

In September 1979, when Hurricane David was

heading for West Palm Beach, I spoke to Owens
about two A.M. rhe night of the approach. I raid him
thousands of people would be made homeless because
the "manufactured" hurricane was bearing down on
us. In an unusual softening, he said something like, "I
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don't want to hun you or your family or others
needlessly. I'll ask my SIs to (Urn the cane away from
you. Keep watching the TV to see what happens."

By five in che morning, the 10caJ TV weatherman
had the National Hurricane Center on the air with
new coordinates for the stOrm. It had suddenly
stopped moving coward West Palm Beach and was
veering northward away from us. We gOt fringe winds
but nothing more. Owens called about seven and
said, "That was for you, Wayne." I didn't believe it

was possible, but the series of events went as Owens

said they would.

The Florida Demonstration in Summary

In conclusion, then, the Florida demonstration stands OUt as
one of Owens' most successful demonstrations. Although he
originally gave only vaguely worded weather predictions
regarding Florida's year of trial, he modified them in no uncer
tain terms during the period of March through August 1979.
These revised predictions did, in fact, herald alcerations in
Florida's normal weather patterns. Perhaps a brief tabulation of
chese revisions might reiterace just how impressive the demon
stration realty was. A modified version of the Florida demon

stration would shape up something like this:
During Phase One, Owens attempted to offset southern

Florida's long-lived drought. He began on April 15, giving
himself a few weeks to end it. The drought ended on AprH 25
when an unseasonable storm of immense proportions struck the
state and dropped record rainfall.

Phase Two began after the NationaL Enquir~r fiasco. Owens
had previously warned of oncoming drought conditions in May.
That season's expected rainy season never materialized though it
should have begun at about che time Owens began reinS[ating
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the drought. Ie was a severely critical dry spell, forcing the enacl
ment of emergency conservation procedures.

Phase Three was initiated by Owens on August 22 when he
rold Grovet that he was abouc to create a hurricane and bring it
to Florida. Though giving himself over thirty days to succeed,
the worst hurricane of the century developed only a few days
later and threatened to become the first to strike Florida since
1966. Owens decided to abort the hurricane on September 2,
and it mysteriously p~ttred out the next day.

It should also be pointed out that none of these weather changes
could have been inferred normally. No end to che ninety-day
drought was foreseen in April. Owens successfully reillstaled a
drought during a time when Florida usually has abundant rainfall.
Further, no hurricane had reached Florida in thirteen years.

Taking all facrars into consideration-the normal weather
expeCted during these critical times, coincidence, and natural
inference-it cerrainly looks as though Florida's 1979 weather
was somehow manipulated by Ted Owens. The coincidences
between the psychic's pronouncements and the resultant changes
in Florida's weather arc: tOO numerous and exact co be dismissed.

Some will suggest that this Florida sequence ofevents-if truly
manipulated by Owens-reveals him ra have been a monsler. I
understand that some people will feel this way and will chink of
his demonsrrations as demonically inspired. Others will argue, as
I myself believed for many years, that Owens was activating
forces that are bener left undisturbed, at least until the human
race has achieved greater moral maturity. Now, however, I have
come to view Owens, for all his flaws, in another way. I see him
as a liberator, like Moses, struggling to free humanity from a
slavish attitude toward serious misconceptions that we hold
about our own nature and potentials. If Owens is a monster, in
my view, he is no more of a monSter than Nature herself. He,
after all, did nOt invent hurricanes or droughts.
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CHAPTER 7

IS IT REALLY
PSYCHOKINESIS?

*
In sam« it ojim hnppnu that scimtists Ia} ")1,u
Imow, that's a "ally good argummt; myposition is
mistakm. ,.and thm tiNY wouldacrualJy change rlxir
minds, andyou nrvtr lNar that old viroJfom them
again. Thq "aUy do it. It doesn't happm as oftm as
it should, b«ntue sa"mhsts tl" human andchange is
somt'timts painfUL But it happnu rony dtry

Carl Sagan

liThe Book Could Do You Professional Damage"

Unless Owens was a liar and his witnesses were confederates,
II1e1uding myself, some of his demonstrations were nOthing less

Ih:ln nanling. Therefore, it would be almOSt unhealthy for most
f ;lders, at this poinr. not (0 be harboring doubu abom the
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authenriciry of cases reported in the previous chapters. Perhaps
you suspect that I aUowed myself [0 be duped by Owens for aU
these years. And why nm?

David Henry Hwang's successful Tony Award and Pulina'
Prize: winning 1988 Broadway play, M. Buttt'Tfly, for example, tdls
the true story of a French diplomat in China who had sexual
relations for many years with a man whom he believed to be a
woman! None of us are above being fooled. Many people would
rather assume that I had allowed myself to be duped than [0

engage in the difficult work of integrating all of this bizarre dara.
So, before attempting to develop a sciemific contOt for the
"Owens Effect" and related phenomena. it is incumbent upon me
to puc [0 rest issues relating to the validicy of the material irsdf.

After casually reading a first draft of this manuscript. the
skeptical sociologist Professor Marcello Truzzi of Eastern
Michigan University. co·author of The Blue Senst--a man
generally regarded by parapsychologists as an honest skeptic
urged me to remink the entire project. Truu.i wrOte:

I think the book could do you professional
damage ... it ... makes you look enormously credu
lOllS. Over and over. Owens relates facts that simply
stand unchecked and doubtful. My general impres·
sion from what you do tell me is that Owens was a
prankster early on, worked as a psychic counselor.
hypnotist. hustler and probably was f.tmiliar with the
techniques of deception in this area.

This is a valid concern and needs to be addressed directly.
There are various tricks a con artiSt can use. The most obvio
one is mat, after an event had occurred. Owens might ha
f.tbricated letters purporting to have announced in advance
he would cause such events. Another possible trick is t
Owens might have been making multiple predictions all alo
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to different individuals regarding vaflous events, and then
simply followed up with documentation for those individuals
who received the correct predictions.

The problem with these skeptical hypotheses is mat, from
1976 on. all of Owens' predictions a.nd announcements were
sent to me in advance of his demonstr.ations. Prior to that time.
he sent them in advance to a group of scientists. including Dr.
Leo Sprinkle, a psychologist and ufologist at the Universiry of
Wyoming; Dr. J. Allen Hynek of the Center for UFO Studies in
Evanston, Illinois; and Russell Targ and Hal Puthoff. at SRI
International in Menlo Park, California.

Perhaps what Owens did to f.tke his supposed successes was

to f.tbricate me various affidavits and teStimonials that were then
sent to the scientists. The trUlh is that this is, indeed, a possi.
biliry. I have not petsonally interviewed every alleged witness to
Owens' demonstrations. Many of them are now deceased, in any
case. However, I have interviewed many, and my research
colleagues have interviewed many. N~1ItT once did an interviewee
contradict Owens' account regarding any material f.tCts. Some,
of course, would refuse to confirm Owens' interpretation of
these facts, such as James Harder who would not interpret a

mange light in the sky as a UFO.
Many facts in the Owens' case still stand unchecked. I have

used them for purposes of context, nOt for purposes of eviden
tial proof. Other demonstrations are sufficiently documented to
carry some evidential weight,

I have no reason whatsoever to think that Owens engaged in
deception. That he had many psychological problems and
character defects I would nor dispute. He would, for example.
try to take credit for a wide nnge of events that he did nm
specifically predict. I think that he deceived himself in this
regard. But there is no inkling of evidence to suppan the
conventional skepticaJ theory that Owens engaged in outright
deception. In fact, I feel comfortable using the same phrase most
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often mouthed by skeptics that there is not one shred of

evidence supporting th~"'r hypothesis mat Owens, for all his
many human F.lUhs and frailties, engaged in deception!

Another viable skeptical position is that I, myself, am the trick
ster. After all, I wrote this book with the idea of obtaining some

financial gain. Miracle stoties an: often popuJar, and readers arc
especially vulnerable to authors who make up such tales. It is now
well accepted in the academic community that the shamanistic
tales written by Caclos Castaneda in his many popular books,
such as Th~ uachings ofDon Juan: A Yaqui way ofKnowkdge, ace
fictionaJi:z.ed in important regards. This is especially disgraceful, as
Castaneda received his doctoral degree in anthropology from
UCLA for this same body of work. And, £Oday, he has many
followers who are completely unaware of the many errors and
loopholes that scholars have found in his writing.

Similar charges have been leveled at other writers as wdl
George Adamski, author of Insidr th~ Spacnhips; Lynn Andrews,
aumor of M~dicin~ Woman; Courmey Brown, author of Cosmic
Voyagt; Dan Millman, author of ~yofthe P~auftl WOnior, who
acknowledges that aspects of his book were fictionalized; David
Morehouse, author of PJyehic ~nior; Marlo Morgotn, author of
Mutant Messag~ Down Untkr; and Phillip Corso, author of TIM

DaJ Afttr Ro~n. In most of these cases, I do not know the
specifics regarding the charges of fabrication. Still, rumors can
serve co arouse a reader's levd of distrust. If you cannot trust
these popuJar authors, why should you trust me?

How am I to defend myself against such an accusario
Fortunately, I am not alone in dealing with this problem. T
accusation of researcher fraud is one that has bedeviled parap
chologisrs for decades. It is, after aU, the last refuge of

debunker, and unfortunately, there is just enough fraud amo
writers and researchers to justify the suspicions of many.

The best defense againSt accusations of research or literary fca
is to be able to produce: multiple wicnesses so that the testimony
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an author need not be relied upon in and of itself. This is, indeed,
the situation with regard to Owens' denlonstrations. Although
many leading observen of the Owens case have died (i.e., D. Scon
Rogo, J. Allen Hynd<, Max L Fogol, and Otto Binda), no, all of

them arc da:asc:d. If I 'were actually fabricating the reportS in this
book, it would have to be with the collusion ofother independent
researchers and wimessc:s: Hal Puthoff, Russell Targ, Larry

Maddry, Charles Jay, Wayne Grover, Leo Sprinkle, and many
others. Furthermore, I have my original files on the Owens case
intact-nearly organi:z.ed, month-by-month. in twO file drawers.
These include the original letters from Owens and copies of
hundreds of newspaper clippings, aU dated and annotated. Also
included are articles and notes on the case, written by many of

those who have now passed on.
As time and resources permit, I will make this database avail

able to concerned skeptics and interested researchers via the

Internet (www.WilliamJames.com).Science is ilI-equipped to

explain the phenomena reported herein. Nevertheless, perse
vering investigation should be able to rule out fraud. I invite

those who traditionally critici:z.e and debunk to jim take a good,

hard look at the data.

14 ••• Less Than Ooe in a Billion"

None of the scientific disciplines that rely upon Statistics, i.e.,
.11 the social and behavioral sciences, are able to eliminate the
fA tor of chance coincidence as an explanation of the data. The

IlIws of probability tell us that extremely improbable events do
OC Uf, On one occasion, for example, the roulette tables in
Monte Carlo recorded forty~rwo black numbers in a row. Some
rvents can be so rare that they occur only once in the entire

hi lOry of the universe, assuming both a finite universe and a
\' ty specific description of evenrs. Indeed, there is a sense in
which every momenr in our lives is such an event.
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With regard [0 the demonstrations described in the ptevious
chapters, it is extremely djfficult to assess the probabilities in any
prtti~ way. My intuition is that the probabiliry that chana:
alone accounted for the dozrns of unique occurrences is less than
one in a billion. Let us assume. for purposes of argument, that I
am correct. So what? Even if the odds were less than one in a
billion trillion, a skeptic is still perfectly entitled to maintain that
chance alone is a more reasonable explanation than the alterna·
tives. And, furthermore, we can count on skepcics to argue that,
surdy, the real probabilities, could they be known, would be
closer 10 one chan~ in ten than one chance: in a billion (tiUion.

The skeptical argument will be bolstered by the following
factors. Virtually none of the Owens demonstrations occurred
under scientific conditions-so, from a slatistical sense, tbey
carry no weight wharsoc:ver. Furthermore, the account presented
here has failed to provide a complete reporting ofall of the many
statements made by Owens. Perhaps there are tens of thousands
of i.ncorrect claims that have been hidden from the readers. If
one had a complete picture, one might see that the unusual
coincidences were just "lucky hits." Even in those: instances thac
appear to be uncanny "hits," is it possible that the repotts haYl
bet:n embellished or distorted?

I regard these as valid objections. From my perspective, th
best test of the "chan~" hypothesis would have been ongoin
testing with Owens. The so-called paranormal, in my view, w·
only fully enter into the realm ofscien~when we know how
usc: it reliably for some SOrt of practical application. It was
hope that research in this direction could have bec:n initiat
with Ted Owens during his lifetime. However, this proved no
to be possible. The best alternative I can now imagine is [0

other individuals who may have similar talents. Short of thar.
the historicaJ record itself is still available for scrutiny. I am in
possession of what is probably the mOSt complete database
statements made by Ted Owens during his lifetime. These
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documents can be made available for careful scholarly analysis.
My personal assessment is that about a third to cwo-thirds of
Owens' statements seem ro have been more or less supported by
the f.acts, depending upon how precisdy one wishes to interpret
these statements. This is a much higher "hit rate" than has
generally been found for psychics who make popular predic
tions. But how can I quarrel with a skeptic who would prefer ro
interpret the historical record as nothing more than happen
stance, anecdotes incapable of demonstrating or illwtrating any
scientific point whatsoever?

My next recourse would be to refer ro the background
database available for the phenomena associated with Ted
Owens: psychokinesis, precognition, and UFO-related occur
rences. Here, we are not limited merely to anecdotes. We can
draw upon borh highly organized. and analyzed naturalistic
observations of thousands of spontaneous cases going back to
serious nineteenth-century studies of spirilllalism, plus an
additional database of hundreds of well-controlled parapsycho
logical experiments starting with ]. B. Rhine's research on
controlling rhe fall of dice al Duke University in the 1940s.
Ex~lIent summaries of the rc:se:arch have bo:n wrinen by
Gertrude Schmeidler and published in the Advances ii,

Parapsychology anthologies, edited by Stanley Krippner. Given
[his context, the case ofTed Owens. while unusual, is not rmally
unbelievable. There are skeptics, of course, who regard the
findings of parapsychology and ufology as so file-fetched. and
djstasteful rhat they still refUse to accept the dara. However, they
:Ire on weaker ground because this data was collected using the
recogn i:r.ed methods of science.

44He Knows His Predictions Will Come True
Because the SIs Make Thcm Come Truc"

One of the reasons that parapsychologists settled on the use
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of the term psi to refer to all ostensible psychic phenomena is
(hal, from a philosophical perspective, it seemed impossible to
distinguish berween precognition and psychokinesis, as well as
betw«n telepathy and clairvoyance. In the case ofTed Owens,
for example, how are we to tdl whether he predicted various
unusual events or, as he often claimed, whether he was instru

mental in causing those events?
It was JUSt this precognition versus psychokinesis issue that

Jed to a major boost in Owens' carttr. One day in 1970, Owens

walked to the mailbox outside of his Virginia home and found
a lencr from a writcr named Ono Binder. The writer, corre-
sponding from New York State, had heard about Owens and his
abilities and was intrigued by what little he had read. He
thought he might like to write a magazine article about Owenl
and wondered if the psychic would send him some material.

This Jetter to Owens from an anonymous writer was the begin

ning of a four-year collaboration.
As Owens passed on to the writer hundreds of files, reporrs,

and newspaper clippings, Binder realized that there was mon:
than just a magazine Story here.. Having recently become inter
ested in the UFO mystery, Binder began to understand that the
~ns case might be one of the most important, though unrec

ognized, cases that could be used to prove the existence of alien
intelligences in the universe. As he studied the case further, Binder
also realized that the critical issue at stake was to determine
whether or not Owens' powers were basically precognitive or
psychokinetic in nature. Ifhe could show that they were psycho
netic, Binder theorized, this would go far to prove Owens' c1ai

that some alien intelligence was working through him.
OttO Binder was primarily a science writer who eventual)

wrOte twO books on UFOs. He was the author of many science
pamphlets and worked for NASA as a technical writer for years.
He was a professionaJ at his job, no mere hack. He was an
original thinker, and a hard-working investigator, but never
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pretended to be a scientist. Long before von Daniken started
promoting the idea, Binder had already suggested that mankind
was seeded on Earth by extraterrestrials. His book on this theme,

Flying SaUC"'l an Watching Us, was still being reprinled a decade
after it was fuSt released in 1967.

While Binder's theories and interpretations are questionable,
there is little doubt that he honestly be.lieved what he wrote and

based his theories on cases and reports that he had srudjed
seriously. His boldness in presenting unwdcome viewpoinrs and
data made him the ideal person (0 srudy and promote the
Owens' casc:. At the time of his death in 1974, he had wriuen

no less than four lengthy Saga magazine articles on Owens and
had spcnr coumless hours organizing and srudying his friend's
files.

When he died, one of his laS( requests was (hat all of this

material be returned to the psychic. It was a disappointment for
Owens that Binder was never able to begin a biography that
would incorporate this marerial. Owens once mentioned that
Binder was the only one capable of writing a book abeul him.

As an added bit of irony, Binder and Owens, despite their four
year collaboration, never personally met.

Binder was more than JUSt a writer since he was also a
researcher and he realized the value of gening the Owens Story
Out to the public. He knew the value of placing Owens' predic
tions in prim before they came to pass. Saga was a p"'fia
medium for him, and anyone interested in the Owens affair
might begin by studying these articles that appeared in 1970
(August and September issues) and 1971 (March and April

issues). Aside from merdy recording Owens' achievements,
Binder also tried (Q evaluate them. This ultimately led him ro

reject the precognition theory and adopt the view that somehow
Owens couJd directly cause weather changes, UFO appearances,
lightning anacks, and other assorted phenomena. Binder
reached this conclusion only after a long and detailed evalualion
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of Owens on whom he reported in his firsr two Saga articles.
Binder's firsr article was an imroduction to Owens and hiJ

claims. The crux of the piece was an interview with the spaa:
prophet interwoven with material drawn from Owens' book,
How to Contact Space People. While focusing on Owens' abiliry to
affect weather and "hex" football and baskerball teams, Binder

made the public aware of the many prediC[ions Owens had
made, based on information presumably relayed to him by the

Space Intelligences. One of the most nmable of these concerned
a warning Owens sent to then President Richard Nixon. On July
30, 1969, Owens wrOte to the president, saying: "The SIs told
me that there is a plor already under way ... has been completely

planned ... ro kidnap you at your Key Biscayne residence. The
'bad guys' (Cubans) know how well protected you are ... bur
they are going to strike at night, by water .....

Within a momh, the Miami Herald ran the headline, "Spy
Plot Shatters Prospects For Rt:newing US~Cuba Ties." The Story,
released on August 24, wem on ro explain that some of Castro's
United Nations diplomats had been caught doubling as
espionage agents and that their plan dealt with matters
concerning presidential security. It also reported that the plan
"was to study President Nixon's movements at his Key Biscayne
home, using scuba divers as part of the surveillance team."

Bur even in his first article, Binder was more intrigued by
Owens' apparent PK abilities than his precognitive ones, and
publicly announced for the first time that Owens had interfered
with che Apollo 12 space shot. This may have been the first time
Owens consciously attempted to interfere with our space program,

which had such an outstanding success in 1972. Binder reports
that on the morning of November 14, 1969-just as Apollo 12
was in its final countdown at Cape Kennedy--Owens told no less
than three residents of Virginia Beach, Virginia, that lightning

would mike either the launching pad or the spacecraft itself.
"Seconds after the giant rocket roared inca the overcast sky,"
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writes Binder, "the control crew ar Cape Kennedy was alarmed to
see a sudden drop-off of telemetric data from the spacecraft.
Through an alternate voice~circuic, astronaut Charles Conrad told
how light had gone our within the spacecraft." Conrad could only
report back to base that, "I don't know what happened," but

added, "I'm not sure we didn't get hit by lightning."
lt is tempting [Q think that the U.S. government would have

wished to recruit Owens, given his apparent prodigious PK
powers. Surely rhey were monitoring him, as he did everything

in his power to get their attention, including issuing numerous
threats. To me, it is evident rhat the government was no more
capable of understanding, accepting, or working with psychoki~

nesis than any other element of our society. Psychokinesis has
been almost a taboo topic in science, education, and business.

Even many parapsychologists are uncomfortable with the idea.
ln this context, it seems clear that no government official would

dare risk his career on behalf ofTed Owens.
In this germinal report on Owens, Binder didn't attempt co

analyz.e what process was behind Owens' talents and took his
claims of possessing PK abilities at face value. He gave a similar
treatment to the Owens matter in his second article, in which he

again quoted material from HoUJ to Contact Space Peopk.

However, in this article he publicly stated that Owens had tried to
warn Lyndon Johnson, then president, of a threat against his life.

Owens wrote to President Johnson on May 10, 1966,
claiming that a man was planning to crash a plane loaded with
explosives into either the White House or into Johnson's ranch
in Texas. He also warned that the would~be assassin was either
an ex-Army Bier or serviceman. This prediction didn't come to

pass until May 4, 1967-aImost exactly onc year later-when,
as the New l'ork Times reported, "A former Air Force pilot has
been jailed pending sentence because of an alleged threat to

plunge a plane into the White House."
This is an impressive case indeed, since there can be licde
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doubt about me coincidences in Owens' warning. His letter
contained thrtt direct hits-including the information mat (a)
someone would arrempt an air assault on Johnson; (b) mat this
crash would occur either at me White House or at Johnson's
Texas ranch; and (c) the would-Ix: assailant would Ix: a
serviceman. The only problem wim the prediction was that its
fulfillmenr did not come to pass until a year later. But it occurred
almost on the very anniversary of Owens' announcement.

This time-lapse phenomenon impressed researcher D. Scan
Raga as one of the most convincing aspects of this unusual case.
If Owens were lying about writing to Johnson, or if Binder had
merely made the story up in order to highlight his article, either
of them could have done a bener job of it instead of marring a
good srory by adding a one-year time-delay factor. Yet-and
surely neither Owens nor Binder realized it at the time-this odd
one-year "delayed phenomenon response" is consistent with
some fascinating data about precognitive experiences reported
from Germany by Dr. Hans Bender.

Eknder was the former head of me lnstitute for the Study of
Borderline Areas of Psychology and Psychohygiene at the
University of Freiburg and Germany's leading parapsychologist.
For nearly nineteen years, Christine Mylius, a German actress
and psychic, had been having precognitive dreams and had been
filing them with Dr. Bender. From this large database, Bender
was able to isolate several characteristics of Mylius' dreams. One
of these features was her habit of precognizing an event that
would eventually occur exactly one year later. These have been
called "anniversary cases."

Although Owens' prediction was nO[ realized in exactly one
year's time, it was fulfilled close enough to the anniversary of the
prediction to suggest that ir and its denouement were possibly
more than merely a coincidence.

Binder's anide ended with a brief list ofvalidated predictions
Owens had made over the previous several years. These set me
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Stage for Binder's third and most important piece on Owens, in
which he directly auempted to resolve the precognition versus
psychokinesis issue. This was a problem he had never dearly
raised before, but that had obviously been in his mind for some
time. Published in the March 1971 issue of Saga with me~
carching title, 'Ted Owens-Flying Saucer Missionary," Owens
believed this article to Ix: the authoritative Sfatement on the
nature of his abilities.

In !lis previous articles, Binder was primarily concerned with
the accuracy of Owens' predictions and the aurhenticity of his
claimed contacts with the Space Intelligences. But in this third
article, he squarely confronted the parapsychological aspects of
Owens' powers and devoted the crux of me discussion to

Owens' alleged PK abilities. He was especially concerned with
Owens' wearner-control talents. On the basis of his success at
psychic weather control, Binder wrote that Owens was "not
really a prophet at all, looking blindly into the future. He knows
his predictions will come true because the Sis make them come
tcue. Ted is merdy announcing them in advance."

Binder went on to point out that Owens' ability to foul up
space launches (see chapter J0) suggested. mat a psychic could
induce a direct long~distance PK effect. To reinforce this sugges
tion he cited (WO specific examples where such a mtthanism
seemed to have been efficacious:

In November 1964, the Mariner 4 space probe was
launched from Cape Kennedy {Q Mars. On
December 13, Ted wrOte NASA that he was putting a
"PK Light" on Mariner to follow it all the way and
affect irs mission in adverse ways.

Mariner reached Mars on July 14, 1965, and
swung around rhe planet as progranlmed. Bur what
was entirely unprogrammed was Mariner's reappear
ance on the planet's orner side eight minutes late.
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NASA scientists were urterly bewildered and shocked.
After UFOs were reponed over both the deep

space Goldstone tracking station in California and
the Tidbinbilla facility at Canberra, Australia, all
kinds of "conflicting signals" came from Mariner. It
failed. to shut off maneuvering systems, and it kept
power circuirs on that drained irs batteties. In short,
Mariner wen( "wild" and violated its built-in

electronic control systems.
August 1965. Ted had put a PK hex on me Gemini

5 flight, calling for a power failure, and prompdy on
August 22, its fuel cells malfunctioned. NASA
authorities debated whether to bring the manned ship
down and abort the mission.

But rhe Sis communicated with Ted and said they
would, on their own, return the power as a gesture of
good will to the President of the United Scates. And
the nat day, full power magically returned to the
Gemini craft, although the fuel cells were still faulty
according to telemetric data. Ted calls this another
"on the button" feat in partnership with the Sis.

The preceding words are taken directly from Binder's article.
Since the files on the incidems are not in those to which J have
access, I could nOt check Bindet's accuracy. However, after
checking Binder's articles, researcher D. Scan Raga was able to

find only two minor inaccuracies in Binder's treatmen( of the
Owens material. So, Rogo was tempted co think thac these
writeups were probably correct.

After ciring these twO cases, Binder, through a long line of
reasoning, began his argument thac Owens' power was basically
PK-mediared. If PK could control che roll of dice and other
moving syscems as J. B. Rhine postulated during his pioneering
1940s Duke University research, Binder thought that there was
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no reason to reject the possibility that it could affect weather or
missile flights. He also pointed OUt that no one had ever discov
ered a fixed limit to how ostensible PK could function, or what
potentials it could reach. After making thc:se twO points, Binder
finally addressed himself direcdy to the precognition problem.

Is Ted Owens unwittingly using pure precognition?
That is, does he have: the power (miraculous in itself)
to peer into the fmure and s« coming c:vc:nts th:l{ turn
out true 85 percent of the time? The Sis and his
COnt2ClS with them could then be: ment21 "window
dressing" out of his subconscious mind, as ic somehow
ddves with uncanny accuracy into the future. This
would mean tOO that his so-called powers are imagi
nary-that he does not concrol or make hurricanes
and has n~er spoiled a space shot with a PK shot.

By way of an answer, Binder returned to the: subject of J. B.
Rhine's experiments at Duke, starring in 1930. When Rhine
first became interested in precognition, he tested his subject'S by
having them guess the order of cards in a twenty-five-member
deck, each card being imprinted with one of five different
geometrical figures, before it was shuffied. The results of these
tests were meager, but statistically significant. Binder. drawing
upon these resulrs, argued that they decidedly indicated that
precognition is a weak ability and could not be used on a grand
scale with any accuracy-the very kind of scale and accuracy

needed to explain the Owens' effect.
Second, argued Binder, the Sl-PK theory is a better explana

tory modd for Owens' feats since it explains che process behind
his demonstrations. He supported this cheory by ourlining tWO
principles: (a) thac UFOs are seen all over the world, therefore
(b) these craft exist and their occupants must be far more intel
ligent than we are, and are capable of endowing LIS with extra~
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ordinary abilities.

Binder ended his line of reasoning by pointing our that the
exisrence of ESp, which had been aptly demonstrated in the
laboratory, could therefore be a very likely method of commu

ni~rion. berwee~ humans and rhe exrrarerresrrials. By applying
rhls cham of logIC to the Owens' case, Binder believed all of his
friend's abilities could be explained within a simple framework.
He wrore, ''The pure precognition theory is barely possible,
while the SI-contact explanation is more highly probable."

Ahhough one can be symparhetic ro Binder's arguments,
researcher D. Scon Rogo found them unconvincing in the long
run. Rogo wrOte:

In fact, his argumentarion is ofren rather
misguided. To begin wilh, he missed one very obvious
point. If the success of Rhine's PK tesrs d~s not
preclude the existence of more powerful PK forces
controllable by man, then the results of his precogni
rion experiments likewise do not preclude the possi
biliry that we are capable of exrraordinary feats of
prevision. Ifs~n in thar lighr, Binder's whole theoret
ical edifice crumbles around him.

Binder's point abour the c:xrraterresrriaJs is also
dubious, since it is based on a non sequjrur. It is
indeed true rhar UFOs exisl and are a reaJ ph~om
enon somehow invading our slcies. The evidence as ro
rheir existence is overwhelming. Bur it does not
necessarily follow that they are being manned by
beings from ourer space:.

Over the last three decades many ufologisrs-including J.
Allen Hynek himself.-have come to revise the extraterrestrial
hypothesis. They have argued that such a theory ClnnOt explain
the number of UFO sightings reported ach year from around
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the world, the behavior of UFO occupants, and so forth.
Hynek, ralcing his lead from the writings and research of olher
leading UFO experts, suggested thar UFOs were somehow the
resuh of a psychic or paraphysical process, perhaps similar ro
those that cause the production of materializations or appari
tions. That rhey are somehow produced by our own minds or by
our culture is a possibility many ufologists are now entertaining.
They do not deny that Ihese flying discs or cigars are physical
objects, bur rhey feel rhat they are based here on Earth and
brought into being only temporarily by ollr own minds under

conditions still to be determined.
Despite the fact thai Binder's argumel1ls were not tOO

convincing, it may well be that he came to a correa conclusion
bUI by the wrong line of ~saning. PK probably played some
role in Owens' demonstrations, the extent of which has nat been
determined. But it is also obviolls that precognition played jusr
as great a role. One mliSI always remember Ihar precognirion and
psychokinesis are nOt discrcle phenomena. During the process of
precognition, the human mind is somehow imeracting with
physical reality and drawing information from il. During
psycholcinesis the mind is interacting with physical reality and
manipulating it. They are twO sides of the same coin; so, it
doesn't seem unusual that a psychic gifted in one: abiliry would
21sa be gifted with the: other. They arc: interchangeable abiliries.
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PK might b~ used to de/amine t/~ outcome ofII

game or ~n an mti" uason. And not only tIN
athlan might contribute t},nr psychic abilih'n to
this cuualJ(}r but the coaclxs. 100, could exercise PK
Sp«talon at gamn could USt it. Evt1l fim watching
the game on their T\Is at home could USt PK

Rhea White

In Front of the TV Set with a Bottle of Scotch

During his Cleveland and Chicago experimentS, described

in chapter 5, Owc:ns apparently affected a system more:
complex than the weather, morc sophisticated than a NASA
missile. and more unpredictable than an erupting volcano. It

appears that he was able co influence thl: workings of the
human brain in order to make people behave in erratic and
bizarre ways.
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The odd, lunatic behavior of so many local residenrs during
these demonstrations, such as people claiming to hear the voice
of God or receiving messages from outer space, may have been
mitigated by several factors. Living in the decadent and
stagnant confines of this COUntry's poverty-stricken inner cities
can create pressing conditions thac may cause people co acc in
socially unacceptable ways. So it is hard to teU if Owens reaUy
had anything to do with the acrivities reported from these two
Midwestern cities. Despite such factors, there were more
specific instances when it did s«:m that Ted Owens had made
people behave just the way he wanted them to. This faCt was no
better illustrated than by his abiliry to influence spons events.
Owens was an avid spons fan, and he had be:e:n trying to sway
the outcomes of football and basketball games for sevef31 years.

JUSt how Owens manipulated a footbaJl game was fascinating,
especially when he did it through TV. This procedure is simple.
First he sat down in front ofa wide-screen color lV, armed with
a healthy stock ofbe:e:r (Dutch imported, no less) and a bottle of
Scotch. He leisurely sipped away during the course of the game
and let his PK go into action. Owens claimed that he could do
little to actually help a team. He could only hinder their
opponents. From there, claimed the psychic, the team he was
assisting must take advantage of the situations that arose.

"It is up to them," the psychic stated. "If they aren't going to
take advantage of what I'm doing, I can't help them either."

During a football game, for instance, Owens felt that he
could do liltle to affect runs or kicks, so he focused on passes.
Each time the opposing quarterback was ready to pass, Owens
would point his hand at the TV-almosr as if giving the sign of
the evil eye-and would concenrrate on blurring the player's
vision so that the pass would be incomplete. He also constantly
focllsed his attenrion over the opposing team in order {Q imbue
the playing field itself with his force. And ifhe got mad enough,
he would sran shouting, "Enemy! Enemy!" each time the
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cameramen came in for a close-up ofan opposing te3m member.
The demonstrations were nerve-wracking to watch, and Owens
usually locked his family out of his study while he attempted to

manipulate a game.
Owens' sportS interest represemed a quiet bit of irony in one

respect. For years he had ~n trying to persuade sciemists and
paf3psychologists to take his claims seriously, and had urged
them to publish his predictions, demonStrations and successes.
Bur he had generally failed in obtaining this type of public
attention. Yet his ability (Q influence spons evems, which was
perhaps the mOSt flippant way in which Owens used his psychic
abilities, earned him headlines in sporrs columns across the
country and in some of this nation's most prestigious papers.

Just as with his weather demonstrations, Owens' sports
exhibitions covered a wide range of forms, guises, and effectS.
Sometimes he would attempt to influence the overall outcome
of a specific game; at other times, he would try to control, for
bener or worse, a particular player. And if he gOt sufficiently
riled, Owens was likely to hex a team for an entire season.

"PK Might Contribute to the Outcome
of a Game or Even an Entire Season"

None of these claims should srrikc anyone as strange, since a
sporting event----especially team competition-may serve as a
perfect secring for ESP and PK manipulation. We know t~at an
athletic comlXtjtion is a random system of sorts. During a
basketball or football match, for instance. people dart about
every which way, balls are thrown with dizzying regularity, and
the slightest error in judgment, movement, or skill c~n signifi
cantly alter the outcome of a play. game, or even an enure season.
It is for this reason that a few parapsychologists have long
wondered to what extent psychic factors might interact dwing
athletic competitions. Could freak plays, miraculous outcomes,
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or bizarre maneuvers on the playing field have been mitigated
ESP or PK? Could psychic ability be the arhlete's edge?

We needn't juSt speculate on these questions, sino:: suo
anecdotal evidence exists that suggestS an inherent relationshi
between psychic phenomena and the state of mind the athlete
enters during competition.

"Competitive sports demand a great deal of the participatins
athlete." wrote Rhea White in her classic book. The Psychic SiM
ofSportJ, co-authored with Michad Murphy. White is a sporn

fan as well as a highly regardal. parapsychologist who has made
a detailed study of the role psychic abilities play in sports.

"They muS( be strongly motivated," she goes on to say.
"employ intense concentration. yet remain relaxed. visualize
their targets, and drive themselves beyond the normal limitation
of their muscles. It shouldn't seem strange. then. that some of

these athletes. as they push themselves up to this atra mental
and physical OutpUt. are using PK."

White went on to point OUt that an athlete gifted with
psychic ability would have a considerable edge in such games as

golf. football. or basketball. An athlete. like a laboratory PK
subject, is constandy trying to will a certain outcome to take
place. and there seems little reason that this type of wiUful
volition couldn't become a real but unrecognized factor in

sports. Baseballs that take odd twns in the air leading to base
hits, players who always seem to be in the right place at the right
time, inexplicable errors and fumbles-all these might be
manifestations of psychic forces inadvertently unleashed by
athletes in the heat of a game.

"Moreover," suggested White, "PK might be used to deter.
mine the outcome of a game or even an emire season. And not

only the athletes might contribute their psychic abilities to this
endeavor but the: coaches. too, could exercise PK. Spectators at
games could use it. Even fans watching the game on their TVs
at home could use PK."

".

___________---'):0.'~M"",-

White isn't the only parapsychologist who takes the ideo& of
"spectator PK" ~riously. Our U.S. chess teams have never been
comforrable about the faCt that che former Soviets regularly

I ch" [0 "whammy" them during internationalemp oy psy 10 .

competitions. This most pragmatic use of ESP and PK brings us
hack to the issue ofTed Owens' claims that he has been able co

produce JUSt this type of effect over the 'TV. .
It is nonetheless interesting to note mat, years ago. ocpenmental

parapsychologists d.i.scovered a curious effect that represents a labora

tory analog to me speaator PK effect.. Thisd~~ made back
. the 19405 when a frw of the original Duke Umverslty researchers
In rei "_.. " Ibegan conducting "help/hinder" tests. :nese ~re aovay SI':P e

dice-throwing tests in which twO subJl:Ct:s \IJ'ttC~ So~
both sub'l:Ct:s would uy to influence: a series of dice throws m the
same di~on, by trying to make one specific die face: come up morc:
often than chance could aCCOWlt for. These anemprs would alternate

with other trials in which one of the subjectS would attempt to offset
his panner's success by focusing his :attention ~n a different target.

The fust hdplhinder experiment was pubhshed by the Duke

University Panpsyehology Laboratory in 1947.
It was Bc:tty Humphrey, a young research associate at the lab.

who reported that extra-chance results had ~n obtained
during the "help" condition. while only chance scoring had been
achieved during the "hinder" condition. From these results ~ne

might suggest that a spectator at a PK experiment could signrfi-

candy influence the outcome of that test. ,
The Humphrey experiment has only been repllcated on.ee,

some twenry years later (1968) by twO other parapsychologiStS

k- the same Durham No([h Carolina, lab (now offwor mg at •
campus) where Humphrey had conducted her original work.

Their experiment showed no consistent rcsuhs. though.

Nonetheless, the faCt that help/hinder PK tests ha~e ~n
succc:ssful in the past suggests that Owens' claims about hiS ability

to inHuence sporting events is not impossible.
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Perhaps most psychokinesis by spec£ators goes unnoti
becau~ the influences of many different people cancc:1
other Ouf. A dear, coherent mind, full of both self--confiden
and mental focus, is r.are enough in our world. Psychokin '
talent, of the rypc: apparently exhibited by individuals such
Uri Geller or Ted Owens, is also excremdy rare and controver
~ial. So, it should be no surprise that our understanding of PK
IS SO meager.

"I W~I Take the Eagles Apart with PK"

Som.etimes Owens would focus his PK directly on a specific
player In a more overt way man merely making him fumble a
pass. One such incident occurred in 1968 as a result of the
psychic's long-standing feud with the Philadelphia Eagles.

In 1965, Owens approached me Eagles' management with
the offer that, for a fee, he would assure the team's victory that
year and lead them to the Super Bowl. The managemcnt
wouldn't even meet with the psychic to discuss the matter; so in
retaliation,. Owens decided to hex the team for good. The hex
was publicly announced when Philadelphia newspapers
published a Story about Owens versus the Eagles in October
1966. The papers flippantly quoted the Story when it became
obvious that the Eagles were putting on a poor showing that
season. Joe McGinnis, a sportswriter in Philadelphia, met with
Owens to discuss the situation and later assured his readers that
o.wens had indeed written the owner of the team that "since you
will not take me seriously, and graciously meet with me [0

discuss the matter, from now on, in each Eagle game, 1 will use
my PK system."

"I don't like using PK against the Eagles," Owens told me
sportswriter. But he was finding the team's management
hardheaded. "The only way 1 can make mem believe in it .. he
added, "is to clobber them with it," '
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O~ns expla.ined to McGinnis how he enacted one of his PK
~urscs. "When 1 use it against a football team like the Eagles,"
he explained, "it blankets the field and anaches itself [0 ~ch
man. Basically, what it does is magnify human error. Everythmg
goes wrong for the team under the spell. The other t~ will ~et
ten scoring opportunities for every one the team I m working
against gets. If they take advantage, even a little bit, well, they

win the game." .
The Eagles didn't have a cheery 1966 season, and m 1968

Owens went on the attack. Before the commencement of the
1968 season, the psychic, then still living in Philadelphia,
wrote to several local sportswriters to say that he would "take
the Eagles apart with PK" and that he would cause no less
than twenty injuries to the team during the season. it looks as
if he made good on his c.laim, too. The Eagles lost eleven
Straight games after Owens made his threat, and suffered
thirty injuries by the end of the season. But what may have
been the highlight of the ream's bad luck came on S~pt~mber
29. This is the incident to which I alluded ar the beglllOing of

this section.
Stan Hochman, a sportswriter for thc Philrllk/phia Dai'rNnus

and one of the writers Owens had first contacted, had begun to
take the psychic seriously when he saw how badly the Eagles were
doing that year. Hochman became so intrigued with Owens that
he decided to uke me psychic with him to a key game scheduled

against the Dallas Cowboys on September 29.. .
"1 figured I'd pin him down as to his claims of hexmg the

team," Hochman wrote in his September 30 column after the
game had ended in a rOllsing defeat for the Eagles.

Hochman went on to report that, throughout the game,
Owens attempted to beat down the Eagles, but wasn't getting
much help from the Cowboys, who had begun the game by
playing decidedly under par. The Eagles' s~r fullback, Tom
Woodeshick, was having a field day at Dallas expense and was
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taking advamage of his opponentS' poor showing by gai
yardage: on nearly every play.

''The Sis are going to have ro get Woodeshick," Owens (j

rold Hochman who qUOted the conve:rsanon word for word in
column the: ncxt day. He also said that he had heard
invoke the Spao: Intdljgencc:s by saying, "Get him out of
game. Bull's-eye on number 37. Shift your target to Woodeshick.

What happened ncxt is a maHer of public record. Seve
moments mer Hoch man overheard Owens invoicing the Spa
Intelligences against Woodeshick, an altercation develo
be~n the Cowboys and the Eagles over an interception.
pushing match berw~n the rwo teams ensued. It didn't seem
that the fight was too serious umil Woodeshick, who was sitting
on the bench at the time, suddenly jumped out OntO the field
like an enraged bull and tried to rip rhe headgear off a Dallas
player. He was immediately ejected from the game and aU
within a few minutes ofOwens' psychic invocation. Owens later
told Hochman that the Space Intelligences had caused
Woodeshick to behave wildly so that he would be tossed our of
the ~ame for the day. It was a mo~ humane way of geuing rid
of him than through an injury, he implied.

The game ended as a disaster for the Eagles. Interceprions
abo~nded, .fumbles were the order of the day, and the Cowboys,
despl(~ their shaky start, ended up trouncing Philadelphia by 45
to 13 In a game more comical than inspirational.

"I Am Out to Get the Team"

The Eagles, however, were nor the only team roward whom
Owens felt a certain amount of animosity. In 1971, he decided
ro hcx the Baltimo~ Colts for the same reason he had hexed the
Eagles. Before the season began, Owens had written to Carroll
Rosenbloom, who controlled the Colts, suggesting that, for
$100,000, he would insure the team's success. Rosenbloom
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wasn't thrilled with the idea, bur according to an April 27, 1971,
Virginian-Pilot Story, he offered Owens $25,000 for his services
1£ the psychic would get permission from Pete Roz.eU.e,. the
National Football lClgue (NFL) commissioner. Negotiations
broke down. as Rosenbloom no doubt cxpected [hey w~uld, and

ns never got the money. He gOt even angner whe~
Rosenbloom wrote him a further letter aplaining that, even If
he we~ able to come up with some money, his fdlow owners

would never forgive him for taking Owens seriou.sly.
Since Carroll Rosenbloom is now dead, we will never know

whether he was serious about his ofter or whether he was merely
humoring the psychic. But the Colts had a miser~ble se~son t~at

r whatever the case. The Colts also suStained SIX major
yea, . '. 11
. .. . h' shorr 'c' me span ftom the time Owens ongma yInJunes wit III a
notified Rosenbloom that he would destroy the ream by plac~ng
it on a liSt of five NFL teams he was going ro hdp defeat. It IS a
maner of record that Rosenbloom did, in fact, write to Owens
twice during the season specifically asking him to ~move the:

Colts from his list of hexed teams.
However, on December 1, 1971, Owens attempted to influ

ence the Baltimore Colts (world champions at the time) so that
they would suffer setbacks and fail to reach the Super Bowl that
yor. He notified a friend in Florida that ~e would hdp the
Miami Dolphins win game after game until they were strong
enough to beat the Colts, but warned that he would desert the
Dolphins after they beat the Colts in the playoffs so thal they

would lose at the Super Bowl.
During the ncxt several weeks, Owens' influence seemed to

have spurred the Dolphins, who suddenly found themselves on
a winning Streak. After trouncing Baltimore,. they see~ed
headed for the Super Bowl. But their luck ran agamst them, Just
as Owens had predicted, and they lost to [he D~llas Co~boys.

This case may not seem particularly impreSSive, but It must
be remembered that Owens had to successfully predict or cause
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- c ~"d to act on Owens' offer to
h 0 nagement relu~ .

,lin w en us rna 'Ii 0 o~ against the Bullets ISOw • I'V"C.I Ie anlmaSI'1
help them out. ens Sy__ d DOd unless viewed within a
.nother ca.se that cannot be un erst

I,uger comot£. d th 197\ basketball season with any
Owens had not st~rte e Bull even though they had

. . lOst tbe ers, cd
,,;artlcular spite aga ... rr But his attitude chang

h'" hie protection oner.
rejected IS psyc . h 0 hO,p finals when the team

d oh Apnl c amplons
Jrastically urlng ( e 'I k B cks in Bahimore .

. . the Ml wall ee u
waS playmg agamst d . d Owens' olTer only five days
Allhough the Bullets ha ~eJec~e .de<! to take no action against
befort:, the psychic had at lrSt eel k by a Baltimore sports
them. Bur then an unfortu°hal\C' r~mar "'---and may ha~ helped

h ed the woe plctur...~
commentator c ang . I ffi As SporfJ tells the story:
insure Baltimore's defeat In the p ayo s.

I c_ plea for justice:
1" all Baltimore: Bul ets rotns, a .

o , 'I ' he NBA champ'~
Don't blame the teams fal ure In t h B' 0 Don't

. . Lew Alcindor or t e Ig .
onshlp senes on , la rs either. Put the
bi me it on the Baltimore P yc, 0

a 8\ e it on Ted wens,
blame where: it belongs. am F.J. Ted

, h ) -red who? Just a moment, ns.
H~stat. l' By

h rwor-human power.h rwons to ave SU r -
Owc:ns aPr- . 1i d Owens says, he can control
simply concentr3ung, e h 0 spac~aH without

h on Eart or In
events an:w. ~re A d when the Bullets made
leaving hiS IWlng room. n.
T< d Owens mad, he used hiS power. d

e I h ned. during the fltSt quarter of the seeon
t ;ppe The Bullets were trailing the Bucks, but

playo game. h hen telecaster Keith Jackson
not by muc '" w .n Virginia has offered to cast
mentioned that a ~an I

k
help Baltimore win."

'1 on Milwau ee to d
the evt eye ..' (N c Ik) was 51-year-01

f Vtl'Olnta onO.
The man rom ~D had made that offer to Bullet

:::c~~:~; ;;:e,:ho politely declined it. "That was

a number of individual outcomes In order to implemenl
long-range plan in bringing me Dolphins to the Su~r

only co make them lose at the last minute. Luckily, we also h
clear confirmation as to the specific nature of Owens' pr .
tions because his friend in Florida wrOte out a complete affida
in February of 1972 about the psychic's forecasts.

Owens' animosity toward Rosenbloom did not end with
Colts affair but may have followed the owner (0 a new t

when he bought the Los Angeles Rams. With Rosenbloom n
in charge of Los Angdes' prize: team, Owens decided to go aft
them during the 1972 pro football season. He added salt to
wound by advising Rosenbloom in advance that he was our to
get the ream. That he made good his threat is once again a

matter of public record. The Rams had a disastrous season! The
LoJ Ang~/n HtmlJ Examiner went so far as to run a SlOry on the
Rams' bad-luck streak in December and labeled 1972 their
"strangest season." The s(Ory especially noted the large number

of heart-breaking losses the team had undergone because of
freak accidents, goofed·up plays, and plain old incompetence.

Even the Rams' coach, Tommy Prothro, admirred to the
Exi1miner that his team WOlS playing as though accursed. "I can't

ever recalling [sic] any team I've coached having more misfor·
tune on the field ilian this one," the Examin(7' quoted the coach
as saying afrer a disastrous game against the Cardinals that week.
"We've had so many unfortunate things happen to us [his season
that maybe our luck will change this weekend."
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Nor were Owens' feats being recognized only by newspaper
spoflswriters. Sports magazine was impressed enough with
Owens' psychic record that they ran a Story on hjm as pan of
their July 1971 issue in their "Sport Talk" column. That was the

year Owens decided (0 go after the Baltimore: Bullets basketball
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bad enough," says Owens, "bur when Keith Jackson
made it public on TV, 1 immediately called the
BaJtimore Sun and told them: 'I'll wreck the Bulltts
in the second half. Watch it. I'll make them miss their
baskets and I'll throw their timing completely
haywire.''' The Bullets trailed by four at the half; they
lost the game by 19. The rest of the series was a
Milwaukee laugh-in.

The Sporn story serves to augment an April 30 AP n
release that documents the Bullets' terrible showing during th .
third play~off game. The story rdated that the Baltimore tea
having played well enough to make it [Q the NBA cham .
onships, was missing their shots to a Staggering degree, and h
seven percem more misses than their year's average. The AP
story described the team as "frustrated and humiliated" and
caustically remarked that the team was bound to achieve the
worse NBA championship showing since 19S8~59, when the
M.inneapolis Lakers lost four straight to the Boston Celrics.

"They [the Bullets] have the right to refuse the PK man," was
the only thjng Owens would say when the Sa/rimo" Sun inter.
viewed rum about me affair. "But not over television."

Competing widt "The Great Kahuna"

On April 30, 1972, in a leuer to John Kerr, vice-president of
the Virginia Squires basketball team, Owens predicted that he
was going to use his PK powers to cause Kerr's team to lose its
American Basketball Association (ABA) playoffseries against the
New York Nets. At the rime the letter was written, the Squires
were ahead 3-2 in the seven game series. Owens Stated in his
letter that he was angered when he received a call from a repre
sentarive of Ihe ream asking him to help our, but refusing to pay
him a fee for his service. Furthermore, the Squires had hired a
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"PK Master" called "The Greal Kahuna" to help them win the

series and to entertain the audience at halftime.
Newspaper clippings indicate thar the Squires lost the next

twO games and thus the series. One article States that, in the final

game. Ihe Squires missed 57 of 91 shots and made the ~ewest
number of points since moving to Virginia tWO .years ~rev,ously.

There are dozens of similar cases in the files In which Owens
has apparently used his PK abilities to affect the ou.tcome of
basketball and football games with success. Sportswnrers have

generally received Owens' claims fav~rably ~nd presented him as
something of a hero opposing the big bUSiness mana~ement of
rhe teams. His exploits have even received coverage In several

nacional sportS magazines.

"Owens, at limes. Deliberately Picked Undcrdogs"

Owens had for years asserted that he could manipulatc not

only particular games, but whole seasons, and he h~d been ~ore
than willing to back up his claims with demonstrations. ThiS led

h' ' 1973 to contact Dr. Max Fogel of Mensa in hopes rhar
1m, III , .

rhe Baltimore psychiatrist would help evaluate one of hiS

experiments.
Owens contacted Fogel about rhe experiment in September

when he decided to design a foolproof rest [0 prove his claim
that he could influence sports events even ar a long distan.ce.
Fogd consented to monitor the expetime:nt, and the followmg

protocol was agreed upon. .
As the basis for the test, Owens would try to Influence a

lengthy series of pro football games. Only those games listed in
IT Guide for telecast would be used as "rarget" games, and the
experiment would run through the: entire 1973 season. Owens
proposed that he would stay at his Virginia home and ":3tch twO

TV sets simultaneously, if necessary, so that he could mfluence
twO games at once. He also announced that he would not be
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adverse to influencing three games at anyone time. In order
keep the experimem as controlled as possible, each week

~greed to send Fogel a list of the games he would anempt
Influence and which teams he would try co help win. A su
rate of 75 percent was his goal.

The experiment was conducted precisely as Owens and Fo
had agreed upon. Tabulating the results was an easy matter at

well since Owens also agreed [0 send the Mensa sciemist
published norification of game scores along with rear sheeq
from TV Guitk showing exacrly which games should be incor.
porated inro the final results.

The eventual Outcome of the experimenr was just a little shon
of Owens' goal. The psychic tried to influence a cotal of 62
games; he achieved 44 wins and 16 losses, and there were [WO
ties. This tallied up to a success factor of be[Ween 71 and 73
percent, depending on whether the ties are considered as failures
or are deleted from the sample.

This certainly is an impressive success rate, but it is difficult
to translate these figures into probability statistics to determine
if they are meaningful. The question we have to ask ourselves is
rudime~t~. Was Owens' success dwing this 1973 experiment
more ~Igfll~c:'nr than what ~ight have been expeCted by
chance. 11m IS an extremely difficult question to answer. The
outcome of a football game does not rest on simple fifty-fifty

od.~ .since a sporting eve:nr can be "loaded" by several factors.
This IS why so many amateur aililetic matches, such as bowling
and golf, employ handicapping in order to even up the odds
berween the competirors. Although pro football teams do not
use handicaps, any SpOrts fan knows that one team will always
have an edge over another based on such factors as its past
perfor~ance, who is in the lineup, and so forth. This is why
gamblmg on spons events has become a virtual science. All these
facrors must be taken into accounr before one can properly
evaluate me Owens·Fogel experiment.
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"It is difficult to know how ro interpret these findings," wrote
Or. Fogel in an affidavit dated February 21. 1974, describing the
experiment. "We cannot use rypical parapsychological stat~S{ics

fin~ the predictions were not based upon chan~ observations.
Rather. Owens did have information about the worth of each of
his reams, informacion that undoubtedly influenced his predic
tions one way or another. However, it would not be valid to
compare Owens' predictions with those of, say. sports page
predictors since Owens, at times, deliberately picked underdogs
in order to attempt to demonstrate his abililies. So his work and
intentions should not be caJled either guesswork or straight

predictions, but something in berween." . .
Unfortunately, Fogel did not offer his readers any statLSttCS

showing how successful Owens was in specifically influencing
underdogs. It would have been helpful to know this data to~
how the psychic's success in these instances compared to hiS

overall alXuracy.
It is unfortunate, also, that this experimenr was designed so

loosely that it cannot help llS to understand much about Owens'

psychic abilities. It is impossible to judge from the res:trs -:v.h~ther
Owens was predicting the winners or using his psyclllC abilities to
influence the outcomes. This experiment would have been much
better controlled had Fogel randomly determined which team he
wanted Owens to help psychically. Any significant outcome

would probably then have~ the result of a PK process..It
might also have been wise had Fogel asked Owens to try to aid
only the teams that were considered the underdogs. Ifhe had then
achieved a fifty percent success rate under such conditions, it
would undoubtedly have been significant. Of course, no one can
blame Fogel for the various difficulties one faces in making any
meaningful sense out of the Owens experiment. Fogel was, after
all, monitoring an experimem primarily designed by ~ns
himself. But the way things stand, we have no way ofdetermmmg
the extent to which PK played a role in Owens' 73-percent.win
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ra:ord, and to what degree unconscious p~tion influenced.
him when he chose which teams he wanted to win.

Owens gave Fogel another demonstration of his spectator PK
effect in 1973, one that was above and beyond his long-range
attempts to influence the NFL season that year. On November
4, he notified Fogel that he was going to try to exert a signifi
cant influence over an upcoming Washington Ikdsk.ins versUi
Pinshurgh Steelers game slated for NovemlKr 5. The SteeleD
were considered the underdogs, and professional odds-maken
were wagering on a clear-cut victory for Washington. Besides
faCt that the Washington team had played a bcnc:r season, one
of the Sreelers' key players was OUt of the lineup due to an injury.
Despite all this, the Steelers pulled the match out of the fire
during the last few minutes of the game-and all because of.
freak play. The Rcdskins had cancrol of the baH JUSt as time
running OUt. During what could have bttn me fmal
winning play of the game, the Redskins fumbled, and the bal
landed in the hands of a Pittsburgh safety. Then he fumbled i
too, but another Stccler gained possession of the ball and
able to run Out the clock, in order to maintain the victory.

The play was so weird that even the Steders didn't know w
to make of it. "We've gOt someone up there taking care of us,
was the only thing Joe: Greene, a tackle for the team could
after the game.

"The Cowboys Ar:e About to Be Destroyed"

During Owens' 1974 Texas demonstration, which is rna
completely detailed in chapter 5. in addition to fouling up the1i
weather, he wrote to Ed Busch promising to hex the Cow
forever. While it is debatable JUSt how efficacious Owens had
in permanently demoying the team, 1974 was an awfully bad
for the Cowboys. Although one of the NFu most colorful t
their performance began to ebb as soon as Owens focused
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negati~ intentions on~.A S(Qry published in the Nevttnlxr 20
issue of the VirginiJzn-PiJor, a little over twO Wttks after Owenl
announced his curse, summed ir up !xsc. h read, in parr:

Dallas Cowboy Coach Tom Landry said he can't
pinpoint the decline of his perennial NFL power
house but admined "some strange things are going to
have to happen" for his team to make the playoffs a

record eighth consecutive year.
"Our chances are slim and obviously, because of

the tie breakers, Washington will have to lo~ three
out of its last four games, and we've gOt to win all four
to get the wild card," Landry said.

Dallas is 5-5 in the National Conference East
Division-cwo games behind Washington and three
behind pace-~uing Sc. Louis.

Landry said No. I quarterback Roger Staubach,
who was hospitalized with an infection of his
throwing arm, was to be released from the hospital
Tuesday night and will play Sunday against Houston.

"We've been giving Roger some antibiotics, and his
elbow is progressing well," Landry said.

Asked what was wrong with his club, Landry said,
"Your guess is as good as mine. We've lost a lot of
clo~ games. h's been an unusual year. You don't see
many teams playing good football-maybe Oakland
and now Miami-that's about it."

It is also significant that Owens specificaIly predicted the
injury to Roger Staubach. On November 3, he sent a telegram
(0 Frank Vehorn in which he stated that Staubach "will be
injured" and that the Cowboys were about to be destroyed.
tauhach had to be hospitalittcl twO weeks later when his e1how

became inflamed due to an injury to it a week prior.
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"The Football Games ... Should Be Wtld,
Freakish, and Qui'e Funny"

Ted Owens' 1975 "Chicago Demonstration" has already been
discussed in chapt'er 5, in which some details were provided

regarding his hexing of the Chicago Bears football team.
Specifically, Owens, in a lener to WCFL r:l.dio :l.nnouncer Doug
D:l.hlgren, predicted th:l.t he would cause:

... Poltergeist phenomena ... I will send hundreds
of poltergeist enticies into the area ... to cause all sortS

of mischievous. prankish, freak happenings. This will
covt:r. ofcou~, ... the stadiwn in which the Chicago
Bears play footbaJi. 1 will especially request that the
poltergeists not harm anyone.... But the footbaU
games of the Bears in that sradiwn, in the months
ahead ... should be wild, freakish, and quite funny.

In the Chicago Tribunt of October 29, 1975, columnist Jack
Mabley remarked on Owens' demonstration as follows:

The Bears Are Bugged: I've come across an inter
esting theory about what's happening to the Chicago
Bears. Poltergeists. From flying saucers. When a team

loses a close game because on one play they had only
91 per cent of their team on the field, you've got to
look for more sophisticated reasons than bad

coaching or missed signals.
The poltergeist theory is contained in an "1 told

yOll so" letter from one Ted Owens, of Cape Charles,
Virginia, who calls himself "The UFO Prophet," to

one Doug Dahlgren ofWCFL.
Apparently Dahlgren challenged Owens to produce

a UFO phenomena in Chicago. On October 8 Owens
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announced he would "send hundreds of poltergeist
entities into the area ... to cause all sortS of mischie·
VOllS, prankish, freak happenings."

He says he has connections with the occupants of
the flying objects, and set this up with instructions

that nobody was to get hurt.
. . . Ofrhe caliber of rhe Bears' play I'd say rhe polter

geists had some of their grearest moments Monday night
when the Bears had oo1y 10 men on the 6eld as
Tarkemon tossed the winning touchdown. l could

almost so: the linle men sining in their saucer over

Soldier Fidd with the lights oue, hugging their sides in
minh. What's cooking for the next game. fellows?

On November 3, the sports headlines wert:: "Have Mercy ...
Don't Laugh At Bear Comedy." And on November 17, "Bears

Can't Win For Fear Of Losing."

Did He Do I< hy Telepathy or PK?

Cases such as the above could be cited ad infinitum. Thert:
would be little point in doing so, though. The examples I have

cited give substance to Owens' claim that he could affect the
Outcome ofsporting events and the behavior ofparticular athletes.
This finding, in itself, should be no new revelation to parapsy
chologists since, as pointed out earlier, they have long suspected

that psi might be a hitherto unrecognized factor in sportS perfor
mance. Even some of this country's leading parapsychologists have

thought about trying to expetimentally demonstrate this possi
bility. We have often heard this idea bandied about in conversa
tions with both American and European researchers.

The most imponant aspect of Owens' spons demonstrations
is that they help us to understand a little about the nature of the

psychic's abilities. So let's turn to this fascinating issue.
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There are two ways in which an athlete's performance: m'

~ influenced by a psychic. (I) He could affect the pia
himself so that he loses coordination or makes serious errors .

his decision making processes, or (2) the psychic might be a

to psychokinetically affect such ilems as moving balls, pu

and so forth. If PK can deflec( a rolling die, it certainly sho

lx: able to influence a roUing golf ball. Now there is so

evidence thar Owens has been able to employ both of th

psychic processes during his sports c:x.hibitions. lr also Sttr11l

clear that he has the ability to directly influence the minds of the
players he is trying to manipulate.

The Tom Woodeshick incident will seem a good case in point.

Owens may have somehow influenced the fullback's brain,

the~by causing him to act wildly and violently in a situation in

which such lx:havior was totally OUt of keeping. He may wdl

ha~ exened a similar affect over those Clevdand and Chicago
residents who lx:gan acting bizarrely as a possible resuh of his

demonsrrations in those cicies. As pointed out earlier, Owens has

long maintained that some of his predictions come about when

individuals--even people unknown to him--carry out inexplic~

able compulsive acts thai IUlfill the requisites of his forecasts.

This idea is not simply a matter of wild speculation, either,

since there is copious evidence on file that suggestS rhat a

psychic can di~crly affect the mind of a person unknown to

him.. In order to demonstrate the point, we need only to

examine one such incident from parapsychology's rich lore.

Pascal Forrhuny was one of France's greatest psychics. Born in

1872, he was extensively tested by European parapsychologistS

during the 1920s. Although educated as a man of letters. he
discovered his psychic gifts accidentally in 1919 when he

suddenly began receiving automatically written scripts from his

dead. son. He soo~ decided to devole most of his rime [0 giving

publiC demonstralJons of psychometry and of his other psychic

talenlS. Unlike many psychics, though. Forthuny was inrellectu-
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~lIy fascinaled by his own abilities and often offered his services

10 sciemisls wishing to srudy them. Some of the most notable

experiments were conducted. by the lostitur M.etapsychique

International in Paris, and most of them we~ designed. by Dr.

Eugene Osty, rhe director of the 1nsritut and on~of Fra.nce'~ most

original researchers. One type ofexperiment designed specifically
for Forthuny was called the "chair tesr." The psychic would be

asked to descrilx: the individual who would eventually be seated.

in a speeiaUy designated chair chosen by the experi~enters

several hours before one of Forthuny's public demonstrauons.

A remarkable lest of this kind was conducted by Osty on April

21. 1926. The Ieaure hall """ed 400 people, bUl any and his
colleagues asked Fonhuny to make a .series ~f prt:d.ictions about

the person who would sit in one specific chan of hIS or her own

choosing. After conremplating the target chair, Forthuny made a

long Lisl of highly specific statements about the larget person. He

(old the investigators thar the subject would be a woman. that

her summer vacation plans had twice bct:n canceled. that she was
concerned over a grave, and that she had liver problems. A young

woman djd. in Faa. occupy the chair thar day, and all of

Forthuny's prt:dicrions about her were on rarger.
Osty, however. was not contem merely .with ~roving th~t

Forthuny possessed psychic abilities, but was Jusr as: 1~lerest~d. In

determining whar mechanics lay behind the psychiCS predictive

powers. So, after the talk was over, he asked the young lady to

explain JUSt how she had found her way to rhe lecture. She

explained rhat she had only heard about it during lunch rhar

same day, and had suddenly fdt compdled ro a[(e~d despite the

fact thar she had been feeling ill. She even admitted that her

illness mysteriously vanished as she approa~hed the ..h~l, and
described how she had become inexplicably obsessed with the

idea of attending the lecture afler she: had heard about it.

These facts tend to indicate rhat rhe lady in question had nOt

attended the ralk by chance, but had been compelled ro go there

111
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specifically to fulfilJ Fonhuny's prediction-as though
psychic were somehow directing her to his talk.

Owens may ha~ possessed the same: abiliry as Fonhuny
influence me minds of people he had never met to do his psych'
bidding. If he could influence people in this way, our nexl
question becomes obvious. Did he do it by telepathy or PK? Thil
is an issue every bit as thorny as the precognition ~rsus psychoki
nesis paradox that we dealt with earlier. The issue mighc also be
moot. h could be that two different kinds of telepathy exist. one
of which is PK action. The first rype of telepathy parapsychol~

gists ha~ isolated in their laboratories might be labeled "mind
reading." during which the "recci~r" in an ESP tesr delves into
the mind of the "K:nder" to exma information from it. Several
parapsychologists, however. ha~ Iheorized that another type of
telepathy exists during which the sender somehow direcdy
impresses his thoughts OntO the mind or brain of the receiver. This
£ype of ESP has been called "agent-active telepathy."

Such a process would be indistinguishable from PK, and
se~eraJ parapsychologists have argued that agent-active telepathy
mIght occur when the sender is able to psychokinetically cau~

alterations in the brain of his receiver, causing him 10 beha~ or
to percei~ whatever the sender wants him to. This £ype of
telepathy may be a due to Owens spectator PK abilities. We are
not talking about mind-ttrmind communication when we posit
the existence of this form of telepathy. We are talking about a
psychokinetic action directly Onto the tissues of the brain. This
theory has more ~cenrly been dubbed the MOBLA model, a
term thai stands for "mental or behavioral influence of an agent"
upon the receiver.

Parapsychologists in the former Soviet Union had long been
interested in this form of ESP-PK aerion and in [he past had
actively rried to experimentally demonstrate irs existence. Their
research into the narure of agent-active telepathy followed a
diversiry of lines. Some of their most famous research included
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attempts to hypnotize experimwral subjects tdepathically. Many
of these original experiments were designed by the late Dr. L ~.

Vasiliev, a Soviet physiologist who was, for many years before ~1S
death in 1966. affiliated with the Institute for Brain Research 10

Leningrad. This work is chronicled in his book, Expm"!mts in
Dillanl i1/flume(, in which a chapter is devoted to the Issue of
agent-active telepathy. As Vasiliev reports, sometimes he and a
colleague would dear out a ward room at the inscitu.te and
hypnotize a volunteer subject. Then they would stand behl~d the
subject and silently command him or her [0 carry. out SImple
motor acts. Vasiliev noted that. by silently commandlOg them to
do so. their subjects would exhibit certain facial expressions, raise

specifiC limbs. or open and shut their eyes.
In light of this research, it 5ttms plausible that ~ed Owens

could have exerted a similar influence on sporting events
through tdepathy. In fact. it seems plausible that many of us
may be vulnerable to the mental intentions of other people
broadcast telepathically. What is the amidotc? How can we
protect ourselves from such potemial negative influences?

My years of experience in considering such matters sllgge~ts

that the answer lies in the ageless wisdom of the perenlllal
philosophy. As Socrates stated so soundly that his words have
reverberated for 2.500 years, "Know thy~If." We must be aware
of our own thoughts. We must cultivate, as a regular habit of
memal hygiene. the prnctice of noticing any negative thoughts
that may chance to pass through our minds-so th~t we can
replace them with positive affirmations. Ma~y se~mlOars and
self-help malerials are available co train these skills. For over 100
years, they have been the basis of the American New Thought
movement. These very teclllliqucs are the ones that Owens
eventually taught me and are presented in chapter 11.
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CHAPTER 9

CONTACTINC THE
SPACE INTELLICENCES

*
In my own txpmmu. Jlnd in that ofor/m' UFO
inwstigators, th~ ud Oux-ns cas~ is not an
isolaud on~. It is only Ih~ mOlt txtrrlordinary
modnn caJt out olmany alhro. This suggests that
tht total p;ctu" tUJc indud destTve serious atten

tion. and that this most salient cast should

provide mort insights than thou dU';lJtd from

casts with las" strangentsS.
James Harder,

former research director.

Aerial Phenomena Research Organization

There is a story connected to the Owens case that may be the
most incredible of all. This is Owens' claim that one can learn

to contact the Space Intelligences, that he has developed a
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training procedure t hd
has, in f.zCt trainrd° p_~ne adchieve rhis ability. and chat

. ' sevelill Stu ents who h _-.I
making rhis COntacr. ave succecoed

"Powers fro
m ... Another World Arc flowing in to You"

Even as far back as 1969 0, wens was clai' h
couJd form a link with r.h S mIng t at anyo
nores on this subject in hise pace Intelligences, and he wro

While Owens revised and bboodk. H.dow .10 Cont~cl Spau p~opk.
. roa ene hIS tech .

tlme, his book originally outlined rh . nlques Since that
rake ro make other-worldl e ge~mInal Steps One could

Th b . YContacts possible.
e aslC procedure is' I d

One nerd only visualize t~I:Yche, a:_?we
h

os described it briefly.
. h..... . amocr e uses to ale

Wit l W mer and Tweeter theSI d . . m econract
if the conditions are righ; and t~' as b~tl:d In chapter 4. and,
his mind, COntact with the Spa~ sI

u
J~~r as pro~rly prepared

key to making Contact ,., . 01' ~te 1gences Will result. The
VISU lZarlon exe . .

devdopc:d through auc"h' rases, especially as
v- ypnosls.

Owens' first professional career was .
end of his life he pract'cal m as a hypnotJSt and, to me
rd ' I e an and was willing . .

o er to crain students to d J h" ro use It In
k eve op t clr minds so rh th I

rna e personal COntact with the Space I ll" at ey cou d
fore devdo.........l a rw- -.I " nte 1gences. Owens there-

r'" v-uay tra.Jmng prog . . d
Owens firsr developed h' '. ram LO mm dynamics.

Texas UFO e IS traJOLOg program after his 1965
. nCOUnter. He Wrote rhe foil . .

Iished dcscriprion ofh· hod oWlOg 10 an unpub-
JS mer s:

Shortly thereafter, ideas h-an to n .
. d Th """e; flOW Into my

mm. ese were ideas on how to h .
h . use ypnosls and

auto- !pnosls to reach other people. So rna 'd
came mro my mind that I bega ny I cas

~:~t;ncdr. cAnd.th~ intelligence kept :O:i~~rinaSt:~
ontmuny.
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For the first stage of the program, Owens instructed the
Itudenr in the art of aura-hypnosis so that he could learn to
eorer into a deep nate of relaxation. The auro-hypnosis was
l;lught after the student had been allowed to explore the
hypnotic state as induced by Owens himself. After the
.nudent had mastered this technique, he was instructed in
such mind dynamics as memory improvement, pain control,
and other mind control abilities. Suggestions were also given
for the development of ESP abilities. The goal of these
instructions was for pupils to learn ro teach themselves to
control their sleep patterns, increase their physical strength,
and raise their IQ as well as improve the keenness of their
mental capabilities. In short, the first part of the training
program was designed so that, through the students' own
powers of mind, they would be able to take control of their
mind and body.

The second, and critical, pan of the training came not.
Through hypnosis and by aiding the students with their auto
hypnosis, Owens bui\( "triggers" into the self-programming the
student was trying to implement. In other words. Owens
instilled in the student's mind certain suggestions that were
coded, via trigger words or phrases, chat the pupil could use at
any time to instantly enter back into a stare of auro-hypnosis
and control any desired aspect of behavior.

This may sound insidious, but if isn't. In essence, Owens
trained his students so that, by relying on self-suggestion,
they could instantly relax, reduce tension, recall forgotten
memories, and enhance their lives. In rhis regard, the goals
of Owens' training program were not essentially any
different from many sdf.hypnosis courses or mind dynamics
training programs. His specific techniques. though, were
uniquely his own.

It was also Owens' belief that, since these techniques were
imparted to him via the Space Intelligences, anyone undergoing
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them would automaticaUy Ixcome linked to the UFO intelli
gences. Owens wrote:

One very interesting aspect of this special tra.ining
is that I am able to utilize other dimensional powers
from my UFOs in the training with you. That is, nOt
only a~ amazing "mechanics" set up in your mind to
hdp you in your life in many ways, but during this
training itself, powers from another dimension,
another world, are flowing into you, to hdp you.

The entire training, 3S mentioned earlier, cook rwo days co
complete. Ifany difficulties arose, the training was extended to a
thitd day. The sessions conStituted six hours of work, with breaks
every hour or so, depending on the endurance and stamina of the
Student. Owens asked potencial students to check into a hotd
ncar his home, where the sessions were carried out. The psychic
allowed his students to bring along an observer or onlooker, and
the prio: for the program was one thousand dollars.

These techniques may sound simple, almoSt too simple, but
several of Owens' students have testified to their d'ficacy.

"We Called These Fast-Darting Craft 'Zippers'"

Janio: Leslie took Owens' training course: in 1978. To date,
Leslie has developed the ability co make UFOs materialize and
ro psychically incuit when and where they will appear. She has
given several demonstrations of her ability, and a book could be
written about her experiences. Leslie's advencures began shortly
after the death of her husband in 1978. A month later, she was
taking a vacation, to get away from her home and children. and
was staying at a hotd in Potrland. One day at breakfast. she saw
an ad Ted had placed in a locaJ newspaper advertising his
psychic readings, development courses, and other services.
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Although Leslie had never visited a psychic before, she decided
to call upon Owens. She met him shortly afterwards and

decided to take his SI training program.
Her serious sNdy began on August 27. She was accompanied

on the visit by her siSter-in-law, Jade Swan, sino: Leslie was
afraid ofhypnosis, which is an integral pan of the training. Both
women took the course, and after they completed the training,
Owens predicted that the Space Intelligences would appear for
them as a result of their newly acquired mind dynamics. Lc:slie

wrote an unpublished repon on her experience:

We left Ted's about 11 :00 P.M. to return to
Vancouver. We were driving slowly down a dark curvy
road, in an isolated area, between Silverton and
Woodburn. As we approached a curve in the road I
looked out the window and saw several beautiful
beams of light coming from the heavens down to the
earth above a maize field. The sky in this arC3 was a
beautiful pale blue, the light beams bright, but
soothing, while the rest of the sky around was very
dark in comparison. Jade pulled over and we jumped
out of the car, excitedly watching in awe. We had no
idea what ~ were watching. To the right of the
beams was a beautiful, large. supernaturally bright
object (a "Iow.hanging" srar?). The object moved
slowly, then napped, then moved again. The
movement was no opn'cal illusion.'

Leslie was overcome by the numinous beauty of the scene, but
her reverie was interrupted by the untimely arrival of a policeman
who Stopped to sec: if the women needed help. He, roo. saw the
beams of light and was at a loss to explain them, bur suggested that
they might be reflections caused by nearby city lights. The twO

women decided to explo~ this possibility by driving along the road
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to a point where mey could have a dear vie'N of me honlDn. nus.
they fdr, would give mem a bener position from which to view the
lighrs of surrounding [Owns. Thq rerumed [Q me curve in the
road where they had originally SlOpped. Leslie wrote:

We returned ro me spot in the curve of the road, got
out, raised our hands and the beams brightened
enormously. My siSter-in-law wrned her head ro

comment on how dark the sky was be.hind us {rowards
Silver Creek Falls} when a low-flying light came
moving slowly, silently from that direction. As the ball

of light came over us wt: heard no noise bur watched.
with mouUts open as the crafr gave off a beamifUl
yellow aura. The object disappeared as quietly and
quickJyas ir had come.

The night's adventures srill wt:ren'r over. As the women

entered Portland en route ro Vancouver, they sighted a red lighr
maneuvering in the sky over a downtown building. As they
watched, the ball seemed to grow larger and then daned. quicldy
along a horizontal path across rhe sky and grew even larger.
Then it burst in the air in a brillianr flash of light.

By the time the witnesses returned. home, the beams of light
could still be seen in the sky. Now, though, they seemed to draw
together to form an arc. A cloud-like form detached iudf from
the are, according to Leslie's report, and approached in the direc
tion of the wimesscs' house before suddenly vanishing.

Leslie had her next odd encounter two days later on August 29.
Ever since rhe first incident, Leslie had become aware of an odd
"low-hanging star" in the sky rhat she had come ro believe was a

UFO. Thar nighr, she took her twO children outside and showed
them the star and tried. to make telepathic contact with it.
"Within fifteen minutes," n::poned. the witness, "several darting
lights began shooting around the star. My daughter was convinced
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mat I possessed some son of power. About ten minutes later, we

spotted a red ball of light falling suaight down." .
The next day, Leslie was able to give a demonsrraoon for her

f.ather-in-Iaw. It was an cxtf20rdinary night:

I invited my father-in-law, a skeptic of almoSt
anything supernatural, ro ride in the counrry with us.

We stopped, I telepathed li.e., attempted to send a
mental signal to the UFO entities], nothing

happened. My daughter insisted that we'd chosen the
wrong road and should return to the area in which
we'd called the night before. She was correct. Within
five minutes after I tdepathed {with the help of my
daughter}, a bright, white, darting object shot from

the lower southern horiz.on across the sky to the
northern horizon, forming a perfect arc. This was not
a shooting star, but much larger. The speed at which

this craft traveled was incredible!
When we: arrived home and got out of the car, my

daughter commented on the cloud formation above
the house. The sky around us was perfectly clear, yet
juSt above us was, in her words, "a hand" of red

douds. I thought little about it, actually, bur glanced
up and saw twO white lights (tiny, for rhey were at a
very high altitude) shoot enormously fast through the

douds. We call these fast-darting craft "uppers." They
definitely are not shooting Stars. A few of these had

appeared at Silver Creek Falls.

These UFO visitations lasted throughout the l1rst week of

September, during which time the entire Leslie family continually
saw UFOs darting about me skies near their home. Some would
look like bright stars that mysteriously dimmed when a plane
approached tOO near them, while others would glow in the sky
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and the:n rcce:de: imo the: distance: until they couldn't be diffe:

riared from mha Stars. Like: so many dose-encounter wim
the Leslies found their domestic Life disturbed during this time by
poltergeist antics in their home. These incidents lasted unlil
September 10 when a climax see:med ro be approaching.

That night, Leslie decided to take a friend named Irene our
imo the coumry and show her a UFO. She didn't expect whar
was about ro happen. The women had driven to a deserted. river
outside Portland, Orq;on. It was a glorious, clear njght, and the
UFOs weren't about to be shy.

We fiESt saw "zippers," then across the horizon,
between two hills, moved a beautiful white beam of
light. It moved slowly, steadily, tOO close to the earth

to be made by a jet, and tOO silem. The trail of light
remained for about fifte(:n minutes, never losing its
perfecr linear form. Then, the top ofone of the hills lit
up in white. I thought a craft had landed. Suddenly we

heard a definite rustle in the trees, nor Like the ruslle
of an animal but more like a wind-force moving only
in one area and moving towards us. A clanking noise

accompanied the rustle. The car's antenna began to
vibrate. 1 was a little frightened, as was Irene, but sat
quietly, willing to "make contaer" if the unknown
force chose to appear. Suddenly we couldn't hold our
heads up. We were almost knocked out--or maybe we
were totally. Neither of us had been sleepy before. I
think we were hypnotized, perhaps our minds were
being "rrained" as future receiving stations. Who
knows? Time passed quiddy. As we left, an enormous
fuJI orange moon rose slowly from behind the hill.

Encounters of this type lasted through September and finally
came to a head on September 30. Leslie had been at a birthday
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parry mat night when, at 2:00 A.M., ~he recc.ived a telepathic
message to the effect that she should dove out mto the country

side alone. In response to the message she obediently drove t~ her
usual UFO vi~ng spot outside Vancouvt.r. There she waned,

and a silent, blinking red. light passed over her car as a faint a.cc. of
light formed in the sky. Once ag:ain she felt that she was rccclvmg

a psychic mess~. This one instructed ~er to go to. an even n~ore

isolated a~ up the rivt.r in the mountalO5. AccordlOg to lesLie:

Being alone, I was frightened. Finally, my daring

was not enough to keep me there, so I turned on the

ignition to leave for home. .
I was startled and surprised to see rwo friends of

mine, Terry and Bill, waJking up the road. Terry said

he saw the large ball of light accompanying my car.
1 felt that maybe the S[s had arranged for Tetry and

Bill to be there with me. Terry told me later that he'd

"felt a compulsion" to go out to this spot less than an

hour before I arrived.
Ikcause the road along the rivt.r is sometimes steep

and curvy, I asked Terry to drive for me. The starlike

UFO 1«1 the w.ty.
Forty-five minutes later, we'd accidentally passed

the spot from which I usually telepath (now I wonder

if perhaps this was intended to be) and had ended up
at a place called Dugan's Falls, an area of trees and a
waterfall. Not tOO far away, down the river, was a

camp of some sort, bur at this hour of the morning
there was no noise and no chance of interruption by

passersby. .
The wind was strong. Terry and I got our, leadmg

the way, and Bill quietly followed. 1tdeparhed, waited.
Nothing. We looked around for our leadjng star. It was
gone. Suddenly the blue became dark, filled with mist.
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Because we're at a Fairly high devacion, this seemed
normal.

We waited a while and began to think we'd see
nothing. After all, there were no stars visible in the
sky. Then I spotted a beam of pure white light rise
over the hill just to our left. 1 was gening excited
when Bill said, "It's probably jUst a ((uck." But where
it came from we couldn't figure OUf.

However, as the object moved further over the hill,
at least four whjte beams shot out. We had no flash
light so couJdn't decipher the shape, hut from the
position of the beams, I would say it was round or
close to it. It made no noise.

Terry and 1 walked IOwmU me hill. The craft
began to move, as though on wheels of some SOft,
down ~e hill through the trees, moving to our righr
so that It was directly in from of us. A couple of faim
beams seemed to shoor up into the air. Then it turned
off all irs lights. Total silence.

We were frightened. I grabbed Terry's arm and
asked, "Are you going if they ask?" We both agreed to
cooperate.

We walted a few minutes, then Terry and I walked
doser.

We couldn't see well, and Terry said that, without a
flashlight, we'd never make it across the rocky terrain
through the trees. "Well," I sajd jokingly, "here we
are. Come on our."

Suddenly, we heard a clinking noise, like a chain
rartling. S~mething indescribable brushed against me.
Terry, havlOg fdt the same thing, said, "Did you do
h '" 'ON "I ·d"I·Lt at. 0, sal, UlOUght you did it." We all

agreed that something or someone else was with us. Bill
went running to the car. He wanted no pan of this.
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We waited about thirty minutes and decided to

drive around the mountain to sec if the ship would
follow. Half an hour later, we sported twO large,
brilliant globes of light on a hillside. Terry remem
bered that he had binoculars in the car. We all got out
and took turns looking. The globes were yellowish
orange and sparkled like crystal in sunlighr. At times,
rhey didn't appear as globes, bur seemed concave.
Then again they may have been V.shaped. Because of
the sparkling effect. it was impossible to tell exactly
what the shape was, and we couldn't tell what they
were auached to. The object looked something like a
concave saucer with twO sparkling headlights. Bur we
couldn't be sure because we had no flashlight.

We watched a while, then drove around and
headed home. We returned to the spot where I had
met Terry and Bill, and as I talked with Bill, Terry

began to yell, "Look, loo~!" 1 rurned. roo lare. Te~ry
said 3 glowing orange object shaped like a pole with
an arrowhead came closely towards him and suddenly

darted backwards and disappeared.
11 had bttn an exciting evening. Terry and I talked

about going out again. Perhaps had we not been
frightened. the Sls would have made an appearance-

if they can be seen.
I arrived home berween 5 and 6 A.M. My daughter

and her friend both awakened and insisted that
something--<lr someone-had been in the house

while I was gone.
Denise and Linda explained that they heard and

felr something "'move like wind" through the window
in her bathroom, eorer the bedroom, and progress
down the hall. The baby's bed ra.trled, and the side
kept falling down so mat Denise had to periodically

"5
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get up and reset the catch to secure it. Both girls

insisted that there were sounds like footsteps in the

lcitchen on the spots where the floor squeaks.

Leslie's UFO encounters. which seem to be related to

initial contact with Owens, have been a continuing saga.

Whether or not her experiences led up to an actual UFO doee

encounter or abduction is not known. Over the imervenins

years, 1 have lost track of her. So 1 can offer no conclusion to

Leslie's bizarre Story.

Luckily, Leslie-like Owens himself.-appreciated the vaJue

of corroborative evidence. She supplied D. Scon Rogo and

myself, since we began taking an interest in this affair in

conjunction with the Owens case, with signed statements from

several people who have shared in her adventures. For instance,

the following report is from a friend of Leslie's who wimessed
one of her demonstrations.

The witness, whom we'll ca1I Betty, wimessed one of Leslie's

demonStrations on September 15, 1979, after she had been

invited (0 go UFO hunting. Betty accompanied her friend

willingly, although she stated in her report on the incident that

"I didn't really know what to look for at the time," and that"l

was not really sure of what I thought Janice [Leslie} might be

seeing." Accompanying her on the trip was her thirteen-year-old

daughter with a school friend, as well as Leslie's two children.

While out in the coumry, the group saw several odd stars that

would blink when they were waved at. "I didn't talk hardly at

all," writes Betty, "mostly because I just wanted to sec more. All

of a sudden the animals, dogs and horses, all became agitated,

and the horses across the road were running around in a type of

frenzy. We all looked around, and to the east behind us. a bright

beam oflight shot up like an aeroplane [sicl. but there was no

noise. Then it wenr up ... 1 could see it was shaped round and

had what appeared to be porthole windows." The object shot
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across the road and then flew up into the sky where it took on

the appearance of a star.
On the way home after their adventure, they Stopped by a

mist-ft.lIed fidd. Betry watched Leslie go out into the field and

hold her hands in the air towards the sky. The mist rose and then

shaped itself into an arc. This eerie episod: so frightened the

children that Leslie aborted her demonstration, and the group

decided to drive home.
One could go on citing the testimony that Leslie has collected

from her friends and fellow UFO hunters. But for the present,

the affirmation quoted above will substantiate the fact th~t
Leslie sccmed to be having genuine UFO contaCtS and open
ences. In a sense, this makes the Leslie case: a vicarious corro~

. fT.' Ow-ns' own claims and contacts. Although Lesliewlono 1W ~ ..

reported that she had seen UFOs on occasion as a child, If was

h
. h Ow_os ,hat initiated her recent adventures.er contact Wit .....

What the precise connection between Leslie and Ted Owens was

remains a mystery.
The case of Janice Leslie suggestS that Owens was not only

psychic, but that the Space Intelligences were at least somewhat
independent of Owens' mind. But just what was the nature of

this intelligence?

The Strange Case of Andy Eastman, "I Knew Ted Owens ...

and Became an 51 Contact"

In July 1998, as I was in the process of preparing this

manuscript, I received a most unusual e-mail fr~m one of Ted
Owens' early contacts, a man living in the Australlan outback and

caUing himself Andy Eastman. He suggests that there still exists a

network of individuals who have been trained by Ted Owens to
contact the Sis, which he refers to as "Space Intelligence Masters"

or SIMs. He also refers to an unusual document that can be found

on the Internet that provides detailed information about one
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individuaJ's experience of the SIs. Excerpu of his message to me
are qUOIed here:

[ knew Ted Ow<ns from [970 10 1977 and "=un<
an 51 contact. Ted sold me a few ofhis linle red plastic
PK disks over the years and I sriU retain one on my
person. Our acquaintance soured after Space People

were disemboweling too many cattle in my home state
of Colorado and nearby nates (and countries like

Mexico and Canada) in the mid-l 970s. I basically
wrOte me message "'NutS to You" to SIs in a lener and

never heard from Ted again. Even to this day I do not
like animals being mistreated by space entities.

Ted u~d to eat cigars and chew on one inch thick
steaks. Me. I'm a vegetarian, like: Gandhi. Anyway,

this is only a preliminary message to you to let you
know that some others of us are still out here and
know quite a bit. [ have a technical paper oudine at
www.sumeria.net/cosmolsimi.htmlthat details my

own contacts and thoughts about Space Intelligence
Masters (or SIMs, a highly elevated type of 51) and

their hierarchies. This was written when I worked at
me University ofAdelaide in their Computer Science
Departmenr in the late 1980s. Now I live in the bush
in a shack wimour electricity, gas, plumbing, etc.

Sometimes I search the Web for 'Ted Owens and
UFO" and come up with a few hits. Needless to say,
your posting sent me through the ceiling.

About myself, 1 started having increased SIM
contact in the early 1970s and became an 51 operative.
I went on a mission for SIMs into the U.S. military in
1973 and sparked a U.S. military red alert from within
a nuclear weapons storage depot in October 1974 that
occurred about the same time as an airliner carrying
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some top military officials and a team of FBI agenrs
crashed into Moum Weamer (a secret U.S. govern
menr enclave). To this day I regret this happened as it
caused the deaths and great pain to some innocent

people. The purpose of an ultimatum I issued from
within the red alert umbrella I created was that the
U.S. government should finally disengage itsc:\f from

the senseless Big Money war in Somheast Asia.
The red alert I helped spark resulted in a cylindrical

UFO appearing at the periphery of the nuclear weapons
dq><>l, and [ spolt<d pl<nty [of] "Lucy in lh< Sky with
Diamonds" UFO stars going overhead at the time.

The red alert purportedly cost the U.S. govern·

ment about $25 million. I was never put in jail or
disciplined over it though, as I had done nothing
wrong except send an ultimatum to the U.S. Senate.
And the U.S. military KNEW that it was probably
best to pull our of Southeast Asia. (Especially while
their spy satellite network was always going down in

the wake of interference by SIMs and Space:. People.)
Thinking back about Ted and Sis, I remember

much. One time, I had StMs or StM helpers inside
my skull, tOO, doing their linle oper2tions while
trying to establish my worth in contactabiliry. This
did not last long since they probably found our that I
suffer from far tOO much nicotine, alcohol, and other

drug abuse that could have prevented my brain from
functioning the way they wanted it to. At the time of
the red alert and sighting of the UFO cylinder and
UFO stars, I had a vision of Tweeter and Twiner as

they made interface with my brain consciousness, and
to this day I'll remember the numbing and crumbling
effect it had on my awareness: I always felt very heavy

at the time, with long periods of sleep, as if a very
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heavy weight had rested itself on my brain. I devel
oped a stutter to my speech and partial retardation.
These eventually Iessc:nro over the years, and now I
have become one of the "smart" nitwits who knows a
little more than The Other nitwits in life.

.More about Ted: his reaJ name Ole the time was given
With the initials H. TO., that I'U guess were Harry

~eodore Owens. Ted always seemed a little paranoid
himself, warning others not co let other people know

abour their contacts with him and/or Sis. In time I
heard from others that there was a large incidence of
deaths among people who had known Ted. Ted would
encourage people ro beware of the "Devil" or "Satan"
in some of his more evangelistic messages.

At~azing Thing is, there are Australians (Aborigines)
here 10 Oz that can do similar things, even on their
own. It is embedded in rheir folklore that their women
had po~rs to influence the weather, and rhey knew
about "Yowies," their equivalent of the Hairies II
assume this refers to Yeri or Bigfoor types of enrities].
To the Australians, UFO and un-human advanced
beings ~re more of the "norm,· and whire people
who were amazed at These were considered "unusual."

I thi~k this is because most whire people are still
evolvlOg their logic to be able to deal with nonphysical

brain. consciousness activities that earlier types of
mankind had easy ability to deal with and wield.

To summarize: I've been a COnractee with beings who

are to humankind what people are to simple, single
celled bacteria. These are detailed in the Web link previ
ously mentioned. Also I knew Ted Owens and for the
most part he seemed like a reaUy good guy, who like
many other psychics, including myself, seem TO have an
aversion to criticism from others, even other psychics. I
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guess Ted became sickened. &om rettiving t~ much

criticism though, as would anyone. HumaOlty.has a
deep unconscious aversion to dealing with anythmg or

anyone who is of a nonhuman origin.

I responded. to Eastman's e-mail, requesting his permission to

use excerpcs of his message and his Website in this ~k. He
responded positjvely, so below are excerpts of his essay Space

Inrelligence Master InterF.lce":

Guidelines.
The best rool for interF.lce with SIMs, SIM helpers, and other

Nature entities, was and is love. Love is a great asset to create
soul channels that carry thoughts. Love also maintains healthy

attiTUdcs and intentions in life.

SIM Time Windows. .
SIMs view time differently than people do. What people expen·

cnce in great derail over years may be seen, before mental.~ of
SIMs, to be JUSt a matter of minutcs or seconds. SLM attenTIons are
not wcighted--down {sic} with precise physical awareness, and
worldly concerns, as experienced and enjoyed by most humans.

Healthy Tolerances. _ .
Exposures to SIMs and life-forms SIMs assOCIate With. are

most comfortably taken with patience and tolerance, SlOce

reactions ro the unusual may be present. SIM conraces can be
stressful. Amnesia and loss ofhrain logic, are sometimes induce."
by emotional distress, in addition to powerful SIM (el~pathlc
energies. Emotional impairments can be .pr~ented, curra.lled, or
reduced through self-suggestion, meditaTIon, hypnOSIs, and

other forms of inner emotional management.

Pictures in the Sky.
SIMs of the outer space variety are usually present aro.und a

planet. To contact these SIMs by visual images: I) go outSide on
a clear night, 2) point a hand up at the sky, and 3} paint on (he
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sky, with the mind's eye, a picture of desired items or events.

SIMs make and change weather and other nature phenomena.
Use of the technique co paint a picture of a thundersrorm

bristles with lightning and deluges a landscape with (Qrre~ts
ra~n, on the night sky, can draw SIM anention to the request for

ram. SIMs and SIM helpers will consider bringing the desired

weather, co nearby areas, within a few hours or days. ExperimentS

with these techniques can have high direct correlation between
visual requests, and SlM-induced weather and other miracle
activities.

SIM Activities Internal to the Skull.

Crearures in ouu:r dimensions can .seem to be the size ofsmall

insects co~p~ to ~ple. Yet because they live as extremely
ad.Yanced mtelligent beings, their proficiencies in memory-relaced
skills, to change the br.ain for instance, can be evident and effec

tive. People Sttn this way might appear to be like dinosaurs.

After a series of COntacts, SIMs may interface some of their

helpers with brain consciousness. A person subjected ro this is

pr~~~bly already well-acquainted with SlM and SIM-hdper
abIlitIes to eorer the skull and modify brain areas. Voices and

visions in the skull, caused by orher creatures, can be real A SIM

helper, interfaced with the brain, can resemble a bee, hornet, or

other markedly intelligent life-form. They can alter the brain or
interpret telepathic languages for SIMs. Exposures to these

hornet or bee-type creatures often retard the brain: powerful

telepathic radiations from them can cause the brain's functional

structures co collapse in over-stressed "muscle failure," and some
amnesia follows.

Sources of Advanced Guardianship.

Peopl~ dO~11esticate animals for the benefits of having
companIonship, dothes, protection, transportation, food, and

additional help with plants and other animals. Mankind can

~ive.other crea~ures protection, guidance, increased fertility and

liveliness, medical aid, and other basic assets for increasingly
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heaJchy and happy lives. In {the] same ways do SIMs rel.ue to

the people·variety of creatures: if mankind.rype creatures co~e

to know and pleasantly associate with SIMs, so also can thelf

lives improve, and provide sustenance and extensions for SIMs.

Definite protection from danger, and other even greater

benefits, are acqujred by people who become SlM friends and

servants of SlM projectS.

SlM Reflective Shields.
SIMs can be emotionaJly and mentally sensitive. A definite

danger to those who annoy SIMs is SIM use of mental re.flective

shields: unhealthy actions directed at SIMs can be reflected back

at offenders.
Conclusion.

Any interface berwttn the minds and mindful activiti~ of

SIMs and humans requires adaptations in the human mmd.

SIMs have an awareness advanced fur beyond human levels. SIM

gifts, like miracle talents or exciting dectric PK energies, can be
more valuable than large sums of money. Attainment of any

interface with SIMs should add great rewards to a person's life!

Intelligent information and techniques, such as these, can be
used to contact Space Intelligence Masters, perhaps the most

highly evolved creatures to ever visit Earth.

I suppose that, if I had not had so much personal ~xperience

with Ted Owens and his lengthy files, I would be predIsposed to

dismiss Andy Eastman's essay as the ramblings of a schizo

phrenic. However, based upon my own experiences and studi~,

I am inclined to think that-on the conrrary-Eastman IS

potentially referring to an extraordinary, and little understo~d,

aspect of human consciousness. I suspect that 110 lIndersta~dJng

of psychokinesis, shamanism, or UFO phenomena will be

complete without an appreciation for what Owens and Eastman

refer to as Space Intelligences or Space Intelligence Maste~s.

Is it possible that we are living in the vicinity of other-dlmen-
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sional, conscious life-forms who arc invisible to our norm
senses? Ofcourse, aU ancient cultures held such beliefs regardi
a vinual zoo ofspiritlike creatures. Today, we pride ourselves oa

a modern outlook thac is frcc from such superstitions. People
such as Ted Owens, Janice Leslie, or Andy Eastman, who make
such claims, arc often viewed as cranks or kooks, beneath any
serious consideration.

BUT what if the most advanced theories of science poimed to
the exisTence of additional, hidden dimensions of space beyond
the three we ex?,=ricnce with our normal senses? This is, in fact,
the case-as witnessed by the growing significance of super
suing theory in physics today. We, as a civilization, have hardly
begun to look at the implications of this work. But, clearly, it
caUs for us to re-evaluate our old prejudices against shamanistic

chinking. An overview of scienriflc progress in exploring hyper
space is presented in chapter 12.
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CHAPTER 10

THE DARK SIDE
Of THE fORCE

*
OwmJ b«ame a /rind ofan outcast who embodj~d

the Ammcan archetype ofthe villain-hero
renegade mtmorialiud in countless movin. Ht
WflJ jtJJt james, Clyde Barrow, and Dil/inger
Uling uxather diJrurbancn insttad ofguns.

James P. Driscoll

I believt that ud Ouxns suffmd netdkJJ/y because
he investtd so mu£h time and me:rgy inco trying to
convince hiJ pem that hiJ abilities Wtrt real
SkeptiCJ tither diJmm thiJ altogether.or become
extrtme/y hostik. Hostility is roott~ '~ (t~r and
ovtrComingftar is the fUnction ofmltlatlOn. Evuy
ritual initiation has a ugmmt that cha//mgtJ the
coumge ofthe initiate. Understanding the lift of
Ted GlOttIS couM be just such a cha/knge.

Awo Fa'iokun Fatunmbi
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26 1972) rhe UFO,Yesterday afternoon Uune, , d
. d with me and told me to get to a ra arcommunicate n a radar

screen and try to demonstrate phenomena ~ h
So I honed a man I know who y c anee

~reend' . . . p The upshot of it was last night I
IS a ra ar expert. . . . .. bert a radar
wound up in a huge radar serup, .Slftlng Th~re as nor
screen with my friend sitting beside me. IS w

done through official government channels. . .. I
o I I ined what was w lac.First my friend paneor y exp a h d

Sis ron t e fa arThen mentally I called the co appea ed h
f b o pear on t eThen a strange ring 0 a Jccrs ap .

screen. . . I M friend who IS a topscreen in a concentric clrc e. y . 'Id
0fy h objects He couexpert, would not idenu [esc: r' bO rhe

o h·' lanes etc. Arter a It,readily POlOt our SiPS, alrp, . h d Then
o f b· ts faded oue and vallis e .

rmg a strange 0 Jec . fore m session
after a bit, they reappeared agam. Be

b
. ;ppeared

was over another ring of srrange a Jects

. ide [he first ring. . c

inS ul hO I'd been concentrating rorTh b' res twas tiS:

e I

g
h -'e screen when suddenly what myaL-ut an our on m

UQ • 00" began ro appear.call d .. k" or stro
friend e Spa es. . fli ht revealed when
These were heavy, straJght bnes a hg My friend

. ent over ( em,the sweepmg arm w k Id be secn
o h 'PO es couexplained that someumes t ese . ht

b er at 10 ro 11 P.M. at IlIgat sunup or sunset, ut nev

• 0 hO I how RichaoJ, hadOwe did not memion In IS etrer .
krttn. ns I ted This information wash· 0 where the scrttn was oca _ . .
I IS access r . d Iv had no authOrizationfid 'aJ Richar s apparent I'
kept con I eno ,as 'I rn affidavit (no notary
co conduct the tesc. In an ap:are~t y ~description of a radar

sea!), Bill Richards scared. t at :an~ Owens explained what
ex~rimenr was accurate 10 eve? I UFO researcher]. Allen
had ha.ppened in a letter to acc alme

Hynek dated June 27. 19n
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T~ 'Ud OWt!IU story rhm lucoma the wry arch~
typ~ ofapbm"ng both Ih~ poJjtiv~ and n~lltiw
asp~c/$0/our tkstiny. It will hopqully b~co",~ a

W4k~-up call towards a nnu morality that could

mSU" a sUJlninnb~ fiilun/or all 0/us trawling

on spact'Ship Earth on th~ thnshold ofrelating
with Our~nUrpurpou.

Brian O'leary

To say that Ted Owens' demonstrations often had a negative
or dark side to them would Ix an understatemenr. As early as July
21, 1965. Owens again wrOte to his CIA contact, George Clark.
a wild lettcr in whkh he seated that the Space Inrdligenc:a "wiD
begin an arrack campaign in the U.S. with lightning ... light
ning bolts striking everyw-here and everything." The reasOn for
this destructive display, according to Owens. was "[0 fUnher

prove that PK Man [Owens] is their repcesemarive. and thar mey
can communicare with PK Man."

The circumstances of Owens' warning apparently came to
pass. By the end ofAugust, there were no less than ren recorded

deaths due (Q lightning accidents in rhe United States, while a
Polish airliner was struck by lightning on August 10 over

Belgium. Since lightning only rarely strikes people, this series of
accidents was unusual. Owens had also warned thar UFOs

would be seen over "'one of Our major cities," and UFOs were
seen over Washington, DC, before the end of tbe mOnth.

"Owens Told Me That ... Planes Might C....h ... "

In June 1972, Owens daimed that he received a message from

(he SIs tdling him to set up a demonstration involving PK influ
ence on a radar installation. Owens had litcle experience with

radar, so he called a friend of his, Bill Richards, a radar expert in
Cape Charles, Virginia, who had access to a radar dome and

-
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(when we were working on thjs demonstration). My
friend got very excited at these spokes which began to
appear at different points of the cirde. After checking
he stated that th~ spokes were caused by something
very p<>wcrful RIGHT OVER THE RADAR DOME
WHERE WE WERE OPERATING'

... 1 used my regular excitatory technique. same
as I use on TV sc~ens to control pro fOOtball
games, exuding PK power from my brain, backed
by verbal exclamations. AS SOON AS I 010
THIS, CLUSTERS OF SPOKES APPEARED
CLEAR AROUND THE CIRCLE, IN EVERY
DIRECTION! Up umil I used this PK "atrack"
technique. there had only httn a spoke here. a
spoke there. But immediately when I began to
exude PK force. psi force. the spokes appeared in
multiples, everywhere. This lasted for a brief time.
then the spokes vanished entirely. The radar expert
told me mat he had never sttn this phenomenon in
all his years of radar work.

The above quotation is taken from a copy of a letter by
Owens to}. AJlen Hynek, whkh Richards, in his affidavit, States
is accurate. Richards' affidavit added further details ~garding

the experiment:

Furthermore. Owens tOld me personally the night
that he did his radar screen experiment that the
technique which he was using on the screen could
probably result in immediate rainstorms, because he
was using on the radar screen lightning coming from
his fingers which was the same technique that he used
to make storms at other times. (And the weather was
dear.)

".

ftffr'l MiJhlow

Last night, following the experiment. there was a
huge rainstorm he~ in Cape Charles. Virginia. then

again today, twO days later, ~here was yet anothe~
rainswrmj rather two, one 10 the afternoon an

another tonight.
Furthermore, on Monday night Owens told me

that as a result of his use of psi force over the radar
screen ships might sink and planes mighl crash in the
Chesapeake Bay area (which the radar screen
denoted). Tonight a Navy PhaOlom jet airplane
crashed in the Chesapeake Bay acca {this is
Wednesday night, twO days later after Owens' p~dic
tion}. And furthermore, Owens lold me on Monday
night to watch the television and newspapers for j.ust

such a happening! This news of the plane cnshmg
appeared on local television tonight! Qune 28. 1972)

1 swear that all of these statements are [tue and

accurale to the best of my knowledge.

Subsequent to Richards' affidavit, the files indicate a number of
Other crashes and accidents in the Chesapeake Bay area .. Up to
three: inches of rain was reported in some lidewatcr locatiOns on
June 28. and Ihert: were also many power outages t~roughOlil the
area. On June 29. a newspaper clipping reports a vanety ofunusual
"gremlin" type phenomena interfering with a Navy ~ange-o.f
command ceremony for the vice admiral of Ihe AtlantiC fleet In

Norfolk. AJso. a Navy jet was almost lost near Chesapeake Bay
when a wheel dropped off while the jet was flying. Only tremen-

dous flying skill got the plane down without crashing. .
On July 10. 1972. a fire aboard the U.S. aircraft carner

Fo"tJtal caused $ I2 million in damages. A sailor who was
caught setting one small fire was charged with arson, and
newsdips mentioned a possible death penalty. On AuguSI. 6.
Owens wrote a lengthy letter to the attorney defending the saIlor

'"
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suggesting mat he, ~ns, was responsible for me fire as a
~r~ua of his radar demonstration. The atlorney's rep
indicated that, while he was very interested in Owens
argument. he didn't know if it would hold any weight in a cou
oflaw.

On JuJy 28. a small twister hospica.lized two people and
damaged several motds and automobiles in Virginia Beach. On
July 29, 1972. lightning srruck and killed two people in
Norfolk, Virginia. On August I. a civilian pilot was killed in a
crash near Zuni, Virginia.

An accident occurred with a Navy Blue Angels Phantom jet
on August 3, 1972. in Kingston. North Carolina, which was

within the 150 10 200 mile range of the radar demonstracion.
On August 10, another Navy jet crashed at the Ocean NanJ. Air
Station in Virginia Beach after returning from fidd-earrier
landi~g practice at Fentress Air Station in Chesapeake. The pilot
was killed. Another Navy jet crashed off the Virginia coast on
September 14, 1972. Eventually, after founeen such mishaps,
the Navy grounded all 139 of its multimillion-dollar F-14
fighter planes because of suspected engine problems.

.On September 21, 1972, an empty barge, drifting in high
wmds and h~avy seas, .slammed into the Chesapeake Bay Bridge
tunnel, heaVily damagmg the structure and forcing it to dose for
a~ut three weeks: A survey showed no fewer than thirty impact
pomts. Owens claimed that this bridge was the main focus of his
PK radar demonstration. The Storm, which occurred at the time
of the accident, was the worst in that area in over ten years.

This rash of incidents can be more readily explained as a
p,roduct ofPK than as the fulfillment ofa non-causal prediction.
1 he facc that Owens could willfully produce odd and unprece
dented effects on the radar screen and mat these readings were
~Ot apparen~ly ~icking up any physical objects flying or cruising
m the ar~, .md,cates that he was eilher (a) somehow PKing the
radar unit Itself or (b) was causing physical alterations in the
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target area (Chesapeake Bay) the radar was monitoring. Either
way, PK seems to have been the cause of the phenomena. But

which of thc:se possibilities is the corree[ one?
The answer to this puwe may well lie in me airplane crashes

that occurred within jusl a few days of the experiment, jus~ as
Owens predicted. Could he have actually caused a physl~1
change in the Chesapeake Bay area during Ihe course .of. hiS
expetiment that made it dangerous for air travel? T~ls IS a
distinct possibility, and there is even. some e~penment31
evidence that could be cited 10 support tillS suggCSllOn. .

Parapsychologists have sometimes described a cunous
phenomenon called a "linger" or "lag" effect. This effect .was fir~r
discovered by some of the Duke Universiry workers dunn~ their

initial a(tempi at training subjects for PK ability ba~ 111 ~e
1930s and 1940s. Thc:se tests were dice-rolling tasks, 10 which
the subjects tried to make the dice land on cenain faces more
often than chance could account for, to make doubles ~how ~p
at a rare beyond chance expectation, ro land on certalO deslg~

nated areas of a platform and so on. . .
However, a few of the Duke workers ran into a complt~uon

during these tem, which resulted in the discovery of the IlOger
effect. They learned that, if a subject was artempring to make
one specific die face show up repeatedly, and then s.h~fted awa~
rhrough rhe experiment ro a new target f2ce, the onglOal targ
would sometimes still show up to an extra-chance degree. The
Duke researchers were puzzled by this effect and originally
thought that the lag effecr was a psychol~gica.1 phenomenon,
i.e., mat [he subject. being unable ro reonent to a new target,
became unconsciously fixated on producing the one he had been

originally asked to make. . . d
Subsequent research on the linger effect, however, II1dlca:e

that rhis curious phenomenon mighr be the result o~ a phySical
process and thus have norhing to do wirh psychological factOrs.
Thc:se findings have been made primarily through me labors of
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parapsychologisrs working at the Foundation for Research
me Nature of Man in me early 1970s. This is me name
Duke Parapsychology Laboratory adopted. when it was ~o
nized off-campus in 1967.

Graham and Anita Watkins, a husband-and-wife ~
team. rediscovered. the linger effect during a series ofexperimen
they ~ere conducting on psychic healing. The design of th .
expenment employed animal targets. Two mice from the sa
strain. after being anaesthetized with chloroform. we~ placed
next to each other on eirner side of a plauorm. The subject was
asked (0 make one of the mice recover consciousness befo~ the
Other. SeveraJ trials. using different pairs of mice were conducted.
one after the other during each experimental session. The

Wa~ns p~u.red.good results with their experiment, but only if
certam conditions we~ met. Their main finding was that, in
order for the test to succeed, they could noe ask the subjects to
alternately arouse the left-hand or right.hand mouse by focusing
back and forth between the corresponding sides of the platform.
It would only work if the subject focused only on one side of the
platform consistently throughout the session.

This finding indicated to them thar their subjects were noe
men::ly arousing the target mice: bur wen:: setting up some son of
PK field. which was affecting the specific side of the platform they
were using for the mats. The experimenters later found that if
they placed a pair of mice: on the platform area after the subject
had left the room, the mouse placed on the side that had been
used as the target would still arouse quicker than the control
animal. This linger effect usuaJJy lasted for about twenty minutes.

The Watkins~ we~ able to reconfirm their findings during
subsequent experiments, when Felicia Parise. a psychic from New
York, took part in some experiments at the Foundation. For one
test. Graham Watkins asked her to use PK to make a compass
arm deAect. She was successful, but in a curious way. After the
test was over, Watkins discovered that the compass wouJd deflect
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every time it was placed in that part of the lab room whc=rc: the
lest had originally been conducted. The effea laSted for about 20

minutes, even when Parise was out of the room. .
Somehow, the psychic had momentarily st;t up a psychiC field

in the ~a where she had worked, one which only gradually

dissipated. . '
In light of{hest: findings, there is no reason to reject the paSSl·

bility that Owens, when producing a PK. effe~t, could have
temporarily produced a long·lasting altetatlon, 10 (~at area of
space upon which he had been focusing. He might Simply hav.e
produced a linger effect. but an effect of a much greate~ magni
tude than has so far been isolated. in the laboratory. If thiS theory
is correct, then Owens did not merely predict the. air crashes
around Chesapeake Bay. They may have been the Inadvertent

result of his experiment.
And it certainly could not have been the first time Owens has

produced such a bizarre result. The foHowing repon from my
files on Ted Owens is a second strong case of presumed PK:

On September 13, 1972, Larry Banko, a feature writer fat the

Norfolk Stt1r-L~dgu, interviewed Owens as part ~f a news Story

he was doing on the psychic. Owens told me wnter that he was
currently aiming his PK at NATO exercises then bei.ng
conducted. in rhe Atlantic and wouJd attempt to make cwo sh.lps
collide. The very next day, the newspaper tan a story re~rung

that [wo ships had collided off the coast of South Amenca. Of
course, while rhe event Owens predicted came to ~ass. the
psychic was way off in his calculat.ion, about where It w~ul~
occur. So, this incident could be dIsmissed as a lucky COlOeI·
dence. But this accident occurred under strange circumstances:
it was broad daylight, the sea was calm, and nei~h~r ,captajn
could explain how the accident had happen~d. ThiS ~s Just th~
sort of remark that individuals unknowingly Involved In Owens
demonstrations so oftc:n make. So this might be: classified. as a
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p~diction, or d~monSlracion, and is impressive because: of

bizarre conditions that accompanied iu fulfillmem.

Ir shouJd also be ktpt in mind char psychjcs are sometimes

ar guiding their PK abilities. In me fonner Soviet Union,

example, several Russian scj~ntistS were engaged in studying £he
psychokinetic abilities of Nina Kulagina, a hou.sewife who couJd

apparentJy make small objects move across tabl~(Qps and coumen

JUSt by cono:mracing on them. She would usually sit ar a table, upon

which seven! small hoUS<hold ;tcms had "'= plae«!, and she would
pass her handsa~ th~m in a rotacing and angular movement until

they started to move in litcle jerks. The objects would usually follow

either a Slraight or curvro path. Many films of KuIagina's PK
demonstracions, conducted under comrolJed conditions, have been
shown in th~ Wesr. However, both Sovi~t and Western rc:searchers

who had worked with h~r noted that sometimes, while she was

concentracing on a spc:cilic rest object, such as a pen or macchbox,

anOlher obj<a on the abk would suddenly beg;n to """'" mead.
TIlls ;, known as a "d;,plaoement' d!ecr.

It is therefo~ feasible mat Owens sometimes produced chis

effect on a much grander scale. The collision offSouth America
could have been one such instance.

In evaluating Owens' moral culpability for the aforemen
tioned accidents, a few things may be said in his favor. It does

not appe<l.r that he was accing OUt of any particular malicious

intent. I don't think that he really und~rstood the potential

harmful consequences of his Chesapeake Bay radar demonstra
tion. This, it seems, only dawned on him, or was communicated

to him by the SIs, <l.fter the area had already been the target of

Owens' PK concentration. It seems as ifOwens simply behaved
like a child might, testing his own limitarions. And who else

could provide any guidance or oversight in a society that
studiously avoided serious inquiry into such matters?

Bur this excuse does not apply to the Atlantic ship collision.

Even if th~ actual collision were a mere coincidence, Owens is
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k He did, after all, ocpress his intention to create
not off t:h~ hoo '. was that such an oct~me was needed
such an event. HIS cxt:CU S overnmenr to the potentials of

in order. to ~waken v r . ~h~ whole project was poorly

pSych~k~n~. uH;~::e;nmcnt,as best I can tell, alway~ kept
conceive. . e .. H' fl mboyant negative demonstrations, I
Owens at a distance. IS. a . 0 than to do good in
ber e served more to reinforce hiS own c:g . ch'

ICY , ch the tend to r~inforce the esotCClC tea m~s
the world. As su, y. f chic powers is a detrl-
f many cultures that the display 0 psy

:ent to the path of spiritual enlightenment.

"The Worst Single-Plane Disaster

in the History of U.S. Aviation"

aft h Chesa~k~ Bay crashes, Owens foundA few years er t ~ r-- . f
. .call he was carrymg a copy 0 an

himself in <l.n airplane. lron~ d y, I . luded <I. drawing of a
· Sa b OttO Bm er. t mc

art.icl~ 10 ga y h. r plan~ crashes Perhaps,
Phantom jet and a refere;ce t~ t .e earslet~e equivalent ~f one of

. d' d d up luncnomng <I.
thiS rawlng en e h as landing at Kennedy

, PK maps because, as e w
O.wens. N Yo;k the airplane directly in front of his mysdte
AJrporr 10 ew 'd ·bed the incident in his own wor s,
riously crashed. Owens escn J I 23 1975:
in a letter sent to his correspondents on u y ,

SCIENTISTS ....
documenta-l this file you will find some strange .

· n re the Kennedy airplane crash. I was ret:rnlOg
tlon d howmg my
C Egypt from Cairo via Rome ... an s
lrom , d and others
Saga magaz.ine writeups to the stcwar ~ses face

. I I the page where the artist has mypanlCu ar y .' be'
· . . . . h ky where an aJrplane IS 109looking up m10 t e s ... h _,.

d h page are t c WOrwistruck by lightning ... an on t e beg'
.. Wi ds Ri Area.... Then my plane an IU
Tornado III p. d th pilot told

Ke . 'y Airport an eapproach to nnea
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everyone (0 buckle sea(bdcs for landing. Bu( the
plane, going down, veered off ... circled over the

ocean ... went to another airport for a while ... then
returned (0 Kennedy and landed. W'hen I went
through CUStoms, the customs officer looked at my
flight cicket ... said, "You arc lucky (0 be here. You
know mat, don't you?" I asked what he means ... and

he tOld me that the plane ahead of ours had 1>«n
struck by lightning; had crashed.

In the file with this letter is a newspaper clipping aOOur me
airplane crash at Kennedy Airport, dated June 25, 1975. The
article Slates, "More than 100 people were kilJed in the crash, me

WOfS( single-plane disaster in the hisrory of U,S. aviation." It also
says, "At least two witnesses said they saw lightning srrike (he

air~ JUSt before it tore through three landing~approach light
stanchions and plowed into an area of parkland north of the

ai~rt." Owens. includes a xerox ofhis flight ticker for TWA rught
491 IOro JFK Airport on June 24 from Cairo. A copy of me Saga
article and iUusuarion is shown, as Owens describo:l. it in his letter.
In a news clipping ofJune 26, 1975, winds are now cired as the
cause of me airplane crash. Only one other time in U.S. aviacion
history has there bttn a case where lightning had been cited as the
cause ofa crash. And never had lightning desuoyttl the airframe or

damagM. it to the extent that rhe plane couJdn'r fly, according to a
spokesman from (he National Transponarion Safety Board.

What are we to make of thjs? Was it JUSt a coincidence? Perhaps.
:et, I see it as a. prime example of how Owens' need for recogni
non and ancnnon warped his own good judgmenr. He did not
seek to harm another airplane. Bur he allowed his own personal

needs to cloud his thinking with regard to the harm he could
inadvertently cause. Yet it is hard to judge him harshly for this since

no one else=: has ever rhought through the ethical implications of
psychokinesis. And we have seen many other t~oJogies intra-
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duced without concern for their hannful side effectS. Would that
Owens' wisdom had hoen as evolved. as his psychokinetic power.

"[ Promise 1Will Never Do That to You Again"

From the vcry beginning, the PK Man Story has conra.ined.
many shadowy shades. Playing with forces of nature, such as

lightning and hurricanes. necessitates the inevitability of human
casualties-and nor all of these were accidental. 1 had my first

experience of Ted Owens' dark side on D~cember ~ I, 1976,
during the period. covered by our San FranCISCO expenment. At

the time, in spite of the excellent UFO sighting a few weeks
earlier, aU of the conditions specified by Owens for the demon
stration had not been met. 1 reminded him of this during a
telephone conversation and, perhaps to rone down his own
arrogance over what had been accomplished, I added the state·
ment, "You're not 100 percent accurate, you know!" Imme~iately

after that remark, Owens slammed the: phone: down, hangmg up
the connection. Wirhin about forry-five minutes, l began to fed
ill. A sore throat developed of such severity that I assumed I

might be fighting a cold for the next ten days or so.
Then, about twa hours later, I received another telephone

ca.U. "Jeffrey, I apologize," said Owens. "I promise I will .never
do that to you agajn," he said without specifying jusr whar It was

he had done. And, just as suddenly as it had begun, my sore
throat began (0 recover. It was then that I developed rhe
principle. for myself, rhat Ted Owens was something of a

psychic mirror. If I Heated him with respect and court~y, I felt
confident that I could expect the same in rerurn. And, In relto·
speer thar principle served me well in the years I worked with
Owe~s. However, the files are full of examples of individuals
who treated Owens with hostility, sarcasm, and contempt.

Apparenrly, the energy thar they directed ~oward the PK. M~n
was returned to them. amplified by Owens own psychokinesiS.
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Of course, the anthropological literature of shamanism a
sorcery is resplendenr with similar ex.amples.

"Now California Will Become a HeU on Earth"

During the summer of 1977, I recei~d an unplanned Northe
California visit &om Owens. This time he was not in a ffi2gn .
mous mood. Owens had tra~led to San Francisco that summer
rake credit for ending the drought. His first plan on arrival was to

make contact with several newspapers in the Bay Area and urge
them to publicize his mission and to publish messages imparted to
him by the Space InteUigenccs. Unfortllnatdy, the San Francisco

media wasn't taktn with the space prophet. Two newspaper offia::a
had him unceremoniously ejected by the police.

When Owens left California, he was steaming. One of the
first expressions of his anger was to write letters to me, Sprinkle,
Targ, Puthoff, and others, warning them that he was about to
punish California. This time, he threatened to level "fire PK" at
the State. "Now CaJifornia will become a hell on Earth," he

declared in his letter. Drought conditions, electromagnetic
interference, and poltergeist infestations were predicted.

Owens was again going OUt on a limb by threatening
California with fire danger. The summer of 1977 had been
blessed with minimal fire damage. In fact. an article in the San
Francisco Chronick on July 21 noted that the U.S. Forest Service
was considering the summer as California's mildest fire season in
fourt«n years. While the average number of fires for the season

up umil mid-July was usually about 1,400. causing the destruc
tion of 30,000 [0 40,000 acres of forest land, only 474 fires had
occurred during the 1977 season. consuming only 3,967 acres.
But this luck didn't hold out for long.

Two weeks after Owens' angry OUtcry. California was struck
with a number of lightning storms and freak accidems that
resulted in hundreds of forest fires. A UPI Story, issued on
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August 8, reported that California was plagued by its worst
outbreak of forest fires in fifty years. Despite the U.S. Forest
Service's earlier optimiSlic announcement. it ended up the

worst-not the best-fire season since 1970. Over 300,000
acres of forest were destroyed ~tween July 25 and August 10;

over 1,000 forest fires SHuck in August alone.
If not merely a coincidence,~ns certainly had his revt:ng~

to his everlasting discredit. 1 regard thjs incident as a pnme
example of Owens at his most distasteful. At the time, ~o~r.
he was almost broke and virtually homeless. He and hiS fJ.mlly
were traveling with all of theit possessions in a rented U·Haul
truck for which he lacked th~ money to pay. His failure to attract
the a~aim he felt he deserved led him to become increasingly
frusmued, vindictive, and difficult to communicate with. The

social alienation forced upon him by the constant rejection of his
claim to possess psychokinesis that could be used for the lx:ndlt

of humanity contributed to the dark turns his life was to take,
exacerbating the many flaws already existing in his own character.

"The Sis Say lime Is Shorr'

On February 1, 1980, Owens sent Rogo and me a personal

letter scating:

A book ... maybe, perhaps, if, etc., could be
published about my work ... a year from now. A long
yeu But the Sls and I haven't a year to delay .. -. to

lag. (While I struggle along. broke. just barely mak.1l1g
it day to day, week to week ... while basketball and

football stars make hundreds of thousands.)
Therefore, I am entering inco a new high level of

activity. A new plateau. And for once, my Sis. the U:0s,
will not hdp me. 1am calling in my alternate (but III no
way inferior) power ... Pyrcre, the Egyptian power, with
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which I am linked, like a brother. [Pyrcre was Owens'
abbreviation for Pyramid Creature.] Together, we wiJl
saike out ataUpowu sourre AU OVER THE WORLD.
Ekr:-trU • .. you name it ... we will work to neutralize it.
To hell with a time Limit ... I am nOt working with
scientistS, so what do rcare about a time limit.

AllOIJU the world . .. power out . .. aI/kinds ofPO"'"
. . . starting with ekctricity. That is what we will be
working on.

Then on February 16, Owens dashed off a handwritten letter
to Rogo, me, and his other scientific observers proclaiming:

Today my UFOs communicated. They stated: either
I get the Hearst Castle in California for five years, as our

bas<:. plus $\ 00.000 pc" year for apc= ... or they.
the Sis (UFOs) wm ""<roy Califtrnia. ...This has a 90
day time limit Ito March 16]. The Sis say time is shon.
It has to be this way, let the chips fall where they may.

A month later, on March 16, Owens issued another proda
manon:

My UFOs today communicated.
Because time is so short (before a nuclear shootout,

which will involve the whole world dir=ly and indir=ly)
... they are raising "the ante" now in order to try and

get the base they want so desperately (five million).
They are going to arrack the higher~ups in the U.S.

government. I do not know what they have in mind,
but it should be quite bad.

Owens' PK Attack against the world's power supply was, in
his view, producing results. In April 1980, he sent me a package
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of newspaper clippings that included the following items,

among many others:

March 8. \980. Miami H""U. ATHENS. Ala.
A reactor at the narion's largest nuclear plant was
mym:riously shut down three rimes in less than a
wttk.... The first shutdown occurred Feb. 10 ...
The reactor turned itself off again on Feb. 12 and 15.

March 11, 1980. Miami H"ald. The Nuclear

Regulatory Commission has ordered in~peetions~of II
nuclear power unils nationwide, including the lurk~
Point unit south of Miami, to detect possible cracks In

the Westinghouse turbines in use at the plants ... one
Westinghouse turbine failed last month at the Yankee

Rowe nuclear plant in MassachusettS. .
March 12, 1980. Miami Herltld. The Crystal River

nuclear plant. shut down by an electronic Failure twO
weeks ago, will stay down for twO or three months for

repairs and refuding, a Florida Power Corp.

spokesman says.
March 15. 1980. TOKYO. (AP) A nudear power

plant in the Mihama district of western Japan s.hur
down automatically Sunday when the water level In a

vapor-generator rose abnormally, a plant o~cial sai~
. ... The 826,OOO·kilowan power plant IS Japans

second largest generator of electricity.
March 24, 1980. (AP) Equipment problems

prompted the shutdown Sunday of reactors at ~o
nuclear power plants, including one in Connectlcut

that went out of service for the fifth time in five weeks.
April 1, 1980. (AP) A single picket shut down

Portland General Electric Company's coal-fired plant

in Eastern Oregon [on] Monday.
April 12, 1980. Portland Oregonian. Porrland
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General Electric Co. shut down the Trojan Nuclear

Pla~t at 5:22 I~M. Friday for refueling and extensive
malntenancc.

April 13, 1980. San Juan, Pueno Rico (AP) Power
was restored and life returned to normal across this
island of thr~ million people Saturday after a
blackout that lasted through the night.

I Confront Ted Owens: W ••• You Seem Evil
and Dangerous"

In his Imer, Owens scc.mcd to be partirolarly gfoating aOOm his
"power knockout" across the island of Puerto Rico. This, he
warned, was JUSt the beginning. "Biggtt and more dramatic
happcninf,1 will occur." For my part, I was Ic:ss chan inf.u:uated. I
found me evidence irsdf mcagt:r in relationship to Owt:ns'
grandiose claims. For all I kn~, these power problems were
nothing more than chance occurrences. But, more than chat, I did

n~t approve ofOwens' plan to intimidate the world into supporting
hIm. In thc first place, it was an unrealistic assessmcnt of his own

powers. In the so:ond place, it wouJd have been uncthicaJ even ifit

had been realistic. So, I wrote him a confrontational letter in the
naivc hope that I could persuadc him to become the son ofcivilized
psychic about whom a credible case couJd be built for a positively
oriented research and application effon. In part, my lettcr read:

As you know, I've been receiving your information
about shutdowns at nuclear power plants lately, and I
think that this is very interesting. Of course, I have no

background statistical database regarding these
events, and as I've told you many times, this is ncces.
sary to make any logical evaluation of your demon
strations. However, as I recall, you originally srated
that this one was nor for the scientists.

'"
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Back in 1976, when we first met and J started
following your career, it was my intention then to
help you establish some credibility for your work in
the eyes of the larger public. My attempt was in terms
of well-written, logical leHers, and the scicntific

report on you. The impact of this has been largely
minimal. 1 think there are LWO reasons for this that I
shaUlist as follows:

Probably most important, what you ha~ done is

mind-boggling. Many people are simply not willing
to accept that weather control or prtdiction is even
possible. in faCt, they are nOt even willing to seriously
examine data, such as the report that suggests such a

possibility. It is tOO much of a challenge to people's

belief systems.
There arc a numlxr of people, however, who

accept the reality of psi. They don't exactly disbelieve
your powers; rather they dislike your Ramboyanr
style. It will lx to your advantagc if you can under
Stand their point of view with sympathy, even if they
cannot understand or sympathize with your position.
To many of these people you seem evil and dangerous

(injuries, plane crashes, forest fires, droughts,
accidents, storms, deaths, etc.). To some people, you
seem crazy, with your insistence on exorbitant, or at
least unrealistically negotiated, fees for your services.
To some, you seem paranoid in your belief that

governmenr agents are out to destroy your career,
with apparently little rhought as to how yOll, yourself,
interfere with your own best interesrs. To others, you
seem, at times, like a braggart and egotist--even if
your abilities are real. From my point ofview, frankly,
you are all of these things and also none of them. I

think you understand me.
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Now rhar I have finally rro=:ival my doctoral degree, I
am in a posicion where what f ha~ to say is given greater
legitimization and cn::d..ibiliry. I have the ~ of the
newspapers, witt: services. the busin~ world, and the
academic world-at leasl to a larger extent than before.
So, to a degrtt, the firsr objection that r moltioned
above is being overcome. This leaves the second one for
us to deal with, if we wish 10 achieve mutual goals.

"Look into My Eyes and You Will Have WiSdom,
Knowledge, and Understanding"

Clearly, I did not appreciate how enchanted Owen,' life had

become after so many years of psychjc work. I had known of his
capacity for mental agility and brilliance; after all, he was a
member of Mensa, and I was hoping to engage him at the
rational level. But Owens was operating on too many other
djmensions for thar. Indeed, he responded ro me, bur in his own

way. A few w~ks later, I received a nine-page lener [rom him
detailing his adventures in the jungles of the Yucatan, where he

had gone to commune with "the anci~t Mayan entity left by
my UFOs ages ago to guard the Mayan mental treasures." Even
though he was broke, he had managed to generate sufficient
funds from his small corerie of faithful followers. The highlight
of the rrip was the following epiphany:

I found an old tunnel beneath the pyramid of
Uxmal, and telepathed (0 Conrrol and Pyrcre and
asked their assisrance in making friends with the
Mayan power rhat exists in Yucatan in the same way
that Pyrcre, the Egyprian power. exists in Egypt. I tOld
rhem thai I came as a friend, not to rob the pyramids
or try to Sttk rreasure ... and thar I respectfully
request permission from the Mayan power ro
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approach it, telepathically. Then Pyrcre and Conuol
of the UFOs made a cross (or "X") of light over my

location ... each one made a beam of what seemed
like light so that thq intersected over my location .
at Uxmal . _. thq showed. it to me in my mind .

and evidently this is the only way that 1 coul~
approach the Mayan power that exists ... so I walt

now to see what hap~ns.
I have juS[ mer with the Mayan power [i.e.,

Xrolac]. It wasn't what I thought it would be at all. It
was a huge face. like that of Pyrcre. bur complerely
different. This was (he face of a wrinkled old man. but

it had great beauty in it. Peacefulness.. It had a
headdress on top. with all colors of the ralObow '.' .

like feathers. ' . I told this old man I was seekmg
wisdom. knowledge. and understanding ... I was a

friend request[ingl permission to approach h.im. He
said then, "Look into my qes and you WIll have
wisdom, knowledge, and understanding" ... and I
looked into his eyes and rhere were no eyeballs a( all.

like human eyes would have ... but there was the sky
and nature and azure ... blue sky, blue water ... all

of Nature and Nature's secrets were in his eyes. His
eyes weren't like your or my eyes ... thq were like
windows that you could look rhrough ... there was
beauty that words could nor express. After a short

while he said. "It is enough for now." And the face
fuded. and I had knowledge that, while I had been
looking into his eyes, I had been receiving encapsu

lated knowledge that would unfold as rime went by

and as my mind would be able to absorb it. .
So there is no doubt now ... I have link~ up With

the Mayan power. It's a great relief ... because I ~on't
know what to expect ... whether it would be !Ike a
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jaguar, 3 sn3ke, or what~r. BUl inS(cad, a leathery
old, crinkled, reddish-colored face ... humanoid. I
didn't notice a nose or mouth or ears much ... juS(

the facc and eyes and he:l.ddress ... but great bc..Uly
3nd ~acefulnCS5 emanated from the Mayan power.
Tranquility, if you will.

I JUSt thanked Control of my UFOs and Pyrccc, the
Egyptian power, telepathically, for making it possible
for me to approach the Mayan power. Without the
cross of light that they laid down over this location
• •

I m sure that I could not h3ve approached the Mayan
power. II is son of like a secret door or a rime
window ... thar they opened for me and only
they could have provided it. Amazing.

Wednesday night . . . I am explajning the Mayan
power to Teddy [Owens' young son}; that it covers the

ancient key Maya.n pyramids and temples like an invis
ible blanket ... or an x-ray effect, guarding them-but
that its "personality" or characteristics are fOtally
different than its brother Egyptian power, Pyrcce, in
that it is not destructive. Pyrcce, the Egyptian power,

can be infinitdy destructive, to a degrtt beyond human
comprehcnsion. And the Sis (my UFOs) can be very

rough when they wam to be. too, widl their powers.
But the Mayan power deals with bc..Uly, tr.mquility.
creativity, wisdom, knowledge, understanding ... its
makeup is entirely diffeccm from Pyeere or the Sis. and
ro get what it is ... me essence of it ... down ooro
paper in English is well nigh impossible. I have seen it
and experienced it, but can hardJy describe jt ro others
of the human race. Just to look through the eyes of
Xtolac ... is an experience of indescribable beauty and
perhaps I should say "goodness."

'"
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And. it appeared that something good did, indeed, come out

of this trip.

"It Was an Accident"

In May 1980, Mount Saint Helens exploded with sufficient
violence to flatten twelve miles ofWashington forest. Owens, as
it so happened, was living nearby in the town of Vancouver,

Washington. Was this yet another synchronicity? The day after
the eruption, he telephoned me apologetically to explain that it
was an accident. He had not me1Ilt to activate the volcano. He
did tell me that he was working with one of his PK Maps at the

time of the eruption. He was out picnicking with his family
and was holding up the PK Map and focusing his energies in
the direction of the volcano. He promised me that in the future
he would be more careful. In later communications, he referred

to the eruption as a warning from his Space intelligences. He
even suggested that the proof of this is that, in spite of tbe:
enormous explosion, no lives were loS[ (There were fifty.seven

lives lost in the eruption). Owens even sent me a copy of the
PK Map he was working with at that time.

"The War Will End When the Book Is Puhlisbed"

By August 1980, Owens was furious at the dela)'S that had dew:l

oped in finding a new publisher for the manuscript that D. Scott
Rogo and I had written about him. Earth's Ambassador, and he
issued a proclamation saying that his Space: Intelligence aJlies had

decided to take matters into their own hands:

Today me SIs (my UFOs) communicated to me the
following intell igence: "When the book you have

written about me and my work appears in bookstores
across the land, as it is written ... then they will
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withdraw their war against the U.S. governmenr. ..." This
is their word on it. "So lhe sooner your book is
published and in bookscores, the sooner the U.S.
government will begin (Q 'get the breaks.'''

At this point, I was confronted with a man who couJd ap
ently end droughts "on behalf of suffering humanity" as he
then doing in Australia (see chapter 5), accidentally set
volcanos through the inadvertent use of his psychokinesis and
launch "poltergeisc anacks" against me U.s. governmem.
Owens had demonstraeed his unusual talents in dozens
different ways, and 1had been documenting them for years. Few
scientists had ever had me vision or tenacity to pursue a case in
which a great breakthrough in human potential was being
ochibited by a man wim criminal propensities.

On tOP of mese difficulties, my disenchantment with Owens
was further accentuated after I received an urgent phone call
from Owens, followed by a handwritten letter, postmarked
August 4, 1980. He warned that his Space Intelligences were
readying an 8.0 earthquake for California, one that would shake
the length of the state within a maner of hours, days, or weeks.
Of course, the earthquake did not manifest. This event was
probably the single most dramatic diJconfinnation of Owens'
reputed talents. f think that even he, an incorrigible egomaniac,
was flabbergasred. Owens phoned me on October 6, tdling me
that he was caJling off all of his negative demonstrations.

"Because the U.S. Will Not Protect or

Help Me, Their Only Human 'Ambassador'"

By November 1980, Owens had developed a new rationale.
He sent me a lener on November 16 stating that his Space
intdJigences were no longer allowing him co write or draw PK
Maps. Therefore, he could no longer perform any demonsrra-
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tions ae aU. Nevertheless, the Space Inrelligences on their own
planned to continue a wide range of attacks against the United
States with dire resuJts: pilau of planes will become confused
and lost, everything will go wrong for the U.S. government [hat
possibly can, and all forms ofpower will be knocked out. Owens

explained it this way:

The reason for all of this negottive, aggressive

behavior on the part of the UFOs is because my "host
counery" me U.S. will not protect or help me, their
only human "ambassador" [to use the MishlovelRogo
term, which is accurate]. And the U.S. will nO( furnish
the base which is an absolute necessity if the Sis are

going to be able to step in and save the Unit~ S.tates
(and probably the rest of the world) from cxnnalon.

Once again the news clippings began pouring ~n: powc:r

blackouts; major American and world leaders becommg hospi
talized. In February 1981, Owens sent me a letter specifically
threatening to destroy the space shuttle about to ~ laun.ched for
the first time. The following month a shuttle aCCident killed one
worker and injured five others. Many other bizarre communica·
tions followed. [n one lener, Owens described how he witnessed
food items jumping off the shelves at a local grocery store. In
another lener, he claimed that he and his son Beau were
abducted by aliens. This letter was accompanied by newspaper
clippings of UFO sightings in the Columbia ~~er area of
Oregon and Washington where Owens was then liVing.

"Have You Been Willing (0 Learn and Grow Spiritually?"

Then [ received a package of files from Owens describing his
famous 1960s knife-throwing act, billed as the world's "most
dangerous and exciting." Primarily, however, the files sent in by
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Owens conrained disaster after disaster with Owens daimi
on behalf of the Space lnrdligences, POft hoc credit for
thing. In January 1982, I finally sene Owens the following let
which read in pan:

1 would like to leave you with a thought I have
~en wanring to tell you in many ways for a long
time. Under the best of circumstances, it would be
quite difficult-but not totally impossible-for you
to achieve more recognition for your talents. Perhaps
the Space Intelligences have been using you as a
barometer of what society is ready for. How~r, I
think that your own behavior has done much to make
your circumstances far less man optimal. Perhaps,
with omaordinary effon, you could correct rhis sirua
tion. Your "attacks on higher-ups" and "warfare
against the U.S.A." is absolutely futile. It is like the
proverbial gnat in the ear of an elephant. (The gnat
makes his home in the dephant's ear for many years.
Btl[ when he bids the elephant goodbye, the elephant
doesn't even realize he has been there.)

Your potential powe.rs are 50 frightening that they
activate an equally powerful human defense mecha
nism in people to deny that they exist. I think this is
why I ha~ had absolutely no responS(: to the report I
wrOte on you, or to the book Rogo and I prepared.

There may be several viable ways to coumer this
defense mechanism: (a) consistent demonstrations of
positive uses; (b) a more saintly appearance on your
part; (c) formation ofa more socially effective support
network; (d) a more artistic approach; (e) a more
coherent, logical approach.

In many ways, 1 think you have acted with great
integrity. You have aJways consistently been yourself.
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But have you been willing to learn and grow spiritu
ally? One pattern I observe in the data is continued
behavior on your part ofa type that simply aggravates
this defense mechanism that causes people to want to
deny your reality. You wish to be a diplomat, but ~u
haven't honored the power within you by learOlng
diplomacy. You are an extraordinarily bright m~n, but
have you used your intelligence for self-scrutmy, to
see what changes in your behavior might make your

work more effective?
Do you really think, for example, that you can

simply sit there and take credit for every quirk and
bizarre pattern that shows up in the newspapers?
Surely you can step outside of yourself and see how
this claim must appear, even to sympathetic observers.

I'm sorry this letter is all I have to offer you. I hope
that it will help you to better honor the force within you.

A week later, I received Ted's response:

It would be so much more fun for me to answer
your lener if you were not my friend. Ever since my
younger years ... when I fought in the ring so much
... I always said to myself, "Aw darn" ... when a
friend would step into the ring to spar with me and I

knew I'd have to pull my punches.
Now perhaps I can "do you a Favor" tOO. Let me

show you the current accuracy of your [h~~king

processes. You submit a "flea and an elephant Illus
trarion. You completely overlook the fact that the flea
can, albeit obliquely through allied powers, control
the weather over cities and entire countries and
control the happenings over thousands of selectively
chosen people. And that's JUSt for starters. I do not
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believe your e1ephanl wouJd survive that flea, once
the dephant became the enemy of the flea; i.e., if the

flea couJd bring thrcc-quarccrs of the United Scan~s

into uner chaos through weather comrol, then that
flea would have small difficuJry in taking on one
single pachyderm.

ow, jdfrey, you advise me to change my "image"
with a mo~ "saintly" appearance on my pan. It appears
to me thar you art: greatly concerned with my image ...
with what others think. Rhine didn't try (0 change his
image and he djdn't really give a damn what his pc:c:rs

thought and for rwenry years he took a beating
from them umil he proved what he was doing and
became world-famous. And that is my message [Q you:
if you ever want to amount to anything at all in the
fidd (and of course you do) you will have to change
your own approach to the enti~ thing and become

mo~ ofa fighter and scrapper, doing what you perceive
to be right and true at aU times ... and the devil rake:
the hindmost. jeffrey, the United States is crawling

with thousands of doctors of science dutching their
diplomas in their hands ... all neatly dressal, all

conforming. all peering around timidly at their peers
lese they do something to make their peers angry at

them. And they will all fade away, in time, into the
vacuum of medioc.re nothingness. I learned long ago
something you have never learned ... and I learned ir
fighting in the ring, fighting on the judo mar, fighting
in the streets, if you will ... a special "way of mind."

You know that you are going ro get huft fighting this
rough opponent, bur then ... that's to be expected. You
know you may get knocked down, so you have to be
prepared to get' up and resume fighting when that
happens. Bur above all ... you know you have to win

m
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the fight. Well. you can't win them all ... I lost a few,

JUSt a few. in my time ... but after I'd gone past that
St2gc of my life, I knew one thing for damn s~ ...
that I was tough. that 1was a fighter ... not only in the

ring or in judo or on the street ... but in every phase:

of my life.
And it is this very dement ... that is missing in

you and that you need in the worst way. be:for~ the
Esrablishment turns you into JUSt another ,e1ly

spined, anaemic scientist bowing to all his pee=rs who
are bowing to their peers and so on, sickening on. The
truth of it is simply that you are sitting on the very

greatest parapsychological find in history ... bur y~u
are afraid [Q do anything about it. You made a begin
ning, after realizing the material was valid ... but you
dropped it when confronted by peers tougher than

you a~.

You state: "Your 'att2cks on high~r-ups' and 'warfart:
against the U.SA' is futile." Now, there. is some scien

tific statement. In the first place, it is not my attacks on
higher-ups. I am not doing it. It is the UFO. ~ayan,
and Egyptian powc:rs that are currendy engaged 10 these
aaivities. And ... futile A5 compaml ro what? When
my UFOs tell me that they a~ going to escalate their

attacks against the U.S. 100 times and then bury three
quarters of the United Srates in snow, ice. rain. mud.
flood. hurricane winds, and so forth ... frankly, Jeffrey.

I'd like to know your defInition of "haile."
In dosing ... I muSt assume that your V"Y same

letter must have been sent to Moses while he was

attacking the Pharaoh and the Egyptians. Moses'
people didn't like his attitude or behavior either. And
may I ask ... how "futile" was that linle flea, Moses?
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I remember vividly the evening in late December 1985 when

Owens phoned at about 8:00 P.M" [elling me in an angry tone
of voice that I must warn the U.S. government to cancel the

next space shutrle Right. "This is one of rhe mOSt important

phone calls you will ever receive," he said. "The Sis really mean

business. They will destroy the shuttle:. It's up to you to prevent

it." Of course, I felt completely helpless. I had no influence:,

whatsoever, with the U.S. government. Nor did I have any great

There are four space: shuttles at NASA . . .

Challmgn; Atlantis, DiJcovny and CoLumbia. As of

july 22, my UFOs were directing destructive powers

ar these shuttles and the NASA program. Heretofore
my UFOs have cried to be compassionate ... simply

destroying major experiments aboard spacecraft. But

now time is shon ... they need their UFO base in

order to hold back war on Earth ... help the human

rncc: ... and help [he face of the Earth itself. So, in

order to try to pierce the armor of the bureaucrncy

blocking the UFO base: they intend to attack one or

more of the above-mentioned shuttles. They warn

that any astronauts going up in these shutrles do so at

their own peril, having been fairly warned in advance.

Then, on july 22, 1985. Owens sent me a letter threatening

the NASA space program once: again-specifically the space:

shurtles. He wrote:

"I Had Been Ignoring Owens for Too Lont'

be devastating." On May 3, the newspapers did report an C3nh

quake of 6.5 in the San juaquin Valley community of Coalinga.

Owens claimed this as a hit. I did nOt think so, and began to pay

~ry little :mention to Owens' communications.

Of course, now, with the perspective of time, I can see
Owens and I were both right. His efforts were indeed arche

ally futile. He lived in poverty throughout most of his career

a psychic, and he died in poverty. Whatever powers he did ha

were vastly insufficient to force the United States government

give him any serious consideration whacsoever. But, Owens

right about one thing: I have never been much of a fighter or
scrapper in my life, up umil the present time.

In fact, the publication of this book has been delayed by me
for over two dttades-umil it seemed to me that public
attitudes had evolved sufficiently so that Owens' story mighl:
receive a fair and understanding reception.

Owens' cause is dearly a double-edged sword. For not onJy

would I have been fighting in behalf of "the very greatest

parapsychological find in history," I would also have had the
burden of defending the actions of a man who had penchants

both for greatly overstating his own significance in the scheme

of things and for using what talents he did possess in a careless

or negative fashion. That is the superficial reason why this
manuscript has sat in storage for nearly rwc:nty years, w:aiting to

be rewrirren and released. Other deeper reasons for the delay, I

believe, are rdared to the larger question of the timing of the
unfoldment of psi consciousness within humanity.

Communicarions from Owens became more infrequent. In

October 1982, Owens sent me a copy of a medical repon

showing a CAT scan of his brain. The finaJ result showed "no

abnormalities." I interpreted this as a lack of evidence that

extraterrestrial entities had operated on Owens' brain, making

him "half alien." From his point of view, it was simply a confir

mation of how very clever and subtle they were, to operate and
leave no traces.

On April 5, 1983, Owens sent me a lener daiming that he

expected a major earthquake on the West Coast soon, "norhing

less than 7.0 on the Richter and perhaps an 8.0. Destruction will
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CHAPTER II
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Jeffrey Mishlove,

Psi DnJtlopmmt Sy1ums, t980

As a cu/IU". UN a"Jaud with lhe mOSI awesome
technologies for dnrruction lhal humanilJ has
ever known; lorn by rt/igious and political diffir·
ences; searchingfor a deeper SJ",lusis oJknowledgt
than that artaimd by tar/itr gmtrations. As a
cultu", we art 100kingfOr a balance. a unity and
hannony oJspin'tual and matmal values. IJul . ..
lhat we art wry close 10 a higher equilibrium and
that, perhaps, UN sland al tht brink ofa nnv~.
It is within this rontat that I wish to place pSI
"search and the qutStions surrounding tht
training ofpsi abilititS.

*

THE FINAL ~IFT

OF THE VFO PROPHET
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confid~nce in th~ precision of Ow~ns' for~sr. Mosr of
time, his threats wer~ only partially fulfilled. However, a mon
later, on January 28, 1986. I was shaken to my bones wh~n t
Challeng~r disaster occurred. The space shuttle exploded, killi
all seven crew members, including thirty-seven-year-old teach
Christa McAuliffe. Later 1learned chac journalist Wayne Gro

had received a similar warning from Ow~ns.

1 realized that I had been ignoring Owens for tOO long. I
spite of the seeming criminality of Owens' or the Sp
Intelligences' lxhavior, assuming it could be taken at face value.
a point about which I was-and am-still uncertain, I WIll
motivated by an intuition that there was still a core of goodneu
(0 this ph~nomenon. 1 had always treated Owens with respccc
and, for the most parr, he had reciprocated. I deeply suspected

that th~ unpleasant side of this phenomena was largely a reflec
tion of the dark human emotions that other pcopl~ projected on
to Owens. r wanted to learn more, and I intuited that the nm
sr~p for me would be to rake Owens' training COUfsc. This will
be described in rhe following chapter.
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"I Give My Soul, Mind, and Body to Nature and God"

In February 1986, I armngal. to take Ted Owens' tl'aininl
COUCS('. We met cogether in a San Francisco hotel room near
Fisherm~'s Wharf: The program ran for two days. During most
of that time, I was lying on the king-siu: bed in a hypnotic
trance. The tmining was audiotaped, and I still have the:
complete set of cassettes.

I was no novice when it came to hypnosis. I have used
hypnosis and self-hypnosis since a cousin, who was an amateur
~agician, t.aught me at the age ofsixteen. The hypnotic sugges
tions I rea:IVed from Owens, as imaginative as they are, were not
al all outside the range ofwhat one might experience in a variety
of hypnotic progmlllS. The fundamental message was one of
positive thinking, and it is fair to say that the positive thinking,
or New Th~ught, movement has been associated with hypnosis
and suggestion for well over a century. Owens, however, insistal.
that his training was nOt merely hypnosis but that it involved a
PK effect as well as the influence of the Space Intelligences who
were always working through him.

He began the session by asking me what I wished to accom
plish 01.1 thai point. My answer was clear. I had linle desire to
influence weather patterns or call down UFOs. I stated
succinctly, '" want to be very effective in communicating
~arapsychological.information to the public." At that point, my
life was at somethmg ofa low ebb. I had been fighting a libel suit
for five years. During that tjme, I had minimal income. I had
been depressed and mortified by a Psychology TOday article about
me that claimed I did not deserve, and possibly did nor even
receive, my doctoral degree in parapsychology. Even though I
knew it was full of untruths, I was reluctant to show my face at
gatherings of my parapsychological colleagues. Instead, I
received training as a psychotherapisc. I learned computer and
business skills. I felt that I no longer had the credibility 10 be an
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effective spokesperson for parapsychology. So, my focw for this
training session was heartfelt. Although I never lost belief in
myself and in my life's mission, I seriously doubred. that I would
ever achieve: the ambitions that [ once had held.

Much of Ted Owens' career might be characterized by the:
term "dysdaimonic/ i.e., a dysfunctional use of the powerful
psychic energies with which he was ill contact. Rather Ihan
developing a career as a master of these energies, Owens often
seemed to be a slave to the anger and resentmellt lhat had built
up within him over lhe years. However, throughout my trajning
session, his behavior couJd much more appropriately be charac·
teriu:d as "eudaimonic," an expression of the posirive side of his

powers.
The hypnosis sessions typically lasted for about half an hour.

We rook fifteen-minute breaks between sessions and then
continued. This lasted for twO days, with shorr breaks for lunch.
What follows now, are [he actual hypnolic suggestions that
Owens used. He informed me rhat almost all of these specific
techniques had been given to him by the Space Intelligences,
along with hundreds of others thal he reserved for his own use.
Some of these arc: named below. I recommend that, for you to
gain the most insighl into this process, read each statement
slowly and repeat it to yourself Ihree times before moving on to
the next one. These Statements are all in the firsl person, as they
represent the hypnotic suggestions I w:lS to repeat to myself
while in a trance.

The Power ofNature is Working within Me. I have complete
faith and confidence that universal consciousness, God and
Narure can give me whatever I want and need to build a good
life, a bener life, a happy, healthy, useful, and successful life
ahead of me in time. I know that ifNature can make the flowers
bloom and be beautiful, Narure can also make my own life
bloom and be beauriful. I know that if Nature can repair a cur

'"
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on my arm, Nature can also repair any damage to my mind.
body, and soul that has happened or will happen.

TIN Powu ofAuto-hypnosis is Working for M~. Deep down,
I will be at peace and will be friends with myself from now on.

My subconscious mind will absorb the suggestions Ihat I can usc
the most. The 5CCf(:t to tremendous power for myself is to usc
auto-hypnosis all throughout my life. All the words and
techniques that 1 am taught here in this training will fa

themselves in my mind, wiU be deeply engraved in my mind,
will always remain flXed and deeply engraved.-permanendy
impressed-so that I can usc the words and techniques as roob
to shape my life ahead of me as I wish without having to usc

willpower. There will be deep, inner peacefUlness more and
more in my life. It will be like a rock and a foundation for me.

Strrngthming tbe Powu ofSuggt!5tion Witbin. The sugges
tions will keep on working until the benefitS are obtained in
time ahead. My nervous system is relaxed, like a relaxed, open
hand. I will be able ro smile and shrug off upsets and tension.
This will continue for cwo years. Then I will be able to accom
modate juse enough tension for a happy, healthy, alert balance.

These suggestions are more powerful than the negative condi
tions that have influenced my life in the past.

Thett will be improvements in every part of my life. These
improvementS will grow within me just as ifI were a young child.

There wiJI be a thousand and one joys and accomplishments
ahead. My will to live becomes stronger with each heanbeat. My
ESP abilities and psychic abilities will grow and become more
powerful for me. The frequency of my life field will be raised to a
much higher level. I am able to adape and get along with anyone.

Day by day, I will be calm and confident. 1 will have a solid,
inner balance. I will be happier and more powerful. My confi

dence will become rock solid, deep inside. My mind will be
clear. My sleep will be good and restfUl. My concentration will
be powerfUl.

2JO
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The Wolulnjid Cirrle. Whenever I want to sec someth~ng very
clearly, 1will create a "wonderful circle'" in front of me. As IfI were

looking through a telescope, everything will be in cl~, s~arp
focus. Like a camera, I will see dearly. My (roubles are dtsSOlVlng.
I will know myselfcompletely. I will be in control of my own life,

like the captain of a ship on a dear day. I will no more~ in a fog.
From now on, I will experience a new day and a new life.

My mind is in perfect balance and riming with my body. All
the little docks in my body are being put now in perfect order

and synchroniution. . .,
Contacting Subconscious ControL I will now see m my mmd s

eye a person sitring at a conuol panel. I now gi~ that ~rson a
name. This name will never change for me. I Will consider that

person my subconscious.
I will create a circle with my thumb and finger. Whenever I

wish to contact this person, I will use my auto·hypnosis mecha

nism. Then I will create a circle with my thumb and finger.
I will see this person. I will address this person by the name I

have chosen. With the control panel, this person has rhe ability
to create events and situations for me that will manifest in my

life in time ahead.
The Lift Principle withi" Me. Long ago, the life principle

came to Earth. Noming could defeat it. It struggled. on, upwatd
and upward. Dangers and hardships were a new incentive. It is

inexhausriblc. It developed new features to meet each new
challenge: shell, sting, poison. coloration. gills, fur, feathers,

webbed feet. It is set to survive, to resist.
This principle lies within me-as a human creature, wo~king

within, but only to a slight degree. More ofren than nOt, It has

been asleep. But now it wiJl become fully awake. .
Using my auto-hypnosis mechanism. I can create. a ~peaal

relephone with a direo: line to the life-principle. I am calhng It now.
Ir will become awake with aU of its infinire powers from aLI

ages. making life healrhy, happy, and usefUl-above all to Narure.

2J1
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for my life does not belong to me alone. hut to Nature. mal
will improve me and improve my life. That way. I will improve
and help others and the human race. from now on. the life
principle will be dynamiCllly awake within me.

The~t Pltue. from now on, I will also have an alternative
method for ralking to my subconscious mind. Thjs is called my
secret place. I sec a lar~, glass ball floating in a blue sky, among
heautifuJ pink and white drifting clouds. Then I seem to melt
and pass inside rhe glass ball. Inside, I Cln look around. There arc

rwo soft, comfortable chairs facing each orner. There is absolute
peace and quiet. This is my secret place_ Here I can have clear.
undistwbed contaa with the forces of God and Nature.

I see myself sining down in one of the rwo soft chairs. It will
become my own. I lose connection with my body. Mind alone
is all that is. Look ahead at the other chair. A man is raking form

there. He does not ever make a sound or use his voice at all His
face is SHang and kind. with gentle. soft eyes. He is dressed in a
white robe and sandals. He has a beard. Rays of white light
coming from his hands are soaking into me.

Whenever I wish. I can come ro this secret place and share
with this friend. He will hear me and help me. He controls all
the power of Narure. He comrols our world. He will never speak

our loud. Bur. as he looks into my eyes from his chair, his great
infinite wisdom will pass into me.

When I leave my secret place, my questions and my wishes
will all be answered in time ahead on a deep level of which I will
not even be aware. Later on, rhey will be made known to me. at
the proper time. I will be helped. I know this: my friend and 1
in the glass ball can absolutely bring about any good thing that
I wish or strive for in this world.

The secret place is as far inside my mind as the stars and sky arc
outside. Whenever I am in the glass ball, a lustrous. pure white
light will be present. Ir will intensify and increase the frequency of
my vital force or bio-field-while I am exposed to it.

Nt'! Mublo",

I Give My Soul, Mind. and Body to Nature aud God. I am

experiencing more relaxation and concentration this time than I
have previously. I hereby give my soul. and mind and body to
Nature and to God completely. without reservation. In exchange

for this. I am to receive from Narure and from God love,
wisdom. understanding, happiness. and peace of mind. I am
making this arrangement with Nature and with God because I
wish to live a good and happy life. <I. moral. ethical. and spiritual

life. I understand that I am nOI guaranteed material comfon or
wealth at <1.11 times. But I am guaranteed the things mentioned
before. Alchough my words and mind are now being guided by

a friend, 1 sincerdy believe that Nature and God brought dlis
about and m<l.de it possible for me to make my human choice at

this time and in this way_
I have connected myself through this SYStem with all the

powerful powers of Nature that can heal a cut on my arm. All of
the doctors in the world cannOt do that. Only Nature can do
that. Nature that makes babies, provides for birth, holds the

planers in their place. I no longer belong to myself now because
I have given myself to Nature and to God. for the rest of my
life, this mysterious and wonderful power of Nature. that I have
drawn to myself, will fill my mind and body, and make me

happier and healthier than I have ever been. From now on, my
life will flourish more and more, like the green fields growing in

the springtime, like a flower unfolding. From now on. I wiH
have a new and better life of happiness. hope. and good health.

I will sec. It will be so. And nothing can srop it.
Positive Memories Always Available to Me. From now on, if at

any rime 1 begin to feel negative, downhearted, or depressed or
lack confidence in myself, if I feel out of step wirh the world, or
if I fed everything is going against me, this is what will happen.

My subconscious mind will automatically bring forth me~ori~

of good. happy, positive things that have happened to my bfe III

the past. These good, happy. pleasant. posirive memories will

2ll
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push out and replace any feelings of blues or depression or lack
of confidence with scronger feelings of cheerfulness. hope.
optimism, and confidence in mysdf. automatically.

Resy11€hronizing My Vibrations. I am returning in my mind to
the momeD( of my binh. on a deep level of which I will nor
consciously be aware. Here, I adjUSt me timing of my heartbeat
and brainwaves IO synchronize with each other and with Nature.

This will bring me iD(O perfect riming, perfect balance and perfea
focus-physically. spiritually and psychologically. I will remain
that way, coming back to the present. and I will stay that way for
the rest of my life in perfect balance. perfect focus, perfect riming.

Now. as I COUD( from ten to one. my mind will play itself
backwards. just like a tape. to my momeD( of birth on a deq>
level. And I will be juSt born in the mind. Ten. nine. eight.
seven. six, five. four. three. two. one. Now my heartbeat and
brainwaves will be instantly adjusted ioro perfect balance-
physically, spiritually, and psychologically.

When I counr now from one to ten. my mind will come
forward in time back to the presenr. keeping this perfect balance
and perfect focus. for the rest of my life.

Auto-dinction. Anention: subconscious mind. In the time
ahead. I will be in the right place: at the right time with the right

abilities. I wiIJ be in the best geographic location for me to do
the most good. 1will arrive there when my own skills and abili
ties are needed at that ccrtain place. You. subconscious mind.
will help me "find myself" and make the most out of the rest of
my life. bringing out the best in me for the service of humanity

and self. Turn your infinite power to the satisfactory fulftllmenr
of this assignment.

Bank Eight. From now on, I will have superhuman conrrol to

set moods. Whenever I say one word Out loud eight times, the
vibration of the word will expand and fill my entire being, with
happiness. peacc, courage. patience, confidence. Whenever I say
it OUt loud eight times. this will happen.

2]4
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IQ What to Do? I will always have the ability to remember my
past experiences so as [0 put them to good use. To trigger this. 1

will repeat the phrase. "IQ, what to do?" I'll just ~y this~ and the

appropriate answer will come from my subcOnsciOUS mmd.
Power Control Fifty. 1 can increase my mental power fifty

times. 1 just link my little fingers together and say. "Power

connol fifty."
Paill Co"trol Fifty. I can withstand fifty times more pain.

whenever I need to do so. I just link my linle fingers together

and say. "Pain connol fifty."
ESP Control Fifty. I can incre:ase my psychic abilities fifty times.

1JUSt link my linle fingers together and say. "ESP control fifty."
Auto-billoc Fifty. I can remember anything from the past. 1

JUSt link my little fingers together and say, "Auto-binoc fifty."
My subconscious mind will go into action, with binocular-like

power. to scan my memory banks and locate and deliver
memory material fifty times faster and more accurately than

could be done normally.
HypllOsplJD'r. I will become a powerful human magnet. ~ra~.ing

great knowledge. wisdom, and understanding from the mVlslble
reservoir of uni\o1:rsal knowledge, both now and for the rest of my

life. to use as 1 wish--grea[ knowledge. wisdom. and under
standing (hat I would nevt:r had have under ordinary conditions.

Whenever 1wish, 1 will be able to send my mind back to the

great minds of the Incas. the Az.tecs, the Mayans. and the

Egyptians. Before 1 fall asleep each night. I can usc: these.su~.
tions to learn from these great minds while 1 am sleepmg, If 1
wish. My mind will return 3uromatically to the present momel1l
when Lawake. In this way. 1can be trained by the best minds of

these ancient civilizations, if I wish.
The JGnlt Eraser. 1 now regress back to my childhood. Then

1will use the powet of childhood learning and lime acceleration

as a healing process. 1 now go back [0 the day 1 was born to

straighten out the kinks in my subconscious mind.
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Auto·wukly. For the next ten weeks, once a week, all
techniques I am learning now wiU repeat through my mjnd 0

a subconscious level. This will reinforce these: techniques.

Mi"d Wall There will bt: an impenetrable wall around my
nervous system 10 protect me. It will bt: in effect for one year.

Pi€tun Framl!. I now see an empty frame. J see my own
shadow. Then I see it saturated with pearly white foam. This wiD
unleash Nature's healing power wiiliin my subconscious mind.

D"am Projection. I now picture a problem or situation mat
J wish to solve. I ask for dreams mat will answer my needs and
provide a solution.

Magtli}ji"g Gbw DutIlnt:e UChniqUL. If I have a problem or
situation, I can move my mind to exactly the right distance to
understand thjs problem or situation clearly. r will position my
mind ar the best distance for dear focus, neither tOO dose to the
situation nor roo far away from ir. My focus will be clear.

Naturrs Bank of Happinm. Anytime I wish, I can borrow
from rhis infinite resource. The happiness I receive, however,

must be repaid with interest. To do this. once a monch. I must
make a stranger happy. The loan will be repaid even faster for
the kindness thar I bestow upon my enemies.

Today alld EV"J Day. I will bt: in a Bright New World. I will
be in harmony with the principle of Right Action. I will be
surro~nded by ~ell-wishers all around. I engage in no activity
that ,IS destructive or harmful. J am developing a third
conSCiousness, an auto-hypnosis consciousness. It is closer (Q my
subconscious mind than my ordinary consciousness.

With this exercise, the training session ended.

Reflecting on My Transfonnation

It is interesting for me now to reflect back and look ar the life
changes I experienced after taking this training program,

'"
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especially in light of my avowed goal of becoming a more effec
tive communicator about parapsychology. Within a few
months, I managed to launch a television interview series, in

partnership wiili Arthur Bloch, one of America's most popular
humorists and author of the Murphy's Law series of books. At
first, the program was carried only on the public access channel
of Marin County. California, in which I live. But then things

bt:gan to happen almost like magic.
My panner and I arranged to bring one of our tapes to the

program director of one of the local junior-college PBS st2tions,
KCSM-TV, in the San Francisco Bay Area.. It was an interview
with Keith Harary, co-author with Russell Targ of Tlu Mind
Race. on the practical applications of ESP. He liked the inter

view, and arranged to give our program a prime-time slot once
a week. The viewer response was very positive, and after a ~ar.

KCSM-TV offered to sponsor our series, now called Thinking

A//owtd, for satellite uplink to public television stations
throughout North America. That was in 1987, and the program

has now bt:en out on the satellite every week for more man
thirteen years. h is actually one of the longer-running programs

on national television.
Of course, I cannot say that the Owens training was the sole

cause of this success. There are tOO many other antecedents, such
as my prior experience in radio, and even other synchronicities
that I have not mentioned in this book. All I can say, definitely,

is that the television series was initiated within weeks of my
completing the training. lr has been a vital, rransformative pan
of my life ever since, enabling me ro engage in intimate, in-depth

conversations with the world's leading creative thinkers in philos
ophy, psychology, health, science, and spirituality. It has served as
a vehicle for me to communicate parapsychological perspectives

within this larger context to many millions of English-speaking
people. Hundreds of colleges and universities now carry these
videotapes in their Ubraries. Today. over 170 transcripts from the
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relevision series arc publicly available on me Websire of
lntuirion Nerwork (www.inruirion.org). I can clearly say rhar
ambirion ofbcing able to communicate parapsychological i
mation to the public at large has be:e:n significandy fulfilled.
book. I expect, will bring things to another level, since thc i
mation I have revealed here has been largely hidden from
public. With the hindsight of fourteen years, I owe a debr
gratirude to Ted Owens for this rt'2ining.

Was Ted Owens, himself, a complete expression of the 10
sdf-masrery principles embodied in his own training progr
Clearly not. In many regards, his life was a failure. He was a malt

of many moods and habies. His effores ro communicare to rhe
world at large were almosr completely unsuccessful. His level of
sdf·awareness was constrained by the myths he had c~ated abour
himself. Even his abiliry ro simply provide for his family was ar
an absolure minimum, by American middle-class standards.

However. in Owens' defense, it must be said rhat rhe princi.
pies mat he taughr me we~ themselves almosr impeccable. In
this sense, he resembled many great teachers-from Moses ra
tbe present et'2-whase lives fililed to fully cmbody tbc reach
ings rhat issued. forth from them.

"They Had Cc.rtai.o TlOle Wmdows Here
That Meshed with Me"

In lare 1986, Ted Owens and h~ fumily moved to Farr Ann, New
York, a rural, upstare area where moose occasionally roamed Main
Street. Owens wrote to one ofhis supporters, George Delavan:

I spread our a map of rhe U.S. and asked my UFOs
where rhey wamed me. They teleparhed upper New
York state. I told my son, Beau, thar we would seek
out a place in the coumry, isolared. because my UFOs
wane ro rendezvous wirh tbe boys and myself ... not

j,ffrry Mob"'",

one at a time. but stcadily. (My boys call these
meetings with UFOs "haunts" ... and we have had

them on many occasions.)

Wirhin a few months, it seemed as if strange lights and

strange sights had become commonplace in the vicinity of thc
farm thar Owens had Knted. Thc local newspaper wrorc an
article about the unusual beams of light. Owens' next-door

neighbor wrote a testimonial letter regarding his own unusual

sightings. Owcns explained thc situation in a lener to me:

(Mly UFOs brought me and my family here to Fort
Ann and, duough tremendous synchronicity, stopped
us here. They raid me that they had certain time

windows here that meshed with me. They raid me
that their sale reason for bringing me and mine hcrc
was to make powerful conracts and communication.

These UFO sightings appa.rc:nrly continued &om about July

1987 through November 1987. when I reaived my fina.l commu
nication from Owens. Ir was a lengthy letter full of dt'2wings of a
large, rcaa.ngular UFO that had hove~d for somc time directly

over his farm house, and had begun cha.nging shape. A few weeks
after that, 1 received the news from D. Scort Raga that Owens

had died of sclerosis of thc liver on December 28, 1987.
Wayne Grover is the Narional Enquirtr journalist who had

O
rked with Owens and is a military historian and author ofw .

four nonfiClion books for children. He mainrained an ongomg
communication with Ted Owens and described his experience

of the PK Man's last days:

Suddenly, Owens went silent for monrhs. Then in

1987. he called me from upsrate New York and said
he had moved his family there to be picked up by the

•
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UFOs. He sem me several drawings his son Beau had
made of vertically long, non-saucerlike UFOs {hat
were hovering over his ruraJ home-as well as

newspaper clippings reporting local UFO sightings
and an affidavit to me same effect from a neighbor.
There was a flurry of calls and {hen one last one
whose COntents were very saange and [which] I
choose ro keep private.

Suffice ir to say. me predicrions of rhar lasr conver
sation changed my Life and caused me [0 wonder
where science leaves off and me unknown begins. My
wife was witness ro the events that followed and
shares wirh me the wonderment of it.

I never heard from Ted Owens again after thar last
call.

In 1998, when Andy Eastman (sec chapter 9) first learned of
Owens' death, he responded with the following thought:

I'm sorry to hear ofTed's death and can understand
why the SIs were doing materiaJizations near his
house. He was a great man! The work Ted did [0 rum
this crazed society away from some of i[S ways was
ou[Standing. He had more courage and fortitude than
anyone I can remember. Rest in peace, Ted Owens.
You did more than your fair share and we all "OWE"
you a lot!
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CHAPTER 12

IMPLICATIONS,
APPLICATIONS, AND

RAMIFICATIONS

*
Truth is a shininggodtkss, always wikd. always
disrant. ntvn' wholly approachabk, but worthy ofall
tk tUvotion ofwhich th~ hunum spirit is capabk.

Iknrand Russell

There are those who would deny the existence of. the
henomena studied by parapsychologists and ufologlsts.

ttionalistS propose that the universe is governed .by ord~rl.y
h . ms well understood for centuries by scientists. ThiS ISmec anls. -

a comforting world view. But this chaprer will present the
academic context within which the Owens case does .make
sense. Arguments will be presented from rhe perspective of

sociology. physics, ufology. and anthropology.
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untO itself. Today, in the twenty-first century, things have
changed. Scientisu and philosophers are at least in .agreement
that there is a problem. but an agrttd~upon solution to the

problem is not yt:t in sight.
From my perspective, it will not be possible to address the

question of consciousness until we adequately understand the
nature and power of subjective awueness. This necessitates that
we come to terms with the claims of the paranormaJ. This neces
sitates that we seriously commit, as a society, to explo«: parapsy
chology and ufology. However, our ability to objectively do so has
been, for the last cenrury or mo«:, hampered by social dynamics
that further obscure the already elusive facu in question.

A revolution in science began in the early twentierh century
with the shift from the orderly regime of classical, Newtonian
physics to tbe breathtaking paradoxes of quanrum mechanics
and general relativity. A parallel revolution in modern art began
with the ninetccnm century shift from representational to
impressionist art, followed by the twentieth century explosion of
expressionism, cubism, futurism, and surrealism. Thomas
Kuhn. author of the classic text of the paradigm shift, TIx
StrUeturr of Scimrific RrooJur;ons, suggested that those who
espouse new paradigms almost never succeed in changing the
minds of those whose careers are based on defending the status
quo. The revolutionary shift only is complete w~e.n th~ older
generation is replaced by groups who became familiar w~th the
new approach during their formative years. And. some shifts a«:
so enormous in their import that the transition takes more than
just one or two or three generations. This is the. case in the ~e1d

of psychology, in which a comparable revolutionary leap Into
the depths of the human psyche was initiated 120 years ago by
founders of psychical research, including America's greatest

psychologist, William James.
William James was in good company. His colleagues included

the brightest European and American minds. However, in the

lMPUCATlONL APPlICATlONf, AND ItAMIFICATlONf

The hero ofall rationalists, Sir Isaac Newton, well undeCSl
the problems with mis perspective. Newton was greatly troubl
by graviry. How could Earth, for example, hold the moon in
orbit? We take this fact of nature [or granted. But Newton co
not. He realized. that this meant action at a dist.ance, yet the
classical principles of mechanics that he formulated couJd nor
account for m.at. It took almost 200 years before the paradox of
gravity's existence W<lS resolved by Albert Einstein as curvarure in
space itself Newton also realized, of course, that his classical
mechanics could not account for creation. In fact, he was a deep
student of the Bible, realizing that his own theory implied the
existence of a higher power.

In the twentieth century, Einstein's theory ofgeneral relativity
introduced several more paradoxes. Gravity is adequately
explained only by adding the peculiar assumption that space
itself is curved. Furthermore, according to Einstein, time Stops
completely at the spttd oflight! This means that, if I have a twin
who travels in a space ship at me speed oflight. she may visit the
end of the universe and return to Earth billions of years from
now. You and I, ofcourse, will be long dead, but my twin could
still be a young woman!

Other scientific mysteries are equally profound. How is it that
you and I~ conscious, that we have subjective awareness? We
a«: made of up physical particles, held together by physical
forces. There is nothing we know of in physics itself-time,
space, mass, or energy-that could logically engender subjective
awareness. No matter how complex our brains may be, there is
nothing in rhe electrical patterns of neuronal firing or the
chemical patterns of synaptic discharge that suggests conscious
ness. The problem is so immense rhat. for moSt of rhe twentieth
century, scientists and philosophers chose to ignore it altogether.
Consciousness, they claimed. was not a problem for philosophy,
bur a categorical error: we only think that consciousness exisrs
because we mistakenly speak of it as a noun, as if it were a thing
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end, cheir revolution was aborted---<Jr, perhaps, juSt prolongaL:
By 1920, psychology had raken a distina twn away from

study of the far reaches of the human psyche. Although Sigmund
Freud and his brilliant disciple, Carl Jung, achieved penetrau"I
theoretical insightS, even they were treated with cUsrespect by the
academics. The effort to apply scientific methods to the explo
ration of psychic energy was ultimatdy rdegated to a marginal
posicion in society. For mOSt of the twentieth century, conscious~
ness irsdf has been a scientific anathema as the fidd of

psychology was dominated by the behaviorist approach.

The Thcory of Cognitive Du.onancc, When Prophecy FaiU

Sociologists already understand that the F.actS, taken by

them.sdves, a.J'(: often insufficient when it comes to changing the
opinjon of somebody who is staunchly committed to their pre
existing viewpoint. It is interesting that the classic test case of this
"theory of cognitive dissonance" involved a UFO cult. Leon

Festingcr and his colleagues published an influential book in 1956

called Whm Prophecy failr. The authors conducted a participant.
observer study of a group surrounding a Midwestern medium,
referred to as Mrs. Keech, who believed she was receiving
messages from alien intdligences about the end of the world.
When the predicted cuaclysm did not occur, mtinger observed
that many cult members devdoped even stronger adherence to
the group, and increased their prosdytiz.ing activities. munger
took this as a confirmation of this theory-and it has subse

quently become srandard sociological doctrine. FeSfinger
observed (in the sexist language common to his generation):

A man with a convicrion is a hard man to change.
Tell him you disagree: and he twns away. Show him
facts or figures and he quescions your sources. Appeal
to logic and he fails to sec your point. We have all
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experienced. the futility of rrying ro change a strong

conviction, especially if rhe convinced person has some
investment in his belief. We arc f.lmiliar wim the
variety of ingenious defenses with which people protect

their convictions, managing to keep them unscathed
through rhe rnosr devastating attacks. But man's
resourcefulness goes beyond simply protecting a belie(
Suppose an individual believes something with his
whole heart; suppose further rhar he has a commitment
to this belief, that he has taken irrevocable actions

because of ir; finally, suppose: that he is presented with
~dence. unequivocal and undeniable evidence, thar

his belief is wrong: what will happen? The individual
will freque:ncly emerge, not only unshaken, but even

more convimxd of the trulh of his beliefs than ever
before:. Indeed, he may even show a new fervor abour
convincing and converting other people to his view.

The irony is that Festinger's theory itself was largely discon
firmed in the classic study that he bdieve:d exemplified irs

confirmation. Most of rhe culr members abandoned Mrs.
Kc:ceh. But, in spite of these contradicring factS, Fesringer

successfully prosdyti2.ed his rheory of cognitive dissonance
throughout the Wesrern academic world. In facr, the cult
members were possibly more willing to abandon meir belief

sysrem in the face of contradictOry factS than were: the sociolo
gists. This should nor be surprising, for sociologists and other
scholars purporting to be rarional and objective are all
themselves actors on the social stage-and just as susceptible to

social forces as orher people.
I make this point because this book is largely about bizarre

factS that have been a source of cognitive: dissonance, certainly
for myself but even more: so for a wide variety of conventional
thinkers, scientists, debunkers, and ske:ptics. In spire of the F.act
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that Feninger's well-known theory was only panially confirmed
in the classic UFO·prophecy case srudy, it remains a useful
guide for thinking aOOm human panerns of irrarionaliry.

Using the theory of cognitive dissonana as a guideline, it is
likely that those who will denounce this book most strongly,
assuming that it receives any significant public anention at all,
will be those who have made irrevocable social commirments to
worldviews that are inconsistent with the data herein presemed.
For example, I would expect the most hostility to come from
th~ who are card-carrying skeptics, or, CO puc it more humor·
ously. "Archie Debunkers." i.e., fellows and members of the
Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal (CSICOP). Festinger's theory, I think, would allow
us to predict that. should this book, or other books like it,
become extremely popuJar, it would be an occasion for CSICOP
to expand its own pr~lytization and propaganda against the
"rising tide of irt2tionaliry and occultism."

Similarly, one would expeCt that CSICOP fellows and
members, among whom are many distinguished scientists,
would be the least likely to be willing to engage in serious, quiet
investigation of the actual faces and discussion of the theorerical
issues. I think Festinger's thoory argues that, because these
socially committed debunkers consider themselves to behave
according to rational principles, they are likely therefore to at
least put on a display of fair-minded examinarion. This is neces
sary in order for them lO reduce their own cognitive dissonance
for, in spite of theit almost irrevocable sociaJ commitment to
secular humanism and rational materialism, rhey do not think
of themselves as people who would unfairly suppress legitimate
data that contradicts their world view. Therefore, it is necessary
that, in the end, they develop some ingenious strategy for
delegitimizing the data itself.

On the other hand, students of sociology might observe here
that proponems of the paranormaJ also take steps to criticize the
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strategies of the skeptics. How, therefore, is one to make sense of
this social discourse? The answer, dear reader, is to follow the
details. If a heated debate should result, many people will not
have the time or energy to follow point by point a.nd make an
informed judgment about the intellectual integrity of the
various positions. The theory of cognitive dissonana suggestS
that most bystanders to the debale will take sides according to

their pre-existing disposition. Ulrimatdy, however, scientific
disputes are settled by the facts themselves. Yet, with regard to
pat2psychology and ufology, the dispute is so deep and the faces
ate so dusive that it is reasonable to expect the controversy to
continue for many decades, if not centuries. inco the fulure.

In the meanwhile, real psychic practitione.rs will have discov
ered for themselves ways to work within the social chaos. Good
humor and a sense of proportion will enable many to avoid the
painfuJ forms of social confrontation that are an almoSt daily
reality for the pioneers of parapsychology. There are many other

creative possibilities.
We must not forget that there are more than merely twO sides

to any potential debate that will emerge from this book, or books
like it. Ofcowse, there is the predictable battle bctwC'Cn parapsy
chology and its critics. But there may also be an outcry of
hostility from those who accept the factual nature of the account
I shall present, but who fear that such exploration is little more
than Airting with the powers of evil. Fcstinger's theory of cogni.
tive dissonance. I believe, would predict that, if this book or
books like it become popular, they will encourage a new round
of proselytiurion among religious groups that view the growing
reports of UFO contact as a sign of diabolical activity.

And 1chink, if I focus my sociological binoculars careflJly, I can
discern a third debate emerging. There will be those researchers in
parnpsych.ology and ufology who may criticize this book or books
like it because they lack the support of hard-core, experimental
science. To these critics, it docs not matter how plausible this book
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or books like it may s~. The imponant questions of mind
universe, they will argue, shouJd only be decided by the leanest
meanest ofscientific evidence. Anecdoral accounts, clinical st
case: histories, and historical data. as interesting as they may
have no important role to play in serious scientific discourse.

At first. such an argument ~rns to be honest, scientific
consovatism. How can there be anything wrong with that? And.
superficially, there is nOt. But. from me perspective of Festinger'
theory of cognitive dissonance. a seemingly reasonable ideology
could be: yet another Str.ategy for reducing the discomfort caused
by highJy bizarre, complicated, and ambiguous facts. The risk is
we may be, thereby, filtering OUt the very data that most requil'Cl
our rapt anention. And. let us nO[ forget, me methods of natural.
istic observation have served science: very well.

Sorokin's Social and Cultural Dynamics:
The Cr.... of Our Age

Now, we will step back from the rdacivdy minor theory of
cognitive dissonance and examine the macro-sociological
picture. According to sociologist Pitirim A. Sorokin. the major
dynamic in Western culture during the past 2,500 years has

been a shift between a metaphysical understanding of reality
grounded in mind or spirit, and one grounded in physical.
material reality as experienced through the senses. Sorokin's
ideas are controversial. but he deserves to be taken seriously.

Aher all, every year, the American Sociological Association
preseoes the Pitirim A. Sorokin Award for the outstanding
contribution to the field of sociology.

Sorokin founded the Department of Social Relations at

Harvard University, and he used the resources of that venerable
institution to develop his grand meta-theories. In his popular
book, Th~ Crisis of Our Agt, published in 1938, Sorokin
predicted the coming second World War. However, he argued

forcefully that the issues of the day---eommunism, fucism.
nationalism, internationalism, etc.-represented no more than a

side show on the stage of cuhur.al development. Sorokin saw
that the materialise paradigm that had dominated Western
culture since the Renaissance was undergoing a transition. For

him. this was the underlying reason why the twentieth century
was to become the most violent in all of human history.

Sorokin postulated that metaphysical ideas actually serve as
the glue that holds cultures together. For example, he argued
that during the medieval. period. European culture was focu.sed
on a spiritual reality. the "kingdom of heaven." as me ultimate
source of and reason for human existence. In support of his
contention, Sorokin pointed out that the major economic
activity of mat period was the construction of the great carne
drals wiffi their spires pointing toward the heavens. Virtually alJ

medievaJ art depicted biblical scenes, glorifying the reality of
Christ in Heaven, and depicting physical reality as a "v:ale of
tears" through which we pass on our way ro eternity. Medieval
law was the law of the church. Medieval. music was the music of
liturgy. To the extent that medieval science existed, it was

couched in theological terms. The realm of the spirit was the
metaphysical idea that served ro organize all of medieval culture.

The Renaissance. itself, was a period in which the ideals of
materialism and spirit were held in balance. A great flowering of
human creativity occurred during this period. But the balance

proved to be unseable, and following the Renaissance, Western
culture entered into the materialist phase that has been
dominant since that time. Consider the parallels. Since the

Renaissance, our major economic activity has shifted away from
the building ofcathedrals. Church spires are no longer the tallest
monuments that ennoble the human spirit. These days they are
dwarfed by the rowers of commerce in every major metropolitan
area. Prior ro the twentieth century. all artwork glorified the life
of the senses. The legal system changed irs emphasis to focus on
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property rights. Philosophy developed. dominant new schools
thought including utilitarianism and pragmatism. Science
industry flourished. The realjty of the senses was king. Soro
labeled this cultural paradigm "sensate."

The irony is that, according to sensate sociology, metaphyta
ical ideas cannOt possibly serve as the glue that holds cultu..
together. From the sensate perspective, ideas arc shaped by
cullural institutions, not the reverse. This viewpoint, champi
oned extensively by Karl Marx and his followers, is still
dominant in sociology today. Thus, while Sorokin is honored II

the founding father of American sociology, his core: idea abour
the primacy of meraphysicaJ thought in holding cuhural forma
together is treat'ed, in ilie halls of academia, as a quaint and
archaic notion-as almost medieval.

In 1938. $orokin already knew that the sensate paradigm was
dying. The human spirit irselfhad been too large to be contained
by the medieval paradigm, but it was also tOO large for the
modern. Something else was needed. After all, in spite of aU irs
triumphs, modern society has brought us to the brink of
disaster.....-.either ecological or military or both. Sorokin knew that
the tranSition betwttn such large social paradigms always spelled
trouble. For example, ilie period be[Wttn the scnsate Roman era
and the medieval period was known as the Dark Ages. So,
although his theories and his vision enabled rum to forecast
World War II, $orokin disagrttd. that it would be the"war to end
all wars," as some were then arguing. He wrote that violence and
social disruption and alienation would continue until the estab
lishment ofa new cultural paradigm---Qne, he hoped, that would
recognize the realities of both matter and spirit.

Paul Ray's Trans~modem, Cultural Creatives

Anomer way to view the contemporary collision ofparadigms
has bttn aniculated by demographer Paul Ray, who is my
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neighbor in San Rdael, California. R2y, whose comp~ny,

American Lives, tr2cks social tre:nds, believes that the American
public can be thought of as consiSting of three basic groups.
There: are the traditionalists. They ding to the values of past
generations, particularly re:ligiow fundamentalism. For them,
the world can be seen as a struggle between the spiritual forces
of good and evil. For the most parr, they would describe the
sortS of phenomena reported in this book as the. work ~f. the
devil. Then there are the modernists. They reject religIOUS
dogmatism and superstition. They espouse humanistic ethics
and values. For them, the world is governed by natural laws and
ope-rates on I:nional principles. For the moSt parr, they are
equally certain that ilie phenomena reported in this book are
not at all real, but are: rather entirely explainable in terms of

sloppy thinking, delusion and probably fraud:
Paul Ray describes the third, and fastest growmg, segmen~ of~e

American population as the "trans-modern, cultural cr~tl~: I
personally identify with this group. They are inr~rested m S~JrItU~
ality but nOt dogmatic religion. They are co.mmltt~d to thelr own
personal growth. They arc very interested m envlIonm~tal .and
social issues. For cultural creatives, the powers of the unconSCIOUS
mind arc not "demonic" in the Christian scnse, bur ramer
"daimonic" as the term daemon was originally developed by the
ancient Gree~ncompassing both the positive (eudaimonic)

and negative (dysdaimonic) faces of the psyche.
Of course, the situation is far more complex than these three

simple groupings. There are many subgrou~s wi~hin ~ach of the
large categories. I believe that th~ situation I~ further
compounded by the collision of worldvlews, or p~radl.gms, that
takes place daily within each of us. The situa~l~n IS. further
confused because, while the modernists and [radltionallsts h.ave

well.articulated positions, the trans~modern cult~ral creauves
arc: still striving to develop a synthesis. Paul Ray d,scover~, to
his astonishment, that the 40 million Americans who constitute
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~is group do not even think of themselves as part of a pop
non scgmem at all. They consider themselves as loners.
seekers, as rhinkers Slriving rO find a new balance. as oursid
(ro use me phrase popularized by Colin Wilson).

Pitirim Sorokin himself suggesred thar the rwentieth cenrury

was characterized by "chaotic congeries." or disconnected collec
rions of ideologies. The New Age is nor yer born. The inregracioD
of scientific and spiritual achievements will require me sustained

supporr oflarge segmenrs within the human community. We have

nor yer achieved a new, cultural synthesis capable of comaininJ
the awesome magnirude of the human spirit i~l( Sorokin, I am
sure, would label effortS to proclaim a new paradigm as premarure
syncretisms. i.e.. arrempts ar synthesis. Paradigms are nOr
consciously in~nted. They evolve as society itsdE evolves.

"I Do Not Believe in ESP-
Ilccawc I 00 Not Want Anybody to Read My Mind"

Through my eyes. both rhe modernists and the traditionalists
respond in a similar way when rhey encounter «:ports suggesting
the paranormal ar work. The modernists decry a rising ride of
superstition. The traditionalists decry me work ofme devil. Bur,

both groups seem to be expressing an aversion to exploring rhe
depths within the human psyche it~lf

This situation was clearly exemplified on the day in 1973 that
me noted writer Anhur C. Clarke spoke on the University of
California, Berkeley. campus. At the end of his talk, I raised my
hand and asked him if he, who had written so eloquently in
Childhood's End about psychic functioning, believed in ESP. Time
magazine's science editor. L:on Jaroff, had just quoted him as

pooh·poohing the «:cently publicized claims about the famous
Israeli energy pracritioner. Uri Geiler. His response to me was
emblematic of the co«: problem. "No," he said, "I do not believe

in ESP-because I do not want anybody [0 read my mind."

Jdfiry Mishklv(

Of course, Freud. in Civilization and its Disconunrs, among
other books. had already shown that we do nor even want to
know what is in our own mind! That civilized aversion is rhe

origin of the Freudian unconscious-widely understood by
practicing psychiacriSts but ridiculed in academic psychology
programs. How could we then allow others to see in us that
which we are hiding from ourselves? But the ultimare project of

the trans~modern cultural cfe3tives is different. We are engaged
in ~cing ourselves. in making the unconscious conscious.

From a social dynamics perspective, one must appreciate that

what appears to cultural creatives to be a movement toward

enlightenment may Stttn like madness to a modernist. or like
diabolical ail to a traditionalist. As a graduate student at UC
lkrkdey. for aample, l found a pamphJet in the physics library
written by a physicist, Robert Birge, for whom one of the physics

buildings had bttn named. In it. he reported on his investigations
of parapsychology. He drew negative conclusions about this field
of endeavor, but what intrigued me the most was his warning to
other physicists: he claimed that they would risk their own mental

health if they lxgan looking tOO deeply into this subject.
Birge's warning. coming from wilhin the modernist camp. is

nor alone. Traditional Jews, for example, have a proscriprion
against the teaching of Cabala to anyone under the age of forty
and anyone unmarried. Again, the tradition is that only rhe most
stable humans can engage in mystical explorations without

harming the soul. or-from the religious perspeetive--becoming
possessed. I have also heard it said amongst yogis thar one of the

greatest risks of advanced practice is losing one's sanity..And,
indeed, the standard psychiatric diagnostic manuals clearly tnter~

pret belief systems and auirudes that afe posirive with regard to

bizarre paranormal occurrences as a sign of psychosis.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that many

paranoid and psychotic individuals do, indeed, have fantasies
that are strikingly similar to the facwal accounts thar are
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presented in this book. This twilight zone between meneal
illness and aurhemic exploration into the cuning edge of reaJil)'
has, of course, been a theme that has ba:n explored in man,.
science fiction and fantasy films, In real life, the social stigma
associated with madness is prc:sem in me background and serva
to impede rapid progress in fields such as parapsychology and
ufology. Only those who are sufficiently secure in their own self·
knowledge and self-esteem, or otherwise sufficiently naive or
foolhardy, or perhaps sufficiently mad, are likely to engage in the
sorts of professional risks required for serious investigation of
parapsychology and urology.

In my own case, 1 think I was propelled into this exploration
by a strong sense of mental stability, considerable idealistic
naive[t~, healthy curiosity, and an openness to consider my own
inner life as a laboratory. I was also schooled, as an undergrad·
uate psychology major at the University of Wisconsin, in the
writings of such great visionary psychologists as William James
(author of Varitfi~s of Rdigious Expnimce), Abraham Maslow
(TOward a Psyeho/qgy of Bnng), Jan Houston and Roben
Masters (Varittin of Psych~tklic Exp~rimce. Mind Gamn. and
other classics), Carl Jung (M~morin. Drtoms and R4/«tiom) and
R. D. Laing (Th~ Politics ofExpn-imce). From these perspectives,
the unconscious was not a murky quagmire to be feared and
avoided, but a sacred cave to be expiated.

"It Would Be a Mistake to Think Owens Himself Was Able
to Produce the Events He Takes Credit For"

One of the most open~minded scholars acquainted with the
Owens material has been James Harder, now emeritus professor
of hydraulic engineering at the University of California at
Berkeley, who served as a member of my doctoral dissertation
committee in the 1970s while I was researching the Owens case.
He also served as direccor of research for the Aerial Phenomena
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Research Organization (APRO), then one of the foremo~t

organizations investigating cases of ostensible alien contact. HIS

conclusions about Owens are as follows:

The extraordinary powers or abilities of Ted
Owens-abilities to influence material phenomena
such as willing the location and riming of lightning
strikes. the ability to influence weather, and the
abiliry to influence the outcome of athletic competi~

tions, is far bqond me lesser powers attributed to

other individuals. I am sure that particular instances
of Owens' demonstrations can be successfully
challenged by skeptics, but also believe that the entire
Story would survive such a challenge. In other words,
the work in its entirery constitutes a credible set of
extraordinary facts that echo a lesser set that we can
find in other humans. but which have seldom made

their way into public discourse.
I am very aware of me methods used by the media,

and the average person as well. in evaluating such
controversial matters. This conventional method uses
examples to prove a point. Lost in their under
standing is the logical truth that no number of
examples can prove a negative, although one e::amp.le
can sometimes prove a positive. When descnbed ill

this stark way. it should be obvious to any observer.
Neverrheless. the method of using a large number of
examples that throw doubts on a phenomenon is
routinely used by debunkers [Q discredit a phenom~

enon. The prevalence of this method of arguing is so

pervasive that we hardly notice its fullacy.
So evidence of a failed attempt to produce a

seemingly impossible event (and I have been one of
the witnesses [Q one such Owens attempt [described

'"
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in chapter 6]) does nor invalidare a mass of other
dam. In my own experience I have ob~rved less
specracular parallels to Ted. Owens' unusual powers,

and I have friends who have both observed and
carefully recorded O[her such unusual cases. Only the
sh~r magnitude ofTed Owens' abilities separares him
from other individuals in other cases.

I think it would be a mistake to think that Owens
himself was able to produce the evems he takes credit
for. To fully understand his case one must go further
imo other cases where humans have displayed exuaor

dinary PO'm:tS. In those cases open ro carcfuJ examina
rion, it has been my condusion clur most rum our to be
powers aened by extraterrestrial groups or individual
cxrraterrestrial beings. This is the mosr likdy alternative
to the daim mar ALL the evenrs reponed in the Ted

Owens case are fraudulent (and I mean ~ one).
Lacking fraud, any other alrernarivt: explanarion would
still have to involvt: the coUaborarion of some other

godlike power or undefined. spiritual entity. Good
evidence for such interventions is found in history,
norably in the hisrory contained. in the Christian Bible,
although it is usually asswned. by modern crirics that
these are the result of fanrasy or error.

Thus I hearrily defend Dr. Mishlove in his giving
serious attention to this most remarkable case and
hope that serious investigators will follow his example
in looking further into such remarkable phenomena.

By takjng notc of this case, we open up investigations
that may lead in directions rhat are so bizarre rhat
many invcstigators will be rumed off. Bur recall that
many of the major advances in our scientific under
standing have been due (0 a dogged pursuit in unpop
ular direcrions. Where we find the maximum
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strangeness we also may find the maximum chance of

finding new truths.

Ted Owens always referred to the Sis as coming from a higher

dimensional realm and not from some distam planet. Whether
Ted knew it or nOt, all during his lifetime 0920-1987), the
world of physics underwent radical changes in irs view of reality,
wh.ich 1 wiU review here. These changes lend support to Owens'

daims and h.is vision.

A Brief History of Hyperspace
(written by pbysicist Saul-Paul SUag)

Albert Enstein in 1915 introduced me idea that gravity is to be
explained as the warping of four-dimensional (4-d) spac.erime.

Whatever doubtS physicistS had--and there were many-about
the reality of the four-dimensionality of spacetime as a unified
geometrical whole that could be warped. were erased by the
dnmauc verification ofEnstein's gravity theory, called the General
Theory of Rdativity, in 1919, when a group of British astronomers
led by Arthur Eddington measured the bending ofstarlight grazing

the sun during a solar eclipse. That same year, Theodore Kaluza, a
Polish physicist, came up with the idea that not only the Einstein

gravity theory but also electromagnetism, induding James Clerk
Maxwdl', (1831-1979) e1ecttomagnetic theory of light, could be
derived from the assumption that spacctime is actually a warped
five-dimensional geometric srructure. With Einstein's help,

Kaluza's S·d theory was published in 1921.
The decade of the 19205 was the most revolutionary decade

in physics and astronomy. I will mention only the highlights. In
quanrum physics: deBroglie's wave· particle duality; Heisenberg's
matrix mechanics and the uncertainty principle; Bohr's comple
mentarity principle; Pauli's cxdusion principle; Schrodingds
wave function equation; and Dirac's antimatter equation, which
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unified quamum theory and Einstein's special rdativiry.

astronomy: Eddington's theory of the internal constitution
scars, including the sun; the discovery of galaxies beyond t
Milky Way galaxy; Friedmann and Lemaiue's the=:ory of thl
expansion of the universe; and Hubble's observations verifyina
the=: expansion of the universe.

In the midst of this revolution, Einscc=in contributed seminal

papers on [hc= sratistics of quantum theory and the stimulated
emission of photons from :noms. These papers led to many later

devdopments including the laser. 8m Einstein was primarily
interested in what he=: called "unified fidd theory," which meam

the unification of gravity with de=:ctromagnetism. Kaluza's five·
dimensional version of such a unified theory was an amazing

achi~ment, bm it had the major flaw that it could not explain
why we don't see the fifth dimension. which is supposed to bt:
spatial. Another flaw was mat it said nothing about the new
quantum mechanics that was c=xploding throughout the 1920s.

The Swedish physicist Oscar Klein in 1926 spoke to both
these questions by publishing his vc=rsion of che 5·d theory, in
which the fifch dimc=nsion is not visible to us beeausc= ir is an

extremely small compact dimension; in other words. each point
of 4-d spacetime is replaced by a tiny circle whose radius is

.»
around 10 em. This is the Planck length, which is named for
Max Planck who defined dUs size as the basic unit of size in the
quantum world. The Planck length is twenty orders of magni
tude smaller than a proton (IO·u em): so if the fifth dimension
is a Planck length circle, it is no wonder we can't walk around in
it; not even a proton could do that!

Klein's Planck-length circle, as a candidate for the fifth

dimension, entailed borh Einsrein's general relativity. applied to
5-d spacetime, and quantum theory to provide the smallness of
the extra dimension. As a bonus, the theory provides a
geometric explanation for the quantization of electric charge;
that is why every electron carries the same charge.
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This 5--d theory, called the Kaluza-Klein theory, was forgonen

in the world of physics for several decades during which the
frontier of physics became the exploration of the nucleus of the
atom, where twO new forces were discovered: the strong and

weak nuclear forces. The strong force holds the nucleus together
againSt the deClrical repulsion of the constituent ~rotons, all
carrying an identical positive charge: (remember: like charges

repel). The weak force causes the most common~ of n.udear
deeay-<hanging one type of atom into anorher m a kind of
~ntieth-centuryalchemy. These: forces were exciting thjngs to

explore, and it was obvious rhat any proposed "unified field
theory" would be incomplete withom raking them into account.

In his lasr twO decades. EinStein (1879-1955) was a rcvc=red
grandfather figure, who was widely believed to be out of touch

with the frontiers of physics-persiSling in his doubts about the
fundamental naru..re of quantum mechanics, and his fervent

pursuit of the holy grail of physics, the unified field theory.
It was quite a surprise to physics that by the one hundredch

anniversary celebrations of Einstein's birch, a unified theory had

arisen: superstring cheory. Discovered in 1971 by Raymond,
Neveu, and Schwan. it "quiwl ten dimensions of spacetime!

Physicists suddenly began to read the old 5-d Kaluza-Klein meory

papers, and translated them into English. In 1975, Sh~rk a.n~
Schwan showed mat superstring theory unifies boch Emstems

theory ofgravity and quantwn mechanics and also pr:ides for the
unification of all the forces: gravity, electromagnetism, and the
Strong and weak nuclear forces. During the Einstein celebration

year of 1979, John Schwan teamed up with Michael Green and
together, over scvc=ral years, they proved that superstring theory is
a self-consistenr theory of quantum gravity that includes general
relativity and quantum mechanics as subtheories. This was
published in 1984 and created a sensation in the w:or1d of physi~.

Many, especially younger. physicists immediately Jumped on ~IS
bandwagon, so that today the unified field theory-the gleam In
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Einsrein's eye-is a vast industry in physics. This is why physicisu
take the notion of hyperspace (ren dimensions of spacetime)
seriously.

Ofcourse, the idea of hyperspace goes back to Plato (427-347
B.C.) who suggested in his cave allegory that we are like
prisoners of the 3-d world, identifying ourselves with our 3-d
shadows. rather than the hyperdimensional creatures we really
are. Plato never used the word hyperdimensional, but the idea is
clearly in his story of the projection of the prisoner's shadows (a
2-d projection) on the cave wall. The prisoners, so securely
chained, come co identify themselves with their shadows cast by
a fire bdlind rhem; and they believe rhey, as shadows, arc inter
acting with the shadows cast by people walking behind them.

One of the prisoners breaks free of his chains and escapes to
the world outside the cave, where he sees the full 3-d world. He
can now really interact with the other 3-d people and objects.
However, he goes back to try to rescue his former fellow
prisoners. They mock him and challenge him co tell them what
he thinks he sees in their shadow world. Because he has been in
the bright sunlight outSide the cave, his eyes are not as keenly
adjusced to che dark shadow-world in which his fellow prisoners
live. They can make OUt che details of the shadows bener than
he can. This proves to chern chat he is merely mad.

It is worrh considering that the bizarreness of the Ted Owens
story is a modern-day version of Plato's cave allegory.

Even though PlatO had said of his academy, "Let no one enter
here without geometry," it rook many centuries for geometry to

extend to the fourth dimension. It was the fourth dimension as
a doorway ro the spiritual realm that inspired this geometric
foray. The philosopher who attempted to geometrize the
Platonic realm was Henry More (I614-1687), an influential
colleague of Isaac Newton at Cambridge University. He taught
that the spiritual realm extended into a fourth dimension, which
he called "spissitude." But this sort of thinking caught on only
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when mathematicians began exploring the geometry of higher

dimensional spaces.
August Moebius (1790-1868) is mOSt famous for his discovery

of the Moebius scrip, a surface that has only one side. But in 1827,
he described how a 3-d object, such as a right-handed glove, could
be turned into its mirror image, a left-handed glove, by rotating it
through four-dimensional space. Such a rotation could also be
used to tie or untie a knOt, whose ends arc connected as in the
mathematical definicion of a knOt, and to link or unlink a chain.

Johann Carl Friedrick Zoellner (1834- J882), an astronomer
at the University of Leipzig, where Moebius taught, tried to
prove that the spiricual realm was four-dimensional by having
mediums such as Henry Slade link twO wooden rings, one of
oak and one of alder. Zoellner hypothesized that only by passing
through a fourth dimension of space would this be possible.
Slade never did this but succeeded in convincing Zoellner that
he could move things through the fourth dimension by, among
orher things, tying four rrefoil knOtS in a loop of string whose
ends were sealed tOgerher. Zoellner wrote abouc these ideas in
Tramcendmta/ Physics, a book that made the notion of rhe
fourth dimension abhorrent among scientists.

Mathematicians, largely unconcerned with the application of
their discoveries, continued to explore geometries beyond the
fourth dimension. They were interested in the most general

case-any number of dimensions.
Hyperspaee-a word meaning space of more than three

dimensions-was coined in the 1890s by mathematicians who
were exploring the geometries defined by Bernhard Riemann
(1826-1866) that were nOt only non·Euclidean (with any degree
of warping---ealled "curvarure"), but also were spaces of any
number of dimensions. Riemann himself even proposed that
non-Euclidean 3-d space might account for gravity. He was
almost right. Einstein in 1915 showed that gravity could be
accounted for by a curved 4·d spacetime.
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Now physics is in !.he embarrassing situation of having ten
dimensional spacetime forced on it, at least in !.heory, if we wish
to unify general relativity with quantum theory. The major
cxperimemaJ rest of this theory is the search for supersymmetry
partners for all of the ordinary fundameoral particles. Ironically.
this seems to be a replay of Dirac's 1929 unification of quantum
theory and special relativity, which required the introduction of
antiparricle partners for aU the ordinary panides. The anti
electron (the positron) was quickJy discovered in 1932; but the
next antiparticle, the antiproton, was not disco~red. umil 1955.
Only then did physicists agree that the antimatter idea must be
true for all panicles.

Since general relariviry and quantum theory are gigantic
worlds umo themselves, and hardly on speaking terms with each
other, it is not surprising that, in order to unify these twO

theories as subtheories of a larger theory physicists have envis
aged many new consequences, chjef among them being thc
hyperdimensional 10-d spacetime.

Some physicists argue that the extra dimensions used in
supersrring theory and other versions of unified field theory are
mcre marhematical tricks with no necessary implications for our
philosophical understanding of the world. They may be correct.
But often mathematicaJ discoveries and the physical theories
that are developed from them precede new breakthroughs, both
in technology and in our pictun: of reality. It is certain that
people at the end of the twenty-first century wiJI have a picture
of the universe rather different from today's mainstream view. It
may well be that, by then, the implications of the Ted Owens
case, and other similar ones, will be understood in terms of
hyperdimensional physics. Higher dimensions of space could
account for many psychic effects, as well as [or the ex.isrence of
other-dimensional aspectS of consciousness. and entities such as
the Space Intelligences.
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"I Have Seen Shamans Invoke Rain
and Ha"" Wat<hed the Rain Manif..r"

Perhaps the debate as to whether Owens' manifestations were
produced as the result of psychokinesis or as the resulr of SI
intervention misses the point thar, for millennia, shamans of
many differenr cultures were said to produce similar
phenomena. Shamanism, while still poorly understood, may be
thought to combine psycholcinetic taJent with an ability to
interact with hyperspace realms. I have. had occasion to discuss
these matters with David Wilson, also known as Awo Fa'iokun
Fatunmbi, a Western-trained scholar and author who is also an
initiate into the Yoruba lfa tradition of Nigeria. He summarizes

his view of the PK Man as follows:

Dr. Mishlove makes reference to numerous
examples where it appears that Ted Owens affected
the weather and appars to have caused lightning to
manifest. In !fa, the invocation of lightning is used as
an instrument of warfare. There are very specific and
derailed rituals that are designed to produce and
direct this natural phenomena. I have personally
witnessed enough examples of !fa initiates invoking
changes in the weather that it now seems normaJ

rather than abnormal.
I have seen shamans invoke rain and have watched

the rain manifest. I have seen shamans invoke the spirit
of lightning while their invocations were punctuated
by bolrs of lightning hurling across the sky. I have seen
shamans command the wind to blow and demand thar
it stop. On one occasion a wind storm disrupted a
ceremony thar 1 was participating in, and the !fa
initiate who was leading the ceremony poked his head
out of the door of the room that we were in and ~lled
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at me wind to StOP blowing, The wind StOPped unril
after we had finished. When I asked how he did mar,
he ans~red, "You have ro believe thar you can," This

answer is nor flip. Believing char you can means thal
you have worked through doubr, fear, hesilation and
confusion. Thc:sc are all emotions that would resuicr

access to au or inhibit the manifcslation of kundalini
(as ase is known in rhe yogic traditions).

In my own study of /fa, I have identified at least
forty different calegories of inrerdimensional beings,
and each category has a number of subcategories.
The shamanism of West Afrio and South Africa

makes clear reference to alien life forms who visit me
Eanh from different dimensions of reality and some

who claim to be from specific places in the visible
univerS4:. Similar material appears in the shamanistic
traditions of Native Americans, most notably the
Hopi who dance in honor of their alien visitors. The
Hopi are extremely reluctant to speak about their
relationship with alien visitors, not out of fear of
being called "crazy"; their reluctance is based on a
concern for che safety of the aliens themselves. Elders
anlong the Zulu reach a form of sign language used
to communicate with visitors from other planers.

Efforts have been made by the Zulu elders to publish
this material for the benefit ofeveryone. Some of the
material bas reached the prinred page; most of it has
been rejected by publishers as noncredible. It seems

to me that the issue ofcredibility should be lett to rhe
reader and thar any effort to edit ideas that are
uncomfortable to the Western reader takes the emire
concept of colonialism to a new level of insidious
sophistication.

26.
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Honoring the Potential "PK Penon"
in Each Human Being

To me, the dramatic weight of me evidence is mat an inteUi~

gent energy worked with Ted Owens throughout his unusual
carttr as a demonstrator ofparanormal phenomena. As a scientist,

1 realize that there is an alternative hypothesis. Perhaps all that has
transpired can be explained as "odd matches" occurring in a
random and meaningless universe, or, perhaps, a rational

universe. The skeptics may JUSt be correct about this, but I reckon
that the probabiJity of this is extremely low-less than one in a
million, i.e., che probability of lightning striking the bridge to
Camden in Philadelphia after ~ns pointed his finger in that
direction in response to the request of attorney Sidney Margulies.

The social dynamics thar 1 have prescmed suggest that science

irsdf has betn handicappo:l in irs pursuit ofkn~ about the
pa.nnormal because we, as a society, are in a phase ofconBia, COntro
versy, and polarization ~ding important questions concerning

fundamema...l mcraphysical issues. A new cultural paradigm is in the
process of formation. However, progress in understanding and
working with psychic energy will be limited, for humanity as a
whole. We must evolve beyond denial. We must move beyond
pronature syncretism. We must move towa..rd honest, authentic

integration of the depths wichin us and the fuas beron: us.
As for Ted Owens, it might be said that he has made a contri

bution worthy of being named after him. So, I propose that rhe
term "Owens Effect" be used to refer fa oStensible psychokinetic

manipulation of large-scale, volatile systems such as hurricanes,
tornados, earthquakes, volcanos, lightning, power blackouts,
weather parrerns, etc. Throughout his life, Owens rried-both
valiantly and foolishly-to awaken public awareness regarding

this potential.
At the same time, it is easy to criticize Ted Owens as his own

worst enemy. He had numerous bad habits and even criminal
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propensities. To pur it simply, the hisrory of his demonsttationa
embodies many warnings about the potential harm that may be
associated with the reckless cultivation of talents such as
psychokinesis. Perhaps this is why the notion of witchcraft still
raises shivers of fear in the general population.

But it is tOO late to moert b.ack to mediev.al notions, .and it is
tOO l.ate to point .a moralistic finger.at Ted Owens for the damage
that followed in his wake. Our judgments about Ted Owens will
neither change the past nor pro tea us .against such abuses in the
future. My own view is that Ted Owens and his powers, hOWC\'e.t

they are (a be explained, generally served as a mirror reAecting
and amplifying the attitudes that ~re directed at him by those
he encountered. Although Owens often acted recklessly and
constantly used poor judgment, his malice wu almost always
r~rved for those who treated him with contempt and disre
speCt. If humanity, as a whole, is to fully awaken to itS own

psychic potentiaJ-and harness it for good-we must aU grow
in wisdom. SpecificaJly, this me2ns we must Ic:arn to practice
mental hygiene with rc:g<lrd to our own stream of conscious
ness-cultivating positive thoughts and attitudes while

eschewing thoughts that deprecate ourselves or any other
precious human being. And we must learn to treat all other
people with COUrtesy and respeCt. After all, we all possess

psychokinetic talents, both larent (such as the ability to control
the wearher) and acwal (such as the ability to move our bodies).
Perhaps, Ted Owens was sent to us by some higher intelligence
for (he purpose of measuring whether we were ready to assimi
lare the powers he exuded. Clearly, we were nor. However, we
are in a phase of rapid social transition. Perhaps it is nOt too late
to receive other such messengers with greater understanding.
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Known since 1986 to millions of viewers as the thoughtful,

inquiring host of Thinking A/Iowr:d, a talk show aired on
national public television every week, Jeffrey Mishlove, Ph.D.,
has earned the reputation as a deep and authentic investigator of
health, spiritualiry, and parapsychology. Mishlove is director of
the Intuition Network, an organization of thousands of profes

sionals interested in cultivating and applying intuirive skills. The
firsr American to receive a Ph.D. in parapsychology from a
major universiry, he is the author of the classic Roots of
Consciousnm, which recounts the history of parapsychology and

served as the basis for his Psi Drt/twpmntl Sysums, a textbook
which teaches ways ofdeveloping extrasen ry abilities. Based in
San Rafael, California, Mishlove serv as president of the
Inruition Network. He welcomes vi !tors to his website:

www.mishlove.com.
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